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1. Signalen en systemen in continue tijd 

In dit hoofdstuk geven we een samenvatting van de beschrijving van signalen en 

systemen in continue tijd. 

lineaire. tijdinvariante overdrachtssystemen 

We beschouwen het overdrachtssysteem x( t) .... y( t) en nemen aan dat het systeem 

lineair en tijdinvariant is. Het signaal x( t) aan de ingang van het systeem fungeert 

als ingangssignaal (excitatie) en veroorzaakt aan de uitgang van het systeem het 

uitgangssignaal (de responsie) y(t). 

Lineariteit betekent: 

als 
en 

dan 

Xt( t) -t 1/t( t) 
X2( t) -t 1/2( t) 

Q1Xt(t)+ct2X2(t) -t ctt1/t(t)+a21/2(t); 
een lineaire combinatie van ingangssignalen resulteert in dezelfde lineaire 

combinatie van de respectieve uitgangssignalen. 

Uit de eigenschap van lineariteit volgt onder meer: als het ingangssignaal identiek 

nul is, dan is het uitgangssignaal dat ook. Dit houdt in dat het systeem geen 

bronnen bevat. 

Tijdinvariantie betekent: 

als 

dan 

:z(t) .... y(t) 
x(t-r) .... y(t-r); 

een tijdverschuiving van het ingangssignaal resulteert in dezelfde tijdverschuiving 

van het uitgangssignaal. 

Impulsresponsie en convolutie-interuaal 

Een lineair, tijdinvariant overdrachtssysteem is volledig bepaald door zijn 

impulsresponsie h( t), d.w.z. door het uitgangssignaal y( t) dat hoort bij het 

impulsvormig ingangssignaal x( t) = ó( t); de functie ó( t) heet de Dirac- of 

deltafunctie en bezit de belangrijke zeefeigenschap (die ook als definitie van de 

deltafunctie kan worden beschouwd): 
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m 

x(t) = I 6(t-r)x(r)dr. 
-m 

We kunnen de responsie y(t) op een willekeurige excitatie x(t) uitdrukken in deze 
excitatie en de impulsresponsie h( t). Immers 

per definitie geldt 
uit tijdinvariantie volgt 
uit lineariteit volgt 

en eveneens 

6(t) -1 h(t)' 
6(t-r) -1 h(t-r), 

6( t-r)x( r)dr -1 h( t-r)x( r)dr 
m m 

I 6( t-r)x( r)d T .... I h( t-r)x( r)dr . 
-m -m 

Met behulp van de zeefeigenschap van de deltafunctie volgt dat het linkerlid van 
de laatste uitdrukking gelijk is aan x( t). De responsie y( t) op de excitatie x( t) kan 
dus geschreven worden als 

m 

y(t) = Ih(t-r)x(r)dr. 
-m 

De integraal in de laatste uitdrukking is een zogenaamde convolutie-integraal en 
geeft aan hoe verleden (en eventueel toekomstige) waarden van het ingangssignaal 
moeten worden gewogen om hun bijdrage te leveren tot het uitgangssignaal op 
een bepaald tijdstip; de impulsresponsie h(t) fungeert hierbij als weegfunctie. We 

merken op dat de convolutie-integraal (met de rollen van z en h verwisseld) ook 

geschreven kan worden in de vorm 

m 

y(t) = I h(r)x(t-r)dr. 
-m 

Bestaan van de convolutie-inteJUaal: stabiliteit 

We moeten natuurlijk eisen dat de hierboven afgeleide convolutie-integraal 
bestaat, d.w.z. dat voor elk begrensd ingangssignaal x( t) de integraal een begrens
de waarde aanneemt en zo een begrensde waarde van het uitgangssignaal y( t) 
oplevert. Een systeem waarvoor geldt dat elk begrensd ingangssignaal een 
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begrensd uitgangssignaal oplevert, noemen we een stabiel systeem. Stabiliteit 

impliceert dat de impulsresponsie h( t) absoluut integreerbaar moet zijn: 

m 

f I h( t) I dt < m • 

-m 

I 
Deze eigenschap kan als volgt worden bewezen. 

Enerzijds geldt dat voor elk begrensd ingangssignaal x( t) met I x( t) I s A < m, 

de absolute waarde I y( t) I van het uitgangssignaal voldoet aan de betrekking 

m m m 

ly(t)l =I Jh(-r)x(t-r)drl ~ J!h{-r)llx(t-r)ldr~ A Jlh{r)ldr, 
-m -m -m 

hetgeen impliceert dat het uitgangssignaal y( t) - evenals het ingangssignaal 

x( t) - begrensd is mits voldaan is aan de voorwaarde 
m 

J I h{t)l dt < m; 
-m 

de eis van absolute integreerbaarbeid is dus voldoende voor stabiliteit. 

Anderzijds leidt het begrensde ingangssignaal x(t) = A sgn(h{ -t)), waarbij 

sgn( z) de signumfunctie is, gedefinieerd als 

{ 

1 voor z > 0 
sgn(z) = 0 voor z = 0 

-1 voor z < 0, 

tot een uitgangssignaal y( t) dat voor t = 0 de waarde 

m m m 

y(O) = Jh{--r)x(-r)dr = Jh{-r) A sgn(h{-r)) dr =A J!h(-r)!dr 
-m -m 

heeft, welke waarde onbegrensd is als niet geldt 
m f I h( t) I dt < m ; 

-m 

-m 

de eis van absolute integreerbaarbeid is dus ook noodzakeliJk voor stabiliteit. 
L 
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Eigenfuncties en eigenwaarden: freqyentieresponsie: frequentiespectrum: 

Fouriertransformatie 

We beschouwen de responsie y(t) op de harmonische excitatie x(t) = Xejwt. Uit de 

convolutie-integraal volgt onmiddellijk 

lil m lil 

y(t) = Jh(r)x(t-r)dr = Jh(r)Xefw<t-r)dT = [ Jh(r)e-jWTdr] X~t. 
-lil 

Bij een harmonisch ingangssignaal x( t) = Xejwt hoort dus een harmonisch 

uitgangssignaal y( t) = Yejwt = H(jw)Xejwt, waarbij de functie H(jw) gedefinieerd 

is als 

lil 

H(jw) = J h( r)e- jwr dr ; 
-m 

de functie H(jw) wordt de frequentieresponsie genoemd. We zien dat een harmo

nisch signaal onven~ormd door het systeem wordt doorgegeven: er vindt slechts een 

verandering van de amplitude van het si~aal plaats, maar de vorm ervan wordt 

niet aangetast. De harmonische functie e)wt is dus een eigenfunctie van een lineair, 

tijdinvariant overdrachtssysteem en de frequentieresponsie H(jw) is de biJbehoren

de eigenwaarde waarmee de amplitude X van het harmonische ingangssignaal moet 

worden vermenigvuldigd om de amplitude Y van het (eveneens harmonische) 

uitgangssignaal te vinden. Het heeft derhalve zin een willekeurig ingangssignaal 

weer te geven als een superpositie van harmonische functies, 

lil 

x(t) = fx Jx(jw)~dw, 
-lil 

waarbij de verdelingsfunctie X(jw) het frequentiespectrum van het ingangssignaal 

genoemd wordt; het uitgangssignaal kan dan meteen worden geschreven in 

dezelfde vorm, 

lil 

y(t) = fx J Y(jw)~dw, 
-lil 
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waarbij bet uitgangsfrequentiespectrum Y(jw) direct volgt uit bet ingangsfrequen

tiespectrum X(jw) en de frequentieresponsie H(jw) volgens 

Y(jw) = H(jw)X(jw) . 

De laatste betrekking vormt een beschrijving van bet overdracbtssysteem in het 

frequentiedomein en is de tegenhanger van de beschrijving door middel van de 
convolutie-integraal in bet tijddomein. 

De frequentiespectra X(jw) en Y(jw) zijn niets anders dan de Fouriergetrana
formeerden van de signalen x( t) en y( t): 

111 

X(jw) = J x(t)e-jwtdt, 

-~~~ 

met als inverse Fouriertransformatie 

111 

1 J . t x( t) = !i X(jw)eJW dw , 
-~~~ 

en analoge uitdrukkingen voor y( t) en Y(jw). 

Evenzo is de frequentieresponsie H(jw) de · Fondergetransformeerde van de 

impulsresponsie h( t). De frequentieresponsie H(jw) kan dus op twee manieren 

worden geïnterpreteerd: 
- als de factor waarmee de amplitude van een harmonisch ingangssignaal moet 

worden vermenigvuldigd om de amplitude te vinden van bet (eveneens 

harmonische) uitgangssignaal, en 
- als de Foutiergetransformeerde van de impulsresponsie h( t). 

Appendix A bevat een aantal eigenschappen van de Fouriertransformatie; 

Appendix B bevat een aantal Fouriertransformatieparen. 

Systeemfunctie of overdrachtsfunctie: Laplacetransformatie 

Niet alleen het harmonisch signaal ejwt is een eigenfunctie van een lineair, 

tijdinvariant overdrachtssysteem, ook het meer algemene exponentiële signaal ept 
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is zo'n eigenfunctie. De grootheid p in de uitdrukking van een exponentieel 

signaal mag complex zijn, p = 0'+ jw, en wordt de complexe frequentie genoemd; 

voor 0' = 0 gaat het algemene exponentiële signaal ept over in een harmonisch 

signaal eiwt. Het ingangssignaal ~ t) = Xept resulteert inderdaad in het uitgangs

signaal'IJ(t) = Yept met Y = H(p)X, zoals onmiddellijk uit de convolutie-integraal 

volgt; de functie H(p), die in dit geval als eigenwaarde optreedt, heet de systeem

junctie of O'Verdrachtsjunctie en hangt met de impulsresponsie h( t) samen via de 

relatie 

m 

H(p) = J h(t)e -ptdt. 

-m 

Evenals de frequentieresponsie H(jw) kan ook de systeemfunctie H(p) op twee 

manieren worden geïnterpreteerd: 

- als de factor waarmee de 'amplitude' van een exponentieel verlopend ingangs

signaal moet worden vermenigvuldigd om de 'amplitude' van het (eveneens 

exponentieel verlopende) uitgangssignaal te vinden, en 

- als de Laplacegetransformeerde van de impulsresponsie h( t). 

De systeemfunctie H{p) is een veelgebruikte systeembeschrijving, waaruit veel 

systeemeigenschappen eenvoudig kunnen worden afgeleid. De frequentieresponsie 

volgt door substitutie van p = jw, terwijl de impulsresponsie ontstaat na het 

toepassen van de inverse Laplacetransformatie. In het veel voorkomende geval dat 

het systeem wordt beschreven door een lineaire differentiaal'Vergelijking met 

constante coëfficiënten, 

d
11

y .QJl _ b d
1 
x b dx b a,. M + ... + at at + ao y - I I + ... + 1 01 + 0 x ' 

dt dt 

krijgt de systeemfunctie de rationale vorm 

b p1 + ... + btP + bo 
H(p)=-~-~~=-----------

"uP + ... + atP + ao 

we kunnen in dat geval de coëfficiënten van de differentiaalvergelijking onmiddel

lijk in de systeemfunctie herkennen. Bovendien kan de voorwaarde voor stabiliteit 

in dat geval eenvoudig worden geformuleerd als: de polen van H(p), d.w.z. de M 

oplossingen q/Jt (p. = 1,2, ... ,M) van de vergelijking 
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moeten in het linker halfvlak liggen, d.w.z Re qJ.t < 0 (J.t = 1,2, ... ,M). Merk op dat 

in dat geval de eigentrillingen, d.w.z. de oplossingen van de homogene differentiaal

vergelijking 

~ ~ -aM M + ... + at 01 + ao y - 0 , 
dt 

welke optreden als het systeem vanaf een bepaald tijdstip aan zichzelf wordt 

overgelaten, een uitstervend karakter hebben. 

Wij zullen hier niet verder op de eigenschappen van de systeemfunctie ingaan. 

Ruisvormi~e signalen: autocorre1atiefunctie: vermo~ensspectrum 

Voor een grote klasse van signalen bestaat de Foutiergetransformeerde niet; tot 

deze klasse behoren o.a. de ruisvormige signalen die beschreven kunnen worden 

als een stationair, ergodisch, stochastisch proces. Hoewel een betrekking van de 

vorm Y(.iw) = H(jw)X(jw) voor deze signalen dus niet worden geformuleerd, kan 

voor hen, naast een beschrijving door middel van de convolutie-integraal, toch 

een systeembeschrijving door middel van de frequentieresponsie worden gegeven, 

zij het in een aangepaste vorm. We gaan daarbij uit van de autocorrelatiefunctie 
rxx(t1-t2), die gedefinieerd is als de venJJachtingswaarde of het ensemblegemiddelde 

van het product :z:(tt)x*(t2): 

de stationariteit zorgt er hierbij voor dat de autocorrelatiefunctie alleen afhangt 

van het tijdverschil t1-~ en niet van tt en t2 algemeen. De autocorrelatiefunctie 

ry1(t1-t2) van het uitgangssignaal kan met behulp van de convolutie-integraal als 

volgt in de autocorrelatiefunctie rxx(tt-t2) van het ingangssignaal worden 

uitgedrukt: 

lil lil 

= E ( I h( tt-Tt):z:( Tt)drt] ( I h( t2-T2):z:( T2)dT2] * = 
-m -m 
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lil lil 

= I I h{tt-Tt) [E z{rt)x*(r2)] h*(t2-r2) dndr2 = 
-lil-lil 

lil lil 

= J J h( tt-Tt) rxx( Tt-T2) h*( ~-T2)drtdT2 . 
-lil-lil 

Wanneer we nu de impulsresponsie h(t) via de inverse Fouriertransformatie 
uitdrukken in de frequentieresponsie H(jw) en vervolgens de Foutiergetrans
formeerden Rxx(jw) en Ryy(jw) van de autocorrelatiefuncties rxx( r) en ryy( r) 
introduceren, volgt uiteindelijk (zie Appendix C) de ingangs-uitgangsrelatie 

Ryy(jw) = I H(jw) 1
2 
Rxx(jw) , 

welke relatie bij ruisvormige signalen in de plaats komt van de eerder afgeleide 
betrekking 

Y(jw) = H(jw)X(jw) . 

De functie R(jw) wordt het 'IJermogensspectrum van het signaal genoemd. 
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2 Signalen en systemen in discrete ûjd 

In dit hoofdstuk geven we een samenvatting van de beschrijving van signalen en 

systemen in discrete tijd. Dit hoofdstuk loopt, op de inleidende paragraaf over 

tijddiscrete signalen na, volledig parallel aan hoofdstuk 1, waarin de signalen en 

systemen in continue tijd zijn behandeld. De tekst van dit hoofdstuk is opzettelijk 

zoveel mogelijk gelijk gehouden aan die van hoofdstuk 1. Duidelijk zal blijken dat 

de veelal reeds vertrouwde concepten uit de tijdcontinue signaaltheorie zonder 

meer kunnen worden vertaald naar het tijddiscrete geval. 

Tijddiscrete signalen 

Een discreet signaal g[ n] is een rij van waarden, gedefinieerd voor gehele waarden 

van n. De nummering n kan samenhangen met de tijd, maar kan ook samen

hangen met andere variabelen zoals bijvoorbeeld plaats of frequentie. Voor het 

gemak zullen we, tenzij anders vermeld wordt, n als een tijdvariabele beschouwen. 

Indien het tijddiscrete signaal g[ n] ontstaan is door bemonstering van een 

tijdcontinu signaal g( t) geldt g[ n] = g( nT); T is daarbij het bemonsteringsinterval. 
Wij zullen later (in hoofdstuk 3) op het bemonsteren van tijdcontinue signalen 

terugkomen. 

We noemen twee voorbeelden van discrete signalen die in het vervolg vaak aan de 

orde zullen komen: 

eenheidsimpuls 

harmonisch signaal 

{ 

1 voorn= 0 
6{n] = 0 

voorn j: 0; 

g[ n] = eiOn. 

Bij de tijdcontinue systemen zijn de harmonische signalen ejwt van groot belang; 

bemonstering van het tijdcontinue harmonische signaal ejwt met frequentie w, 
levert het tijddiscrete harmonische signaal tlwn T = ( ~T) n = ejOn op met () = 

wT, waar~~ ()de betekenis heeft van een genormeerde frequentie. Merk op dat het 

signaal eJ n niet verandert wanneer de waarde van () wordt vermeerderd of 
verminderd met een geheel aantal malen 2r. ejOn = e'-O+Ml:lr)n; wij kunnen ons 

bij de waarden die ()kan aannemen dus beperken tot een ()-interval met een 

lengte van 211", voor welk interval vaak 0 ~ () ~ 2'11" of -11" ~ () ~ '11" gekozen wordt. We 
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merken verder op dat een harmonisch signaal in het algemeen niet periodiek is; 

het is slechts periodiek als de verhouding 9/ 1r rationaal is. 

Lineaire. tijdinvariante oyerdrachtssystemen 

We beschouwen het overdracbtssysteem x[n]...,. y[n] en nemen aan dat bet systeem 
lineair en tijdinvariant is. Het signaal x[ n] aan de ingang van het systeem fungeert 
als ingangssignaal (excitatie) en veroorzaakt aan de uitgang van bet systeem bet 

uitgangssignaal (de responsie) y[n]. 

Lineariteit betekent: 

als 
en 
dan 

Xt[n]...,. Yt[n] 

x2[n]...,. 112[n] 
CttXt[n]+a2x2[n]...,. CttYt[n]+et21/2[n] ; 

een lineaire combinatie van ingangssignalen resulteert in dezelfde lineaire 
combinatie van de respectieve uitgangssignalen. 

Uit de eigenschap van lineariteit volgt onder meer: als bet ingangssignaal identiek 
nul is, dan is het uitgangssignaal dat ook. Dit houdt in dat het systeem geen 
bronnen bevat. 

Tijdinvariantie betekent: 
als 
dan 

x[n]...,. y[n] 

x[n-m]...,. y[n-m] ; 

een tijdverschuiving van het ingangssignaal resulteert in dezelfde tijdverschuiving 
van het uitgangssignaal. 

Impulsresponsie en convolutiesom 

Een lineair, tijdinvariant overdrachtssysteem is volledig bepaald door zijn 
impulsresponsie h[ n], d.w.z. door het uitgangssignaal y[ n] dat hoort bij het 

impulsvormig ingangssignaal x[n] = ó[n]; de functie ó[n] heet de eenheidsimpuls of 
deltajunctie en bezit de belangrijke zeefeigenschap 

m 

x[n] = l ó[n-m]x[m]. 
m=-m 
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We kunnen de responsie y[n] op een willekeurige excitatie z[n] uitdrukken in deze 

excitatie en de impulsresponsie h[ n]. Immers 

per definitie geldt 6[ n] .... h[ n] , 

uit tijdinvariantie volgt 6[n-m] .... h[n-m], 
uit lineariteit volgt 6[n-m]z[m] .... h[n-m]z[m] 

Cl) Cl) 

eneveneens 2 6[n-m]z[m].... 2 h[n-m]z[m]. 

m=-m m=-m 

Met behulp van de zeefeigenschap van de deltafunctie volgt dat het linker1id van 

de laatste uitdrukking gelijk is aan z[n]. De responsie y[n] op de excitatie x[n] kan 

dus geschreven worden als 

Cl) 

y[n] = 2 h[n-m]z[m] . 
m=-m 

De som in de laatste uitdrukking is een zogenaamde convolutiesom en geeft aan 

. hoe verleden (en eventueel toekomstige) waarden van het ingangssignaal moeten 

worden gewogen om hun bijdrage te leveren tot het uitgangssignaal op een 

bepaald tijdstip; de impulsresponsie h[n] fungeert hierbij als weegfunctie. We 

merken op dat de convolutiesom (met de rollen van x en h verwisseld) ook 

geschreven kan worden in de vorm 

11[ n] = l h[ m]x[ n-m] . 

m=-m 

Bestaan yan de convolutiesom: stabiliteit 

We moeten natuurlijk eisen dat de hierboven afgeleide convolutiesom bestaat, 

d.w.z. dat voor elk begrensd ingangssignaal x[ n] de som een begrensde waarde 

aanneemt en zo een begrensde waarde van het uitgangssignaaly[n] oplevert. Een 

systeem waarvoor geldt dat elk begrensd ingangssignaal een begrensd uitgangs

signaal oplevert, noemen we een stabiel systeem. Stabiliteit impliceert dat de 

impulsresponsie h[n] absoluut sommeerbaar moet zijn: 
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(I) 

}: lh(n]l < oo. 

n=-oo 

I 
Deze eigenschap kan als volgt worden bewezen. 

Enerzijds geldt dat voor elk begrensd ingangssignaal z[ n] met I x[ n] I ~ A < oo, 

de absolute waarde I y[ n] I van het uitgangssignaal voldoet aan de betrekking 

m CD CD 

ly[nJI =I }: h[m]z[n-m]l ~ }: lh[m]llz[n-m]l ~A }: lh[m]l, 

m=-m m=-oo m=-oo 

hetgeen impliceert dat het uitgangssignaal y[ n] - evenals het in gangssignaal 

x[ n] -begrensd is mits voldaan is aan de voorwaarde 
(I) 

}: I h[ n]l < oo ; 

n=-oo 
de eis van absolute sommeerbaarbeid is dus voldoende voor stabiliteit 

Anderzijds leidt het begrensde ingangssignaal z[n] = A sgn(h[-n]), waarbij 

sgn( z) de signumjunctie is, gedefinieerd als 

{ 

1 voor z > 0 
sgn(z) = 0 voor z = 0 

-1 voor z < 0, 

tot een uitgangssignaal y[ n] dat voor n = 0 de waarde 

(I) (I) (I) 

y[O] = }: h[-m]z[m] = }: h[-m] A sgn(h[-m]) = A }: I h[m] I 
m=-oo m=-oo m=-oo 

heeft, welke waarde onbegrensd is als niet geldt 
(I) 

}: I h[n]l < m; 
n=-oo 

de eis van absolute sommeerbaarbeid is dus ook noodzakelijk voor stabiliteit. 
L 
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Eiiienfuncties en eigenwaarden: frequentieresponsie: frequentiespectrum; 

Fouriertransformatie 

We beschouwen de responsie y[n] op de harmonische excitatie x[n] = xeifJn. Uit 

de convolutiesom volgt onmiddellijk 

m m m 

y[n] = l h[m]x[n-m] = l h[m]XejO(n-m) = [ l h[m]e -jOm J XejOn. 

m=- m=- m=-

Bij een harmonisch ingangssignaal x[ n] = XejOn hoort dus een harmonisch 

uitgangssignaal y[n] = Yej(}n = H(ei0)xei0n, waarbij de functie H(ei0) gedefini

eerdis als 

m 

H( ejO) = l h[ n]e- jOn ; 

n=-m 

de functie H( ei0) wordt de jrequentieruponsie genoemd. We zien dat een 

harmonisch signaal onveruormd door het systeem wordt doorgegeven: er vindt 

slechts een verandering van de amplitude van het signaal plaats, maar de vorm 
ervan wordt niet aangetast. De harmonische functie ejOn is dus een eigenfunctie 
van een ·lineair, tijdinvariant overdrachtssysteem en de frequentieresponsie H( ei0) 

is de bijbehorende eigenwaarde waarmee de amplitude X van het harmonische 

ingangssignaal moet worden vermenigvuldigd om de amplitude Y van het 

(eveneens harmonische) uitgangssignaal te vinden. Het heeft derhalve zin een 

willekeurig ingangssignaal weer te geven als een superpositie van harmonische 
functies 

x[n] = tr J X(ei0)ejOnd(}, 

<27r> 

waarbij de verdelingsfunctie X( ei0) het freqv.entiupectrum van het ingangssignaal 

genoemd wordt (en waarbij we ons, zoals eerder opgemerkt, kunnen beperken tot 

een (}-interval met een lengte van 21r); het uitgangssignaal kan dan meteen worden 

geschreven in dezelfde vorm, 

y[ n] = tr J Y( ei0)ejOnd (} , 

<27r> 
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waarbij het uitgangsfrequentiespectrum Y( ei~ direct volgt uit het ingangsfrequen

tiespectrum X( ei0) en de frequentieresponsie H( ei0) volgens 

(De notatie 1 ·dO in bovenstaande uitdrukkingen voor x[n] en y[n] duidt aan dat 

<2?r> 
elk willekeurig integratie-interval ter lengte 2?r gekozen mag worden; in de 

praktijk zal dit veelal het interval 0 ~ 0 ~ 2?r of het interval -?r ~ () ~ ?r zijn.) 

De laatste betrekking is een beschrijving van het overdrachtssysteem in het 

frequentiedomein en vormt de tegenhanger van de beschrijving door middel van 

de convolutiesom in het tijddomein. 

De frequentiespectra X( ei0) en Y( ei0) zijn niets anders dan de FouTiergetrans
formeerden van de signalen x[ n] en y[ n]: 

11) 

X( ,;o) = l x[ n]e- jOn ' 

n=-m 

met als in11erse Fouriertransformatie 

x[n] = -b 1 X(ei0)ejOnd(), 

<2?r> 

en analoge uitdrukkingen voor y[ n] en Y( ei0). 

Evenzo is de frequentieresponsie H(ei0) de Foutiergetransformeerde van de 

impulsresponsie h[ n]. De frequentieresponsie H( ei0) kan dus op twee manieren 

worden geïnterpreteerd: 

- als de factor waarmee de amplitude van een harmonisch ingangssignaal moet 

worden vermenigvuldigd om de amplitude te vinden van het (eveneens 

harmonische) uitgangssignaal, en 

- als de Foutiergetransformeerde van de impulsresponsie h[ n]. 

I Dat de twee functies :z[ n] en X( .J8) een Fonriertransformatiepaar vormen, 

kan worden bewezen door de uitdrukking voor de heentransformatie 
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m 

X(ej()) = l x[m]e -jfJm 

m=-m 

te substitueren in de uitdrukking voor de terugtransformatie 

x[n] = /:; J X(ej0)ei9ndfJ. 
<2~> 

We vinden dan 

m 

x[n] = fK J ( l x[m]e -jfJm] eiOndfJ' 

<2~> m=-m 

welke uitdrukking na verwisseling van de volgorde van sommeren en 
integreren overgaat in 

m 

x[n] = l [ :b J eifJ(n-m)dfJ) x[m]. 
m=-m <2~> 

De resterende integraal van eifJ(n-m) over een interval ter lengte van 2~ 
levert alleen een van nul verschillende waarde op als n = m, voor welk geval 
de integraal de waarde 2~ krijgt. Na substitutie van dit resultaat in boven
staande uitdrukking, vinden we inderdaad dat het rechterlid gelijk wordt aan 

x[n], waarmee we hebben bewezen dat het successief toepassen van een 

heen- en een terugtransformatie weer het oorspronkelijke signaal oplevert. 
L 

Uit de definitie van de Fouriertransformatie volgt onmiddellijk dat het frequentie
spectrum X( ei~ periodiek is met een periode van 2r, dit komt overeen met onze 
eerdere constatering dat de waarden van fJ kunnen worden beperkt tot een 

interval met een lengte van 271". 

Appendix D bevat een aantal eigenschappen van de Fouriertransformatie; 
Appendix E bevat een aantal Fouriertransformatieparen. 
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Systeemfunctie of overdrachtsfunctie: z-transformatie 

Niet alleen het harmonisch signaal ej()n is een eigenfunctie van een lineair, 

tijdinvariant overdrachtssysteem, ook de meer algemene meetkundige rij zn is zo'n 

eigenfunctie; voor z = JO gaat de meetkundige rij zn over in een harmonisch 

signaal ejOn_ Het ingangssignaal x[n] = Xzn resulteert inderdaad in het uitgangs

signaal y(n] = Yzn met Y = H(z)X, zoals onmiddellijk uit de convolutiesom volgt; 

de functie H( z), die in dit geval als eigenwaarde optreedt, heet de systeemfunctie of 

overdrachtsfunctie en hangt met de impulsresponsie h[ n] samen via de relatie 

m 

H(z) = l h[n]z-n. 

n=-m 

Evenals de frequentieresponsie H( ;o) kan ook de systeemfunctie H(z) op twee 

manieren worden geïnterpreteerd: 

- als de factor waarmee de 'amplitude' van een volgens een meetkundige rij 

verlopend ingangssignaal moet worden vermenigvuldigd om de 'amplitude' te 

vinden van het (eveneens volgens een meetkundige rij verlopend) uitgangs

signaal, en 

- als de z-getransformeerde van de impulsresponsie h[n]. De z-getransformeerde 

speelt bij tijddiscrete signalen en systemen eenzelfde rol als de Laptacegetrans

formeerde bij tijdcontinue signalen en systemen. We zullen op de z-transformOr 
tie hier niet verder in gaan, maar verwijzen kortheidshalve naar Appendix F, 

welke bevat een aantal eigenschappen van de z-transformatie bevat, en naar 

Appendix G, welke een aantal z-transformatieparen bevat. 

Bij tijdcontinue systemen is het exponentiële signaal tpt de eigenfunctie van het 

systeem; bij tijddiscrete systemen wordt deze rol overgenomen door de meet

kundige rij zn, die daarmee de tijddiscrete tegenhanger is van het exponentiële 

signaal ,;Pt. De samenhang tussen deze signalen wordt nog duidelijker als we 

bedenken dat bemonstering van het exponentiële signaal z( t) = ept volgens x[ n] = 
z(n7j de meetkundige rij z[n] = epnT = (epT)n = zn oplevert met z = ePT. Het 

signaal zn kunnen we daarom ook een exponentieel signaal noemen. 

De systeemfunctie H(z) is een veelgebruikte systeembeschrijving, waaruit veel 

systeemeigenschappen eenvoudig kunnen worden afgeleid. De frequentieresponsie 

volgt door substitutie van z = ej0, terwijl de impulsresponsie ontstaat na het 

toepassen van de inverse z-transformatie. In het veel voorkomende geval dat het 
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systeem kan worden beschreven door een lineaire differentievergeliJking met 

constante coëfficiënten, 

y[n] - ( aty[n-1] + ... + flv11[n-M]) = boz[n] + btzf:n-1] + ... + b
1

z[n-N] , 

krijgt de systeemfunctie de rationale vorm 

-1 -1 bo + btz + ... + b1 z 
H(z) = -1 -M ; 

1 - ( a1z + ... + flvZ ) 

we kunnen in dat geval de coëfficiënten van de differentievergelijking onmiddel
lijk in de systeemfunctie herkennen. Bovendien kan de voorwaarde voor stabiliteit 
in dat geval eenvoudig worden geformuleerd als: de polen van H(z), d.w.z. de M 
oplossingen qp, (p, = 1,2, ... ,M) van de vergelijking 

-1 -M 1 - (a1q + ... + flvq ) = 0, 

moeten binnen de eenheidscirkelliggen, d.w.z I qpl < 0 (p = 1,2, ... ,M). Merk op 
dat in dat geval de eigentrillingen, d.w.z. de oplossingen van de homogene 
differentievergelijking 

11[n]- (aty[n-1] + ... + flv11[n-M]) = 0, 

welke optreden als het systeem vanaf een bepaald tijdstip aan zichzelf wordt 
overgelaten, een uitstervend karakter hebben. 

Wij zullen hier niet verder op de eigenschappen van de systeemfunctie ingaan. 

Ruisvormi~e si~alen: autocorrelatiefunctie; vermo~ensspectrum 

Voor een grote klasse van signalen bestaat de Foutiergetransformeerde niet; tot 
deze klasse behoren o.a. de ruisvormige signalen die beschreven kunnen worden 
als een st~;tionair, e~godis~h, stochastisch proces. Hoewel een betrekking van de 
vorm Y( e3°) = H( e3°)X( e3°) voor deze signalen dus niet kan worden geformu
leerd, kan voor hen, naast een beschrijving door middel van de convolutiesom, 

toch een systeembeschrijving door middel van de frequentieresponsie worden 

gegeven, zij het in een aangepaste vorm. We gaan daarbij uit van de autocorre-
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latiefu,nctie rxx[ n1-n2], die gedefinieerd is als de verwachtingawaarde of het 

ensemblegemiddelde van het product z[nl]z*[n2]: 

de stationariteit zorgt er hierbij voor dat de autocorrelatiefunctie alleen afhangt 
van het tijdverschil n1-n2 en niet van nt en n2 algemeen. De autocorrelatiefunctie 

ryy[n1-~] van bet uitgangssignaal kan met behulp van de convolutiesom als volgt 

in de autocorrelatiefunctie rxx[ n1-n2] van het ingangssignaal worden uitgedrukt: 

IJl (I) 

= E [ l h[nt-mdz[ml]J ( l h[n2-m2]z[m2]] * = 
mt=-m m2=-m 

(I) IJl 

= l l h[nt-md [E z[mt]x*[m2]] h*[n2-m2] = 
mt = -m m2 = -m 

(I) (I) 

= l 

Wanneer we nu de impulsresponsie h[n] via de inverse Fouriertransformatie 

uitdrukken in de frequentieresponsie H( ei0) en vervolgens de Foutiergetrans

formeerden Rxx(ei0) en Ryy(ei0) van de autocorrelatiefuncties rxx[n] en ryy[n] 
introduceren, volgt uiteindelijk (zie Appendix H) de ingangs-uitgangsrelatie 

welke relatie bij ruisvormige signalen in de plaats komt van de eerder afgeleide 

betrekking 

De functie R( ei~ wordt het vermogensspectrum van het signaal genoemd. 
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3. Bemonstering en interpolatie in bet tijddomein 

In dit hoofdstuk gaan we na welke problemen ontstaan wanneer we een tijd

discreet signaal laten ontstaan door bemonstering van een tijdcontinu signaal en 

wanneer we, omgekeerd, een tijdcontinu signaal uit zijn bemonsteringwaarden 

proberen te reconstrueren. 

Bemonstering van een tijdcontinu signaal; analoog-digitaal-omzetter 

In veel gevallen ontstaat een tijddiscreet signaal g[ n] door bemonstering van een 

tijdcontinu signaal De( t) volgens g[ nJ = De( nT), waarbij T het bemonsteringsinterval 
is. Om geen informatie te verliezen zal bij een snel variërend signaal de bemon
steringafrequentie Is = 1/ T hoger moeten zijn dan bij een langzaam variërend 

signaal. We gaan nu na hoe hoog de bemonsteringsfrequentie voor een bepaald 

signaal dient te zijn. Daartoe stellen we de eis: het bemonsterde signaal g[ n] moet 

alle informatie van het oorspronkelijke signaal De( t) bevatten. Anders gezegd: het 
oorspronkelijke signaal De( t) moet uit de bemonsteringawaarden g[ n] terug te 

winnen zijn. 

Om na te gaan hoe aan de bovengenoemde eis voldaan kan worden, beschouwen 

we beide signalen in het tijd- en in het frequentiedomein: 

IJ) IJ) 

1 I . ·wt De( t) = 21r Ge(JW)eJ dw , Ge(jw) = I 9e(t)e -jwtdt, (la,b) 

-m -m 

en 

lil 

g[n] = ,J; I G(ei0)ejOnd0, G(ejO) = 2 g[n]e -jOn. (2a,b) 

<211"> n=-m 

Het verband tussen het tijdcontinue signaal De( t) en zijn bemonstering g[ n] luidt 

g[n] = De(nT); 

het verband tussen de bijbehorende spectra Ge(jw) en G(eiWT) luidt 



r= -m 

I 
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211" Gc(jw+jrWs) met Ws = y. 

De afleiding van de laatste betrekking kan als volgt worden gegeven. In de 

uitdrukking 

!1) 

g[n] = 9c(nT) = fw_ I Gc(jw)ejwnTdw, 

-m 

die rechtstreeks volgt uit vergelijking (la), substitueren we eerst w = OfT en 

splitsen we vervolgens de integratie over 0 in stukken ter grootte 211": 

!1) (2r+ 1)11" 
1 I .o ·0n g[n] = T7i1' 2 Gc(J_")eJ dO. 

r= -m (2r-1 )1r 

Iedere term in de som wordt gereduceerd tot een integraal van -1r naar +'A" 

door overgang van 0 naar 0' volgens 0 = 0' +1211" 

!1) 11" 

g[n] = zh, 2 I Gc(j 0' + T2'~~")ei0' nej21rrnd0'. 

r=-m -11" 

Verwisseling van de volgorde van sommeren en integreren, vervanging van 

0' door 0, en gebruikmaking van de eigenschap e:fl'A"m = 1, welke eigen

schap geldt omdat ren n gehele getallen zijn, levert 

'A" !1) 

g[n] = fw_ J [ ~ 2 Gc(j 0+ T211")) eiOndO. 
-'A" r= -m 

Deze resulterende gelijkheid is identiek aan die in vergelijking (2a) met 

!1) 

G( ejO) = ~ 2 Gc(j 0+ T21r) • 

r= -m 
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De laatste uitdrukking geeft dus het verband tussen het spectrum van het 

tijdcontinue signaal ge( t) en het spectrum van de bijbehorende bemonstering 

g[ n]. Met (} = wT geldt ook 

m 

G(ejwT) = ~ l Gc(jw+jl21r/T), 

r=-m 

ofwel, met Ws = Z1rls = 21rjT, 

m 

G(ejwT) = G(eftrw/lhWs) = ~ l Gc(jw+frws). 

r=-m 
L 

Het spectrum G( ejwT) is dus een periodieke functie van de frequentie w, die 

bestaat uit een som van over frequentie-intervallen ter grootte Ws verschoven 

replica's van het spectrum Gc(jw) met schaalfactor 1/ T. Deze eigenschap is zeer 

algemeen: bemonstering in het tijddomein, leidt tot periodieke herhaling in het 

frequentiedomein (en ook: bemonstering in het frequentiedomein leidt tot 

periodieke herhaling in het tijddomein, zoals we in hoofdstuk 4 zullen zien). 

Het ontstaan van het spectrum G (na bemonstering) uit Ge (vóór bemonstering) is 

in de volgende figuren schetsmatig aangegeven. Hierbij is Ge bandbegrensd met 

Ge(jw) = 0 voor I wl > Wmax, zie schets (a). Schets (b) geeftGvoor lhWs > Wmax en 

schets ( c) voor lhWs < Wmax· In geval (b) is de bemonsteringsfrequentie is kennelijk 

hoog genoeg gekozen, zodat Ge met behulp van een ideaal laagdoorlaatfilter uit G 

is terug te winnen; dit houdt in dat ook ge( t) uit g[ n] te reconstrueren is. In geval 

( c) is Ge op geen enkele manier meer uit G te reconstrueren: er treedt vouw
vervorming (Engels: aliasing) van de deelspectra op. 

In de praktijk geschiedt het bemonsteren van een elektrisch tijdcontinu signaal en 
het omzetten in getallen in een analoog/digitaal (A/D) omzetter. Om te zorgen dat 

het signaal voldoende bandbegrensd is, is in het algemeen vóór de A/D omzetter 

een laagdoorlaatfilter nodig, het zogenaamde pre-filter of anti-aliasing-filter. 



(a) 

-Wmax 

(b) 

-21!" 

(c) 

A ..... .A ..... . 
' # ' , 

' ' "' r ,. , .. ~ 

,"', ,,~ ..... 
, ' 
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Gc(jw) 

Wmax 
w 

CD 

TG( eiwT) = l Gc(jW+frws) met Ws = ~ 
1"=-CD 

w 

e 

CD 

TG( eiwT) = l Gc(jw+jrw5 ) met Ws = ;;. 
r=-oo 

..... .A ...... A .... . ' , ~ , . ' ,' ', ,' ', , 
.." ... , ', 

,'..... ""', /4·. , , 

Ws 
w 

(a) Het spectrum van een bandbegrensd, tijdcontinu signaal: 

Gc(iw) = 0 voor I w I > Wmax· 

(b) Het spectrum van het bemonsterde signaal, zonder aliasing: lhws > Wmax· 

( c) Het spectrum van het bemonsterde signaal, met aliasing: ViWs < Wmax. 
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R~constructie van een tijdcontinu signaal door inter:polatie van zijn bemonste

ringswaarden: bemonsteringstheorema 

Voor de reconstructie van een bandbegrensd, tijdcontinu signaal uit zijn bemon

steringswaarden is kennelijk een ideaal laagdoorlaatfilter nodig, met een 
afsnijfrequentie Wc die tussen Wmax en Ws-Wmax ligt. Hiermee worden Ge en Dc(t) uit 

g[n] teruggewonnen. We gaan nu na wat deze interpolatie in het tijddomein 

betekent. 

Beschouw een ideaal laagdoorlaatfilter met H(jw) = T voor I wl < lhws en H(jw) 

= 0 voor I wl ~ lhws; eenvoudigheidshalve is de afsnijfrequentie Wc gelijk gekozen 

aan de halve bemonsteringsfrequentie lhws. Voor de impulsresponsie h( t) volgt 

dan 

= Tw8 2j si;n(lhWst) = Tws st·nc[Wstl · ( t\ 
-zi" JWs t -zi" '2'i J = smc "T'' , 

met sine( z) = sinjzn) . 

Vóórdat de getallenrij g[n] gefilterd kan worden om met behulp van het ideaal 

laagdoorlaatfilter een reconstructie van het signaal te genereren, dient deze rij 

getallen eerst omgezet te worden in een rij Dirac-functies 

lil 

!Jp(t) = I g[n]6(t-nT), 
n=-lll 

welke dan aan het ideaal laagdoorlaatfilter kan worden aangeboden. Aan de 

uitgang van het laagdoorlaatfilter ontstaat dan het gereconstrueerde signaal 

lil lil lil 

Dr(t) = Jh(t-T)gp(T)dT = Jh(t-T) [ I g[n]ó(t-nT)] dT 
-lil lil n= -lil 

lil lil lil lil 

= l g[n] [ J h(t-T)ó( T-nT)dT] = l g[n]h(t-nT) = l g[n]sinc(.f-n). 

n=-m -m n=-m n= -lil 
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De reconstructie 9r(t) is dus de superpositie van verschoven sinc-functies 

sinc(t/T-n) met weegfactoren g[n]. Samengevat geldt voor het uitgangssignaal van 

het ideale laagdoorlaatfilter: 

lll 

9r(t) = l g[n]sinc(}n) met als spectrum Gr(jw) = TG(eiWT). 
n=-m 

Het bemonsteringtheorema luidt derhalve: 

indien 9c( t) bandbegrensd is met Gc(jw) = 0 voor w > lhWs = 1r / T, 
dan is 9c(t) te reconstrueren uit zijn bemonsteringswaarden 9c(nT). 

Digitaal-analoog-omzetter; nulde-orde houdcircuit 

De beschreven interpolatie met sinc-functies wordt ideale (bandbegrensde) 
interpolatie genoemd. In de praktijk is de gegeven methode niet te realiseren, 

maar slechts te benaderen. Het is namelijk enerzijds onmogelijk om Dirac-func

ties te maken en anderzijds is het ideale laagdoorlaatfilter door zijn niet-causale 

impulsresponsie niet realiseerbaar. Technisch vindt de omzetting van een 

getallenrij in een elektrisch signaal plaats in een z.g. digitaal/ analoog ( D /A) 

omzetter. Deze omzetter werkt dan meestal als nulde-orde houdcircuit (Engels: 

zero- order hold), waarbij een getal g[ n] omgezet wordt in een elektrisch signaal 

(spanning of stroom) dat gedurende het tijdinterval nT ~ t ~ ( n+ 1) Teen constante 

waarde aanneemt welke evenredig is met g[ n]. 

Het elektrisch signaal 9o( t) aan de uitgang van het nulde-orde houdcircuit is - net 

als gr( t) - óók een interpolatie van g[ n], weliswaar niet bandbegrensd: 

lll 

9o(t) = l g[n]ho(t-nT) 

{ 

1 voor 0 ~ t < T 
met ho(t) = 

0 elders, 

n=-m 

waarbij voor het spectrum Go(jw) geldt 
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met H0(jw) = e -jhwT Tsinc(wfw8). 

I 
Het spectrum Go(jw) kan als volgt bepaald worden: 

IJ) IJ) IJ) 

Go(jw) = I9o(t)e-jwtdt = I [ l g[n]ho(t-nT)] e-jwtdt = 

-m n=-m 

IJ) IJ) 

= l g[n]e -jwnT ( I ho(t-nT)e -jw(t-nT)dt] = 
n=-m 

IJ) IJ) 

= ( I ho(t)e-jwtdt] l g[n]e -jwnT = H0 (jw)G(ejwT) . 

n= -m 

L 

Merk de verschillen op tussen enerzijds de ideale (bandbegrensde) interpolatie 
met 

IJ) 

9r(t) = l g(n]sinc(}n) en het spectrum Gr(jw) = TG(ejwT) 
n=-m 

en anderzijds de interpolatie door middel van een nulde-orde houdcircuit met 

IJ) 

9o(t) = l g[n]ho(t-nT) en het spectrum Go(jw) = H0(jw)G(eiwT). 
n= -m 

We merken op dat het verloop van I Ho(jw) I = T I sine( w/ Ws) I weliswaar een 
laagdoorlaatkarakter heeft, maar dat het niet precies het karakter heeft van een 
ideaal laagdoorlaatfilter. Daarom zal in het algemeen na het nulde-orde houd
circuit nog een analoog laagdoorlaatfilter nodig zijn om de resterende componen
ten van Go(jw) voor w > lhws verder uit te filteren. Ook dient in dit laagdoorlaat
filter (of bij het ontwerp van het digitale filter!) rekening gehouden te worden met 
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het niet-<:onstante verloop van I Ho I in het interval 0 ~ w ~ ~Ws. Dit analoog 
laagdoorlaatfilter wordt interpolatie filter, post-filter of reconstroctiefilter genoemd. 

Samenvattin& 

Een signaal dat in een A/D omzetter bemonsterd wordt, dient bandbegrensd te 

zijn. In de praktijk zal een analoog laagdoorlaatfilter (het pre-filter) nodig zijn om 

eventuele frequentiecomponenten boven een maximale frequentie fmax voldoende 
te onderdrukken. De bemonsteringsfrequentie dient dan ten minste gelijk aan 

2/max gekozen te worden. 
Bij de reconstructie is na het omzetten van het digitale signaal in een elektrisch 
signaal wederom een analoog laagdoorlaatfilter (het post-filter) nodig, om de in 

de D /A omzetter ontstane frequentiecomponenten boven de halve bemonsterings
frequentie te onderdrukken. 
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4. Inter-symbool-interferentie 

In dit hoofdstuk bestuderen we een probleem dat verwant is aan het probleem uit 
hoofdstuk 3 en dat we met dezelfde wiskundige technieken kunnen behandelen. In 
hoofdstuk 3 hebben we een tijdcontinu signaal omgezet in een tijddiscreet signaal 
(door bemonstering) en dit tijddiscrete signaal - eventueel na bewerking - weer 
omgezet in een tijdcontinu signaal (door interpolatie}, en we hebben ons 
afgevraagd onder welke voorwaarde dit terugwinnen van het tijdcontinue signaal 
zonder verlies van informatie kan geschieden. Een en ander leidde toen tot het 

bemonsteringstheorema. In dit hoofdstuk zullen we een tijddiscreet signaal 
omzetten in een tijdcontinu signaal, en dit tijdcontinue signaal - nadat dit 
eventueel een bewerking heeft ondergaan - weer omzetten in een tijddiscreet 

signaal. We vragen ons vervolgens af onder welke voorwaarde het resulterende 
tijddiscrete signaal gelijk is aan het oorspronkelijke tijddiscrete signaal. 

Nyquistvoorwaarde 

We gaan uit van een tijddiscreet signaal x[n] met bijbehorend spectrum X( ei~. Dit 

signaal wordt omgezet in een tijdcontinu signaal 1/c( t) op een wijze zoals in 
hoofdstuk 3 is beschreven bij de signaalreconstructie; we nemen aan dat geldt 

111 

1/c(t) = l x[m]h(t-m7) , 
m=-m 

zodat elke waarde x[m] correspondeert met een tijdcontinue functie x[m]h(t-m7), 

welke functies vervolgens worden gesommeerd. Het resulterende tijdcontinue 

signaalyc(t) wordt vervolgens bemonsterd op de tijdstippen t = nT en leidt aldus 
tot het tijddiscrete signaal y[n] = 11c(n7). We merken op dat in de functie h(t) 
allerlei effecten verweven kunnen zijn: de wijze van interpolatie (omzetting van 
tijddiereet naar tijdcontinu), de eigenschappen van het tijdcontinue overdrachts
systeem, de eigenschappen van de tijdcontinue detector, en de eigenschappen van 
het systeem dat de bemonstering uitvoert. We vragen ons nu af welke voorwaarde 

we aan de functie h( t) moeten opleggen, opdat het tijddiscrete signaaly[ n] gelijk is 

aan x[n]. 

We behandelen het probleem in het frequentiedomein en stellen dus de eis dat de 
spectra aan elkaar gelijk moeten zijn: Y(e.fwT) = X(ejwT). Daartoe bepalen we 
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eerst het spectrum Yc(jw); eenvoudig is in te zien (vergelijk een en ander 

bijvoorbeeld met de overeenkomstige formules in hoofdstuk 3) dat geldt 

Yc(:iw) = H(jw)X( e:iwT) . 

Het spectrum Y(ejwT) volgt dan onmiddellijk (zie wederom hoofdstuk 3): 

r=-m 

21r Yc(jw+ frws) met Ws = y , 

en dus, na substitutie van Yc(jw) = H(jw)X( e:iwT): 

11) 

Y(ejwT) = + l H(:iw+frws)X(ei-w+rws)T). 

r=-m 

Aangezien X(ejwT) periodiek is in w met periode w8 = 21rjT, kan de laatste 

uitdrukking meteen geschreven worden als 

11) 

Y( e:iwT) = X( e:iwT) + 2 H(jw+ frws) , 
r= -m 

zodat de eis dat Y( e:iwT) gelijk moet zijn aan X( e:iwT) leidt tot de voorwaarde 

11) + 2 H(jw+ frws) = 1. 
r= -m 

Deze laatste voorwaarde staat bekend als de Nyquistvoorwaarde. 

De Nyquistvoorwaarde betekent in het tijddomein dat voldaan moet zijn aan de 

voorwaarde h(nT) = 6[n]. 

I 
De afleiding van de voorwaarde h[ n] = 6[ n] kan als volgt worden gegeven. 

Uit de inverse Fouriertransformatie volgt onmiddellijk 
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oo oo (r+lh)ws 
h(nT) = -b I H(jw)eJwnTdw = -b l I H(jw)ejwnTdw = 

-oo r=-oo (r-lh)w8 

oo +lhws 
= -b l I H(jw+ frws)ejwn T dw = 

r=-oo -lhWs 

+lhws oo +lhWs 

= -b I ( l H(jw+jreus)] JunTdw = {:; I ejwnTdw = 
-lhw8 r= -oo -V2Ws 

+11" 

= -b I ein°de = 6[n], 

waarbij wederom dezelfde technieken zijn gebruikt als in hoofdstuk 3. 
L 

Twee extreme voorbeelden 

Het is duidelijk dat de functie h(t) = Plh'J!t), zoals ook gebruikt - als ho(t) - in 

hoofdstuk 3 bij de praktische uitvoering van de reconstructie van een tijdcontinu 
signaal uit zijn monsterwaarden, aan de Nyquistvoorwaarde voldoet; voor deze 

functie geldt immers h(nT) = 6[n]. Dat de voorwaarde in bet frequentiedomein 
eveneens geldt, kan overigens eenvoudig worden ingezien met behulp van de 

Poisson somformule. Het probleem met deze functie h( t) is natuurlijk dat deze 
een oneindig breed spectrum heeft De functie beeft overigens wel als eigenschap 

dat hij zeer ongevoelig is voor het juiste bemonsteringstijdstip! 

De ideale interpolatie in hoofdstuk 3, met H(jw) = plhWs ( w) en h( t) = sine( t/ T), 

leidt eveneens direct tot een functie die aan de Nyquistvoorwaarde voldoet. Merk 

op dat wederom geldt h( n T) = 6[ n]. Het probleem met deze functie is dat bet 
spectrum een verloop beeft dat niet gerealiseerd kan worden. Bovendien is bet zo 
dat deze functie bijzonder gevgelig is voor bet bemonsteringtijdstip. Als niet 

precies wordt bemonsterd op de tijdstippen t = nT, maar op de tijdstippen 

t = (n+E}T, dan kan een tamelijk grote afwijking van bet gewenste resultaat 

optreden. Eenvoudig is in te zien dat in dat geval geldt 
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111 

Yc((n+E}T} = 2 z[n-m]sinc(m+E} = sinc(E} (zrn] + f 2 z[n-m] (~l~m J . 
m=- ~n 

Merk op dat de ongewenste termen z[n-m] (~n) sterk kunnen voorkomen en dat 

de afname van bun invloed op de gewenste term z[ n] slechts langzaam is (en wel 

volgens 1/m). 

Praktische oplossinien 

We zoeken nu naar een functie h(t) die een compromis vormt tussen de twee 

hiervoor genoemde extreme gevallen plh.~t) en sinc(t/T). We beperken ons 

daartoe tot een functie waarvan het spectrum begrensd is tot het interval I wl ~ Wg. 

In dat gevalluidt de Nyquistvoorwaarde 

111 

~ 2 H(jw+jrWs) = ~ ( H(jw) + H(jw+:iws) + H(jw-.iws)] = 1 voor I wl ~ lh.ws. 
r=-~~~ 

Vele functies voldoen aan deze voorwaarde. Veel gebruikt is de volgende: 

1 voor lwl <Wo 

0 voor 

waarin 0 < w0 < lh.Ws en a = ( 1 - l/2~:] ; de parameter a wordt de roUo ff factor 

genoemd. De functie ha< t) die hierbij hoort, luidt 

. t COS(1r4) 
ha(t) = smc("'T) t 2 ; 

1 - (2CtT) 

merk op dat weer geldt ha(nT) = ó[n]. 

In bet speciale geval dat a = 1 gekozen wordt, geldt 
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bovendien geldt h1(:t:lh7j = lh, en h1(:t:(n+lh)7j = 0 voor n = 1,2, .... In dit 
speciale geval geldt dat de fout die gemaakt wordt wanneer niet op de juiste 
tijdstippen wordt bemonsterd, aanmerkelijk kleiner is dan in het geval dat h(t) -
met a = 0 - gelijk gekozen was aan sine( t/ 7}. 

In de volgende figuur zijn enkele functies ha< t) en de bijbehorende spectra H a<jw) 

geschetst voor a = 0, a = 1h en a = 1. 

ha(t) 

05 

0 

Q " 1 

t 
"T 
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Vermo&enss.;pectrum van het tijdcontinue si&naal ycffi 

Wanneer het hierboven beschouwde tijddiscrete signaal x[m] een stationair, 

random signaal is met vermogensspectrum Rxx( eiwT) , dan volgt voor het daaruit 

afgeleide tijdcontinue signaal Yc( t), dat het eveneens stationair is en een ver

mogensspectrum Ryy(jw) heeft waarvoor geldt 

I 
Deze relatie kan als volgt worden afgeleid. Uitgaande van de betrekking 

m 

Yc(t) = l x[m]h(t-r-m7} 

m=-m 
volgt voor de autocorrelatiefunctie van Yc( t) 

m m 

l x[m]x*[n]h(t.-r-m7}h*(t2-r-n7} = 
m=-m n=-m 

m m 

= l l [E x[m]x*[n]J [E h(t.-r-m7}h*(t2-r-n7J] = 
m=-m n=-m 

m m 

= l l rxx[m-n] [E h(tt-r-m7}h*(t2-r-n7J] = 
m=-m n=-m 

m m 

= l rxx[k] l E h(tt-kT-r-n7}h*(t2-r-n7} = 
k=-m n=-m 

m m mT 

= l rxx[k] l U: ,IT J h(t.-kT-r-n7Jh*(~-r-n7}dr = 
k=-m n=-m ,-tiJ) 0 

m m 

= l rxx[k] ~ J h(t.-kT-r)h*(t2-r)dr = 

k=-m -m 
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m m m * 
= ~ l Txx[k] I h(t1-kT-r) [:z\ J H(jw)ejw(t2-r)dw] dr = 

k=-m -m -m 

m m m 

= ~:z\ I l rxx[k]e -jwkT H*(jw) ( I h(t1-kT-r)ejw(t1-kT-r)dr] 

-m k=-m -m 

m m 

= ~:z\ I [ l rxx[k]e -jwk~ H*(jw)H(jw) ejw(t1-t2)dw = 

-m k=-m 

m 

=-}~I Rxx(ejwT) I H(jw)l
2 

ejw(t1-t2)dw = 
-m 

m 

= fK I (~Rxx(~T) IH(jw)l
2
) ejw(t1-t2)dw = 

-m 

m 

= ryy(t1-t2) = ~ I Ryy(jw)~w(t1-t2)dw. 
-m 

We vinden dus voor het vermogensspectrum Ryy(jw) van het tijdcontinue 

signaal Yc( t) de uitdrukking 

L 

De relatie tussen de twee vermogensspectra Ryy(jw) en Rxx( ~T) is de tegen

hanger van de eerder afgeleide formule Yc(jw) = H(jw)X( ejwT). 

Enkele special &evallen 

Wanneer x[m] random gekozen wordt uit de twee waarden a en -a, volgt 

Txx[k] = a26[k] 
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en dus 

Wanneer z[m] random gekozen wordt uit de twee waarden a en 0, volgt 

rxx[k] = 1Aa2 (1 + ó[k]) 
en dus 

m 

Rxx(eiWT) = 1Aa2 (1 + l D(w/Ws-m)] • 
m=-m 

Wanneer h(t) = PVzt..t) volgt H(jw) = T sin(lhw7)/(Y2wT) en dus 

Wanneer h(t) = PVzt..t) cos('!rt/7) volgt H(jw) = 21rT cos(lhw7)/(1r2-w2T2)] en dus 
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5. Bemonstering in het frequentiedomein; discrete Fouriertransformatie 

In de praktijk zullen we vaak een frequentiespectrum willen bewerken met behulp 
van een computer; daartoe moet bet spectrum bemonsterd worden. Dit is 
natuurlijk alleen zinvol en toegestaan als bij bet bemonsteren geen relevante 
informatie verloren gaat In dit hoofdstuk zal blijken dat bemonstering in het 
frequentiedomein leidt tot periodieke herhaling in het tijddomein. Daaruit volgt dat 
bet bemonsteren van het frequentiespectrum is toegestaan in bet geval dat we te 
maken hebben met signalen welke in tijd zijn begrensd. 

In onderstaand schema, dat als basis voor dit hoofdstuk fungeert, is o.a. het 
Fouriertransformatiepaar g[n] en G(ej0) aangegeven. 

r 
g[n] G[k] 

Van g[n] naar G(ej0): Fouriertransformatie 

Tussen g[ n] en G( ~0) bestaat het verband (Fouriertransformatie) 

ID 

G(~~ = l g[n]e-jOn. 

n=-m 

Van G(~0) naar g[n]: inverse Fouriertransformatie 

Tussen G(~~ en g[n] bestaat bet verband (inverse Fouriertransformatie) 

g[n] = ~ J G(~0)~0nd0. 
<211'"> 

G( ej~ is een periodieke functie van 0 met periode 21r; deze periodiciteit is een 
gevolg van het tijddiscreet zijn van g[n]. Vanwege de periodiciteit kan bij de 
integraal voor g[n] ieder aaneengesloten integratie-interval ter lengte 21r gekozen 

worden. 
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Van G(ei0) naar G[k]: bernonsteren van het frequentiespectrum: definitie van G[k] 

We gaan nu na of het zinvol is G(ejfJ) te beschrijven door bernonsteringswaarden. 

Hiertoe beschouwen we G( ejfJ) op N equidistante punten binnen een periode 2r, 

d.w.z. voor fJ = (2r/ N)k met keen geheel getal, en krijgen dan als bernonstering 

Merk op dat, waar G( ei0) een periodieke functie is met periode 2r, G( k] een 

periodieke functie van k is met periode N. 

Met 

m 

G(z) = l g[n]z-n, 

n=-m 

(z-transformatie) is G[k] natuurlijk ook een bemonstering van G(z) en wel in de 

punten z = w; = ei.2w/ N)k; de bemonstering vindt dus plaats op equidistante 

punten van de eenheidscirkel in het z-vlak. 

N-1 m 

Hulpstelling: l w~q = N l 6(q-rN]. 
p=O r=-m 

I 
Bewijs: Voor q = rN (waarbij reen geheel getal is) geldt 

N-1 
w~q = ei.21f/ N)prN = 1 en l w~q = N. 

p=O 

V oor q # rN geldt 

L 

N-1 N-1 1-wqN nl2rfN)qN 
~ pq _ ~ ( q)p _ I _ 1-eA _ 
l w, - l wl - q - f\2rJN)q - 0 · 

p=O p=O 1-w1 1-e 
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Yan G[k] naar g[n]: definitie van g[n] 

Uit G[k] wordt een getallenrij g[n] afgeleid, gedefinieerd volgens 

N-1 

g[n] ~i; I G[k]w:n; 
k=O 

deze g[n] is periodiek in n met periodeN, dus g[n] = g[n+rN]. We merken op dat 
na substitutie van G[k] en w

1 
in de definitie van g[n], de getallenrij g[n] ook 

geschreven geschreven kan worden als 

N-1 
g[n] = -b l G(ef..27r/N)'1 ef..27r/N)kn~. 

k=O 

In deze laatste uitdrukking herkennen we een som welke een benadering is van de 
integraal die optreedt als we g[ n] via de inverse Foutier transformatie in G( ei0) 
uitdrukken. 

Van g[n] naar G[k] 

Nu vormen g[n] en G[k] een paar in die zin dat G[k] via de formule 

N-1 

G[k] = l g[n]w;kn 
n=O 

uit g[ n] teruggewonnen kan worden. 

I 
Er geldt immers 

N-1 N-1 N-1 N-1 N-1 
2 g[n]w;kn = 2 ( j; 2 G[ijw;n] w;kn = 2 G[ij ( j; 2 w~l-k)) 

n=O n=O l =0 l =0 n=O 

N-1 m 

= 2 G[ij 2 6[1-k-rN] = G[k] . 
l =0 r=-m 

L 
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Yan g[n] rechtstreeks naar ~[n]: periodieke herhalini van het siwaal 

Uit g[n] volgt dus via G(ei0) en G(k] een g[n]. We gaan nu na hoe g[n] rechtstreeks 
volgt uit g[n]. Met 

en hierin ingevuld 

volgt 

N-1 

g[n] = ~ 2 G(k]w:n 
k=O 

11) 

G(k] = l g(m]w;km 
m=-m 

m N- 1 m m m 

g[n] = l g[m] [ 1J: w~n-m) J = l g[m] l ó[n-m-rN] = l g[n-rN] • 
m= -m k = 0 m= -m r= -m r= -m 

Dus geldt dat g[n] een som is van over N verschoven replica's van het signaal g(n]; 
g[ n] volgt dus eenduidig uit g[ n]. In het algemeen is g[ n] echter niet meer uit g[ nJ 
terug te winnen, omdat de replica's van g[ n] elkaar kunnen overlappen ( aliasing in 
het tijddomein!). 

Merk de overeenkomst op met bemonstering in het tijddomein, die in het 

algemeen leidt tot periodieke herhaling (en eventueel aliasing) in het frequentie

domein. Hier leidt bemonstering in het frequentiedomein tot periodieke herhaling 

in het tijddomein. 

Indien nu g[n] eindig van lengte is (g[n] = 0 voorn < 0 en voorn~ L) en N ten 
minste gelijk gekozen wordt aan deze eindige lengte (N ~ L), dan treedt in g[n] 

geen overlapping op van de replica's van g[ nJ. In dat geval is g[ n] wel terug te 
winnen uit g[n] en wel via g[n] = R

1
[n]g[n], waarbij 

{ 

1 voorn= 0,1, ... ,N-1 
R [n] = u[n]-u[n-N] = 

1 0 voorn< Oenvoor n > N-1; 

g[n] is dus gelijk aan de eerste periode van g[n]. 
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Uitgangspunt van de discrete Fouriertransformatie (DEI) 

We beschouwen slechts signalen g[n] van eindige lengte en nemen N ten minste 
gelijk aan deze lengte. Dan en slechts dan gelden de gestippelde pijlen in het 

schema ook. We noemen dan G[k] de N-punts DFT (discrete Fouriertransfo"... 
matie) van g[n]. Indien we dus over de DFf praten, dan dient aan dit uitgangspunt 

voldaan te zijn. 

Van g[n] naar gJ:n]: uitknippen van één periode 

Het signaal g[n] volgt uit g[n] door de eerste periode van g[n] (d.w.z. n = 
0,1, ... ,N-1) uit te knippen: 

Yan G[k] naar G(ej0): interpolatie van het frequentiespectrum 

Het spectrum G(ejO) is nu ook uit G[k] te bepalen; G(ej~ is dan de interpolatie 
van G(k]. Deze interpolatie wordt gegeven door: 

N-1 
G(ei0) = 2 G[k] <P(O-~k), met <P(O) = ......;=~~e-jhO(N- 1). 

k=O 

I . 
We kunnen dit eenvoudig bewijzen door de weg G[k] ... g[n] ... g[n] ... G(eJ0) 
in het schema te bewandelen: 

m N-1 N-1 N-1 
G(ejO) = 2 g[n]e -jOn = 2 g[n]e -jOn= 2 ( j, 2 G[k]w;n J e -jOn = 

n=-m n=O n=O k=O 

N-1 1 1-e -"0-21rk/N)N 
= 2 G[k] N - -jJJ-Z1rkfN) = 

k=O 1 e 
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N-l 
= ~ G[k] ifJ( o-'l::-k), met ifJ(O\ = sii}(lh 0 1} e -Jhfi(N-l) 

/., 1v v 1 N s 1 n ( lh · 
k=O 

L 

In onderstaande figuur is het verband tussen g[n], G(ei0), G[k] en g[n] aan de hand 

van een voorbeeld met een 10-punts DFf geillustreerd. 

g[n] 

..... ·t! I! I ..... 
0123456 n 

g[n] 

,! i l ..... ·t l I I I ..... l l 
I G[k]l 

012345618910 n ., 12345678910 zo k 

Van g,[n] naar GJ:k] en vice versa: de discrete Fouriertransformatie (DFf) 

We beschouwen een rij g[n] waarvoor geldt g[n] = 0 voorn< 0 en voorn> N-l. 

Dan is G[k] deN-punts DFf van g{n], gedefinieerd volgens 

N-l 
G[k] = L g[n]w;kn, met w

1 
= el..21r/ N)_ 

n=O 
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Voor de inverse DFr volgt dan 

IJ) 

N-l 

g[n] = jy l G[k]w;n en g[n] = R
1

[n]g[n]. 

k=O 

Er geldt g[n] = l g[n-rN], en g[n] = g[n] voorn= O,l, ... ,N-1. 
r= -m 

De sommaties bij de DFr en de inverse DFr geschieden steeds over het interval 

O,l, ... ,N-1, d.w.z. over één periode van G[k] en van g[n]. Het maakt daarom geen 

verschil of we in de sommaties g[n] of g[nJ beschouwen. Indien we g[n] beschou

wen, moeten we ons wel realiseren dat g[n] één uitgeknipte periode van g[n] is. Dit 

is bijvoorbeeld van belang indien we g[ n] over een bepaalde afstand verschuiven; 

voor g[ n] betekent dit: wat aan één kant uit het interval schuift, schuift er aan de 

andere kant weer in. 

Vaak wordt bij de DFf win plaats van w1 geschreven; dit is geoorloofd indien 

geen misverstanden kunnen ontstaan. 

Enige eigenschappen van de DFf 

Voor de eigenschappen van de DFr verwijzen we naar Appendix I. Met name 

noemen we de volgende eigenschappen. 

DFT van een reële rij 

Voor de DFr van een reële rij (met g[n] = g*[n]) geldt 

N-1 N-1 N-l 

G*[k] = [ l g[n]w;kn J * = l g*[nJw!kn = l g[n]w;n = G[-k] = G[N-k]. 

n=O n=O n=O 

Dan volgt Re G[N-k] =Re G[k], 

Im G[N-k] = -lm G[k], 

I G[N-kJI = I G[k]l , 
arg G[ N-k] = -arg G[k] . 
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N-1 

Ook geldt G[OJ = l g[ nJ = reëel. 
n=O 

We merken nog op dat, waar in het algemeen een N-punts DFr beschreven wordt 
door N complexe oftewel 2N reële getallen, de DFT van een reële rij, die door N 

reële getallen bepaald is, door N (in plaats van 2N) reële getallen wordt beschre
ven. 

DFT van een periodiek verschoven rij 

Laat g[n] en G[k] eenDFT-paar zijn. We zouden ons nu kunnen afvragen wat de 
DFT is van de verschoven rij g[n-m]. Dit is echter een onzinnige vraag, want 
g[n-m] schuift (voor voldoend grote m) uit het interval n = O,l, ... ,N-1, en we 
komen in strijd met het uitgangspunt van de DFT. We kunnen echter wel de DFT 
van de periodieke functie g[ n-m] bepalen. Hiervoor geldt 

N-1 N-1 
l g[n-mJw;kn = w;km l g[n-mJw;k(n-m) = w;km G[k]. 

n=O n=O 

De uitgeknipte eerste periode van g[n-m], d.w.z. R
1
[n]g[n-m], wordt ook wel 

aangeduid als de periodieke verschuiving van g[ n]. Hiermee wordt bedoeld, dat wat 
bij de verschuiving aan één kant uit het interval n = O,l, ... ,N-1 schuift, er aan de 
andere kant weer in geschoven wordt. (In de literatuur vinden we in plaats van de 
naam periodieke verschuiving ook wel de benaming circulaire of cyclische 
verschuiving.) 

Periodieke convolutie van twee rijen 

Beschouw de twee periodieke rijen 9t[ n] en 92[ n], beide met periode N. De 

convolutie 

l 9t[n-m]g2[m] = l 9t[m]g2[n-m] 
m=-m m=-m 

bestaat niet, want de som convergeert niet We kunnen echter wel de periodieke 

convolutie g[ n] = 9t[ n] * g2[ n] definiëren volgens 
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N-1 N-1 

g[n] = 9t[n] * g2[n] = }: 9t[n-m]g2[m] = }: 9t[m]g2[n-m], 
m=O m=O 

waarbij (in tegenstelling tot de normale convolutie) de sommatie over slechts één 

periode genomen wordt. (In de literatuur treffen we in plaats van de naam 

periodieke convolutie ook de benaming circulaire of cyclische convolutie aan.) De 
zo verkregen rij g[n] is ook weer periodiek met periodeN. We bepalen nu de bij 
g[n] behorende DFf G[k]: 

N-1 N-1 N-1 

G[kJ = }: g[n]w;kn = }: [ }: g1[m]g2[n-m] J w;kn = 
n=O n=O m=O 

N-1 N-1 

= ( }: 9t[m]w;km J ( }: 92[n-m]w;k(n-m)) = Gt[k]G2[k] . 
m=O n=O 

Dus: periodieke convolutie in het tijddomein komt overeen met vermenigvuldiging in 
het DFf -domein. 

We kunnen de eerste periode van g[n] weer uitknippen volgens de formule g[n] = 

~[n]g[n] en het signaal beschouwen dat aldus uit de periodieke convolutie van 

9t[n] en g2[n] is ontstaan: g[n] = R1[n] Ot[n] * g2[n]). Anderzijds kunnen we ook 

de eerste periode van 9t[n] en die van g2[n] uitknippen met gt[n] = R
1
[n]9t[n] en 

g2[n] = R
1

[n]g2[n] en de normale convolutie van de signalen gt[n] en g2[n] 

beschouwen. De normale convolutie van gt[ n] en g2[ n] zullen we in dit verband 
aanduiden met aperiodieke convolutie om het onderscheid met de periodieke 

convolutie te benadrukken. (In de literatuur treffen we voor de aperiodieke 
convolutie ook wel de benaming lineaire convolutie aan.) We zien dat de uit de 
periodieke convolutie van 9t[n] en g2[n] verkregen g[n] in het algemeen niet gelijk 
is aan de aperiodieke convolutie van gt[n] en g2[n]. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat dit 
ongelijk zijn veroorzaakt wordt doordat in de periodieke convolutie de rij g[n-m] 

een periodieke verschuiving van g[ n] is, dit in tegenstelling tot de a periodieke 
convolutie waarin g[n-m] een normale verschuiving van g[n] is. 
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Convolutie van twee eindi~-lan~e rijen 

Beschouw twee rijen Ut[ n] en 02[ n] met eindige lengte, waarvoor geldt 

Ut(n] = 0 

02[n] = 0 

buiten het interval 0 S n S N1-1 en 

buiten bet interval 0 S n S N2-l. 

Laat g[ n] de aperiodieke convolutie zijn van Ut[ n] en 92( n], zodat geldt 

g[ n] = 0 buiten bet interval 0 S n S Nt+ N2-2. 

Kies nu een geheel getal N met N ~ N1+ N2-1. Dan past de lengte van de 

aperiodieke convolutie g[n] in het interval n = 0,1, ... ,N-1. Natuurlijk passen ook 

Ut[ n] en 02[ n] hierin. (Men zegt ook wel dat Ut[ n] en 02[ n] met nullen worden 
uitgebreid tot de lengte N (~ Nt+N2-l)). We zetten nu Ut[n] en g2[n] periodiek 

voort met periodeN en verkrijgen zo 9t[n] en g2[n]. Voor de periodieke convolutie 

g[ n] = Bt[ n] * 92[ n] zal dan gelden g[ n] = g[ n] voor 0 S n S N-1. Dus doordat N 

voldoende groot gekozen is, worden de periodieke en de aperiodieke convolutie 

gelijk voor 0 S n ~ N-1. 

Q>nvolutie van eindii-lange rijen met behulp van de DFf 

Uit het voorgaande zien we dat de aperiodieke convolutie g[n] van Ut[n] en 02[n] 

bepaald kan worden uit de periodieke convolutie g[ n] van g1[ n] en g2[ n]. Dan geldt 

dus voor de DFf's: G[k] = G1[k]G2[k]. Dit nu maakt het mogelijk de aperiodieke 

convolutie van Ut[ n] en 02[ n] met behulp van de DFf te bepalen. 

Gegeven: 

Gezocht: 

Methode: 

Twee eindige rijen Ut[n] en 02[n] met lengteNt resp. N2. 

De (aperiodieke) convolutie g[n] van Ut[n] en 02[n]. 

1. Kies N met N ~ Nt+ N2-l. 

Bereken deN-punts DFf's Gt[k] en G2[k] van Ut[n] en 02[n]. 

2. Bereken G[k] met G[k] = G1[k]G2[k]. 

3. Bereken de inverse DFf van G[k]. 

Het resultaat is dan de gewenste convolutie g[ n]. 

Stap 2 in deze methode bestaat slechts uit een vermenigvuldiging. De stappen 1 en 

3 kunnen in een computer zeer efficiënt worden uitgevoerd met behulp van een 

speciaal algoritme ter bepaling van de DFf. Dit algoritme staat bekend onder de 

naam Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Bij gebruik van het FFf-algoritme blijkt dat 
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voor lange rijen de gegeven methode minder rekentijd vergt dan een rechtstreekse 
bepaling van de convolutie. Deze methode wordt daarom wel sneUe convolutie 
(Engels: Fast Convolution) genoemd. 

We wijzen er nadrukkelijk op dat de FFT geen nieuwe transformatie is; het is niet 
meer dan een slim computeralgoritme om de DFT op een snelle manier te 
bepalen! 

We geven een indruk van de snelheidswinst die met een slim algoritme bereikt 
kan worden. Bij een directe berekening van de DFT blijkt het aantal computer
bewerkingen evenredig met N2; bij gebruik van het FFT -algoritme is dat aantal 
evenredig met N log2N. Ten opzichte van de directe berekening van de DFT, 
levert het FFf-algoritme dus een aanmerkelijke besparing op in rekenwerk. 
Vandaar ook de naam: Fast Foutier Transform. Hoe groter de waarde van Nis, 
des te groter is de besparing. Ter illustratie vergelijken we het aantal vermenig
vuldigingen die nodig zijn bij de directe berekening van de DFT en bij het 
FFf -algoritme, voor N = 8, N = 256 en N = 1024. 

N= 8 

N = 256 
N =1024 

Bij directe berekening Bij FFf Besparing met FFT 

64 
65536 

1048576 

12 
1024 
5120 

5,3 x 

64 x 

205 x 

Op de details van het FFf -algoritme zullen we hier niet nader ingaan. 
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Appendix A Enige eigenschappen van de Fouriertransformatie voor tijdcontinue 

signaJen 

11) 

x(t) = i1r Ix(jw)ejwtdw 
-m 

Lineariteit 

Schaling 

I a! x( at) 

11) 

X(jw) = Ix(t)e-jwtdt 

-m 

X(~ 

en dus geldt bij signaalomkering (a = -1) 

x(-t) 

Complex conjugeren 

x*(t) 

en dus geldt voor reële signalen 

x(t) = x*(t) 

Differentiëren 
dnx(t) 
dtn 

(-jt)nx(t) 

Integreren 

t 

I x(r)dr 
-m 

;Ï~ x(t) + Y2X(O)ó(t) 

X(-jw) 

X*(-jw) 

X(jw) = X*(-jw) 

(jw)nX(jw) 

dnX( iw) 
dwn 

~ X(jw) + 1rX(O)ó( w) 

w 

i1r I X(jv)dv 
-m 
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Verschuiving en modulatie in tijd en frequentie 

:l(t-r) e -jw7 X(jw) 

eÏ11t:l(t) X(j(w-v)) 

Convolutie en product in tijd en frequentie 

lil I ZI(t-7)%2( r)dr 
lil 

lil 

~ J X1(j(w-v))X2(jv)dv 
-lil 

Theorema yan Parseyal (unitariteit; behoud van inwendig product) 

lil lil I z1(t)z;(t)dt = l1r I X,(jw)X;(jw)dw 
-lil -lil 

in het bijzonder geldt het ener~P.etheorema 

lil lil 

J I :l(t) l2dt = l1r I I X(jw) l
2
dw 

-lil -lil 

Poisson somformules 

lil lil 

T 2 :1(t+mT)e-jmwT = ejwt 2 X(j(w+kfA))ejkflt met OT= 21r 

m=-lll k=-lll 

lil lil 

met t = 0 volgt T 2 :l(mT)e -jmwT = 2 X(j(w+kfA)) met OT= 21r 
m=-lll k=-lll 

lil lil 

met w = 0 volgt T 2 :l(t+mT) = 2 X(jkfA)~t met OT= 21r 
m=-lll k=-lll 

lil lil 

speciaal geldt T 2 5(t+mT) = 2 ejkfAt met OT= 21r 
m=-lll k=-lll 
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Appendix B. Enige Fouriertransformatieparen in continue tijd 

é(t) 

é( t-:r) 

lll 

l é(t-n7j 
n= -m 

1 

sgn(t) 

u(t) = [l+sgn(t)]/2 

Pr(t) = u(t+r)-u(t-r) 

sin(vt) 
7rt 

ejllt 

cos(vt) = (ePt+e -jii'J/2 

sin( vt) = ( ePt_e-jii'J/2j 

1 

-jwr e 

lll 

n }: é(w+nO) 

n= -m 

27ré(w) 

2 -. 
jW 

1 
7ré(w) + jw 

eÏWT_e-jwT _ 
2 

sin(wr) 
jw - T WT 

P/W} = u(w+v)-u(w-v) 

27ré(w-v) 

7r[é(w+v)+é(w-v)] 

jnfé(w+v)-é(w-v)] 

met OT= 21r 
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Appendix C. lngangs-uitgangsrelatie voor het vermogensspectrum in continue tijd 

We gaan uit van de ingangs-uitgangsrelatie voor de autocorrelatiefuncties: 

CD CD 

ryy(tt-t2) = I I h(tt-Tt) rxx( Tt-T2) h*(t2-r2)drtdT2. 
-CD-CD 

Wanneer we nu de impulsresponsie h(t) via de inverse Fouriertransformatie uit

drukken in de frequentieresponsie H(jw), 

CD 

h(t) = -/:; I H(jw)ejwtdw, 
-CD 

gaat de uitdrukking voor ryy(tt-t2) over in 

CD CD CD 

ryy(t1-t2) = I J [-/:; JH(jwt)ejWt(tt-Tt)dwtJ rxx(rt-T2) 

-CD-CD -CD 

CD 

x [-/:; J H(jW2)e-fw2(t2-r2)dw2J * dr1dr2 = 
-CD 

CD CD CD CD 

= 4;2 J J H(jwt) [ J J rxx( r1-r2)e -j(w1r 1-w2r 2)drtdr2] 
-CD-CD -CD-CD 

Wanneer we vervolgens de Foutiergetransformeerden Rxx(jw) en Ryy(jw) van de 

autocorrelatiefuncties rxx( r) en ryy( r) introduceren, volgt 
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(I) (I) al al 

= 4~2 I I H(jwl) [I I [biRxx(jw)ejw(rt-T2)dw] e-:KWtTt-W2T2)drtdr2] 
-al-al -al-m 

-m-al -m -m -al 

(I) al (I) 

= I I H(jwt) [b IRxx(jw)ó(w-wt)ó(w-w2) dw) H*(jw2) eJ\Wtft-W2t2) dw1dw2 = 

-m-al -m 

al (I) al 

= tx I ( I H(jwt)ó(w-wt)ejw1t1dwt) Rxx{iw) ( I H(jw2)ó(w-w2)ejw2~dw2] * dw = 

-al -al -m 

(I) 

= b I H(jw)Rxx(jw)H*(jw)ejw(t1-t2)dw = 
-al 

al 

= b IRyy(jw)eiw(tl-t2)dw. 
-al 

We vinden dus uiteindelijk de relatie 

Ryy(jw) = I H(jw) 1
2 
Rxx(jw) . 

De functie R(jw) wordt het vermogensspectru,m van het signaal genoemd. 
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Appendix D. Enige eigenschappen van de Fouriertransformatie voor tijddiscrete 

signalen 

x[n] = 2~ J X(ej9)ejOnd0 

<27r> 

Lineariteit 

Tijdomkering 

x[-n] 

Complex conjugeren 

x*[n] 

en dus geldt voor reële signalen 

x[n] = x*[n] 

111 
X( ejO) = l x[ n]e- jOn 

n=-111 

Verschuiving en modulatie in tijd en frequentie 

x[n-m] e -jOmX(ejO) 

?nx[n] X(ei-9-v)) 

Convolutie en product in tijd en frequentie 

111 

J: Zt[n-m]z2[m] 

m= -~~~ 

X t( ej0)X 2( ejO) 

l1r I x.(ej(O-v))X2(ejv)dv 

<2'1"> 
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Theorema van Parseval (unitariteit; behoud van inwendig product) 

in het bijzonder geldt het enertrtetheorema 

L lx[n]l
2 = 2~ J IX(ej

0)1 2
d0 

n=-m <2~> 

Poisson somformules 

m 

N l x[n+mNJe -jmON = ejOn l X(eÄO+k9)eJ19'\net eN= 21r 

m=-m k=<N> 

m 

met n = 0 N l x[mNJe -jmON = l X(ej_O+k9) met eN= 21r 
m=-m k=<N> 

m 

met 0 = 0 N l x[n+mNJ = l X(e319)eJ"ken met eN= 21r 

m=-m k=<N> 

De relatie tussen de Fomiergetransformeerde Xc(jw) van een continu signaal Xe( t) 

en de Fomiergetransformeerde Xd(ej0) van een discreet signaal Xd[n] = Xc(n7) dat 

uit het continue signaal wordt verkregen door het te bemonsteren met 

bemonsteringsinterval T, volgt gemakkelijk via de tweede Poisson somformule: 

Xd[ n] = Xe( nT) Xd[n]e -jOn= 

n=-m 
m 

= l :&c(nT)e -jOn= 

n=-m 
m 

= ~ l Xc(K.o-~~~) 
n=-m 
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Appendix E. Enige Fouriertransformatieparen in discrete tijd 

ó[n] 

ó[n-m] 

ID 

1 = l ó[n-m] 

m=-m 

anu[n] 

p
1

[n] = u[n+N]-u[n-N-1] 

sin(vn) 
'lrn 

cos(vn) = (c?n+e -jvn)/2 

1 

-j(}m e 

ID 

l 
m=-m 

1 

-j(}m 
e = 

1-ae-jiJ 

m=-m 
ID 

ID 

l 27r6{ {}-27rm) 

m=-m 

met I al < 1 

= l u(()+11-27rm)-u({}-11-21f1Il) 

m=-m 

ID 

l 2ró({}-11-2rm) 
m=-m 

ID 

l 11"[ ó( ()+ 11-2 1rm )+ ó( (}-11-2 1rm)] 
m=-m 

ID 

l j1r[ ó( ()+ 11-2rm)-ó( 0-11-2 1rm)] 
m=-m 
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Appendix F. Enige eigenschappen van de z-transformatie 

X(z) = l x[n]z-n 

n=-m 

lineariteit 

Tijdomkerin.: 

x[-n] 

Complex conju~ren 

* * * x [n] X (z) 

en dus geldt voor reële siiflalen 

* * * x[n] = x [n] X(z) =X (z) 

Versebuiving en modulatie 

Convolutie en product in tijd en frequentie 
(IJ 

l Xt[ n-m]X2[ m] X1(z)X2(z) 
m=-m 

Xt[n]x2[n] 

Theorema van Parseva1 (unitariteit; behoud van inwendig product) 
(IJ 

l x1[n]x;[n] = zt f Xt(z)X;(1/z)z-1dz 
n=-m 
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Appendix G. Enige z-transformatie-paren 

ó[n] 

ó[n-m] 

'U[n] 

anu[n] 

n( n-1) . .. (n-m+ 1) an-m'U[ n] 
m! 

ejvn'U[n] 

ancos(vn)'U[n] 

ansin(vn)u[n] 

1 

-m z 

z 
z-1 

z 
z-a 

z 
(z-a)m+l 

z ---.-
z-? 

z2-azcos(v) 

?-2azcos(v)+a2 

azsin(v) 
?-2azcos(v)+a2 

lzl > 1 

lzl > lal 

lzl > lal 

lzl > 1 

lzl > I al 

lzl > lal 
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Appendix R Ingangs-uitgangsrelatie voor het vermogensspectrum in discrete tijd 

We gaan uit van de ingangs-uitgangsrelatie voor de autocorrelatiefuncties: 

lil lil 

Wanneer we nu de impulsresponsie h[n] via de inverse Fouriertransformatie uit

drukken in de frequentieresponsie H( ejfJ), 

h[ n] = i,; I H( eÏ(J)eÏfJn d fJ , 
<211"> 

gaat de uitdrukking voor ryy[ n1-n2] over in 

lil lil 

[i,; I H(ej(J1)eÏ(Jt(nt-mt)det] rxx[mt-m2] 

mt= -lil m2=-lll <211"> 

* 
x (i,; I H(eÏfJ2)ejfJ2(n2-m2)de2) = 

<211"> 

lil lil 

= 4!2 I I H(eÏ(Jt) [ 2 2 rxx[mt-m2]e -j(fJtmt-fJ2m2)] 

<211"> <211"> mt=-lll m2=-lll 

Wanneer we vervolgens de Foutiergetransformeerden Rxx( ejfJ) en Ryy( ejfJ) van de 

autocorrelatiefuncties rxx[n] en ryy[n] introduceren, volgt 
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m m 

x [ 2 2 (/;: I Rxx(ei6)e-fO(mt-m2)d6) e-.i(6tmt-62m2)) 

mt=-m m2=-m <211'> 

= I I H( ej6t) 
<211'> <211'> 

111 111 
x (/;: J Rxx(ei6) (/;: 2 ej(6-6t)mt] (/;: 2 ej(6-62)m2] * dfJ] 

<211'> m1=-111 m2=-m 

= I I H( ei6t) 
< 211'> < 211'> 

111 m 

x (/;: I Rxx(ej6) ( 2 6(6-6t-mt211')] [ 2 6(6-62-m2211')] d6] 
<211'> mt=-m m2=-111 

111 
= /;: I [ 2 I H(ei61)6(6-6t-mt211')ejfJ1n1d6t] Rxx(ej(J) 

<211'> mt=-~~~ <211'> 

m 

x [ 2 I H(ej62)6(6-62-m~11')ei62n2d62] * d6 = 

m2=-111 <211'> 
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m m 

= f:x J [ J H(eÏ01)ó(O-Ot)ejiltn1dOt] Rxx(ejO) [ J H(ei02)ó(0-02)eÏ02n2d02] *dO 

<271"> -m -m 

= ~ J H(ei0)Rxx(ei0)H*(eÏ0)eiO(n1-n2)d0 = 
<271"> 

= ~ J Ryy{ei0)e:ïO(n1-~)do. 
<271"> 

We vinden dus uiteindelijk de relatie 

De functie R( ei0) wordt het vermogensspectrum van het signaal genoemd. 
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Appendix I. Enige eigenschappen van de discrete Fouriertransformatie (DFI) 

N-1 

x(n] = R11[n] 1 2 G[k]w;n 

k=O 

lineariteit 

Tijdomkering 

.n.[n]i[-n] 

Complex conjugeren 

x*[n] 

en dus geldt voor reële signalen 

x[n] = x*[n] 

N-1 

X[k] = 2 x[ n]w;kn 

n=O 

X[-k] = X[N-k] 

X*[-k] = X*[N-k] 

X[k] = X*[N-k] 

Verschuiving en modulatie in tijd en frequentie 

.n.[n]i[n-m] w;km X[kJ 

w;n x[n] X[k-ij 

Convolutie en product in tijd en frequentie 

N-1 

R
11

[n] 2 it[n-m]i2[m] Xt[k]X2[k] 

m=O 
N-1 * 2 Xt[k-ijX2[ij 
l=O 

met w = ej27r/ N 
lf 
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Theorema van Parseval (unitarlteit; behoud van inwendig product) 

N-1 N-1 
~ * 1 ~ * l Xt[n]x2[n] = N l X1[k]X2[k] 

n=O k=O 

in het bijzonder geldt het en.er&ietheorema 

N-1 N-1 

l lx[n]l
2 
= 1 l IX[k]l

2 

n=O k=O 
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Een globale vergelijking tussen de pato cursus en het boek van Haykin is als volgt: 
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Chapter 1 

Optimum receiver principles 

1.1 Introd netion 

Many digital information·bearing signals are transmitted by some type of carrier modulation. 
Modulation is defined as a process by which some characteristic of a carrier is varled in ac· 
cordance with a modulation wave. In digital communications, the modulation wave consist 
of binary data or an M-ary encoded version of it. The data may represent digital computer 
output or PCM waves generated by digitizing voice or video data. The modulation process in· 
volves switching or keying the amplitude, frequency or phase of the carrier in accordance with 
the incoming data. The channel over which the signal is transmitted is limited in bandwidth 
to an interval offrequencies centered about the carrier. The channel may he a telephone chan
nel, microwave radio link, satellite channel, an optical fibre or a magnetic or optica} recording 
medium. To perform the demodulation at the receiver we have the choise between coherent 
or non-coherent demodulation. In the ideal case of coherent demodulation the carrier phase 
is known perfectly at the receiver. When the phase is ignored in demodulating the received 
signal, the processing is called noncoherent demodulation. The complexity of the receiver is 
thereby reduced but at the expense of an inferior error performance, compared toa coherent 
system. 

Three representations of a modulated waveform, knowned from analogue modulation are: 

• lth representation: s(t) = a(t)cos[211"fet+O(t)], where a(t) is the amplitude, O(t) is the 
phase and Ie is the carrier frequency. 

• 2nd representation: s(t) = x(t)cos211"fct- y(t)sin211"fct, where the quadrature compo
nents x(t) = a(t)cos8(t) and y(t) = a(t)sin8(t) are low-pass signals. 

• 3rd representation: s(t) = Re[u(t)ei2""1ct], with the complex envelope u(t) = a(t)ei9(t) = 
x(t) + jy(t). 

For digital modulation we have: s1(t) = Re[u1(t)ei 2""lct] ; 0::; t::; T; 1 ::; i::; M, where 
M = 2k is tbe number of messages or symbols and k is the number of binary digits (bits) per 
symbol. T is the symbol duration and is equal to kTb, with T6 the time duration of one bit. 
The bit rateis defined as R = 1/T6 • 

The waveform si(t) is send over a channel with additive white gaussian noise (AWGN), 
n(t), so the received signal is r(t) = si(t) + n(t). In the digital situation the receiver can 
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decide foranother symbol than is transmitted and an error is made. To construct receivers 
with the lowest probability of errors and todetermine the error probability as a function of 
signal-to noise ratio, it is convenient to introduce vector channels. 

1.2 Vector channels 

lf a set of M wavefarms {s,(t) ; 1 :::::; i:::::; M} are given, a set of N orthonormal basis functions 
{(h(t) ; 1 :::::; j :::::; N} can he determined by the Gram-Schmidt procedure, where N :::::; M 
(see appendix). The wavefarm s,(t) can herepresentedas a linear combination of these basis 
functions 

N 

s,(t) = L s,;<f>;(t), 1 :::::; i :::::; M, (1.1) 
i=l 

where 

sii = J: s,(t)<f>;(t)dt, 1:::::; j:::::; N (1.2) 

are the componentsof the corresponding transmitter vector Si = ( s,~, s,2, ••• , sm ), 1 :::::; i :::::; M. 
The N-dimensional signal space tagether with the M veetors s" 1 :::::; i :::::; M, is called the 
signal structure or signal constellation. If a noise vector, n, is formed from the elements n; 
obtained by 

(1.3) 

then the corresponding waveform 

N 

n'(t) = L n;</>;(t) (1.4) 
i=l 

is the projection of n(t) on the waveform space spanned by the signals </>;(t), 1 :::::; j :::::; N. 
It can he shown (1], that the noise component n(t)- n'(t), which is perpendicular to the 
mentioned waveform space, is irrelevant and that the vector n is a set of N jointly Gaussian 
random variables, { n1}, each of which has zero mean and equal variance. The covariance of 
the random variables is zero. The joint density function Pn is 

Pn(a) = 1/(trNo)N/2e-lai2/No, (1.5) 

with No is the noise power density and lal the lengthof the vector a. The N-dimensional 
vector communication system is now as diagrammed in Fig. 1.1. If a vector s;, j ::f i, is 

Figure 1.1: Vector channel 

transmitted because the souree generates m = m;, if a vector p is received and the receiver 
sets m = mi , an error is made. The error probahility is 

P[E I r = p) = 1 - P[s; transmitted I p received] = 1 - P[s, I p]. (1.6) 
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An optimum receiver minimizes the probability of error by setting m = m~c whenever 

P[s~c I p] > P[sj I p] 

for 1 ~ j ~Mand j :/; k. With the mixed Bayes rule the a posteriori probabilities {P[s1 I p]} 
can he wri tten as 

P[ . I ] _ P[s;]Pr(P I Sa) 
s,p- ()' Pr P 

and because Pr(P) is independent ofthe index i and P[s;] = P[mi], the Maximum A Posteriori 
(MAP) decision rule becomes on observing r = p, set m = m~c if the decision function 
P[m1]pr(P 1•1), 1 ~i~ M, is maximum for i= k. The receiver, making decisions according 
to this rule, is called MAP-receiver. A Maximum Likelibood ( ML ) receiver assumes that 
all messages are generated with equal a priori probabilities P[mi] = 1/M, 1 ~ i ~ M, and 
determines m by maximizing only Pr(P I s1 ). Because the noise is additive to and independent 
of the transmitted vector, the received vector is equal top= S; + n and 

Pr(P I si)= Pn(P- s, Is,)= pn(P- s,). (1.7) 

The probability distribution of the noise vector is given in ( 1.5) , so the MAP-receiver must 
minimize the function 

-No ln{P[m.]pn(P- s,)} = lP- s,l2
- No In P[m,]. (1.8) 

Note that lP- s11 is the Euclidean distance between the transmitted and received vector and 
that this squared distance can he written as IPI2 - 2p.si + ls,l2 , where p.s. is the dot product 
of the two veetors pand s,. Soanother possibility for the MAP-receiver is to maximize the 
function 

(1.9) 

with 
(1.10) 

If all the transmitter vectors, sh have the same length the ML-receiver only maximizes the 
dot product. The N-dimensional space is divided into M subspaces or decision regions I,, 
1 ~ i ~ M, such that for all p in I; the next relation holds 

for 1 ~ j ~ M and j :/; i. So, if mi is sent, and the received vector p is within I; the decision 
m = m1 is correct. But if the received vector p falls within Ij, j :/; i, then the decision m = mi 
is incorrect. Hence the probability of error becomes 

with 

M 

P[EJ = 1 - P[C] = 1 - :L: P[m.]P[C I mi], 
i=l 

P[C I m,] = P[p EI, Is;]= f Pr(P I s.)dp 
lpei; 

= l/(7rNo)N/2 f e-IP-8;1 2 /Nodp. 
lpei, 
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Example 
We take N = 2 and M = 4 with the transmitter veetors s1 = '\I"E."(1, 0), s2 = '\I"E,"(O, 1), 
s3 = '\I"E,"(-1,0) and s4 = '\I"E,"(0,-1). The four veetors are used with equal probabilities, 
P[m1] = 1/4, so the four decision regions are the four quadra.nts of the 2-dimensional space, 
rota.ted over 45 degrees. It is ea.sy to see tha.t P[Cim1] = P[p E I,lmi} is independent of i. If 
P[Cim1] is ealeula.ted with ( 1.12), it beeomes ( 1-Q(JE./N0 ))

2
• The Q-function is defined 

a.s 
(1.13) 

a.nd is not an elementa.ry integral. It is related with the complementary error function [2], 
defined a.s 

erfc(x) = ~ 1C<) e-a~da. (1.14) 

With ( 1.11) the P[E} ea.n he determined a.nd is equal to 

P[E] = 2Q( {E,)- Q2( fE.). VN;; VN;; (1.15) 

1.3 Receiver implementation 

Insection 1.2 it wa.s a.ssumed that a. set of waveforms {si(t); 1 :::;; i:::;; M} wa.s given to obta.in 
a. pa.rticula.r signal constella.tion. But it is also possible to synthesize a. signal set from a. 
constellation, using a.n appropria.te set of basis functions {1/>;(t); 1 ::;; j::;; N}. Fig. 1.2 shows 
the signal synthesizer that genera.te one ofthe wa.veforms s,(t) from ( 1.1), depending on the 
chosen symbol m,. Note tha.t the probability of errors is independent of the ehoise of the set 
{1/>;(t)}. 

r--------, sut5(t) 

m; 
impulse 

s;(t) 

genera.tors 

Figure 1.2: Synthesizer 

Example 
lffor the signal constellation ofthe previous exa.mple the basis functions tj>1(t) = V2/T cos(27r fct); 
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0:::; t < T, <fl1(t) = 0; elsewhere and tf>2(t) = v'2/Tsin(27r/et); 0:::; t < T, <P2(t) = 0; elsewhere 
are chosen with Ie an integral multiple of 1/T, a set of four phase-modulated transmitter 
waveforma is obtained. So Si(t) = J2E./Tcos 21f(/et +(i- 1)/4); 0 $ t < T, si(t) = 0; 
elsewhere and 1 S i :::; 4, where E. = J: s~(t)dt, is the energy per message or symbol. The 
optimum waveform receiver performa two functions: 

• calculate the received vector r = (rhr2, ... ,rN) a.nalogue as in ( 1.2) or ( A.2) 

Tj = 1: r(t)</lj(t)dt, 1:::; j:::; N (1.16) 

• calculate the dot product (r.s,) with a weighting matrix, compensate for the correction 
term c, a.nd select the largest value as in ( 1.9). 

r(t) select 

la.rgest 

r.SM 

Figure 1.3: Correlation receiver 

Tbis receiver is called the correlation receiver a.nd is shown in Fig. 1.3. The receiving vector 
r ca.n also be obtained by a bank of matebed filters. Let the signal r(t) betheinputto a filter 
with a.n impulse response h;(t), tben the output signalis the convolution integral 

(1.17) 

If the impulse response is taken as hi(t) = tPi(T- t), a filter called matebed filter, the output 
becomes 

ui(t) = 1: r(a)<flJ(T- t + a)da, (1.18) 

and if the output is sampled at time T tbe component ri of r is obtained 

ui(T) = 1: r(a)<flJ(a)da = ri. (1.19) 

For tbe optimization of ( 1.9) tbe matched filter receiver uses tbe same metbod as the corre
lation receiver, see Fig. 1.4. A third receiver, tbe direct receiver, determines the dot product 
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r(t) se led 

largest 

fl sample a.t t = T 

Figure 1.4: Matebed filter receiver 

( r.8ï ), for 1 :5 i :5 M, directly with 

(r.s,) = L: r(a)s;(a)da = L: r(a)s,(T- t + a)da lt=T. (1.20) 

From these M values the largest is selected to estimate m, as can he seen in Fig. 1.5. Physical 
realizable filters must he causa!, that is hi(t) = 0 fort< 0. So forthelast two receiver {4>i(t)} 
or {s,(t)} must he identical zero outside the interval 0 :5 t :5 T. 

1.4 Binary signaling 

As a preliminary to the next chapter the transmission oftwo messages over an AWGN channel 
will he treated in more detail. The general case of two signa! veetors is shown in Fig. 1.6a. 
From the standpoint of error probability, the equivalent signa! structure of Fig. 1.6b gives 
the sarne result. If the two messages have equal a priori probabilities the decision function of 
( 1.9) changes to 

(1.21) 

The locus of all points p with equal distance to 8 1 and 8 2 is the 4>2-ax.is. An error occurs, 
when 8 1 is transmitted, if the noise component along the 4>1-axis exceeds d/2, where dis the 
distance between the two signa! vectors. According to ( 1.12) we have 

(1.22) 
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r(t) 
select 

la.rgest 

'fJ sample a.t t = T 

Figure 1.5: Direct receiver 

Since, by symmetry, P[E I m2] is the same we have 

d 
P[E] = Q( ..j2N; ). (1.23) 

The situation of Fig. 1.6b can he obtained by using two equally likely antipodal signals with 
equal energy. So the length of the veetors s1 and s 2 are the same and are equal to .;E;, so 
d = 2.;E; and 

P[E] = Q( fiE:). V Fa 
(1.24) 

82 q,2 q,2 ~ 

• 82 

d VE; 

St 
q,t 

82 St q,l St q,t 

..ff. 

a b c 

Figure 1.6: Binary signaling constellations 
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An example of binary antiporlal signaling is binary phase shift keying (PSK), with 

St(t) = #sin(21C'fet) ,0 :St :fT. 

s2(t) = #sin(21C'/et +'IC') 

= -#sin(21C'/et) ,0 :St::; T. 

If two equally likely signals are orthogonal with equal energy, the situation of Fig 1.6c arises. 
The distance is now d = v"fE, and the probability of error is 

P[E] = Q( !fi). (1.25) 

An example of binary orthogonal signaling is binary frequency shift keying (FSK), with 

St(t) = #sin21C'/et0 :St :fT 

s2(t) = #sin21C'(/c + Af)t, 0 $ t :ST 

where A/ = 1/2T. 
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Chapter 2 

Digital signaling methods 

After the introduetion of signal veetors and signal constellations, it is not a hard task to 
determine the error performance of modulation schemes in conjuncture with the AWGN 
channel. In this chapter we will calculate the error rate of M-ary modulation systems as a 
function of signal-to-noise ratio. The bandwidth efficiency of this systems will he introduced 
to compare the systems with each other and with Shannon's channel capacity. 

2.1 Pulse Amplitude Modulation 

If the information sequenee is mapped into a set of M discrete amplitudes, the modulation 
system is called M- ary digital pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) or amplitude shift keying 
(ASK). So, if the third representation of section 1.1 is used, the channel wavefarm can be 
written as 

(2.1) 

with 
Ai= 2i -1- M 

and 

{iEo 
u(t) = y T , 0 s t s T. (2.2) 

The pulse u(t) is bere chosen to be rectangular but criteria as bandwidth constraint and 
intersymbol interference may prescribe other forms. The values of Ai are symmetrie with 
respect to zero for the minimum energy point of view and E0 is the energy of the signal with 
the lowest amplitude. So ( 2.1) becomes 

(2.3) 

and one basis function can he found as cf>(t) = /'jcos 2trfet, 0 st sT. A one dimensional 
signal structure is found with the signal points symmetrie with respect to the origin of the 
realline. The signal constellation is given in Fig. 2.1. For equal probable messages the error 
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• . I . 
M=8 

• • • • • 

Figure 2.1: Constellation for PAM 

probability is 
1 M 

P[&] = M I: P[e I m.]. 
m=l 

(2.4) 

For i = 1 and i = M, P[& I mi] equals Q( jfjf), and for the M- 2 other valnes of i P[t' I mi] 

is 2Q( jfjf). So ( 2.4) becomes 

(2.5) 

The energy for each symbol is not the same, so the average power per symbol is determined 

[ 1 1T 2 ( ) ] Eo [ 2] Eo 2 ~( . )2 E0 M
2 

- 1 Pav = lE T 80 t dt = TlE Ai = TM ~ 2z - 1 = T 3 • 
0 s=l 

(2.6) 

The symbol error probability ( 2.5) is now 

P[t'] = 2(M -l)Q( PavT 6 ) = 2(M -l)Q(v 6 ) 
M No M 2 - 1 M M2 - 1 'Yav . (2.7) 

Because E~ = PavT = Eo M~-l is the average signal energy per symbol, 'Yav is introduced as 
the average signal-to-noise ratio per symbol ( ~ ). lt is equal to k;h where k = log2 M is 
the number of binary digits per symbol(bits) and ; 11 is the signal-to-noise ratio per bit <to ). 
The symbol error probability of ( 2.7) as a function of 'Yb is given in Fig. 2.2. Note that the 
result for M = 2 was already obtained in section 1.4, when the binary antipodal signaling 
was treated. FortheM = 2 situation E. is equal to E0 and the signal strncture becomes the 
same as depicted in Fig. 1.6.b. 

An upper bound for ( 2. 7) is 

(2.8) 

which sterns from the fact that the decision interval for the vector with i = 1 is decreased 
from -oo to - M $o, and that the decision interval for the vector with i = M is decreased 
from oo to M $o. The dotted curves in Fig. 2.2 are the upper bounds. 
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Figure 2.2: Probability of symbol error for PAM 

2.2 Phase Shift Keying 

The M symbols are now mapped into a set of discrete phases 

. 21r(i- 1) 
s1(t) = Re[u(t)exp J{21r/ct + M }] 

for 1 siS M. With u(t) chosen as 

u(t) = ~ ,0 St ST, 

with E, the signal energy per symbol, this becomes 

for 0 S t S T and with 

and 

/1i1 21r(i -1) 
Ae~ = vLa cos{ M }, 

/1i1 • 21r( i - 1) 
A 11 =yL,sm{ M }. 

20 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

lfthe two functions, </>1(t) = J"f cos 21rfet and </>2(t) = -J"f sin 21r Jet both for 0 St ST, are 
used as basis functions, a two dimensional signal constella.tion is obtained. This constellation 
is shown in Fig. 2.3, where the horizontal a.nd vertical components of the signal veetors are 
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M=4 M=8 
82 sa 

• s. • 82 

83 81 8!) 81 

ff. ff. 

• 116 • sa 

84 87 

Figure 2.3: Constellation for PSK 

given by ( 2.12) and ( 2.13). The signal veetors are situated on a circle with a radius of VE,. 
lf equally likely messages are assumed, the probability of a correct decision is 

1 M 

P[C] = M I: P[C I m;]. 
i=l 

(2.14) 

It is easy to see that P[C I m;] is independent of i, and that P[C I m1] is equal to 
P[- Jt < fJ < Jt ], with fJ the phase of the received vector p if m 1 is sent. So ( 2.14) changes 
into 

P[C] = 1: p(fJ I ml)dfJ. (2.15) 

To find the probability density function p(fJimt) if s1 is sent, we assume that p = (pt,p2 ) is 
received. The probability density function p(p11 fJ2 I mt) is 

p(phP2 I mt) = N
1 

exp -{(p1- ..{E;)2 + pi}/No (2.16) 
7r 0 

and, with r = J p~ + ~' fJ = arctan(;; ), p( r, fJ I mt)drdfJ = p(p11 p2 I mt)dp1 d/)2 and dp1 d/)2 = 
rdrdO, we obtain 

(2.17) 

The probability density function p( fJ I mt) is the marginal of ( 2.16), p( fJ I mt) = ft p( r, fJ I m1 )dr, 
and becomes 

p(O I mt) = 2~ e--r[1 + .j4i7cos6e-rcoe~ll{1- Q( J2'1cos6}]. (2.18) 

Here i = ta is the signal·to·noise ratio per symbol and i = ki111 with i& the signal·to.noise 
ratio pèr bit. The probability of a correct decision P[C] of ( 2.15) can he calculated by 
numerical integration of the function ( 2.18). The P[C] for PSK as a function of io is given 
in Fig. 2.4. Note that the results for Mis 2 and 4 were already found insection 1.4 and 1.2, 
respectively. 
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Figure 2.4: Probability of symbol error for PSK 

2.3 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

A quadrature amplitude modulated signal (QAM) or quadrature amplitude shift keying signal 
(QASK) is represented as 

S;(t) = Re[(Aci + jAii)u(t)ei2rlet] 

= Aci#cos 21rfct- A.;# sin 21rfet, (2.19) 

with i :5 i :5 M and 0 :5 t :5 T. The signal u(t) is chosen as in ( 2.2) and Aci and A,; are 
the information hearing signal amplitudes of the quadrature carriers. As with PSK we have 
two orthonormal basis functions. The signal veetors are two-dimensional with components 
Acav'"Eo and A.,.JEo. With the choise 

(2.20) 

and 
(2.21) 

with M = M 1M 2 , the signal structure is rectangular as shown in Fig. 2.5. For k = log2 M 
is even, the veetors form a square with a dirneusion of VM x VM and a minimum distance 
d = 2$o. For the (VM- 2)2 veetors not on the edge P[C I m;] = (1- 2Q(x))2 , for the 
4( VM- 2) veetors on the edge but not at the corners P[C I m,] = ( 1 - Q( x))( 1-2Q( x)) and 

for the 4 veetors on the corners P[C I mi]= (1- Q(x))2, with x= jfif.The probability of 
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errors becomes 
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Figure 2.5: Constellation for QAM 

P[EJ 

(2.22) 

The average power can be calculated in the same way as for the PAM system, hut is a factor 
two higher due to the sin(21r Jet) term of QAM. The term M 2 of ( 2.6) is changed into M 
because there are only VM amplitude valnes in the horizontal and vertical direction . 

..flï/2 
P. = 2EoiE[A2·] = 2Eo _2_ "' (2. _ 1)2 = 2Eo M- 1 

at> T et T VM {;;:. ~ T 3 • (2.23) 

The probability of errors is now 

(2.24) 

In the same way as insection 2.1, an upper bound can he obtained by giving the veetors on the 
edge the same decision region as the veetors not on the edge. So P[C] 2:: (1- 2Q( J ~./_ 1 'Yatl ))2 

and the upper bound becomes 

(2.25) 
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This bound is tight for M > 16 and can be used todetermine the P[E] for the odd values of k. 
Fig. 2.6 gives the error probability as function of ; 6 as the solid curves and the upper bound 
as the dotted lines. For large values of M, an increase from M to M + 1 requires a lower 
increase in the average transmitted power to ma.intain the sameerror rate compared with 
PAM and PSK. Note that for M = 4 PSK and QAM have the same performance, because 

0 
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-2 

log P(E]-3 

-4 

-5 

-6 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 

SNR (in dB) 

Figure 2.6: Probability of symbol error for QAM 

from ( 2.23) we have E6 = PavT = 2E0 and the signal structure of Fig. 2.5 becomes, aftera 
rotation, the same as the signal constellation of PSk, given in Fig. 2.3. In this case, sometimes 
called quadriphase shift keying ( QPSK), E0 is the signal energy per bit ( see also the example 
of section 1.2 ). 

2.4 Orthogonal signaling 

As mentioned in section 2.4 FSK is an example of orthogonal signaling. For FSK the signal 
waveforms are 

s,(t) = [ff-sin27r(/e +(i -1)~/)t, (2.26) 

with 1 $ i $ M and 0 $ t $ T. With ~/ = 1/2T the signals of ( 2.26) are orthogonal 
and the signal constellation is a M-dimensional space with veetors si = v'E.t!Jo where tPi is 
the unit vector along the i coordinate axis. The constellation for M equal 3 is depicted in 
Fig. 2.7. For equally likely messages, the decision function ( 1.9) becomes 

(2.27) 
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Figure 2.7: Constellation for orthogonal signaling 

where p; is the ith component of p. So, if s; is sent, a correct decision is made if 

(2.28) 

But, if n; is the i'h component of the noise vector n, p; = n; + VE; and Pi = nh for j f:. i. 
So, with Pn,(a) = J;No e-a'/No and with ( 2.28), we have 

P[C I m;,p; = aJ = P[nt < a, ... ,n;-t < a,ni+t < a, ... ,nM <a] 
= P[nt < a]M-t 

= [1.: Pn.CB)d,B]M-t 

= [1- Q(a{f)]M-t. (2.29) 

Because this expression is independent of i, the probability of a correct decision becomes 

P[C] = 1.: Pn,(a- JE:")[l- Q(a{f)]M-tda 

= _1_1oo e-z'/2[1- Q(x + . {2if;)]M-tdx. 
~ -oo VNo (2.30) 

The error probability P[E] = 1- P[C] as function of the signal-to-noise ratio per bit, 11" can 
he found from ( 2.30) by using 1 = t = k/&, the signal-to-noise ratio per symbol, and is 
given in Fig. 2.8. 

2.5 Comparison of digital signaling methods 

The object of speetrally efficient modulation schemes is to maximize the bandwidth efficiency, 
defined as the ratio of the data rate to the channel bandwidth, RfW. A second object is to 
achleve this bandwidth efficiency with a minimum (average) signal-to-noise ratio. Our goal 
is now todetermine the bandwidth efficiency as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio for the 
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Figure 2.8: Probability of symbol error for orthogonal signaling 

digital signaling methods of this chapter. We shall camparethem with each other and with 
the channel capacity. 

The PAM signal from ( 2.3) can heseen as a double sideband modulation of the low pass 
function u(t) on a carrier waveform. So the bandwidth is twice the bandwidth of the rect
angular pulse u(t) of duration T, which is approximately 1/2T. But by using single sideband 
modulation (SSB) the bandwidth becomes 1/2T. The symbol duration, T, is k = log2(M) 
times the bit duration time, T". Ifthe bitrateis defined as R = 1/T6 we have for the bandwidth 
efficiency of P AM 

R/W = 2log2(M). (2.31) 

QAM can also he modulated with SSB on two quadrature carrier waveforms, so the bandwidth 
efficiency becomes, analogue to PAM, equal to 

(2.32) 

For FSK we have two sidebands, each with width 1/2T, so now we obtain for tbe bandwidth 
efficiency 

(2.33) 

Orthogonal signaling can he realized by using M sinusoidal wavefarms with frequency offset 
of éf = lfT. The bandwidth becomes Méf and the bandwidth efficiency of orthogonal FSK 
is 

R/W = 2log2(M). 
M 

(2.34) 

For a symbol error probability P[E] with a value of 10-5 , the bandwidth efficiency for QAM, 
PSK and orthogonal signaling is depicted as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio in Fig. 2.9. 
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This Figure also shows the channel capacity of the AWGN channel given by the expression 

C CE" 
W = log2(1 + W No). (2.35) 

From the Figure we see that, for M > 4, the M·ary QAM outperfarms the corresponding 

+M=64 (QAM) 
P[CJ = 10-5 +M=32 OM::.:::32 

+M=16 OM=16 (PSK) 

+ 0M=8 

$M=4 (PSK & QAM) 

R/W > 1 : bandwidth-limited regio 

DM=8 R/W < 1 : power-limited region 

DM= 16 

DM=32 

DM=64 

lorthogonal signals, coherent demodulation 

0.1 ~--~--------~--------~--------~--------~----------~ 
0 5 10 15 20 

SNR (in dB) 

Figure 2.9: Comparison of several methods at P[C] = 10-5 symbol error probability 

M-ary PSK. We abserve also that for both systems the bandwidth efficiency impraves as M 
is increased, but the value of * required for the specified error rate moves away from the 
Shannon limit. It is also illustrated that these methods are bandwidth- efficient systems. That 
is, for a fixed bandwidth, the bit rate increases with an increase of the number of waveforms. 
The cost for this increase of rate is an increase of SNR per bit to achieve the specified error 
rate. Consequently these digital signaling methods are appropriate for channels in which the 
SNR is large enough to support a normalized rate R/W > 1. 

On the other hand we see that for M -ary orthogonal signaling, as M is increased, which 
is equivalent to increased bandwidth requirement, the operation point moves closer to the 
Shannon limit. It makes inefficient use of channel bandwidth in a sense that R/W < 1. That 
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is, this signaling metbod trade bandwidth for a rednetion in the SNR per bit required to 
achleve the specified error rate. Therefore it is appropriate for channels in which the SNR is 
small and tbere is suflident bandwidth to allow for R/W < 1. There is a large gap between 
the actual performance of orthogonal signaling and the best achievable performance given by 
the channel capacity. For example, from Fig. 2.9 we observe that a set of M = 16 orthogonal 
signals detected coherently requires a SNR of about 7.5 dB to achleve a bit error rate of 
P[ C] = 10-5 • In contrast the channel capacity formula indicates that for C JW = 0.5 reliable 
transmission is possible with a SNR of -0.8 dB. Thls rather large difference of 8.3 dB per bit 
can he reduced considerable by the use of coded modulation. The coded modulation can also 
he applied to the bandwidth-limited systems to reduce the gap with the channel capacity. 
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Chapter 3 

Non coherent demod ulation 

Up to this point we have assumed that the information hearing signa.l is completely known 
at the receiver. In practice however, it is often found that in the addition to the uncertainty 
due to additive noise, there is an additiona.l uncertainty due to a random varlation of phase. 
Synchronization with the phase of the transmitted carrier may he to costly, and the designer 
may simply choose to disregard the phase information in the receiver at the expense of some 
degradation in the noise performance of the system. We will explain the noncoherent de
modulation for the transmission of M-arry orthogona.llow pass signa.ls by means of double 
side band suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) modulation over a random phase channel [1]. Then a 
short description of noncoherent FSK is given [3],[4],[5]. 

3.1 DSB-SC and Orthogonal signals 

As can he seen from fig. 3.1 a low pass signa.l s(t) from a set of {s,(t)} is modulated to 
s(t) cos(27r fet). The signals si(t) are supposed to he equa.llikely and with equal energy, E •. 
The received signal, r(t) = s(t) cos(2n'fet- 8)+n(t), is demodulated in a cos and a sin branch. 
The random phase, (},is uniform distributed over the interval 0- 211". The two demodulated 
signals are 
re(t) = s(t)cosfJ + ne(t) and 
r.(t) = s(t)sinO + n,(t). 
The corresponding vector representation is 

re = 8 cos (J + ne 
r, = s sin(}+ n, (3.1) 

Both the received veetors contain a signal component and the optimum receiver must therefore 
use them both. In stead of maximizing ( 1. 7), we now maximize ( over i ) the function 

(3.2) 

The noise veetors ne and n, are independent and white Gaussian hence 

(3.3) 
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s(t) 

------ BPC 

LPF re(t) 

LPF J----;.,. r.(t) 

Figure 3.1: DSB-SC demodula.tion fora. cha.nnel with random pha.se 

with N the dirneusion of the vectors. So for a. certa.in va.lue of the received phase we have 

Prcr.(Pc,P, I mhiJ) = Pnc(Pc-s,cosiJ)Pn.(P, -sisiniJ) 
= 1/(r No)N e-<IPc-S; cos81

2+IP.-S; sin9I
3
)/No (3.4) 

Picking the i-dependent terms we have 

Prcr.(Pc.P, I ms,IJ) ,..." e2<Pc·S;cos9+P •. S;sin9)/No, 

beca.use ISil 2 = E, = E, for a.ll i. lf the following definitions a.re introduced 
X{ = (Pc·si.)2 + (p,.Si)2 a.nd 

- t (p •. S;) 
'Pi - are a.n (p •. s,), 
then (Pc·Si) =X, cos <pi a.nd (p.,.s,) =X, sin 'Pi a.nd the last term of ( 3.5) becomes 

p(X1 I m~,IJ) = eWcos(l-<p;>. 

With the uniform distribution of IJ we find 

= - e'1ftcos(8-<p;)d(J 1 12ll" :IX· 

2r o 

= lo(2X,) 
No 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Hence, given the observed values of the x., the optimum decision ruleis to set m = mi if 
( 3. 7) is maximum. The function l 0 ( x) is defined as 

(3.8) 

and is called the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind [2]. Si nee l 0 ( x) is a 
monotone increasing function of x, we need only to maximize X, or Xl, where 

(3.9) 
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cos(27r /ct) 

integrator re.St squarer 

integrator r,.st squarer 

select m 
largest 

integrator r.,.SM 
squarer 

integrator r •. sM squarer 

Figure 3.2: Correlation receiver for noncoherent demodulation 

Equation ( 3.9) specifies a form of an optimum receiver for equal probable and equal-energy 
signals. This correlation receiver is shown in Fig. 3.2. If the figures 1.3 and 1.4 are compared, 
we see that replacement of the multipikation with si( t) and of the squarer by a matebed filter 
and a sampler gives us the matebed filter receiver for noncoherent transmission. In Fig. 3.3 
a third receiver is given and this one can he obtained as follows. If the received signal, r(t), 
is directly feeding a bank of matebed filters for the set of bandpass signals, the output of the 
ith filter is 

with 

and with 

ui(t) = 1: r(a)si(T- t + a)cos21r/c(t- a)da 

= cos 21r Jet 1: r( a )s;(T - t + a) cos 21r /ca da 

+sin 21r Jet j_: r( a )si(T - t + a) sin 21r !ca da 

= Uei(t) cos 21r /et+ u,i(t) sin 21r /et, 

23 
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St (T- t) cos(2w /et) 

select 

la.rgest 

BM(T- t)cos(2wfct) envelope 

V sample at t = T 

Figure 3.3: Envelope-detector receiver for noncoherent demodulation 

Since the varianee in time of the components Uea(t) and u,,(t) is due solely to si(t), which is 
a low-frequency signal, both uci(t) and u,,(t) remain relatively constant over several cycles of 
cos 211' fct. So the output of the matebed filter can written as 

where 

is a slow varying envelope and 

( ) 
Uc;(t) 

'Pi t = arctan -(-) 
u.i t 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

is a slow varying phase. If we look at ( 3.11) and at ( 3.12) we see that Ueï(T) = (re.sa) and 
that u,,(T) = (r,.s;) and that ( 3.14) for timet = T becomes like ( 3.9). 

For the calculation of the probability of error for an incoherent receiver, it is assumed 
that M equal-energy, equally likely orthogonal lowpass signals are DSB-SC modulated. So 
s,(t) = VEJ:q,,(t) or si = Vï!J:tJJ •. The optimum incoherent receiver in this case sets m = m, 
if 

( re.sa)2 + ( r, .s, )2 > ( rc.Sj )2 + ( r, .Sj?, j ::/: i. (3.16) 

But if m, is sent we have in accordance with ( 3.1) 

( re.Si) = E, cos8 + .,;E;nci 
(r,.s,) = E, sin 8 + .,JE; n,, 
(re.Sj) = .,JE;ncj 
(r,.sj) = .,;E;n,i (3.17) 

and ( 3.16) changes into 
(3.18) 
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Here we used 

z = ~ (~ 8 ) cosO+ f/c~. "'N No cos ,1 

y = ~sin8+f/d- N(~sin8,1) 

'lei = {fnci tv N(O, 1) 

'l•i = ffn,i- N(O, 1). 

From ( 3.18) we have 

P[c I 0 2 2 R2] = P[ 2 + 2 R2 2 + 2 R2 mit , x + y = 'lel fl.t < ' ... ''lei-! f/,ä-1 < ' 

The error probability becomes 

2 + 2 R2 2 + 2 R2] 'lci+l fl.ä+l < '· · · 'flcM fi,M < 
= P[q;l + '7;1 < R2]M-l 

= {1- P(q;l + '7;1 ~ R2]}M-1 

= {1- e-~}M-1 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

and is independent of mi. We calculate P[C I 0] by averaging ( 3.21) over the random variabie 
R2 = z 2 + y2 and using the next lemma [1]. 

Let x he a Gaussian random with mean m111 and varianee 0'~ and let w be any complex 
• bl • h al } h 1 h h • f W1112 • e"'m~/(l-2w .. ~) varia e wit re part ess t an 23 t en t e expectat10n o e IS ..; • 

~. 1-2w~~ 

The result is 

P[E I 0] = }.:
1 

(M :- 1) ( ~l)î+l el-~r:i:r1 
i=l ' t + 1 

(3.22) 

and is independent of 0, so ( 3.22) is also the expression for the error probability. For two 
equally likely messages the error probability becomes 

1 E 
P[C] = -e-Wö 

2 

3.2 Noncoherent demodulation of FSK 

Here one of the signals 

s.(t) = {ff-cos21f'/;t,O $ t $ T,l $i$ M 
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Figure 3.4: Probability of symbol error for noncoherent orthogonal signaling 

is sent over a band-pass channel with random phase. The received signalis thus 

r(t) = J2
:• cos(211' fit+ 0) + n(t) 

= ~cos0cos211'/it + ~sin0sin211'/it + n(t) (3.24) 

The optimum noncoherent receiver for this situation is depicted in Fig. 3.5. It is easy to see 
that the output ofthe correlator ofthe cos-branch for the z-tA signalis (rr·tPi) = V"E; cosO+nc 
and theoutput ofthe sin-branch is (r,.cf>i) = V"E; sinO+n,. Because Si= ~q,i the relations 
( 3.16) and ( 3.17) can he used bere and ( 3.22) is the expression for the error probability of 
noncoherent FSK. 

3.3 Differential Phase Shift Keying 

The need for a coherent referent signal at the receiver is eliminated by transmitting the data 
by di:fferential encoding. In the binary case the symbol 0 is sent by advancing the current 
phase by 180° and the symbol 1 is sent by leaving the current phase unchanged. So the 
following two signals are used to transmit two symbols (for example 01 and 00). 

s1(t) = #cos211'/ct;O :St< T 
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integrator I---~ squa.rer 

integrator squarer 
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integrator 1---~ squa.rer 

Figure 3.5: Correlation receiver for noncoherent FSK 

= #cos21r/et;T :$ t < 2T 

s2(t) = #cos 211" /et; 0 :$ t < T 

= # cos(21rfet + 1r);T :$ t < 2T 

m 

with E11 and T the energy and the time duration per bit. The two signals s1(t) and s2(t) 
are orthonormal and have an energy E$ = 2E6• For M = 2 the equation ( 3.22) changes to 
P[EJ = ~e-~ and the error probability for binary DPSK becomes 

1 -P[E] = -e "Yb 
2 

with ïo = ~ is the signal-to-noise ratio per bit. 
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Appendix A 

The Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization 

First some definitions are given : 

• inner product (x,y) = f~oo x(t)y(t)dt 

• norm lx(t)l2 = (x,x) 

• normalized waveform {x(t)]<n) = 1;~g1 
K k d lt ~ 1 ; j =I 

• ronec er e a uil =0 ; i.=' 

• orthonormaJ functions f~oo lPi(t)<J>,(t)dt = Ójl 

Given a set of wavefarms {si(t) ; 1 ~ i ~ M} the orthonormaJ basis functions {lfoj(t) ; 
1 ::; j ::; N} can he found by the Gram-Schmidt procedure, i.e. 

lPt ( t) = (st ( t)](n) 

<1>2(t) = [s2(t)- (s2,l/Jt)lfot(t)](n) 

</>a(t) = (sa(t)- (sa,</>d<Pt(t)- (sa,lfo2)~(t)](n) 

l:-1 

<!>A:( t) = [sj(t)- 2)si, </>n)</>n(t)](n). 
n=l 

At this jfh step it is assumed that, from the (j -1) previous wavefarms {si(t); 1 ~i~ j -1}, 
(k - 1) basis functions were constructed, with k ~ j. The orthonormalization process is 
continued until all the M wavefarms {si(t)} have been exhausted and N ::; M orthonormal 
basis functions have been constructed. The wavefarm s,(t) can he represented as a linear 
combination of these basis functions 

N 

si(t) = 2::Sij</>j(t),l::; i::; M, (A.1) 
j=l 

where 
(A.2) 
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are the componentsof the corresponding vector s, = (su, s;2, ••• ,SiN), 1 $ i$ M. 
With the orthonormality of {<f>J(t)} and with the definitions given above we have 

The energy of signa! s,(t) is 
E, = (shs,) = s1.s; = js11

2 

and is equal to the squared length of the corresponding vector. 
The squared Euclidean distance between the two vectors, s, and SJ, is 

Proof of ( A.3) 

Example 

(St,Sj) = i: Si(t)sj(t)dt 

1
oo N N 

= I: Sin<f>n(t) I: Sjm</>m(t)dt 
-oo n=l m=l 

N N 

1
oo 

= L L SinSjm cf>n(t)cf>m(t)dt 
n=l m=l -oo 
N N 

= L L SanSjm6nm 
n:l m=l 

N 

= L SinSjn = s,.sj
n=l 

In Fig. A.l three signals are shown with js1!2 = ls212 =Tand lsal2 = 2T. With the 
Gram-Schmidt procedure we find 4>1(t) = ../f!Ts1(t), </>2(t) = .../f1Ts2(t) because 
(s2,4>t) = 0 and <f>a(t) = 0 because (sa, 4>t) = (sa,4>a) = v'f. So N = 2 and 
the componentsof the three two-dimensional veetorscan be found with equation 
( 1.2) giving the signa! structure as depicted in Fig. A.l. 

• 83 

Figure A.l: A signa! set and its signa! constellation 
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Preface 

This material is part of a book on souree coding that will hopefully appear 
somewhere in 1999. Because I have just taken outsome chapters from the 
original manuscript) there may sometimes be references to non-existing 
items. 

A growing proportion of transmission systems used in the world trans
mit digital signals. A digital telephony system is an example of such a 
digital transmission system. It can he expected that alongside the al
ready existing analog transmission systems for radio and TV digital ones 
will he introduced in the future. There are three evident reasons for the 
increasing interest in transmission of digital signals. The :first is that 
the quality that can he o:ffered is better than in the analog cases. The 
second is that signals can he better protected against errors corrupting 
them during transmission. The third reason is that additional signal pro
cessing before or after transmission is easier for digital than for analog 
signals. 

A drawback of the use of digital transmission channels is their of
ten limited capacity: the signal's souree produces more bits per second 
than can he transmitted. This is why souree-coding systems are often 
indispensable: they reduce the bit rate of the signal to one than can be 
transmitted. How that is done, is the topic of this hook. lts goal is to 
give a global understanding of souree coding and to present an overview 
of practical coding schemes for speech, rousic and images. 

Storage media, such as computer memories, digital tapes, or optical 
disks, also exhibit the features of transmission channels. For instance, 
the frequency content of a signal must be adapted to a tape, errors are 
introduced by defectsin computer memories, and memories may have 
a limited storage capacity. Storage media are therefore often treated as 
channels [?, ? , ?) , and Information and Communication Theory, dealing 
with transmission, are also applied to storage. It is therefore not sur-
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PREFACE 5 

prising that souree coding is also found in storage systems. The recently 
introduced Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) is an example of a digital 
consumer storage system in which souree coding is crucial. 

Part I of this hook is mainly theoretical and provides backgrounds 
to souree coding. It shows how souree-coding systems can he divided 
into certain basic blocks, called transformation, quantization and coding 
blocks, each performing distinct functions. These blocks are discussed 
in separate chapters. In addition, the hook contains a chapter on adap
tivity in souree-coding systems, which includes a discussion on bit rate 
controL Part 11 discusses extensive examples of souree-coding systems 
for sound signals and images. It relates the systems presented there to 
the theoretical concepts of Part I. 

The approach whereby souree-coding systems are divided into basic 
blocks which can be analysed separately distinguishes this hook from 
others such as [1, 17]. This approach has the advantage that similarities 
between different coding systems such as transform, subband or predic
tive coders become evident and also that these different systems can be 
discussed within a unifying framework. A slight drawback of this ap
proach is that the division into basic blocks is not always unique. Some 
of the operations performed in souree-coding systems can be seen as be
longing arbitrarily to one or other basic block. In those cases, although 
the division becomes somewhat arbitrary, it is no less useful. 

The mathematical theory of souree coding is Rate-Distortion Theory 
[10, 11]. Rate-Distortion Theory gives formal bounds to the bit rates 
needed to transmit signals at a given distortion. However, it rarely gives 
practical methods of achieving these bounds. An exception is the vector 
quantizer discussed in Chapter 4. In contrast to Rate-Distortion The
ory, which is the mathematical theory of souree coding, this hook tries 
to present a theoretical background to souree-coding systems. Practi
cal souree-coding systems are almost never optimal in terms of Rate
Distortion Theory. Nevertheless, Rate-Distortion Theory is used to ex
plain why the basic blocks in a souree-coding system are present and how 
they help to reduce the bit rate. 

Souree coding as discussed hereis a broad discipline: it involves statis
ti es, digital signal processing, signal theory, information theory and the
ory of human perception. This makes it an interesting but at the same 
time diffi.cult discipline. Since the hook aims to be an introduetion rather 
than a reference work, it would be too much to expect understanding of 
all these topics. However, to be able to appreciate the contentsof Part 
I in particular, the reader should be familiar with the basics of digital 
signal processing, as presented in, for example, [6, ?], of the theory of 
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stochastic signals, as presented in, say, [7], and of linear algebra, as pre
sented in, say, [34]. For reference purposes [1] and [17] are recommended. 
Some of the derivations of important results are tedious. It is beyond the 
scope of this hook to present them fully. Other derivations are necessary 
or illustrative and are not omitted. In many cases the results of Part I are 
introduced by means of examples, which, therefore, cannot be ignored. 
The examples are typeset in a smaller character and end with 0. A few 
exercises have been added at the end of the chapters. 

The hook aims to be a textbook that can be used in a senior-level 
course in advanced digital signal processing or in communications. It is 
suitable for advanced junior-level students and first-year graduate stu
dents. In addition it contains useful information for communication en
gineers and starting research scientists. 

We would like to thank our colleagues from the digital signal process
ing group at Philips Research Laboratones in Eindhoven for the stimulat
ing discussions about and their continual interest in the contents of this 
hook while it was being written. Special thanks go to Rob Beuker, Rob
bert van der Waal and Richard Heusdens for reviewing the manuscript. 
The management of Philips Research Laboraties in Eindhoven is greatly 
acknowledged for giving us the opportunity to write this hook. 
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Chapter 1 

Souree coding 

1.1 Introduetion 

Part I of this hook gives theoretica! backgrounds to souree coding. It 
shows how any souree-coding algorithm can he divided into a number of 
basic functional blocks. Before this is done in Chapters 2 to 6, Sections 
1.2 to 1.6 of this chapter briefiy introduce the subject of souree coding 
and explain why and how souree-coding systems are used. Section 1. 7 
summarises Part I of this hook. 

1.2 Souree eoding in a transmission sys
tem 

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of a transmission system such as 
can he found as the first figure in almost any textbook on Information 
or Communication Theory. It contains most of the components of a 
transmission system. 

A transmission system transmits signals from a souree to a destina
tion, which is sometimes called a sink [1]. The souree is the device by 
which the signals are ( thought to he) generated. The destination is the 
place where they are received. 

The central part of the transmission system shown in Figure 1.1 is 
the channel. This is the medium which physically transports the signal, 
e.g. as an electrical signal, as an electromagnetic wave or as a sequence 
of light pulses. Practical examples of channels are a coaxial cable, an 
optical fiber and the atmosphere. Apart from the channel, the signal 
passes through three pairs of blocks: the modulator and demodulator 
blocks, the error proteetion and correction blocks and the souree encoder 

9 
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and decoder blocks. These pairs of blocks are there because of three 
channel properties discussed below. 

The :first channel property is that channels can only transport physical 
(e.g. electrical) signals. For successful transmission a digital signal must 
therefore be converted to a form appropriate for the channel. For radio 
transmission, for instance, the signal must be modulated on a carrier and 
then converted into an electromagnetic wave. The modulator couverts 
the signal to a representation that is appropriate for the channel. The 
demodulator couverts the received signal back to its original form. For 
basic literature on modulation principles the reader is referred to [2, 3]. 

The second channel property is that, even if a signal is adapted to 
the channel, it does not always pass it undisturbed: the channel may 
introduce errors. If digital information is transmitted, the result can be 
that after demodulation some bits are inverted. The block before the 
modulator is the error-proteetion unit. It adds bits to the signal that 
make it possible for the error-correction unit to detect and even correct 
errors introduced by the channel. For basic literature on error correction 
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the reader is referred to [4, 5]. 
The third channel property is that there is an upper bound to the 

number of bits per second that can be correctly transmitted. This bound 
is called the channel capacity. The source-encoding block reduces the 
number of bits per second V~-ith which the input signal is represented to a 
number that is low enough for transmission. The signal with the reduced 
bit rate is the source-encoded signal. The souree decoder converts this to 
a reconstuction of the input signal. Unfortunately, souree encoding and 
decoding may change the signal. This results in reception of a distorted 
signal. In a good souree-coding system the distortion is kept below a 
certain level. 

It is mainly souree coding for speech, music and pictures that is con
sidered here. This implies that one finds a human observer at the desti
nation. This has its impact on the notion of distortion and on the design 
of souree-coding systems. As has already been remarked, a good souree
coding system keeps distortion below a certain level. If signals such as 
speech, music and pictures are received by a human observer, it means 
that after reception these signals must have a desired subjective quality 
rather than a desired objective qualitity. 

In most of what follows it is assumed that the concatenation of the 
error-proteetion block, the modulator, the channel, the demodulator, and 
the error-correction block behaves as a digital, error-free channel, which 
implies that the souree decoder receives the undistorted output of the 
souree en co der. 

Souree coding is not only t~e name for the discipline involved with the 
design of souree-coding algorithms and systems but also for the action 
of the souree en co der and decoder. Other narnes that are sometimes 
used for souree coding are bit-rate reduction, data reduction and data 
compression. The combination of a souree encoder and decoder is often 
called a codec. 

Examples of souree coding applied in transmission and storage sys
tems are: souree coding of speech signals in Mobile Automatic Telephony, 
souree coding of X-ray and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance images for stor
age in medica! databases, souree coding of sound signals for storage on 
Compact Disc Interactive (CD-I)® disks and on Digital Compact Cas
sette (DCC)® tapes and for digital audio broadcasting, souree coding 
of images of documents for storage in the Megadoc system, and souree 
coding of digital TV pictures for storage on a digital video tape. 
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Integer-value discrete-time signals From a mathematica! point of 
view, integer-value discrete-time signals are sequences ofinteger numbers. 
This is the class of signals that are generally referred to as digital signals. 
The same notations as for real-value discrete-time signals are used, but 
now x[n] E 'll. If they have a finite range, they are suited for digital 
signa! processing, since their valnes can be represented digitally with a 
finite number of bits. For instance, if 

-M::::; x[n] < M- 1 

then the samples can be uniquely represented digitally by !log2(2M)l 
bits. The notation I al means the first integer that is greater than a. 

Discrete-value discrete-time signals From a mathematica! point of 
view, discrete-value discrete-time signals are sequences of abstract sym
bols q[i]. The symbols are elements from a set, e.g. 

The elements of a set containing m symbols can be uniquely represented 
digitally by flog 2 ( m) 1 bits. The class of integer-value discrete-time sig
nals is a subclass of the discrete-value discrete-time signals. Sequences 
of ASCII characters also belang to this class. 

Discrete-value continuons-time signals An example of a discrete
value continuons-time signa! is the random asynchronous telegraph signa! 
[7], which is a continuons-time signa! that can only attain two values, e.g. 

x(t) E {0 V, 5 V}. 

Discrete-value, continuons-time signals are aften used to model signals 
in a physical transmission channel. 

Only one-dimensional signals have been mentioned. Multi-dimen
sional signals are also of interest, as this hook also deals with souree 
coding of pictures. Extension of the five categones above to more di
mensions is easily done. A picture, for instance, is a two-dimensional 
function of space. If the space coordinates are discrete, then a picture 
sample may be denoted as 

p[m,n]. 

Chapter ?? in Part II gives a more extensive introduetion to multi
dimensional sequences. 
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This hook mainly considers souree coding of physical signals, such 
as speech, rousic and pictures. The signal processing in souree coding is 
digital. This means that actually only the class of integer-value discrete
time signals is acceptable as input to a souree encoder. Physical signals 
often have another representation. Music or speechsignalat the output of 
a microphone, for instance, are continuous-time electrical signals. These 
signals have to be converted by aso-called analog-to-digital converter [6]. 
If a real-value continuous-time signalis desired at the destination, then a 
digital-to-analog converter has to be used to convert the souree decoder 
output to an analog signal. Analog-to-digital conversion can be seeu as 
a two-step operation. The real-value coutinuous-time sigual is converted 
by sampling to a real-value discrete-time signal, which is subsequeutly 
rounded toa integer-value continuous-time sigual. 

Real-value discrete-time signals are sametimes mistakenly called dig
ital signals. Even though practical souree coding is always doue on 
integer-value discrete-time signals it wiJl be ofteu assumed in this hook 
that the signals are real-value and continuous-time. The reason is that 
it is sametimes easier to analyse this type of siguals, and to correct the 
results afterwards, than to analyse digital signals directly. 

Discrete-value discrete-time signals also play an important role in this 
hook. This is because some of the most important theoretical results iu 
souree codiug that are also of value for physical signals are derived for 
sourees producing abstract symbols. 

1.4 Bit rate and distortion 

Let us assume that the souree of Figure 1.1 produces digital signal sam
ples at a rate of fs samples per second, and that each sample is repre
seuted with Rs bits. The number Rs is the bit rate of the souree sigual, 
expressed in bits per sample. The product 

(1.1) 

gives the bit rate of the souree signal in bits per second. Both Rs and Is 
are used to express bit rates. As has already been mentioned in Section 
1.2, the number of bits per second that can be transmitted through a 
channel is limited. We also assume that the digital error-free channel 
of Figure 1.1 can transmit a number of Ie bits per second, which is less 
than Is. This number Ie is called the transmission rate. A souree coder 
reduces the bit rate of a souree signal to the transmission rate. 

In fact, there are two possibilities for the transmission rate. One is 
that it is fixed, which is the case in many broadcastiug, transmission and 
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starage applications. The other is that it is variable, which is, for ex
ample, the case for packet-switched networks or for starage on computer 
disks. In the case of a variabie bit rate there may be restrictions on the 
average and the peak bit rates. 

It is not obvious that bit-rate rednetion of a signa! leads to signals 
of acceptible quality after souree decoding. There are two reasons why 
souree coding can be feasible at all. They are discussed below. 

The first reason is that many signals have a higher bit rate than is 
necessary for an error-free representation. In termsof Information The
ory: such a signal's representation is redundant. A rednetion of the bit 
rate is then obtained by using another representation with fewer bits per 
second. It is said that in this case souree coding removes the redundancy. 
Redundancy will be defined more formally later on. Removing the re
dundancy is a reversible process: the souree decoder can always reeover 
the original input signa!. This type of souree coding is sametimes called 
lossless or errorless or error-free souree coding. 

The second reason is that a perfect reconstruction of the input signa! 
is not always required after souree decoding, but that differences up to 
a certain degree between the input and the decoded signa! are either ac
ceptable or imperceptible. If errors after souree decading are allowed to 
some extent, the bit rate can be reduced by finding a less accurate rep
resentation with fewer bits per second, which no longer allows a perfect 
reconstruction of the input signa! by the souree decoder. The fact that 
souree encoder input and souree decoder output are different is irrelevant 
to the observer. An encoder workingin this way is said to remove irrele
vancy from the signal's representation. This is irreversible. The amount 
of deviation between the input signa! the and decoded signa! is called the 
distortion. 

Example 1 Consider as an e.xample of a redundant signal a monochrome 
digital TV picture. This is a matrix of samples, called picture elements or 
pixels, each having a value in the range [0, 255]. The pixels contain the lumi
nanee information of the picture. Pixels equal to zero represent black spots, 
pixels equal to 255 represent white spots. A pixel having a value between 
zero and 255 represents a grey spot. Each pixel is represented with eight bits. 
Assume, in this e.xample, that the pixel values on a horizontal line do not 
change much over parts of the line, e.g. the absolute difference is always less 
than 7. This implies that the differences can be represented in four bits. A 
rednetion of the bit rate is possible by fust transmitting the fust pixel of a line 
and subsequently all the differences between adjacent pixels on that line. The 
bit rate is thus reduced to about four bits per pixel. The souree decoder can 
perfectly reconstruct the picture in the following way. The fust pixel of a line 
is received uncoded. The second pixel can be obtained by adding to the fust 
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DPCM encoder 

y[i] i:[i] 

DPCM decoder 

Figure 1.2: DPCM encoder and decoder. 

pixel the transmitted difference between the second and the fust pixel. The 
third pixel can be obtained by adding the transmitted differenee between the 
third and second pixel to the decoded second pixel, and so on. This technique 
is generally called differential pulse code modulation or DPCM [l]. A blode 
diagram is shown in Figure 1.2. The z-1 in this figure is the z-transform of a 
unit sample delay. The box labelled z-1 performs such a delay. 
<> 

Example 2 Example 1 ean be extended slightly to illustrate that a further 
rednetion of bit rate is possible if some distartion in the received signal can be 
allowed. Suppose that in the deeoded picture a lower resolution is aceeptable, 
such that only the even values in the range [0, 255] have to be represented. In 
that case, a further rednetion of 1 bit per pixel can be achieved by a souree 
encoder as depicted in Figure 1.3. Careful inspeetion of this figure shows that 
the pixel differences in the souree encoder are taken between the input pixel 
and a delayed deeoded output pixel. The quantizer maps the pixel differences 
on to the even values in the range [ -7, 7]. The number of even values in this 
range is 7, which means that each value can be coded with 3 bits. This coding 
part is not shown in the diagram. 

The souree decoder can reeonstruet the picture with an acceptable distar
tion by the same procedure as in Example 1. 
<> 

Example 2 shows that souree coding may introduce distortion. In 
fact that will he the case for most of the souree-coding methods dis
cussed here. The amount of distartion depends on the signa!, bit rate, 
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x[i] quantizer y[i] 

Figure 1.3: DPCM encoder with quantization. 

and souree-coding algorithm. Distortion and bit rate play a role in the 
selection of a souree-coding method. A problem is that a good math
ematica! measure for distortion that re:flects perceptual quality is often 
hard to find. For audio, video and speech signals, for instance, the dis
tortion measure should express the perceived loss in quality, but often it 
does not. The most general expression for a distortion measure is 

D = f({x[i]},{x[i]}), (1.2) 

where { x[i]} and { x[i]} denote the entire input and output sequences of 
the souree en:::oder and decoder. If for two souree coding schemes 1 and 
2 we have D1 > D2 , this should mean that the output of codec 2 should 
he of higher perceptual quality than the output of codec 1. 

The input signal fora souree coding system is not known in advance 
but knowledge of the signal is often available in statistica! terms, such 
as probility density functions and power speetral densities. In the design 
and analysis of souree coding systems therefore, a statistica! approach is 
usually adopted. This will usually also be the case in this hook. Knowl
edge of the signal's statistica! properties is often referred to as a statistica! 
signal model. Knowledge of the observer is sometimes called an observer 
model. A statistica! distortion measure has the form 

D = &{f( {x[i]}, {x[i]} )}, (1.3) 

where E {} denotes statistica! expectation. 
Practical distortion measures that are often used, but mostly fail to 

express perceived loss of quality, are the mean-square error (MSE) 

and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

E{(x[i])2} 
DsNR = E{(x[i]- x(i])2}. 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 
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The first is an estimate of the power of the souree-coding error. The 
second is the signal power divided by the mean-square error. Note that 
these distartion measures are sample-based, which is less general than 
(1.3). In both (1.4} and (1.5) it is assumed that x[i] and x[i] are wide
sense stationary [7], which implies that DMsE and DsNR are independent 
of time index i. 

That the practical measures (1.4) and (1.5) only have a limited useful
ness is easily seen if one considers a speech-coding scheme which produces 
an almost perfect reconstruction of the input that is delayed for a certain 
number of samples. Both (1.4) and (1.5) will yield large distortions, but 
the error will be inaudible. 

A distinction can be made between two souree-coding principles. The 
first is waveform coding, which is the subject of this hook, thesecondis 
parameter coding of signals. 

In wavefarm coding the objective is to find a representation of the sig
nal such that after souree decading a good approximation of the original 
waveform remains. What is good in this context depends on the dis
tartion measure. Since the output sequence {x[i]} tries to approximate 
the input sequence {x[i]}, a distartion measure basedon the difference 
between output and input sequences 

D = E{f( {x[i]}- {x[i]} )}, (1.6) 

seems appropriate for wavefarm coders. The mean-square error (1.4) is 
an example of such a distartion measure. For analysing wavefarm coders 
it is useful to define an additive souree-coding error 

e[i) = x[i]- x[i]. (1.7) 

If a souree-coding system introduces a delay, the distartion measure ( 1. 7) 
will be large just because of the delay. In such cases it is better to define 
the souree coding error by 

e[i] =x[ i]- x[i- L], (1.8) 

where L is the delay expressed in sample periods. The distartion measure 

D = t'{f(e[i])} (1.9) 

can be used witheither (1.7) or (1.8}, whichever is more appropriate. 
In parameter coding it is assumed that a generation model of the 

signal is known. Roughly speaking, a generation model is a mathematical 
procedure that generates the entire signal from a limited set of model 
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parameters. The objective is to extract these model parameters from 
the signa!, code them at a low bit rate and transmit them. The decoder 
tries to regenerate the signa! from the received parameters. A good 
approximation of the wavefarm may not he obtained, but the result could 
he a signal sounding or looking similar to the original signal. Example 
of parameter caders are vocoders for speech signals [8) and fractal caders 
for pictures [9]. The bit rates for parameter coding can he far lower 
than for wavefarm coding. However the quality after decading is usually 
also lower. Pure wavefarm coding and pure parameter coding are two 
extremes. In many wavefarm caders signal models are also used and 
parameters are coded. 

Some confusion may arise concerning signal models. So far, both 
statistica! signal models and generation models have been mentioned as 
signa! models. The distietion between them is that a statistica! model 
is a colledion of statistica! properties of the signal whereas a generation 
model is a procedure to generate a signal starting from a set of param
eters. In this hook the term signal model always refers to a statistica! 
signa! model. 

1.5 Rate-Distortion Theory 

Once a distartion measure has been chosen, it is permissible to ask 
whether for a given souree an optimal souree-coding metbod can he 
found that achieves a minimal bit rate at a given distortion. Rate
Distortion Theory [10, 11] states that under certain assumptions there 
exists a bound giving the minimum rate required for a signal at a given 
distortion. lt also states that by coding long sequences of samples this 
bound can he approximated arbitrarily closely. This bound is called the 
rate-distortion function or rate-distortion bound Ra(D), where Dis the 
distartion according to the chosen distartion measure. The denvation 
of this bound is unfortunately in many practical situations an unsolv
able mathematica! problem. Moreover, a souree-coding metbod trying 
to closely approach this bound may he of an extremely high complex
ity. For these reasans and for the lack of a good distartion measure, the 
Rate-Distortion Theory is not directly of practical value for designing 
souree-coding methods. lt may, however, give some theoretica! insights. 
In this hook it will he used to explain certain concepts and principals. 

Rate-distortion functions can he derived for both real-value and dis
crete-value sources. Figure 1.4 shows a rate-distortion function for a 
souree producing real-value samples with varianee u 2

• The distartion 
measure is DMsE/u2 • The distartion axis ranges up to 0 dB, since mean-
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Figure 1.4: Ex.ample of the rate-distortion function for a continuous 
source. 

square errors greater than the signal varianee can he avoided by simply 
transmitting zeros. 

The rate-distortion function for a discrete-value souree differs from 
that of a real-value source. Since the samples only have finite precision, 
errorless coding, as discussed in Chapter 3, can he used to reduce the 
bit rate by removing redundancy. The bit rate that can be achieved in 
this way determines the interseètion of the rate-distortion bound with 
the rate axis. The rate-distortion bound for real-value sourees always 
intersects the ra te axis at R ;;:: oo. 

Rate-distortion functions have a number of properties that are easy 
to express but hard to prove [10, 11]. For instance, they are convex, 
which means that cords are always above the rate-distortion function, 
and they are continuous for D > 0. Theoretically, any point (D, R) 
above the rate-distortion function can be achieved with an appropriate 
souree-coding algorithm. 

Practical souree-coding algorithms are often suboptimal: at a given 
distortion their rate is greater than R( D). In Chapters 4 and 5 the 
performances of some souree coding methods are compared to the rate
distortion function. 
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I t can be concluded from the preceding paragraphs that a good souree
coding system is based on knowledge of the signal as well as on knowledge 
of the observer. Knowledge of the observer is needed toselect the appro
priate distortien measure and to determine to what extent souree-coding 
errors can be introduced. This speernes a certain point on the distortien 
axis. Knowledge of the signal is required to achleve the desired bit rate 
at this distortion. It seems desirabie to choose a rate that is close to 
Rs ( D) for a given distortien D. However, Ra ( D) is often unknown and, 
even if that is not the case, this approach can result in a complex souree 
coder with a long delay. Complexity, delay and other aspects that play 
a role when designing a souree coding system are brie:By summarized in 
Section 1. 6. 

1.6 Souree coding aspects 

In this section aspects which play a role when a souree coding method 
is selected or designed are summarized. Bit rate and distortien have 
already been mentioned and will only be discussed in their relation to 
the other aspects. 

Delay Souree coders often introduce a coding delay. For example, the 
performance of the simple souree coders for picturesof Examples 1 and 2 
can be improved as follows at the expense of introducing a coding delay. 

Example 3 The distortien introduced by the souree encoder of Exam.ple 2 
can he reduced at the expense of coding delay and a minor increase in bit rate 
by storing a picture line fust and calculating the pixel differences. If these are 
in the range [-3,+3], the souree eneader ofE:x:ample 1 is used, otherwise the 
souree eneader of E:x:am.ple 2 is used. One extra bit per line is transmitted to 
teil the souree decoder how to decode the reeeived data. 
0 

It depends on the application to what extent coding delay is accept
able. In a telephony system, for instance, less delay can be accepted 
than in a recording or broadcasting system. As is the case in Example 3, 
delay is often introduced because the signalis stored and analysed before 
souree encoding. 

Complexity Another important aspect of a souree coding scheme is 
its complexity. Complexity is often expressed in the number of opera
tions per sample period or, if the conree-coding system is to be realized 
as an integrated circuit, in chip area. Souree-coding systems that achleve 
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a low bit rate at a high quality can be very complex. Complexity can 
be reduced if a lower quality or a higher bit rate is acceptable. Again, 
it depends on the application whether a high complexity is problematic. 
For instance, a higher complexity can often be accepted in professional 
systems than in consumer products. In a braadcasting system there are 
usually just a few souree encoders, which are pieces of professional equip
ment. They are therefore allowed to be far more complex and expensive 
than the souree decoders, which are parts of consumer products. 

Sensitivity to model deviations A souree-coding algorithm is usu
ally based on, often statistica!, assumptions about the signa!. For in
stance, it is assumed in Examples 1 and 2 that the pixel differences are 
in the range [-7, + 7]. Problems may occur if the signa! does not satisfy 
these assumptions. A souree-coding algorithm is insensitive to model 
deviations if it still works reasonably well when the signa! deviates from 
the model. Such a souree-coding method is often preferred if the nature 
of the signals that will he transmitted in the future is not known. 

Example 4 The souree-coding system of Example 3 can berendered more 
robust by mak.ing the quantizer dependent on the maximum pixel difference 
in a line. If the pixel differences are in the range [ -3, +3], the encoder of 
Example 1 is used; ifthey are in the range [-7, +7], the quantizer maps them 
on to the multiples of 2 in that range; if they are in the range [ -15, + 15], 
they are mapped on to the multiples of 4 in the same range, and so on. Some 
bits must be used to teil the receiver which quantizer has been used, and this 
slightly increases the bit rate. The advantage is that a larger class of pictures 
can he coded with this system. 
<> 

Sensitivity to channel errors Sometimes channel errors are neither 
corrected nor detected. In that case the souree decoder receives erroneous 
information and additional distortion is introduced. Some souree coding 
methods are more sensitive to channel errors than others. U sually, the 
sensitivity to undetected errors increases with decreasing bit rate. If 
channel errors are detected but cannot be corrected then it is sometimes 
possible to conceal the errors after souree decoding [12]. 

1. 7 Blocks of a souree-coding system 

Souree-coding systems can he divided into a number of basic blocks. Two 
of these blocks, quantization and transformation blocks, can already be 
identified in the simple system of Example 2. The other basic blocks 
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are coding and control blocks. It will become clear that the basic blocks 
perform distinct fundions that are elementary to souree coding. All 
basic blocks will be treated thoroughly in Chapters 3~6, but are brie:fly 
introduduced below and in somewhat greater detail in Chapter 2. 

Transformation blocks Transformation blocks are used to obtain a 
signal representation that suited to souree coding. In the souree encoder 
of Example 2 the transformation consists of subtrading the delayed en
coded output pixel from each input pixel. An 'inverse' transformation is 
present in the souree decoder1

• Transformation blocks are discussed in 
Chapter 5. 

Quantization blocks Quantization blocks reduce the accuracy of the 
representation of the output of the transformation block. In this way 
they remove irrelevancy and introduce souree-coding errors. The souree 
encoder of Example 2 contains a quantizer. Quantization blocks and 
their counterparts in the souree decoder, which are called reconstruction 
blocks, are discussed in Chapter 4 

Coding blocks Coding blocks have not so far occurred in examples. 
They have two tasks: to remove redundancy from the quantizer output 
symbols and to map them on to a bit stream. In the souree decoder an 
'inverse' block called a decoding block maps the received bit stream on 
to quantizer output symbols. Coding and decoding blocks are discussed 
in Chapter 3. 

Bit-rate control blocks The bit stream from a coding block may have 
a variabie rate. Many channels only accept fixed bit rates, so bit-rate 
control may be required. Methods of bit-rate control wi11 be further in
troduced in Chapter 6, which discusses adaptive souree coding. 

In the discussion in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 it is assumed that the signal 
has unchanging statistica! properties or, in other words, that it is a sta
tionary stochastic signal [7]. U sually this is not the case. The properties 
of signals may vary in time. For instance, changes in power, frequency 
distribution and in the fundamental frequency can be observed in speech 
signals. Since souree-coding systems work better if the are tuned to cer
tain properties, they are often made adaptive to the signal. Aspects of 
adaptive souree coding are discussed in Chapter 6. 

1 Inverse is between quotation marks because it may not he a strictly mathematica} 
inverse. 
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1.8 Problems 

Problem 1 Assume that the quantizer of Example 2 maps the input on to 
the output according to the following table: 

input output 
:::; -5 -6 

-4,-3 -4 
-2,-1 -2 

0 0 
1,2 2 
3,4 4 

I ~5 6 

The x[n], y[n], y[n] and x[n] at instant n = 0 are given by 

x[n] = y[n] = y[n] = x[n] = 0. 

Complete the following table: 

n x[n] y[n] y[n] x[n] 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 5 
2 6 
3 4 
4 6 
5 8 
6 8 
7 10. 
8 u[ I 

What can you say about the rustortion of this codec? 

Pro blem 2 Assume that the quantizer of Example 2 has the same charac
teristic as in Problem 1. Again, the x[n], y[n] and x[n] at instant n = 0 are 
given by 

x[n] = y[n] = x[n] = 0. 

Complete the following table: 

n x[n] y[n] x[n] 
0 0 0 0 
1 20 
2 20 
3 20 
4 20 
5 21 
6 20 
7 20 
8 20 
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N ow, what can you say about the elistortion of this codec? Looking at the 
topics of Section 1.6, what can you say about this codec? 

Problem 3 Assume that the quantizer of Example 2 has the same charac
teristic as in Problem 1. Again, the x[n], y[n] and x[n] at instant n = 0 are 
given by 

x[n] = y[n] = x[n] = 0. 

Due to an uncorrected channel error at instant n = 5, a wrong value for y[n] 
is received. Complete the following table: 

n x[n] y[n] x[n] ro 0 0 0 
1 20 
2 20 
3 20 
4 20 
5 21 -6 
6 20 
7 20 

I !8 20 

Looking at the topics of Section 1.6, what can you say about this codec? 

Problem 4 In Example 4three types of data are transmitted: the divider, 
the value of the first pixel on a line, and the pixel differences. Analyse the 
in:fluence of channel errors on each of them. Assume that the effect of a channel 
error is inversion of one bit. 



Chapter 2 

The basic blocks of a coding 
system 

2.1 Introduetion 

The basic blocks of a waveform coding system, as these were referred to 
in Section 1. 7, can be identified in all waveform coding systems. Each of 
these blocks has an important role in conneetion with removing redun
dancy, introducing distortion, exploiting irrelevancy and bit-rate controL 

There are two groups of basic blocks in a souree-coding system. The 
first consists of transformation, quantization and coding blocks in the 
souree encoder, and inverse-transformation, reconstruction and decoding 
blocks in the souree decoder. The second group, which is only present if 
a fixed bit rate is desired, consists of blocks for bit-rate controL 

In Section 2.2 transformation, quantization and coding blocks, and 
their counterparts in the souree decoder, are further introduced. Bit
rate control methods wi11 not be further introduced in this chapter but 
in Chapter 6, which is about adaptivity in souree-coding systems. 

2.2 Coding, quantization and transforma
tion 

2.2.1 An example 

Coding, transformation and quantization blocks in the souree encoder, 
and their counterparts in the souree decoder, are introduced by means 
of the following, somewhat extensive, example of a simple souree-coding 
technique called block companding. It is also known as block-companded 

26 
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coding or adaptive pulse-code modulation (APCM) [1, page 192]. The 
term APCM is used here. APCM is important because it often occurs 
as a part of more complicated souree-coding systems. 

Example 5 The input signalof the APCM encoder is real-value. It is di
vided into blocks of N samples each. Since these blocks are treated separately, 
it will su.ffice to consider only one block. The samples of this block are denoted 
by :z:[i], i = 0, ... , N - 1. As a fust operation the samples of the block are 
stored in a buffer. The maximum absolute value 

J:z:lmax = . ma.x jx[i)j, 
a=O, ... ,N-1 

also called peak value, is computed. The :z: [i] are divided by I :z: lmax' resulting 
in a block of scaled samples 

with, of course, 

[ '] x[i] · 0 N 1 yt = -,-,-, t= , ... , - ' 
X max 

-1 s y[i) s 1. 

The idea is to transmit the Jxlmax and the y(i] and to reconstruct the input 
signal in the souree decoder. The advantage of this procedure is explained later 
in this example. Division into blocks and subsequent sealing can be seen as a 
transformation. Inverse sealing and conversion of the blocks into a sequence 
of samples in the souree decoder is then the inverse transformation. 

Since the Jxlmax and the y[i] are real numbers, transmission would require 
infinitely many bits for each of them. Insteadof Jxlmax and the y[i], symbols 
chosen from finite sets are therefore transmitted. The mapping of J:z:lmax and 
the y[i] on to these symbols is called quantization. It is done by the quanti
zation block. The symbols which the quantizer-input values are mapped on 
to are called quantizer-output symbols. A quantizer is denoted by Q. If there 
are M distinct quantizer-output symbols, then at most flog2(M)l bits are 
needed to code each symbol, where flog2(M}l denotes the fust integer greater 
than log2(M) In the souree decoder a reconstructor, denoted by R, maps 
each quantizer-output symbol on to a number which is an approximation of 
the quantizer-input value. Since many quantizer-input values are mapped on 
to the same quantizer-output symbol, there can be no such thing as inverse 
quantization and errorless reconstuction in the souree decoder is impossible. 

The quantization block of this example contains N identical quantizers for 
the scaled samples y[i], also called sample quantizers, and one for the peak 
value l:z:lmax, also called the peak quantizer. 

Quantization ofthe scaled samples y[i] is discussed fust. A set of M1 values 
{l 11 ••• ,lM

1
} in the interval [-1,1] has been selected. Toeach l; corresponds 

one quantizer-output symbol a;, which will be transmitted to the souree de
coder. The symbol a; can, for instance, be the index of the quantization level. 
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1 q[i] codewords 

l 
ls as 111 

l7 a7 110 
y[i] 

l6 as 101 

as 100 

-1 l4 y[i]- 1 a4 011 

13 a3 010 

l2 a2 001 

11 al 000 
-1 

Figure 2.1: Example of a quantization characteristic. 

In this partienlar exam.ple the quantizer-output symbol cortesponding to the 
lj dosest to y[i] is chosen. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the lj and the aj, the reconstructor in the souree decoder can reeover the lj 
and will assign 

y[i] = lj. 

The l;, j = 1, ... , My are called quantization levels. There are various 
ways of choosing them, resulting in various types of quantizers. Here it is 
assumed that they are uniformly spread over the interval [-1, 1]. This type of 
quantizer is called a uniform quantizer. Different types of quantizers are dis
cussed in Chapter 4. The mapping from y[i] on to y[i] is called a quantization 
characteristic. An exam.ple of the quantization characteristic of an eight-level 
uniform quantizer is shown in Figure 2.1. 

A similar procedure is used to quantize lxlmax, which is reconstructed as 
Îxlmax· However, there are some differences from the quantization of the y[i]. 
Firstly, it is important to us~ an exact inverse sealing in the souree decoder. 
This can only he achieved if I x lmax is used as a divisor in the souree encoder. 
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Secondly, if it is important to have 

-1:::; y[i]:::; 1, 

then r;lmax must he chosen such that 

ÎXÎmax 2:: JxJmax• 

In order to transruit them, the quantizer-output symbols must be mapped 
on to sequences of bits, called binary codewords. In this example the mapping 
is simple. In fact, it is almost trivia!. Later in Subsection 2.2.2 less trivia! 
examples will be given. There are My distinct symbols for the samples and 
Mx for the peak value, which is transmitted only once perblockof N samples. 
The symbols for samples and peak value can be coded with flog2 (My )l and 
rlog2(Mx)l bits, respectively. The bit rate R then foillows from 

(2.1) 

The block that takes care of mapping quantizer-output symbols on to binary 
codewords is called the coder, denoted by C. The block that takes care of 
mapping received binary codewords on to quantizer-output symbols is called 
the decoder, denoted by D. An example of the mapping of quantizer-output 
symbols on to binary codewords is shown in Figure 2.1. 

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show block diagramsof an APCM souree encoder and 
decoder, respectively. The block length equals four. More often used and sim
pier, but less correct, are the souree encoder and decoder diagramsof Figures 
2.4 and 2.5, respectively. Note that in Figure 2.4 the storage of the samples is 
absent and that the time-varying behaviour of the souree encoder cannot be 
observed from the diagram. In this figure the blocking of the input signa! is 
done by the block MAX. The peak value can only be estimated correctly if a 
delay of N samples is introduced in the upper branch just before sealing. This 
delay is generally omitted. Note also that, instead offive quantizers in Figure 
2.2, there are only two in Figure 2.4. 

The advantage of APCM over direct quantization of the input samples 
can be explained as follows. The quantizer introduces quantization errors that 
result in distortion aft er souree decoding. Because of the multiplication by the 
sealing factor, the error after souree decoding is proportional to the signal's 
peak value. The signal-to-noise ratio (1.5) is therefore more or less constant. 
This makes this principle suitable for application in music and speech souree
coding systems, where a substantially higher noise level can be tolerated in 
loud passages than in quieter passages. 

Parameters in the system described here are the block length N and the 
numbers of quantization levels My and Mx. The numbers of quantization 
levels determine the signal-to-noise ratio and the bit rate. The block length 
N determines the souree-coding delay. It also influences the bit rate: it can 
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Figure 2.2: APCM souree encoder with a block length of jour. 
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x[i] 

Figure 2.3: APCM souree decoder with a block length of jour. 

Figure 2.4: Simplified diagram of APGM encoder. 
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i:[i] 

Figure 2.5: Simplified diagram of APCM decoder. 

x[i] -1 T H Q H c r bit stream 

souree encoder 

bit stream -1 D H R H T-1 r X( i] 

souree decoder 

Figure 2.6: Blocks of a souree-coding system. 

beseen from (2.1) that the bit rate decreases with increasing N. Finally, N 
also influences the quality of the output signal, which generally decreasas with 
increasing N. The reason is that for large blocks the peak value is no longer 
related to the local signallevel. 
<> 

Example 5 shows that the souree encoder consists of three parts: a 
transformation block T, a quantization block Q and a coder block C. 
The souree decoder contains their counterparts: a decoder block D, a 
reconstructor block R and an inverse-transformation block T-1

• These 
blocks are discussed in this book as basic blocks of souree-coding systems. 
Figure 2.6 gives a diagram showing these basic blocks in a souree-coding 
system. 

It must be pointed out that Figure 2.6 is not a general diagram. 
Sometimes the transformation and quantization blocks have memory. 
This means that their behaviour depends on previous input values and 
possibly also on previous quantizer-output symbols. If the latter is the 
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case, then there is a feedback from the output of the quantization block 
totheinputs of the transformation and quantization blocks. This is for 
instanee the case in the DPCM coding scheme of Figure 1.3 and in some of 
the adaptive souree systems discussed in Chapter 6. To avoid unnecessary 
complexity at this moment, this aspect is not further discussed in the 
present chapter. 

A complication of the division into basic blocks is that it is not al
ways unique. In particular, the separation between the transformation 
and quantization blocks can be put at different places. For instance, 
in some papers the sealing in an APCM codec is considered to be part 
of the quantizer, which is then called an adaptive quantizer, whereas in 
other papers, and in this hook, sealing is considered to be part of the 
transformation. 

Blocks T, Q and C have different types of input and output sets. The 
input of the transformation block consists of samples representing signal 
valnes at certain instants. The output valnes of the transformation block 
are generally not samples, but just numbers resulting from a mathemat
ica! operation. However, they sometimes have a physical interpretation. 
For instance, it will become clear in Chapters 5 and ?? that a transform 
coeflient in a transfonn coder based on a Discrete Cosine Transform can 
be interpreted as a frequency component of the input signal. The output 
of a quantizer consistsof elementsof a finite set. The output of a coder 
is a sequence of bits. 

The functions of these basic blocks are further discussed in Subsec
tions 2.2.2 to 2.2.4. 

2.2.2 Coder and decoder blocks 

A coder block has two functions. The first is to map quantizer-output 
symbols on to binary codewords that are transmitted. The simplest way 
of doing this is to map the quantizer-output symbols on to fix:ed-length 
binary codewords, as is done in Example 5. This is often called fixed
length coding. If a quantizer has M distinct quantizer-output symbols 
this requires codewords comprising flog 2{M)l bits. The decoder can 
reeover the quantizer output symbols by a table-lookup procedure. As 
will become clear in the following paragraphs, this is not always the most 
eflicient in terms of bit rate. 

The second function of the coder is to decrease the bit rate required 
to transmit M distinct quantizer-output symbols below flog 2(M)l bits 
per symbol. This function is not always present, because it increases 
complexity and sometimes the gain in bit rate is small. 
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One approach to decrease the bit rate for the output of a quantizer 
with M distinct quantizer-output symbols below rlog2(M)l bits per sym
bol is illustrated by the following example. 

Example 6 Assume in Example 5 that N ::: 4, Mx ::: 25 and My = 5. H 
each quantizer-output symbol is mapped on to one binary codeword, the final 
bit rateis 

R = 4riog2(5)l + riog2(25)l :::4.25 bits/sample. 
4 

Assume now that, before coding, the output symbols of the sample quantizers 
are formed into two groups of two symbols each. For every group there are 
M; = 25 possibilities, so that riog2(25)l = 5 bits are required for each group. 
This comes down to a bit rate of 

R = 2riog2(25)l: flog2(25)l = 3.75 bits/sample. 

The bit rate can be reduced even further, to 3.5 bits/sample, by forming 
the quantizer-output symbols into two groups: one consisting of an output 
symbol from each of three sample quantizers and one consisting of an output 
symbol from the fourth sample quantizer and the output symbol from the peak 
quantizer 
<> 
The above example shows that, as far as the bit rateis concerned, it is 
pro:fitable to code groups of quantizer-output symbols together. For an 
M-level quantizer, coding groups of L samples leads toa bit rate R of 

R = flog2(ML)l = rLlog2(M)l < Llog2(M) + 1 
L L - L . (2.2) 

For L large enough, R approaches 

(2.3) 

This approach complicates coding and decoding. The reader may 
wonder why so much e:ffort is spent to obtain a gain of at most one bit 
per sample. The reason is that advanced souree coders for audio, video 
and speech often reduce bit rates to values of one or two bits per sample. 
In those cases a further gain in bit rate of, for instance, 0.5 bits per 
sample is quite substantial. 

There is another way of reducing the bit rate. The only assumption 
about the output of a quantizer made so far, is that there are M dis
tinet quantizer-output symbols. Often these values do not have the same 
probability. If this is the case, and if the probability of each output value 
is known, a lower bit rate can be achieved. This is illustrated in the 
following example. 
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Example 7 Assume in Example 5 that there are eight quantization levels 
l1, ... , ls and that the corresponding quantizer-output symbols are a1, ... , as 
with probabilities 

11111111 
16'16'8'4'4'8'16'16' 

respectively. In a long sequence symbols a4 and a5 will occur on average twice 
as often as symbols a3 and G.(), which will occur twice as often as symbols 
at, a2, a7 , and a8 • By assigning shorter codewords to the symbols that occur 
more often, a bit rate can be obtained that is on average lower than rlog2(M)l, 
where M is the number of distinct quantizer-output symbols. For instance, 
if the codewords 1111, 1110, 110, 10, 00, 010, 0110 and 0111 are assigned to 
the symbols a1, ••• , a8 , respectively, an average bit rate of 2. 75 bits J sample is 
obtained. 
0 

Since in Example 7 variable-length codewords are assigned to quantizer
output symbols, this type of coding is called variable-length coding. In 
this case the coding method is called Huffman coding. Chapter 3 explains 
H uffman coding in more detail. 

It has been shown that coding blocks use two principles to reduce the 
bit rate. The first is that sequences can be coded with fewer bits per 
sample than individual samples. The second is that assigning shorter 
codewords to quantizer-output symbols with a high probability than to 
those with a low probability results in a lower bit rate. Combined use 
of these principles leads to even lower bit rates, but at the expense of 
greater complexity. 

Note that the coders in Examples 6 and 7 reduce the bit rate obtained 
in Example 5 from 

R = Nrlog2(My)l + rlog2(Mx)l 
N 

to lower values without introducing errors. If such an errorless reduction 
is possible, the representation of the quantizer-output symbols is called 
redundant. Coding blocks can remove this redundancy. The amount of 
redundancy that is present in the output of the quantizer depends on the 
quantizer and on the statistics of the quantizer input. 

2.2.3 Quantization and reconstruction blocks 

In most waveform coders the quantization block is responsible for a sub
stantial part of the reduction of the bit rate. In Example 5 the bit-rate 
reduction is entirely due to quantization. The quantization block consists 
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of one or more quantizer. Each quantizer maps an output of the trans
formation blockontoa quantizer-output symbol in the set {all ... ,aM}. 
The number of distin ct quantizer-output symbols is ( much) smaller than 
the number of possible quantizer-input values. The quantizer-output 
symbols can therefore be coded with a smaller number of bits. Often 
the representation of the input values of a quantizer is so accurate that 
they can be assumed to be real numbers. This assumption sometimes 
simplifi.es the analysis of a quantizer. 

In the souree decoder the reconstruction block converts received quan
tizer-output symbols to quantization levels in the set {lb ... ,IM}· The 
mapping of quantizer-output symbols on to quantization levels is a one
to-one mapping. 

It has already been observed that many quantizer-input values are 
mapped on to the same quantizer-output symbol. There is therefore 
no inverse mapping and errorless reconstuction in the souree decoder is 
impossible. Accuracy of the original representation is lost. Sometimes 
this accuracy is not required or appreciated by the observer. Part of 
the representation is then considered irrelevant. Quantizers remove this 
irrelevancy from the signal's representation. 

The quantizer in Figure 1.3 differs from the quantizers Q in Figures 
2.2 and 2.4. The quantizer in Figure 1.3 puts out quantization levels 
whereas the quantizers Q in Figures 2.2 and 2.4 put out quantizer-output 
symbols. Although it is often found in standard literature, the use of a 
quantizer such as that in Figure 1.3 is conceptually less correct. lts use 
can be convenient if only the distortion is of importance and coding of 
quantizer-output symbols is not considered. 

So far, only scalar quantizers, of which the input is a scalar, have been 
discussed. There is another type of quantizer, called a vector quantizer 
[13, 11], the input of which is a finite sequence of numbers, also called a 
vector. Each input vector is mapped on to one quantizer-output symbol. 
The reconstructor of a vector quantizer converts the quantizer-output 
symbol toa vector that approximates the original input vector. 

At the samebit rate a vector quantizer can generally achleve a lower 
distortion than a scalar quantizer. However, both the design of a vector 
quantizer and the quantization procedure are usually much more com
plicated that in the case of scalar quantization. Vector quantizers are 
further discussed in Chapter 4. 

The function that maps the input of the quantizer on to the set of 
quantization levels { 11 , ••• , lM} that are the possible outputs of the recon
structor is called the quantization characteristic. An example is shown in 
Figure 2.1. The mapping can bedescribed as follows. The range of the 
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quantizer-input values is divided into adjacent intervals. The boundaries 
between the intervals are called decision levels or decision thresholds, 
denoted by ti, i = 1, ... , M - 1. Furthermore, t0 and tM denote the 
lower and the upper bound of the range of the quantizer-input value, 
respectively. The intervals are then given by 

Each quantization level corresponds to an interval. A quantizer-input 
value in the interval (tj-I, ti] is mapped on to the corresponding quanti
zation levellj. 

Designing a quantizer and a reconstructor consists in choosing the 
quantization and the decision levels. For a well-designed quantizer
reconstructor pair the distortion after souree decoding is acceptable or 
even imperceptible. Such a design is generally difficult, because of a lack 
of good, perceptually relevant, distortion measures. If the mean-square 
error (1.4) can be accepted as a distortion measure, then there are meth
ods to design quantizers which, given a certain number of quantization 
levels and given the of the input sample y[i], introduce the minimum 
distortion. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4. 

2.2.4 Transformation blocks 

There are two important reasons for applying transformations in souree 
coding. The first is that the inverse transformation can transform the 
quantization errors in such a way that the perceptual distortion is small. 
This is sometimes called noise-shaping. The second reason is that the 
use of transformations leads to signal representations that are easy to 
code after quantization. A further clarification of the second reason is 
rather mathematical and is deferred to Chapters 3 and 5. Note that the 
first reason is related to removing irrelevancy and the second to removing 
redundancy. The first reason for applying transformations is illustrated 
by Example 5. 

Example5, continued The quantization levels in this example are uni
formly spread over [ -1, 1]. Blocks of samples are adapted to the range of the 
quantizer by dividing them by their peak values. 

The quantization errors in Example 5 are in the range 

The inverse-transformation block multiplies the quantization errors in each 
blockof N samples by the peak value ÎX1max· Mter souree decoding the coding 
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errors are in the range 

( _ Îximax Îxi ma x ] 
M ' M . y y 

A block of output samples is given hy 

x[i] = x[i] + e[i], i= 0, ... , N- 1, 

where e[i], 

- Îximax < e[i] < Îximax 
M - M ' y y 

is the souree-coding error. It can he shown that fora large class of signals the 
-2 

signal power in a blockis approximatelyproportional to lxlmax· It can also be 
shown that the power of the souree-coding error in a block is proportional to 

Consequently, the signal-to-noise ratio as defined in (1.5) is proportional to 
Mff. Because this is independent of Îximax' the signal-to-noise ratio is constant 
in time. For rousic and speech signals, the signal-to-noise ratio determines the 
perceptual quality. This means that the souree-coding errors remain inaudible 
if M y is large enough. 

Without using the transformation of this example, the power of the souree
coding error is constant and the signal-to-noise ratio would he proportional 
to Îximax· For speech and rousic the effect would he that in loud passages the 
signal-to-noise ratio is high, but in quiet passages it islow. A much larger My 
is then required to obtain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio in soft passages. 
lf the minimal signal-to-noise ratio is used as a distartion measure, then it can 
he conduded that because of the use of a transformation the bit rate can he 
reduced at the same distartion level. 

The hlockwise sealing of Example 5 is a very simple kind of trans
formation that is often used in combination with other transformation 
methods. An example of another simple transformation, also often used 
in combination with other methods, is analog or digital pre-emphasis. 
The three well-known transformation techniques that are further dis
cussed in Chapter 5 are orthogonal transforms, predictive filtering and 
subband filtering. 

2.2.5 Basic blocks in realizations of souree coders 

The division into basic blocks is a functional division. The souree-coding 
system is split into parts that can be distinguished on the basis of what 
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they do. This simplifies analysis and design of souree-coding systems. 
In a practical realization these blocks cannot always be easily identified. 
This is illustrated by the next example, in which parts of the transfor
mation and quantization and coding are done by one bit shifter. 

Example 8 Consider an APCM co der as in Example !· The input samples 
are represented by Rs bits. Assume that, insteadof lxlmax• the value B is 
computed such that 

28-2 < jxlmax :::; 28-1. 

Note that Bis the number of bits needed to reprasent the x[i]. The binary 
representation of B can he directly used to code the Xmax· Also assume that 
the quantization levels are K-bit integers in the range [-2K - 1 , 2K -l - 1]. In 
this case an obvious code for the output symbols of the sample quantizers 
would consist of the quantization levels themselves: the quantizer becomes a 
quantizer-reconstructor and the reconstructor in the souree decoder can he 
omitted. Note that My = 2K and that Mx = rlog2(Rs- K)l. A bit shifter 
scales, quantizes and codes the samples by shifting them to the right over 
Rs- B bits and then taking only the K most significant bits. The number 
of bit shifts must he transmitted. Their maximum is Rs - K. The souree 
decoder consists of another bit shifter, shifting the received K -bit codewords 
over Rs- B bits to the left. In this way a bitrateis realized of 

R = K + [log2(Rs- K)l bits/sample. 
N 

2.3 Problems 

Problem 5 Compute the total delay of the souree encoder and decoder of 
Figures 2.2 and 2.3, assuming that computation of the peak value, sealing and 
inverse sealing, quantization and reconstruction, and coding and decoding take 
no time. 

Problem 6 Draw a quantization characteristic of the quantizer of Example 
8 with K = 3. What is the difference compared with Figure 2.1? 

Problem 7 Assume in Example 5 that -X :::; x[i] :::; +X. In an APCM 
codec the peak value I x lmax is often mapped on to quantization levels according 
to 

Îxlmax E {p-Mx+lx, ... ,p-lX,X}. 

Assume Mx = 5. Draw quantization characteristics for p = 2 and p = v'2. 
Remember that Îxlmax;::: lxlmax· What is the maximum variation in signal-to
noise ratio in both cases? 
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Prohlem 8 Replace the quantizer·reconstructor of Figure 1.3 by a quan· 
tizer and a reconstructor in such a way that quantizer-output symbols are 
transmitted instead of quantization levels. 



Chapter 3 

Coding of discrete sourees 

3.1 Introduetion 

The tasks of a in a souree-coding system are mapping quantizer-output 
symhols on to binary codewords and reducing the hit rate to one below 
flog2(M)l hits per symhol, where Mis the numher of distinct quantizer
output symhols. Mapping quantizer-output symbols on to hinary code
words without further reducing the hit rate is often performed together 
with quantization. In that case the quantizer-output symbols are binary 
codewordsof at least flog 2(M)l bits. This has been demonstrated in Ex
ample 8 on page 39. This type of mapping is straightforward and will not 
he considered here. The topic of this chapter is how coders reduce the 
hit rate helow flog2(M)l hits per symhol, which is a more complicated 
task1

• 

In what follows a quantizer is considered to be a discrete souree pro
ducing a sequence of quantizer-output symhols q[i] with 

The probability of occurrence for every ai is assumed to he known and 
denoted by 

P{q[i] =ai}= Pi, 

with 
M 

LPi = 1. 
j=l 

1The non-public domain reference [14) has had a great influence on the way this 
chapter has been written, for which we acknowledge Dirk Kleima. Some of the exam
ples are also taken from this reference. 

41 
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The probability of occurrence of a sequence of N symbols aio ... aiN-1 is 
denoted by 

The q[i] are random, or stochastic, variables, and the sequence q[i] is 
called a random, or stochastic, process [7]. Note that in the above def
initions the P{q[i] = ai} are assumed independent of the time index i. 
If probabilities are independent of time, the stochastic process is called 
stationary [7]. In a first approach the q[i] are assumed to be statistically 
independent. This means that knowledge of the value of a certain q[i] 
does not give any information about the values of the other symbols in 
the sequence and that 

Pio· .. JN-1 = PioPit · · · PiN-1 · (3.1) 

In most practical cases the Pi and the Pio .. ·iN-1 are unknown. It is 
shown in Chapter 4 that they depend on the quantization and transfor
mation blocks and on the probability density function of the input signal. 
When a souree-coding system is designed, the transformation block and 
the quantizer are usually selected first and then the Pi and the Pio ... JN-t 
are estimated fora representative class of input signals. 

Very important in this chapter is the concept of entropy. The entropy 
gives the minimum number of bits per symbol that are needed to transmit 
the q[i]. The entropy is informally introduced in Section 3.2. 

A coder maps symbols ai on to binary codewords. N ot every set of 
binary strings can be used as codewords. The set must be what is called 
uniquely decodable. How this can be achieved is discussed in Section 3.3. 

The most important results of the chapter are presented in Section 
3.4, where it is shown that for a discrete souree producing symbols ai 

with probabilities Pi a code with an average codeword length given by the 
entropy can always be found. Section 3.5 gives methods of constructing 
codes. 

In Sections 3.2 to 3.5 the input symbols of the coder have been as
sumed statistically independent. In Section 3.6 the more complicated 
case of coding statistically dependent symbols is discussed. 

3.2 Entropy 

In this section the entropy of a souree producing symbols a1, ... , aM 

with probabilities p1 , .•• , PM is introduced. The entropy is a very useful 
measure of the amount of information that a souree can transmit. This 
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statement is not proved here, but merely illustrated. A rigid mathemat
ica! proof would be long and tedious. 

Consider a sequence of N symbols q[i], i= 0, ... , N -1, with N ~ 1. 
In this sequence a symbol ai will occur approximately N Pi times. If 
it is assumed that each symbol ai occurs precisely N Pi times, then the 
number of possible sequences is given by 

I<= N! 
(Np1)! .. . (NpAI)! 

(3.2) 

If all I< possible sequences have to be coded with binary codewords, then 
the codewords must consist of B bits, such that 

2B = N! 
(Np1 )! ... (NpA4 )! ' 

(3.3) 

or 

B = log2 ( (Npi)!.~\NPM )! ) . (3.4) 

By applying Stirling's approximation 

log(n!) ""'nlog(n), 

we obtain 

~ :::: -~Pi log2(Pi) ~ H(q[i]). 
j=l 

(3.5) 

The expression (3.5) defines the entropy per symbol H(q[i]) of the souree 
producing the q[i]. For stationary processes the entropy is independent 
of the time index. Equation (3.5) suggests that the number of bits per 
symbol required for this souree is given by the entropy. The above is not 
a proof of this statement but merely an illustration. Shannon has given 
a more fundamental derivation, showing that for the given souree there 
exists a class of 'most probable' sequences that occur with a high prob
ability the number of which is approx:imated by 2NH(q[i]) [15]. To code 
these 'most probable' sequences H(q[i]) bits per symbol are required. The 
other sequences require more bits, but occur with such a low probability 
that it does not influence the average bit rate. 

In Section 3.4 it is shown that the entropy is indeed a lower bound 
for the number of bits per symbol needed to code a discrete source. 

3.3 Codes 

In this section some properties of codes are discussed. A list of M code
words A1 , ••• , AM, consisting of binary symbols 0 and 1, e.g. the list 
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0 100 

A 

Figure 3.1: Code tree for {0, 11,100, 101}. 

1111, 1110, 110, 10, 00, 010, 0110 and 0111 of Example 7, is called a 
binary code. The set {0, 1} is called an alphabet. In this hook only 
binary codes are considered, therefore binary codes will be referred to 
henceforth as codes. The number of zeros and ones in a codeword is the 
codeword length. A concatenation of codewords is called a message. Be
cause codewords consist of zeros and ones, a message is also a sequence 
of zeros and ones. A code is only useful in a transmission system if every 
message can be uniquely decoded. 

Example 9 Consider the code {A~,A2,As} = {0,01, 10}. The message 010 
can be decodedas A1As or as A2A1. The code {A11 A2, A3 } is not uniquely 
decodable. 
0 

A su:fficient, but not a necessary, condition for a code to be uniquely 
decodable is the prefix condition. The prefix condition states that for 
no two codewords Ai, A; can a binary sequence S be found such that 
AiS = A;. A code satisfying the prefix condition is called a prefix
condition code. The code of Example 9 clearly does not satisfy the prefix 
condition but the code of Example 7 on page 35 does. 

Without proof we state that the codewords of a binary prefix-con
dition code cortespond to the terminal nodes of a binary tree. Figure 
3.1 shows this for the code {0, 11,100, 101}. The tree can be used in 
for decoding. To begin with we start at the root A of the tree. If the 
first symbol is a zero we follow the upper branch to node 0, otherwise 
we follow the lower branch to node 1. If, for instance, the first symbol 
was a one and next the symbol is a zero we proceed from node 1 to node 
10, and so on. Finally, we arrive at a terminal node which represents the 
received codeword. The procedure for the next codeword begins aga.in 
at the root. 
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The following three results on uniquely decodable codes, stated with
out proof, are very important. 

Theorem 1 (Kraft, 1949) The codeword lengths St, ..• , SM of a bi
nary prefix-condition code satisfy 

M 
I: 2-Sj $ 1. (3.6) 
i=l 

Theorem 2 (Kraft, 1949) Ij the integers s1 , ••• , SM satisfy 

M 
"2-Si < 1 
L....t - ' 
i=l 

then there exists a binary prefix-condition code with codeword lengths 
St, •. • 'SM· 

The following theorem is stronger than Theorem 1. 

Theorem 3 (Macmillan, 1953) The lengths s1 , ..• , SM of the code
words of a uniquely decodable binary code satisfy 

M 
I: 2-s; $ 1. 
i= I 

Inequality 3.6 is generally referred to as Kraft's inequality. According to 
Theorem 3, uniquely decodable codes satisfy Kraft's inequality. There
fore, because of Theorem 2, there exists a prefix-condition code with the 
same codeword lengths. Because the codeword lengths are the same, the 
codes achleve the same bit rate. 

The above theorems are used in the next section to derive some of 
Shannon's souree-coding theorems. 

3.4 Shannon's souree-coding theorems 

In this section an expression is derived for the average number of bits 
per symbol required to code a souree signa! with given probabilities. 
Practical coding methods are presented further on inSection 3.5. 

In a fi.rst approach codewords are assigned to each of the souree sym
bols q[i]. It is shown later that it is useful to assign codewords to groups 
of souree symbols. 
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Assume that the codeword A,, with length Si is assigned to ai. The 
probability of ai is Pi· The average codeword length sis given by 

M 

s = LPiSi. 
i=l 

(3.7) 

The lowest average bit rate is achieved with the code that gives the 
smallest s for a given source. lt is interesting to derive a lower bound for 
s. This lower bound is given by the fust half of Shannon's souree-coding 
theorem. 

Theorem 4 (Shannon, 1948) The average codeword length s of a u
niquely decodable binary code satisfies 

s ~ H(q[i]). (3.8) 

Pro of: 

s- H(q[i]) 
M M 

- LPiSi + LPilog2(pi) 
i=l i=1 
M 

- LPdog2(28'Pi} 
i= I 

> _l_'Ëp· (1- _1_) 
log(2) i=l • 28 'Pi 

- -1- (1- 'i:2-s;) ~ 0 D 
log(2) i=I 

The inequality log(x) ~ 1- 1/x and Theorem 3 have been used in this 
proof. Equality in 3.8 occurs if 

Since the si are integers, equality can only be achieved with exceptional 
Pi, such as those in Example 7 on page 35. Now choose the Si such that 

' 

(3.9) 

This can be done by choosing Sj = r -log2(Pi)l lt follows from the 
left-hand inequality of (3.9) that 

M M 
L 2-s; ::; LPi = 1. 
i=l i=l 
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Then, according to Theorem 2, there must exist a prefix-condition code 
for this choice of Si. By multiplying the right-hand inequality of (3.9) hy 
Pi and summing over i we find that s < H(q[i]) + 1. This is summarized 
hy the second half of Shannon's souree-coding theorem. 

Theorem 5 ( Shannon, 1948) Por every set of probabilities p1, ••• , PM J 

there exists a binary prefix-condition code { A1 , ••• , AM} with codeword 
lengths s1, .•. , s M, which has an average codeword length s satisfying 

s < H(q[i]) + 1. (3.10) 

The implication of Theorems 4 and 5 is that for a given souree no 
code can he found which can he used to transmit data with an average 
number of bits per symbolless than the entropy, but that certainly a code 
can he found which can he used to transmit the data with an average 
number of bits per symbolless than the entropy plus one. This result is 
valid if one codeword is assigned to every symhol. If groups of symbols 
are coded together, i.e. if one codeword is assigned to every N symhols, 
then a code can can he found that is generally closer to the entropy. This 
is easily seen as follows. 

First, a new set of MN symbols is defined by concatenating N symbols 
such that 

with, respectively, probabilities 

Pio.i1 .... ,jN-1 = Pio · • · PiN-1 · (3.11) 

The equality (3.11) holds because the symhols are independent. Denote 
the entropy of the newly defined souree by 

H(q[i] ... q[i + N- 1]). 

For H(q[i] ... q[i + N -1]) we can derive 

H(q[i] ... q[i + N- 1)) (3.12) 

2: Pio · · · PiN-1 log2(Pjo · · · PjN-l) 
jo, ... ,jN-1 

- NH(q[i]). 

If ;s(N) is the average codeword length for a group of N symbols, then, 
according to Theorem 4, 

;s(N) 2:: NH(q[i]). 
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Furthermore, according to Theorem 5, there exists a prefix-condition 
code 

{ (N) (N)} Al , ... ,AMN 

with lengths 

such that 
;s(N) 5 NH(q[i]) + 1. 

The average number of bits per symbol is given by 

;s(N) 
:s--- N. 

This leads to the following versionsof Shannon's souree-coding theorems. 

Theorem 6 (Shannon, 1948) The average number of bits per symbol 
s of a uniquely decodable binary code coding N symbols satisfies 

s 2:: H(q[i]). (3.13) 

and 

Theorem 7 (Shannon, 1948) For a set of probabilities p1 , ... ,pM, a 
prefix-condition code for groups of N symbols exists with an average num
ber of bits per symbol s, satisfying 

s < H(q[i]) + ~· (3.14) 

The last theorem states that the entropy ca.n be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by coding suffi.ciently long sequences. In a practical application, 
however, N cannot be made arbitrarily long, because the complexity of 
the encoder and decoder and the coding delay will become too large. 
Some practical coding methods will he described in the next session. 

Theorems 4, 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the importance of the concept of 
entropy for souree coding. The entropy is often seen as a measure of 
information. Intuitively, information can be related to the number of 
messages that a souree can generate. A measure of information could he 
the number of symbols, in this case bits, that are needed to code these 
messages. This is the base-two logarithm of the number of messages. 
Since this number depends on the length of the output sequence of the 
source, it seems logical to speak of the • average amount of information per 
output symbol'. The average number of bits per symbol is the average 
codeword length sof Theorems 4, 5, 6 and 7. These theorems point out 
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that in this sense the information of a souree is given by the entropy. lf 
a souree is represented with Rs bits per symbol and the souree entropy 
H ( q[ i]) is less than Rs, then the representation is said to he redundant. 
The redundancy f:l.R is given by 

f).R der Rs- H(q[i]). (3.15) 

The above definition formalizes the intuitive concept of redundancy which 
has been used so far. 

3.5 Some coding methods 

3.5.1 Huffman coding 

The Huffman code [16} is an optimal prefix-condition code. This means 
that there is no other uniquely decodable code with a smaller average 
codeword length. A code tree of the kind shown in Figure 3.1 is used 
in the construction of a Huffman code. The tree for a Huffman code 
is constructed stepwise by taking tagether the least probable symbols. 
Assume that 

PI'?. P2 > ... '?. PM· 

Now if the code {At, ... ,AM-1} is optimal for thesetof probabilities 

then it can he shown that the code 

is optimal for p~, ... ,PM· The Huffman code is now constructed as fol
lows. The probabilities are sorted in order of decreasing magnitude. The 
codewords corresponding to PM- 1 and PM are at two terminal nodes con
nected to the same node. This node is a terminal node of another code 
tree for a code with probabilities 

In the next step, therefore, a code tree is constructed for this new code 
by again sorting the probabilities 

in order of decreasing magnitude and two other terminal nodes are found. 
This procedure is repeated until only two probabilities are left. 
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A 

Figure 3.2: Code tree for the {0.30, 0.25, 0.25, 0.10, 0.10}. The corres
ponding codewords are {00, 01, 10, 110, 111}, respectively. 

Example 10 The following diagram showshow symbols are taken together 
in every step. The probabilities of the symbols taken together are underlined. 

P1 == 0.30 0.30 0.30 
0.55 

P2 == 0.25 0.25 0.25 
1.00 

P3 = 0.25 0.25 
0.45 0.45 

P4 = 0.10 
0.20 

Ps = 0.10 

The corresponding code tree is shown in Figuxe 3.2. 
0 

The following example shows that it is advantageous to code groups 
of symbols. 

Example 11 Consider a souree producing symbols a1 and a2 • The proba
hilities and the codes are given in the following table: 

0.4644 0 
0.2575 1 

H(q[i]) = 0.722 s == 1 
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If groups of two symbols are coded together we obtain: 

-PiP i log2(PiPi) Huffman code old code 
0.1858 111 00 
0.4230 110 01 

a2al 0.4230 10 10 

a2a2 0.64 0.4121 0 11 
H{q[i],q[i+ 1]) = 1.444 s 2 /2 = 0.78 s=1 

In this case cod.ing two symbols together gives a substantial improvement, 
namely 22%. Talting mo~e than two symbols together is not so useful since 
not more than another 7% can be gained. 
0 

Huffman coding is often used. As has been shown in Section 3.4, it 
is advantageous to code longer sequences. This is of limited practical 
value. Huffman cod.ing and decoding are usually done by using lookup 
tables. For larger sequences of symbols these tables become prohibitively 
large. Another disadvantage of Huffman coding is that its performance 
is sensitive to changes in the signal statistics. If the statistics change and 
the code is not adapted, the bit rate wil1 increase and may even exceed 
[log2(M)l bits per symbol. 

It is not necessary for a code to he optimal to satisfy (3.10). This is 
illustrated by the following example. 

Example 12 Consider a souree producing symbols a1 , a2 , a3 , with probabil
ities 

Ph P2, P3 = 0.05, 0.9, 0.05, 

respectively. The entropy of this souree is given by H(q[i]) = 0.57. According 
to (3.9), codes with codeword lengths 

are good enough to satisfy (3.10). In that case the average codeword length s 
is given by s = 1.40, which is less than H(q[i]) + 1. A Huffman code for this 
souree is {10,0, 11}. For this codes= 1.10. 
0 

3.5.2 Runlength coding 

Runlength coding is useful if long subsequences, or runs, of the same 
symbol occur [1, 17]. This is the case, for instance, if the probability
density function of the input of a quantizer shows a sharp peak at zero. 
Long sequences of zeros can then he expected at the output of the quan
tizer. That is also the case if binary images, as they occur in fascimile, 
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are coded. The idea of runlength coding is to detect runs of the same 
symbol and to assign to each run one codeword that indicates its length. 
An extensive statistica! analysis of runlength coding is difficult. Some 
theoretica! results on runlength coding are given in [1]. Properties of this 
method of coding are illustrated by the following example. 

Example 13 The output of a quantizer produces the symbols { -1, 0, +1}, 
with probabilities 

P-, Po, P+ = 0.05, 0.9, 0.05, 

respectively. The output symbols of the quantizer are statistically indepen
dent. The following runs are coded: +1, -1, 0+1, 0-1, 00+1, 00-1, 000. 
These runs will be denoted by the symbols At, ... , A7. The first two are 
length zero runs, the second two are length one runs, etc. The runs occur 
with probabilities P+• P-, POP+• PoP-• PoPoP+, PoPoP-• PoPoPo and are statisti
cally independent. Note that only runs of zeros are considered here, and that 
the symbol following the run is coded together with the run. This is useful for 
this partienlar case, but not generally done in runlength coding. The run 

0+10-1000000000+1000000 

is codedas 
A3A4A1A1A1AtA1A1. 

A suitable code for the At, ... , A1 has to be found. Huffman coding is a good 
candidate here. N ote that in this case seven symbols have to be coded in order 
to code sequences up to length three. Direct Huffman co ding of groups of three 
symbols would lead to no fewer than 27 different codewords. This shows that 
the coding and decading complexity of a runlength coder is generally less tllan 
the coding and decading complexity of direct Huffman coding. A runlengtil 
code is not necesarily optima! in the sense that it guarantees the smallest 
possible average codeword length. Example 12, however, has already shown 
that non-optima! codes may be good enough. 
0 

Runlength coding is only used exclusively for sequences of indepen
dent symbols. It gives also good results in the case of dependent se
quences. 

3.5.3 Ziv-Lempel coding 

Ziv-Lempel coding (18, 19, 17] is a form of universa! coding. This means 
that it adapts to the signal statistics and therefore can he used without 
measuring statistics and designing codes according to these in advance. 
It is suitable for sourees producing independent symbols as well as for 
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sourees that produce dependent symbols. It is often employed in data
compression algorithms used in computers to store data on a disk or 
diskette. 

Assume a souree producing M distinct symbols a1 , ••• , aM. The Ziv
Lempel algorithm codes strings of different lengths with fixed-length bi
nary codewords. Assume also that the codeword length is s. The possible 
number of input strings is then 28

• The algorithm sets up string tables 
in coder and decoder with 28 entries. The initial table only contains the 
symbols a1, ... , aM. The procedure is as follows. String S[k] at time 
instant k is already a memher of the string table. Define the current 
string S by S = S[k]. 

1. If S contains the last symbol of the sequence, transruit the code of 
the address in the string table and proceed to step 7. 

2. S does not contain the last symbol of the sequence. Append the 
next symbol q[k + 1] to the string and obtain S[k + 1] = Sq[k + 1]. 

3. If S[k + 1] is in the table, define S = S[k + 1] and proceed to step 
1. 

4. S[k + 1] is not in the table. Transruit the code of the string address 
of S. 

5. Add S[k + 1] to the string table if there is room left. 

6. Define S = q[k + 1] and proceed to step 1. 

7. Stop transruission. 

The decoder always updates its table one step behind the coder. The 
above is called the Ziv-Lempel-Welch procedure [17]. It is one of the 
many variations of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm. It is efficient if 2s ~ M. 

3.5.4 Remarks on the use of coding methods 

Alongside Huffman coding, runlength coding and Ziv-Lempel coding, as 
described above, many variations of coding methods exist. Four possible 
categones are mentioned here: 

Fixed-to-fixed length coding This is the simplest case in which se
quences of souree symbols of fixed length are mapped on to binary code
words of fixed length. Fixed-to-fixed length coding is also called fixed
length coding (FLC). A very simple example of fixed-length coding is 
pulse-code modulation (PCM). 
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Fixed-to-variable length coding Huffman coding, in which sequences 
of souree symbols of a fixed length are coded with variable-length code
wordsis an example of this. Fixed-to-variable length coding is also called 
variable-length coding (VLC). 

Variable-to-variable length coding Runlength coding, in which se
quences of variabie lengths of quantizer-output symbols are coded, fol
Iowed by Huffman coding is an example of variable-to-variable length 
co ding. 

Variable-to-fl.xed length coding An example of this is Ziv-Lempel 
coding, in which input sequences of variabie length are mapped on to 
fi.xed-length codewords. 

There are other ways of classifying coding methods, e.g. that used in 
[20], where some other interesting coding techniques, such as arithmetic 
coding, are discussed, which have not been examined here. 

When Huffman coding was discussed, it was observed that the rate 
may increase if the signal statistics change. To avoid this, coding methods 
are sometimes made adaptive. Universa! coding [21, 22] and Ziv-Lempel 
coding [18] are examples of adaptive coding methods. Another simple 
way of adaptive coding consists in letting the coder choose the best out 
of several Huffman codes. Which code is used must in some way he 
transmitted to the decoder. 

In practical souree-coding systems for music, speech and pictures a 
fixed-to-variable length coding such as Huffman coding is generally used. 
Runlength coding is also sometimes used. The other methods are less 
often adopted in these applications, but they are found in, for instance, 
lossless data compression systems for computer files, or in coding systems 
for lossless coding of medical images. 

The complexity of the coder and decoder largely depends on the num
ber of distinct symbols that have to be coded. This is clearly the case 
fora fi.xed-to-variable length code such as the Huffman code. As already 
stated, coding is done with table-lookup procedures. The number of sym
bols directly determines the number of table entries. If quantizer-output 
symbols are coded separately, the number of table entries equals M. If 
groups of N symbols are coded together, a table with 

MN 

entries is required. Even for small M this number increases rapidly with 
N. 
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3.6 Statistically dependent symbols 

In this section the coding of signals consisting of statistically dependent 
sourees is considered. The main result is that the entropy per symbol of 
these sourees is less, and that, if a good coding method is chosen, a lower 
bit rate can be achieved than in the case of independent sourees with the 
same probabilities p1 , • •• , PM for each symbol. 

First, some new concepts and notations must be introduced. As in the 
preceding section of this chapter a souree produces a stationary sequence 
of symbols 

q[i] E {at, ... , aM}· 

However, (3.1) is no longer valid since the symbols are statistically de
pendent. It is useful to define the probability that q[i] = a;, if it is known 
that q[i- 1] = ak. This is the conditional probability [7] 

Similarly, if it is known that q[i- 1] = az and that q[i- 2] = ak, then 

P{q[i] = a;jq[i- 2] = ak, q[i- 1] =at}= Pilkl· 

Pro ba hilities Px!a ... w or Puv!st, for instance, can be likewise defined. A 
result that will often be used is [7] 

Pii = PiliPi • (3.16) 

N ow consider the entropy of a sequence q [i] ... q[ i + N -1], w hich is given 
by 

H(q[i] .. . q[i + N -1]) 

L Pjo .. ·iN-1 log2(P;o ... iN-l) 
Jo, ... ,JN-1 

L.: P . I . . p . . log (p . I . . p . . ) )N-1 )O .. ·JN-2 JO•••JN-2 2 JN-1 )Q ... )N-2 )O•••JN-2 
io .... ,iN-1 

L Pio-·-iN-2 L PiN-llio .. ·iN-2 log2(PiN-tlio ... iN-2) + 
jo, ... ,jN-2 iN-1 

L.: P · · ~ p · J • • log (p · · ) JO•••JN-2 LJ JN-1 Jo ... JN-2 2 JO ... JN-2 
jo, ... ,jN-2 iN-1 

- H(q[i] ... q[i + N- 2])

L.: Pio ... jN-2 L PiN-tlio ... iN-2log2(PiN-dio ... jN_J. 
io, ... ,jN-2 • JN-1 
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Define 

H(q[i + N- 1]jq(i] = aj0 , ••• , q[N- 2] = ai,+N-2) 

~r - " p. I . . log (p. I . . ) - L....J 3N-l 30···3N-2 2 3N-1 30···3N-2 ' 
JN-1 

This is the entropy of the most recent output symbol q[i + N- 1] if it is 
known that 

q[i] .. . q[i + N- 2] = aj0 • • .aiN-2· 

In this case, it gives a lower bound to the average number of bits needed 
to code q[i + N- 1]. Now define 

H(q[i + N -1]jq[i] ... q[i + N- 2]) 

L Pj0 ... jN_2H(q[i + N -l]lq[i) =aio, ... , q[N- 2) = aii+N-J. 
Jo, ... ,JN-2 

This is called the conditional entropy of q[i + N- 1]. lt gives a lower 
bound to the number of bits needed to code q[i + N- 1] averagedover 
all possible q[i] ... q[i + N- 2]. With these definitions we obtain 

H(q[i] .. . q[i + N -1]) 
= H(q[i] .. . q[i + N- 2]) + H(q[i + N -1]jq[i] .. . q[i + N- 2]). 

By repeating the above derivation for H(q[i] ... q[i+N -2]) and by using 
the fact that the sequence is stationary, we finally obtain 

H(q[i] ... q[i + N- 1]) (3.17) 

= H(q[i]) + H(q[i]jq[i- 1]) + ... + H(q[i]jq[i- N + 1] ... q[i- 1]). 

It can be shown that 

H(q[i]) > H(q[i]jq[i -1]) ~ ... ~ H(q[i]lq[i- N + 1] ... q[i -1]) ~ 0. 

Intuitively, this is clear: the number of bits needed to code a symbol will 
certainly not increase if more is known about previous symbols. From 
this result and (3.17) it follows that 

H(q[i] .. . q[i + N -1]) :5 NH(q[i]), (3.18) 

or, more generally, for non-stationary sequences, 

H(q[i] ... q[i + N- 1]) :5 H(q[i]) + ... + H(q[i + N- 1]). (3.19) 

Equality holds in (3.18) and (3.19} if the symbols are independent, which 
is the case in (3.12). The results (3.18) and (3.19) are important because 
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they show that it is advantageous to make use of the dependency in a 
discrete source. The entropy of a sequence of N symbols is less than the 
sum of the entropies of the symbols of the sequence. This implies that a 
lower bit rate than given by (3.13) can be achieved coding groups of N 
symbols. 

The question now arises how low the bit rates are that can really 
be achieved for dependent sources. The following derivation gives new 
bounds for the average codeword lengths that are obtainable for depen
dent sources. 

Since H(q[i]lq[i- N + 1] ... q[i -1]) decreases with increasing N but 
remains greater than zero, the sequence H(q[i]lq[i- N + 1] ... q[i- 1]) 
converges to a limit for increasing N. Define 

H(q[i]lq[i- N + 1] ... q[i- 1]) = HN-t(q[i]), (3.20) 

and 
lim H(q[i]lq[i- N + 1] ... q[i- 1]) = Hoo(q[i]). (3.21) 

N-+oo 

It can be shown that 

lim N
1 

H( q[i] ... q[i + N - 1]) (3.22) 
N-+oo 

= lim H(q[i]lq[i- N + 1] ... q[i- 1]) = Hoo(q[i]). 
N-+oo 

If q[i] depends only on q[i- P] ... q[i- 1], then for all N 2:: P 

(3.23) 

Without using the assumed independency, (3.13) and (3.14) would 
re ad 

s 2:: ~H(q[i] ... q[i + N- :1.]), 

and 

s < ~H(q[i] ... q[i + N- 1]) + ~' 
respectively. Substitution of (3.22) in these inequalities leads to the fol
lowing two coding theorems for long sequences of dependent symbols. 

Theorem 8 (Shannon, 1948) The average number of bits per symbol 
s of a uniquely decodable binary code coding a sufficiently long sequence 
symbols satisfies 

S 2:: H 00 (q[i]). (3.24) 

and 
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Theorem 9 (Shannon, 1948) For a stationary souree a prefix-condi
tion code for groups of N symbols exists with an average wamher of bits 
per symbol s, satisfying 

S < H00 (q(i]) + ~' (3.25) 

provided that N is sufficiently large. 

Since 
Hoo(q[i]) < H(q[i]), 

lower bit rates can be obtained if the dependency is exploited. The 
redundancy of a sequence of dependent symbols is given by 

LlR = Rs- Hoo(q[i]). (3.26) 

The main condusion of this section is that lower bit rates can be ob
tained if the coder exploits dependency of a source. A problem is how 
to do this. Coding dependent symbols is generally more di:fficult than 
coding independent symbols. Theoretically, the most e:fficient possibil
ity is to code each new symbol with a Huffman code that depends on . 
the previous symbols. In that case all conditional probabilities must be 
known in advance. For practical reasons some restrictions have to he 
placed on these conditional probabilities. Very often it is assumed that 
each symbol depends only on one or two previous symbols. In that case 
the process generating the symbols is called a first-order or second-order 
Markov process, respectively. A more straightforward way is to generate 
a Huffman codefora group of N symbols, hoping that (3.22) converges 
fast enough. As has been remarked in Subsection 3.5.4, N cannot be
come too large since the Huffman table would then become prohibitively 
large. If Pili is close to unity for one or more of the a;, runlength coding 
maybe a good alternative. 

In souree-coding systems for physical signals such as speech, music, 
and images large tables are sometimes avoided by making the symbols 
independent before quantizing and coding. This is done with transfor
mation blocks, which are discussed in Chapter 5. 

3. 7 Problems 

Problem 9 Consider the quantizer of Example 7 as a sou.rce. What is the 
entropy? Does this surprise you? 
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Problem 10 Reconsider Example 6. What is the entropy that is approached 
ifmore and more quantizer-output symbols are coded together'! What are the 
assumed probabilities PI, ... , Ps '! 

Problem 11 Give the derivation of (3.12). 

Problem 12 Construct a Huffman code for a souree with probabilities 

0.05, 0.05, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30. 

Problem 13 Assume that the symbols that follow the runs in Example 13 
are coded separately, which means that the symbols +1, -1, 0, 00, 000 have 
to be coded. Are these symbols statistically independent'! 

Problem 14 A souree produces symbols A and B. Assume that a Ziv
Lempel code is used with a string length s = 3. Code the sequence 

AABBABBAAABBABBAABBB. 

Play coder and decoder: construct encoder and decoder tables while coding 
and transmitting. Do the same for s = 4. How many bits have you actually 
used in both cases'! lf you think it helps, write a computer program! 

Problem 15 A stationary souree produces symbols 0 and 1. Each transmit
ted symbol depends only on the preceding one. The dependencies are given by 
Polo = 0.9, P110 = 0.1, Poll = 0.1 and P111 = 0.9. Furthermore, Po= Pt = 0.5. 
Prove this by solving 

( 
P{q[~] = 0} ) = ( Polo Poll ) ( P{q[~- 1] = 0} ) 
P{q[t) = 1} Pt!o P111 P{q[t- 1] = 1} 

Note that, since the souree is stationary, P{q[i] = 0} = P{q[i- 1] = 0} and 
that P{q[i] = 1} = P{q[i- 1] = 1}. 

Problem 16 Compute Hoo( q[i]) for the souree of Problem 15. What kind 
of coding algorithm would you use for this source? Why'! 



Chapter 4 

Quantization 

4.1 Introd u ct ion 

A quantizer, denoted by Q, maps its input values y[i] on to a sequence 
of quantizer-output symbols, denoted by q[i], which areelementsof a set 

{a1, ... ,aM}· 

In the souree decoder the reconstructor R maps these quantizer-output 
symbols on to a set of quantization levels 

This results in reconstructor-output values, which are denoted by y[i]. 
Even though in practical applications the y[i] are represented digitally, 
their representation is generally so accurate that it can be assumed that 
they are real. This simplifies the analysis of quantizers. The mapping 
from the input of a quantizer to the output of a reconstructor introduces 
errors that cannot be removed. These errors result in distortion at the 
souree decoder's output. 

Quantization has two aspects. The first is that a quantizer is a dis
crete souree from which redundancy can be removed by the coding meth
ods described in Chapter 3. This results in a reduced bit rate. The second 
is that the combination of quantizer and reconstructor introduces coding 
errors which result in distortion. The two aspects of quantization - the 
quantizer as a discrete souree and the quantizer as an error souree - are 
discussed separately in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. 

There are many types of quantizers and there are many ways of clas
sifying them. In this hook no attempt is made to fully classify all types. 
Some important aspects are illustrated in Section 4.4. An extensive dis
cussion on quantization, including many examples, is given in [1]. 

60 
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We can distinguish quantizers with and without memory. In quantiz
ers without memory the mapping from each input value on to a quantizer
output symbol is independent of previous input values and quantizer
output symbols. In a quantizer with memory this mapping can depend 
on previous input values and quantizer-output symbols. In this chapter 
it is mainly memoryless quantizers that are discussed; only the noise
shaping quantizer of Subsection 4.4.4 is an example of a quantizer with 
memory. 

Souree coding of a discrete souree is done by a coder as has been de
scribed in Chapter 3. Souree coding of a discrete-time continuous-value 
souree can be done with a combination of a quantizer and a coder. The 
bit rate and the distartion of such a simple coding system depend on the 
probability density function of the quantizer-input values and on the de
sign of quantizer and reconstructor. In Section 4.5 a theoretical analysis 
is given of the bit rate and distortion that, under certain assumptions, 
can be obtained with a quantizer-coder combination. Section 4.6 relates 
these results to the Rate-Distortion Theory for Gaussian signals. It is 
found that a simple coding system, consisting of a quantizer and co der, 
cannot approach the rate-distortion bound arbitrarily closely. This can 
only be achieved by means of another type of quantizer called the vector 
quantizer. 

The input of a vector quantizer is a vector, whereas the input of the 
quantizer discussed so far, the scalar quantizer, is a scalar. The vector 
quantizer maps its input vector on to a quantizer-output symbol, usually 
referred to as the index. The vector reconstructor maps the quantizer
output symbol on toa vector. 

Section 4. 7 summarizes some of the results of this chapter in order to 
give some criteria to select quantizers for a specific application. 

4.2 The quantizer as a discrete souree 

Mapping on to quantizer-output symbols can be described as follows. 
The range of the input values is divided into M adjacent intervals. The 
M - 1 boundaries separating these intervals are called decision levels 
or decision thresholds. They are denoted by ti, i = 1, ... , M- 1. It is 
convenient to allow M + 1 decision thresholds and to define t 0 as the lower 
bound of the range of the quantizer-input values and tM as the upper 
bound of the range of the quantizer-input values. An infinite input range 
can be expressed by assigning t 0 = -oo and tM = +oo. The intervals 
are given by 
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Each interval is represented by one quantizer-output symbol. If the input 
y[i] of the quantizeris in the interval (ti-b tiJ the quantizer generates the 
output symbol ai. The reconstructor maps ai on to li. Usually this is a 
one-to-one mapping, therefore 

(4.1) 

The Pi are computed as follows. The probability density fundion of y[i] 
is denoted by Py(x). It is assumed that y[i] is a stationary stochastic 
process [7]. For many signals Py(x) is symmetrical about x = 0. This 
assumption is further used in this chapter unless it is stated otherwise. 
An exception is the case of digital pictures, where the samples usually 
attain values in the range [0, 255] and cannot have a probability density 
fundion that is symmetrical about zero. The probability of occurrence 
of the quantizer-output symbol ai is equal to the probability that the 
input value is in the interval (ti-h til· Hence, 

1
t· 

Pi= P{ti-t < y[i] ~ti}= J py(x)dx, j = 1, ... , M. 
tj-1 

(4.2) 

The entropy of the quantizer-output symbols H( q[i]) is given by 

H( q[i]) (4.3) 
M 

- - 2: Pi log2(Pi) 
i=1 

- - ~ ((. Pv(x)dx) log2 ((. Pv(x)dx). 

4.3 The quantizer as an error souree 

The error behaviour of a quantizer is defined by its quantization char
aderistic Q. This is the function that maps the input y[i] via a set of 
quantizer-output symbols on to an output value y[i] E {lt, ... ,lM }. An 
example has already been shown in Figure 2.1 on page 28. 

To analyse quantizer-reconstructor pairs, the output y[i] of the recon
strudor is sometimes modelled as the input value y[i] of the quantizer 
plus an additive error e[i], so that 

y[i] = y[i] + e[i]. (4.4) 

Figure 4.1 illustrates this additive error model. The additive approach 
is useful when distortion is analysed. In many cases the transformation 
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e[iJ 

y[i] ~ y[i] y[i[ -8- Y[i] 

Figure 4.1: Additive quantization errors. 

x[j]-------, 

i:[j] 

e[i] T-1 

Figure 4.2: Additive source-decoding model. 

blocks in souree encoder and decoder are each other:s inverses, and the 
transformation block in a souree decoder performs a linear operation on 
the signal y[i], resulting in the signal i:[j]. In those cases the output of 
the souree decoder is the sum of the original input signal and another 
signal, which is the response of the inverse transformation block in the 
souree decoder to the quantization error. This approach yields the simple 
source-decoding model of Figure 4.2. If the quantization noise e[i] can he 
modelled in some way, then the coding error can he analysed. Examples 
will he found in Part IL Figure 4.2 illustrates how the inverse transforma
tion block in a souree decoder performs noise-shaping. This has already 
been mentioned in Subsection 2.2.4. Another kind of noise-shaping is 
discussed in Subsection 4.4.4. 

If y[i] is a stochastic process, then the quantization error e[i] is also a 
stochastic process. Unfortunately, however, its probability density func
tion cannot easily he determined. A special case is discussed in Section 
4.4. Expressions can he derived for the mean quantization error ë, which 
is given by 
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- fi -1, (4.5) 

and for the mean-square error (1.4). \Vhen quantizers are considered the 
mean-square error is often called the quantization-error varianee u;. It 
is given by 

(4.6) 

It follows from ( 4.5) that the quantization error has a zero mean if both 
the py(x) and the lj are symmetrical about x= 0. 

Quantization errors can be classified into two types. The first type is 
due to mapping an input value on to a quantization level when the input 
value does not exceed the range [lb lM] too greatly. These quantization 
errors are sametimes referred to as granular noise. The second type of 
quantization errors occurs when the input valnes greatly exceed the range 
[lt, lM]· These errors are called overload errors, or sametimes overload 
distortion. If the y[i] have a bounded probability density function, such 
as a uniform probability density function, overload errorscan be avoided 
by a good choice of the quantizer, or by first sealing the input values. 
This was the approach of Example 5 on page 27. If the y[i] have an 
unbounded probability density function, such as a Gaussian probability 
density function, input valnes can always exceed the range [lt,lM]· In 
that case it is convenient to rewrite ( 4.6) as 

(4.7) 

We speak of overload distartion if the errors due to valnes exceeding 
[lhlM] become dominant. This is the case if 

The following example illustrates the difference between the two types 
of errors. 

Example 14 The input valnes y[i] of a 7-level and a 63-level quantizer have 
a zero-mean Gaussian probability density function given by 

(4.8} 
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-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 
u; [dB] ----.. 

Figure 4.3: Signal-to-noise ratios of the outputs of a 63-level (upper 
curve} quantizer and a 7-level quantizer (lower curve) as function of the 
input varianee for a Gaussian zero-mean input. 

where u~ is the input's variance. The signal-to-noise ratios (1.5) 

(4.9) 

of both quantizers are plotted as functions of u~. The quantization and de
cision levels have been chosen such that the signal-to-noise ratios of both 
quantizers are maximaHor u; = 1. These quantizers are called pdf-optimised 
quantizers. They are further discussed in Subsection 4.4.3. 

Figure 4.3 shows the signal-to-noise ratiosof the quantizers as a function 
ofthe input varianee u~. It can be ohserved that for u; < 1 the signal-to-noise 
ratio increases with u;. In this range granular noise errors are dominant. For 
u; > 1 the signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly with u; and the overload 
errors become dominant. 
0 

For a large fraction of the area where u; < 1 in Figure 4.3 the signal
to-noise ratio expressed in dBs increases linearly with u;, also expressed 
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in dBs. More precisely, 

from which it follows that in this range the quantization-error varianee 
is almast constant. 

For input signals with bounded probability density functions similar 
curves can be obtained for the signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the 
input signal's variance. The shape of these curves is roughly the same 
as in Figure 4.3, only the peaks of the curves are sharper. The reason is 
that for signals with a bounded probability density function the region 
where overlaad begins is clearly de:fined, whereas in the unbounded case 
this region is undefi.ned. Similar curves can also be obtained for other 
types of quantizers. 

The curves of Figure 4.3 show asymmetries about o-; = 1. The de
crease for o-; > 1 is much faster than the increase for u; < 1. This 
asymmetry is also found for other quantizers and other input signals. lt 
shows that the penalty for overloading a quantizer is greater than the 
penalty for not fully using its input range. To avoid overlaad, quantizers 
should be designed carefully or the input signals should be adapted to 
the quantizer. 

4.4 Types of quantizers 

4.4.1 Midrise and midtread quantizers 

Quantizers are characterized by their quantization and decision levels. 
The symmetrical quantizer of Example 5 on page 27 has a central decision 
level t4 = 0. This type of quantizer is called a midrise quantizer. Another 
type of quantizer is the symmetrical quantizer with a central quantization 
levell(M+I)/2 = 0. This type of quantizer is called a midtread quantizer. 

The number of levels for a symmetrical midtread quantizer is always 
odd, whereas the number of levels for a symmetrical midrise quantizer 
is always even. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a uniform midtread 
quantizer with seven quantization levels. 

The following paragraphs describe some properties of midrise and 
midtread quantizers. 

A general result, presented in [1] and illustrated by the following ex
ample, is that the entropy of the quantizer-output symbols is lower for 
a uniform (see Subsection 4.4.2) midtread quantizer than for a uniform 
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-1 y[i] ___J. 

-1 

Figure 4.4: Example of a midtread quantization characteristic. 

midrise quantizer if the probability density function of the quantizer in
put is symmetrical about x= 0 and has a sharp peak at x= 0. 

Example 15 The input values y[i] of a uniform quantizer have a Laplacian 
probability density function, which is given by 

e-lxl 
Py(x) = -2-. ( 4.10) 

The step size ofthe quantizer is chosen equal to one. Table 4.1 gives a compar
ison between the decision levels of a 14-level midrise and a 15-level midtread 
quantizer. For bath quantizers the entropies have been computed in acear
dance with ( 4.3). It follows that the midtread quantizer has a slightly lower 
entropy, even though the number of quantization levels is higher. The differ
ences in entropy increase further if the quantization step size increases. 
0 

It is shown in [23] that the entropy of a symmetrical midrise quantizer is 
always greater than one bit if p( x) is symmetrie about zero. This makes 
midrise quantizers useless for very low bit-rate applications. 

So far, it has been assumed that the input value of a quantizer is a 
real number. Sometimes this is nat true. It is shown in the next example 
that in that case a midtread quantizer gives unbiased results, whereas a 
midrise quantizer does nat. 
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midrise 
tl :;::: -t13 :;::: -6.00 P1 = Pt4 :;::: 0.0012 
t2 :;::: -t12 :;::: -5.00 P2 :;::: PI3 = 0.0025 
t3 = -tu = -4.00 P3 = PI2 = 0.0058 
t4 = -tlO = -3.00 P4 = Pu :;::: 0.0157. 
ts :;::: -t9 = -2.00 Ps = Pw = 0.0428 i 

t6 -ts = -1.00 P6 = pg = 0.1162. 
. t7 = 0.00 P7 = Ps = 0.3161 

H(y[i]) = 2.502 
midtread 

tt = -t14 = -6.50 P1 = PIS = 0.0008 
t2 = -t13 = -5.50 P2 = Pt4 = 0.0012 
t3 = -tt2 = -4.50 P3 = Pt3 = 0.0036 
t4 = -tu = -3.50 P4 = P12 = 0.0095 
ts = -tto = -2.50 Ps = Ptt = 0.0259 
t6 = -tg = -1.50 P6 = Pto = 0.0706 
t7 = -ts = -0.50 P7 = P9 = 0.1917 

Ps = 0.3934 
H(y[i]) = 2.424 

Table 4.1: Decision levels, probabilities and entropies of a midrise and a 
midtread quantizer. 
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midrise midtread 
y[i] Yl:iJ e[i] y[i] e[i] 
-7 -5.83 1.17 -5.60 1.40 
-6 -5.83 0.17 -5.60 0.40 
-5 -5.83 -0.83 -5.60 -0.60 
-4 -3.50 0.50 -2.80 1.20 
-3 -3.50 -0.50 -2.80 0.20 
-2 -1.17 0.83 -2.80 -0.80 
-1 -1.17 -0.17 0.00 1.00 

0 -1.17 -1.17 0.00 0.00 
1 1.17 0.17 0.00 -1.00 
2 1.17 -0.83 2.80 0.80 
3 3.50 0.50 2.80 -0.20 
4 3.50 -0.50 2.80 -1.20 
5 5.83 0.83 5.60 0.60 
6 5.83 -0.17 5.60 -0.40 
7 5.83 -1.17 5.60 -1.40 

Table 4.2: Bias of midrise and midtread quantizers with integer inputs. 

Example 16 Assume that the output of a transformation block is repre
sented with four bits. H a synunetrical probability density function is as
sumed, then the input valnes are in the range [ -7, 7]. A six-level uniform 
midrise quantizer has decision thresholds -4.66, -2.33, 0.00, 2.33, 4.66. A five
level midtread quantizer has decision thresholds -4.20, -1.40, 1.40, 4.20. Table 
4.2 shows the mapping on to quantization levels for both quantizers. Table 
4.2 shows that if a midrise quantizer is used, a bias is introduced in y[i] of 

lMP{y[i] = 0} = -1.17 P{y[i] = 0}, 
2 

because the input value zero is always mapped on l M. The bias can be sig-
2 

nificant, specially if the y[i] have probabilities that are peaked for y[i] = 0. 
Sametimes this problem is solved by randomizing the decision if y[i] = 0. H 
all decisions are randomized, e.g. by adding a small random variabie to the 
y[i], the term dithering is used [1, 24]. 
0 

Another possible problem with midrise quantizers is due to the fact 
that there is no level representing zero. If the input valnes y[i] are very 
small for some period of time, the output valnes still attain either the 
value l M or the value l M +l. In that case the reconstructor produces a 

2 2 
sequence of numbers much greater than the input values, which makes 
the power of the reconstructor output also much greaterthan the power 
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Figure 4.5: Midrise quantization of small signals, the y[n] being denoted 
by o and the y[n] by •· 

of the quantizer input. This effect, which can be perceptually disturbing, 
is illustrated in Figure 4.5. 

4.4.2 Uniform quantizers 

A very important class of quantizers is the one called uniform quantizers1 . 

Uniform quantizers are so called, because the decision and quantization 
levels are uniformly spread over the input range of the quantizer. In this 
subsection only symmetrical midtread quantizers, for which M is odd, 
are discussed. Similar results can be derived for midrise quantizers. 

Without loss of generality it is assumed that the input range of the 
quantizer is [-1, +1]. The step size ~ of a uniform quantizer is the 
distance between two successive quantization levels. It is given by 

The quantization levels are given by 

{ 
M-1 M-1 } 

{lb ... ' lM} = - 2 ~' ... ' -~, 0, ~' ... ' 2 ~ ' 

1 Uniform quantizers are sometimes wrongly called linear quantizers. Quantization, 
however, is not a linear operation. 
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and the decision levels by 

The quantization characteristic is given by 

y[i] = round(~) 6., -1 < y[i]:::; 1, 
{ 

_M2-16_, y[i] :S; -1, 

M2-1 6., y[i] > 1. 

The uniform quantizer is the only one for which quantization errors 
can be easily modelled. Note first that, if 

-1 :::; y[i] :::; 1, 

the quantization error is bounded as follows: 

6. [ '] 6. -2:::; e z < 2' 

If the input signalis within the quantizer-input range and that Mis large 
enough, it can be shown fora very large class of signals [1] that the e[i] 
have as a good approximation a uniform probability density function 

{ 

0, x<-~, 

Pe (X) = i 1 - ~ :S; X < ! 1 

0, x 2:: 2· 

The mean quantization error under these conditions is given by 

ë= 0, 

and the quantization-error varianee is 

2 1 2 
(fe ~ 126. . (4.11) 

Under the same conditions as above it can be shown that the e[i] are, 
also as a good approximation, statistically independent and independent 
of the input values y[i]. Unîform-quantization noise, therefore, is often 
modelled as zero-mean, additive white noise with a varianee 1

1
2 6.2 • 

If the above conditions are not satisfied, the quantization noise be
comes correlated with the signal. Subtractive or non-subtractive dither
ing, explained in [24], can make quantization noise fully uncorrelated. 
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The fact that uniform quantizers produce quantization noise that is 
approximately white is one reason for their popularity, since this makes 
noise-shaping easy, as will he shown in Subsection 4.4.4 and also in Chap
ter 5. Another reason for the popularity of uniform quantizers is their 
relatively simple quantization procedure. In non-uniform quantizers very 
often large tables are used, whereas in the case of a uniform quantizer 
multiplication by t and a rounding operation are suffi.cient. 

4.4.3 Non-uniform quantizers 

Non-uniform quantizers have non-uniformly distributed quantization and 
decision levels. Insome situations non-uniform quantizers perfarm better 
than uniform ones. Four types of non-uniform quantizers are examined 
below. 

Pdf-optimisation Non-uniform quantizers can he optimised in such 
a way that for a given input probability density function and a given 
number of levels they give a minimal quantization-error variance. These 
quantizers are accordingly called pdf-optimised quantizers. The optimi
sation procedure consists in minimizing the quantization-error varianee 
of ( 4.6) as a fundion of both the quantization levels {11 , ••. , IM} and 
the decision levels {t1, ... , tM-I} fora given number of levels M. If the 
quantization-error varianee is a unimodal fundion of both the quanti
zation levels and the decision levels, the optimum can he found by set
ting the partial derivatives of u; with respect to {tt, ... ,tM-t} and to 
{ 11, ... , I M} equal to zero. In that case it follows that 

li + li+l . 
ti :::::: 

2 
, z = 1, ... , M - 1, (4.12) 

and that 
ft~~1 xpy( x )dx 

li = rt· ( ) , i = 1, ... , M. 
JtLl Py x dx 

{4.13) 

Quantizers designed in this way are called Max-Lloyd quantizers. The 
expression ( 4.12) means that the decision levels are halfway between suc
cessive quantization levels and (4.13) means that the quantization level 
is the centraid of the quantization interval. For many probability density 
functions py(x) (4.12) and (4.13) can be solved iteratively for quantiza
tion and decision levels. Algorithms are presented in [25] and [26]. 

For the same number of levels, pdf-optimised quantizers have a lower 
quantization-error varianee than uniform quantizers. However, some 
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other properties of uniform quantizers are lost. For instance, the quan
tization error is no longer uncorrelated to the quantizer input, but it is 
uncorrelated to the quantizer output. As a consequence, it cannot be 
modelled as additive white noise. Also, the probability density function 
of the quantization error is no longer approximately uniform. 

The result of optimising a quantizer in this manner is that the density 
of quantization levels is higher at more probable input levels. For sym
metrie input probability density functions with a maximum at x = 0, this 
means that more quantization levels are found close to zero. If the num
ber of levels is low, say M ~ 16, optimising is only effective if py( x) shows 
a sharp peak at x = 0. This is, for instance, the case for a Laplacian 
probability density function. 

Uniform quantizers can also be pdf-optimised using a similar optimi
sation procedure. They are then called pdf-optimised uniform quantizers. 
In that case, the step size 6 is chosen in such a way that for a given num
ber of quantization levels the quantization-error varianee is minimized. 

Entropy-optimisation Another way of optimising quantizers is to 
minimize the quantization-error varianee ( 4.6) for a given probability 
density function and a given number of levels at a given entropy of the 
quantizer-out}1Ut symbols (4.3). This optimisation method is much more 
complicated than that discussed in the previous paragraphs and will not 
be explained here. Some results and more references can be found in 
[1]. Solutions have only been obtained for the mean-square quantization 
error as a distortion measure [23, 27]. 

Perceptual optimisation The quantization-error varianee is often 
not directly related to the perceptible distortion. In many cases, there
fore, it seems more sensible to optimise the quantizer in such a way that 
after souree decoding perceptible distortion is minimaL This is a diffi
cult problem. Very often the quantization and decision levels have to 
be adapted by trial and error. Interesting results in the field of image 
coding are reported in [28]. 

SNR-optimisation Ifthe signal-to-noise ratio of a quantizer is plotted 
as a function of its input variance, the result is often a diagram such as 
that given in Figure 4.3. lt is characterized by a rather sharp peak. 
The pdf-optimised quantizers mentioned above also show this behaviour. 
Another approach to optimising quantizers is to make the signal-to-noise 
ratio less sensitive to changes in the input variance. This is achieved by 
distributing the quantization and decision levels logarithmically over the 
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Figure 4.6: Signal-to-noise ratios of the outputs of a 63-level uniform 
quantizer (peaked curve} and a 63-level A-law quantizer (fiat curve} as a 
function of the input variance. The input signal has a Gaussian proba
bility density function. The A-law constant is 87.56. 

input range. The bottom-left diagram in Figure 4.10 shows an example of 
the quantization charaderistic of a quantizer of this kind. An example 
of the signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the input varianee for this 
type of quantizer is shown in Figure 4.6. This figure shows the signal
to-noise ratios as a function of the input varianee for a 63-level uniform 
quantizer and for a 63-levellogarithmic quantizer, which is a so-called 
A-law quantizer (1, 29]. The input signa! has a Gaussian probability 
density function. The uniform quantizer achieves the highest signa!-to
noise ratio, but only over a small range. The A-law quantizer yields a 
lower signal-to-noise ratio, but is almost constant over a wider range. 
The A-law quantizer is therefore less sensitive to variations in the input 
level. The p-law quantizers [1, 30] is another example of a logarithmic 
quantizer, which has similar properties as the A-law quantizer. 

Logarithmic quantizers are also quite insensitive to variations of the 
input probability density function. This is illustrated by Figure 4. 7, 
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which shows the signal-to-noise ratios of the quantizers of Figure 4.6 
with sinusoidal input values 

y[k] = sin(k8 + 1/J) 

with a random phase 1/J that is uniformly distruhuted over ( -11', 11']. These 
input values have a prohahility density function 

Py(x) = 1l'\h-x2' - ' 
{ 

1 !x!< 1 
0, !x! > 1, 

(4.14) 

which is quite different from ( 4.8). Due to the hounded prohahility den
sity function, the peak in the signal-to-noise ratio curve of the uniform 
quantizer has hecome sharper than in the case of the unhounded proh
ahility density function in Figures 4.3 and 4.6. The roughness in the 
curves is also due to the hounded input prohahility density function. It 
can he ohserved that on average the output signal-to-noise ratio is the 
sameasin Figure 4.6, although the input probahility density function is 
totally different. 

The direct way to implement a non-uniform quantizer is to determine 
the interval (tj_1, tj] to which the input value y helongs, and suhsequently 
to assig the corresponding output symhol aj to the output. This can, for 
instance, he done hy means of a tahle. Another approach is to apply 
fust a non-linear function c(y) to the input values, and then to quantize 
the c(y) uniformly. After reconstruction this results in é{Y), from which 
f; = c-1 ( c{Y)) is computed. For each type of quantizer with a non
decreasing quantization characteristic, a function c() can he found that 
implements its quantization characteristic. Figure 4.8 shows the basic 
diagram of such an implementation. This figure shows a resemhlance 
with Figure 2.6 on page 32 if the coderand decoder are omitted from that 
figure. This shows that the functions c{) and c-1 () can also he regarcled 
as transformation blocks. Typical examples of functions c() and c 1

() 

are shown, respectively, in the upper-left and lower-right charaderistic 
of Figure 4.10. 

In fact, the previously mentioned A-law and p-law quantizers are 
defined in terms of their c() functions. For an A-law quantizer c() is 
given hy 

{ 

ay/Yma.x 0 < I 1/ < 1/ Ymax l+ln(a) , - Y Ymax - a, 
c(y) = Y l+ln(aiyl/ymu)sgn(y) / I I/ 

max l+ln(a) , 1 a < Y Ymax :5 1, 
(4.15) 
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Figure 4. 7: Signal-to-noise ratios of the outputs of a 63-level uniform 
quantizer (peaked curve) and a 63-level A-law quantizer (fiat curve) as 
a function of the input variance. The input signal is a sinusoid with 
random phase. The A-law constant is 87.56. 

y[i] c() uniform 
Q 

uniform 
R 

y[i] 

Figure 4.8: Nonuniform quantizer and reconstructor, realized by means 
of functions c(), c 1() and a uniform quantizer and reconstructor. 
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where a is the A-law parameter and Ymax denotes the maximum absolute 
input value. For the p-law quantizer c() is given by 

( ) ln(l + JLIYI/Ymax) ( ) 
cy =Ymax ln(l+p) sgny, (4.16) 

where Jt is the p-law parameter. For bothA-lawand p-law quantizers c() 
effectively compresses the dynamic range of the input y. It is accordingly 
called a compression function. lts inverse is called an expansion function. 
For that reason A-law and p-law quantizers arealso called campanding 
quantizers. 

Example 17 Figure 4.9 shows the signal-to-noise ratio of a 15-level A-law 
quantizer as a function of the input variance. The quantization parameters are 
a= 85, Ymax = 1. Figure 4.10 showshow this quantizer can be constructed 
using functions c(), c-1() and a 15-level uniform quantizer. The lower-left 
diagram in Figure 4.10 is the desired quantization characteristic. The upper
left diagram is the function c(). The upper-right diagram in Figure 4.10 shows 
the quantization characteristic of the 15-level uniform quantizer. N ote that the 
input axis is the vertical axis. The lower-right diagram shows the expansion 
function c-1(). Figure 4.10 showshow the input value u= 0.3 is mapped on 
to û = 0.337. Direct mapping is via the lower-left quantization characteristic; 
the indirect method uses the upper-left compression function, the upper-right 
uniform quantizer and the lower-right expansion function. 
<> 

4.4.4 N oise-shaping quantizers 

A quantizer can be combined with a :filter which feeds back the differ
ence between the quantizer's output and input to its input. The basic 
principle is illustrated in Figure 4.11. This type of quantizer is called a 
noise-shaping quantizer because it changes, or shapes, the power speetral 
density of the quantization noise. 

The noise-shaping quantizer is an example of a scalar quantizer with 
memory, since its output symbol at a certain instant depends on previous 
quantizer-output symbols. 

In the z-domain the noise-shaping filter has a transfer function 

If we denote the input of the quantizer Q by y'[i], the quantizer adds an 
error u[i] to y'[i] such that 

y[i] = y'[i] u[i], 
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Figure 4.9: Signal-to-noise ratio of the output of a 15-level A-law quan
tizer as a function of the input variance. The input signal has a Gaussian 
probability density function. The A-law constant is 85. 

or, in the z-domain, 
Y(z) = Y'(z) + U(z). 

Also, 
Y'(z) = Y(z) + F(z)U(z), 

and therefore 
Y(z) = Y(z) + (1 + F(z))U(z). 

For the z-transform E(z) of the quantization error e[i] of (4.4) we find 

E(z) = (1 + F(z))U(z). {4.17) 

If the quantizer is a midtread uniform quantizer and if the quantization 
levels are chosen such that overlaad errors cannot occur, then the u[i] 
can be considered as white noise. In that case the power speetral density 
of the quantization error is given by 

(4.18) 

where A is the quantizer step size. This means that by choosing the 
F( z) we can shape the power speetral density of the quantization noise 
in such a way that it is perceptually least disturbing. 

It can be shown that 

2 _ ( '""" ç2)_!_ A 2 > _!_A 2 
U e - 1 + L.,; J k 12 '-1 - 12 '-1 ' 

k 
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Figure 4.10: Construction of a 15-level non-uniform A-law compand
ing quantization characteristic. Lower left diagram: A-law quantization 
characteristic. Upper left diagram: c(). Upper right diagram: 15-level 
midtread quantizer. Lower right diagram: c-1

(). A-law parameters: 
a= 85, Ymax = 1. After {1}. 
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y[i] Q 1----.-- q[ i] 

R 

F(z) 

Figure 4.11: Noise-shaping quantizer. 

which means that noise-shaping increases the quantization-error variance. 
N oise-shaping is used in various souree-coding systems for rousic and 

speech and with F(z) = z-1 insome CompactDisc players. 
Note that noise-shaping is a feedback operation and that the filter and 

the quantizer must be chosen carefully to avoid instabilities. Quantizer 
overload can cause such instahilities and, even if it does not, it will mean 
that the noise-shaper is not working properly. 

4.5 Quantization and coding 

This section studies the combination of a quantizer and a coder. More 
specifically, it relates entropy and distortion to each other. In order to 
be able to do this, we make the following assumptions. The quantizer
input values y[n] are assumed to be statistically independent, to have a 
zero mean, a varianee u! and a smooth probability density function. The 
process y[n] is assumed to be stationary. At a later stageit will also be 
assumed Gaussian. The quantizer has a uniform step size 

D. <t:: lTy· (4.19) 

The number of quantization levels Mis large, which means that 

( 4.20) 

This justifies the approximation that M = +oo, which is often used in 
what follows. The y[n] are reconstructed as y[n] E {lt, ... , IM }. Because 
of assumptions (4.19) and (4.20) the bit rate will turn out high. This is 
why this type of quantization is also referred to as high-rate quantization 
[11). 
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The minimum bit rate needed to transmit a quantized signal is deter
mined by the entropy H(q[i]) of the quantizer-output symbols; see (4.3). 
The mean-square error (1.4) is used as the distortion measure. The dis
tortion DMsE is determined by the quantization characteristic and the 
probability density function of the input values. It is given by ( 4.6). Be
cause of the one-to-one mapping of quantizer-output symbols on to the 
quantization levels, (4.1) applies, so that 

H(y[i]) H(q[i]). (4.21) 

To avoid the use of too many symbols, only the notation H(y[i)) will be 
used. 

The entropy H(y[i]) and the average entropy per symbol 

~H(y[n], ... , y[n + N- 1]) 

of a sequence N of quantizer-output symbols, expressed in bits per sym
bol are of interest because they give lower bounds to the bit rate. If the 
signal is uniformly quantized with a sufficiently small step size ~ and if 
the probability density function is sufficiently smooth, the following rela
tions can be established between the entropy and the signal's probability 
density function. 

If the probability density function is sufficiently smooth, then 

On substitution in (4.3) we obtain 

H(y[n]) 
M 

- - LP;log2(P;) 
i=l 
M 

'"" - L ~ · py(li) log2(~ • py(lj)) 
j=l 

M M 
- - L ~ · py(li)log2(py(l;)) -log2 (~) L ~ · Py(li) 

i=l j=l ""' -1: Py(u)log2(py(u))du -log2 (~), 

{4.22) 

which is a lower bound to the bit rate for this simple case. The term 

(4.23) 
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in (4.22) is referred to as the differential entropy. The form of the result 
( 4.22) is intuitively attractive, because it shows a resemblance to the 
definition (3.5) of the entropy of a discrete source. The term -log2 (~) 
reflects the influence of the quantization accuracy on the entropy: the 
more precisely a souree is represented, the higher its entropy. 

For a non-uniform quantizer with 11j = ti - tj-l, it can be shown 
that, under the same conditions of smoothness for the probability density 
function, 

(4.24) 

The operator f{} is the statistical expectation operator. It follows from 
(4.24) that for non-uniformly quantized signals the entropy depends on 
the average logarithm of the step size. In [31] it is shown that with as
sumptions ( 4.19) and ( 4.20) the entropy -optimised quantizer is approxi
mately uniform for sufficiently smooth probability density functions. 

If the mean-square error is the distortion measure, ( 4.22) gives the 
entropy at a distortion of 

J12 
DMsE = 12· 

It now follows from the results of Section 3.4 that the quantizer-output 
symbols q[n] can be coded with a bit rate R, expressedinbits per input 
sample, satisfying 

( 4.25) 

If the designer of a souree-coding system is ambitious and a higher com
plexity is not prohibitive, he can obtain 

(4.26) 

by coding blocks of length N. 
As has been remarked in Subsection 3.5.4, a measure for the coding 

complexity is the number of symbols that have to he coded. If Huffman 
coding is used, this determines the number of entries in the coding table. 
Every realistic quantizer has a finite number of levels, which is chosen in 
such a way that overload distortion is either neglegible or acceptablej this 
is reflected in {4.20). We assume that the number of quantizer-output 
symbols M satisfies 

M=Ku11 • 
11 

(4.27) 
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Because of (4.19) and (4.20), both J( and uy/~ have to be sufficiently 
high. Combined coUing of N quantizer-:-output symbols requires an en
coding table with 

( 4.28) 

entries. This number grows rapidly with increasing N. 
The results of this section can be made more precise for Gaussian sig

nals. If quantized samples are coded independently, the entropy H(y[n]) 
determines the bit rate. The probability density function of a sample of 
a zero-mean stationary Gaussian signa! y[n] with varianee 

is given by (4.8). On substitution of (4.8) in (4.22) we obtain 

H(y[n]) 
1 

"' 2log2 (2?re) + log2 (uy) -log2 (~) 

- ~ log2(2?re) + log2(i) 
Uy 

- 2.05 + log2 ( ~ ). 

( 4.29) 

For a given varianee the Gaussian probability density function ( 4.8) 
maximizes the differential entropy ( 4.23). 

4.6 Relation with Rate-Distortion Theory 

The results of Section 4.5 can be related to results from Rate-Distortion 
Theory [10, 11]. Rate-Distortion Theory aims to compute the minimum 
bit rate needed to code a signa! at a given distortion. Only for a small 
number of combinations of input probability density functions and distor
tion measures can explicit expressions be obtained. Gaussian probability 
density functions and the mean-square error DMsE of ( 1.4) form suc.:lt a 
combination. The denvation is difficult [11], so only results are presented 
here. 

Let the bit rate at a given mean-square error DMsE = D, expressed in 
bits per input symbol, of a souree-coding scheme be denoted by R. Then 
for each input probability density function py{ x) there exists a bound, 
called the rate-distortion bound Ra(D), such that 

R 2:: Ra(D). (4.30) 
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Figure 1.4 on page 20 gives an example of a rate-distortion bound. For the 
case that the input probability density function is Gaussian with varianee 
0'; and that the input samples are independent, the rate-distortion bound 
is given by 

(4.31) 

The rate-distortion bound of the preceding paragraph can he com
pared with the results ( 4.29). N ote that it follows from 

,D.2 
D=ï2 

that 
1 1 

log2(b.) = 2(log2(D) + 2log2(12)). 

On substitution of this result in ( 4.29) we obtain 

H(y[n]) := Ra(D) + ~ log2 (e;) := Ra(D) + 0.255. ( 4.32) 

Hence, for Gaussian inputs, uniform quantizers with a step size small 
compared to O'y which have many quantization levels produce output 
symbols that can he coded with a bit rate that is about 0.255 bit above 
the rate-distortion bound. The curve Ra(D) + 0.255 is called the Gish
Pierce asymptote [31, 23]. In all preceding derivations it has been as
sumed that an infinite number of quantization levels was available. In 
the realistic case of a finite number of levels these results remain valid 
if overload distortion is negligible. This means that the quantizer-input 
range must he suffi.ciently large. This condition can he further relaxed. It 
is demonstrated in (23] that the curve Ra(D) + 0.255 is the performance 
envelope for all scalar quantizers with Gaussian inputs if R > 1. A Gish
Pierce asymptote can also he computed for some other non-Gaussian 
sourees (23]. 

The rate-distortion bound and the Gish-Pierce asymptote fora Gaus
sian independent souree are shown in Figure 4.12. All scalar quantizers 
with rates greater than one bit per symbol can be represented by points 
above the Gish-Pierce asymptote. Examples of quantizers with rates less 
than one bit per symbol are given in [23]. 

Points a and b in Figure 4.12 represent the performance of a 63-level 
Max-Lloyd quantizer. The distortion is -31.7 dB. The 63 quantizer
output symbols can he mapped directly on to 6 bit symbols. This results 
in point a. The entropy of the quantizer-output symbols is 5.69. This 
lower bound to the bit rate can he approximated arbitrarily closely by 
an appropriate Huffman code, which results in point b. 
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Points c and d in Figure 4.12 represent the performance of a 63-
level pdf-optimised uniform quantizer. The distartion is -29.7 dB. The 
step size is 0.1055. The 63 quantizer-output symbols can he mapped 
directly on to 6 bit symbols. This results in point c. The entropy of 
the quantizer-output symbols is 5.29. This lower bound to the bit rate 
can he approximated arbitrarily closely by an appropriate Huffman code, 
which results in point d. 

Both points b and d are close to the Gish-Pierce asymptote. The pdf
optimised uniform quantizer is somewhat closer to it than the Max-Lloyd 
quantizer. The Gish-Pierce asymptote can he approx:imated arbitrarily 
closely with a uniform quantizer with step size ~ = Ji2]:) and a suffi
ciently large number of levels. For the 63-level pdf-optimised quantizer 
this comes down to ~ = 0.1133. 

The rate-distortion bound can he approx:imated arbitrarily closely for 
any D 2:: 0, but only with vector quantizers for veetors of sufficient length 
[10, 11]. 

4. 7 Selecting a quantizer 

This section presents some criteria which can he of help when selecting 
a quantizer. Most criteria are based on the assumption that the mean
square error is the distartion measure and that the input probability 
density function is given or can he estimated. If this is not the case a 
satisfactory quantizer, e.g. a perceptually optima! one, can sametimes 
he determined experimentally. 

Midrise quantizers are useless if the required bit rate is less than one 
bit per sample and if the probability density function of the samples is 
symmetrical about zero. 

Before selecting a quantizer it is important to know whether or not 
additional variable-length coding can he used. If this is the case, the 
Gish-Pierce asymptote can he approached by a uniform quantizer and 
a coder, as is illustrated by point d in Figure 4.12. In many practical 
applications a uniform quantizer can be implemented more easily than a 
non-uniform one. 

If only fixed-length coding is allowed, a non-uniform pdf-optimised 
quantizer is a good choice because this type of quantizer gives the small
est mean-square error at a given number of levels. Point b in Figure 
4.12 shows that coding the output of pdf-optimised quantizers does not 
generally lead to approx:imation of the Gish-Pierce asymptote. 

An entropy-optimised quantizer is more complicated to design, but it 
is capable of approximating the Gish-Pierce asymptote. This is shown 
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Figure 4.12: Rate-distortion bound (lower curve) and Gish-Pierce asymp
tote (upper curve) for a Gaussian source. Points a,b,c and d represent 
different quantizers (a: 69-level Max-Lloyd, 6-bit representation, b: 69-
level Max-Lloyd, Huffman-coded, c: 69-level, pdf-optimized uniform, 6-bit 
representation, d: 69-level optimal uniform, Huffman-coded). 
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in [23]. However, if we are prepared to use more quantization levels, 
the same result can be achieved with a uniform quantizer. Note that an 
entropy-optimised quantizer is designed to be always used in combination 
with a coder. 

SNR-optimised quantizers are useful when the signal's varianee is not 
a constant but varies over a certain range. This happens if the signal is 
not stationary. In practice A-law or JL-law quantizers tuned to the signal 
are often used. An alternative solution is the block-companded quantizer 
of Example 5 on page 27. 

Vector quantizers are useful since they are capable of approaching the 
rate-distortion bound. The generation of codehooks and especially the 
implementation of the quantizer become very complex ifcodehooks are 
large and if veetors are long. However, vector quantizers are of increasing 
importance in speech coding [32]. 

4.8 Problems 

Problem 17 Consider a 7-level uniform quantizer that has an input range 
[-1,+1]. The inputsignalis y[n] = sin(j?:n), with Kan integer. Choose 
K = 6. Compute the quantization errorfora few periods of y[n]. How would 
you characterize this signal1 Is it white noise 1 What have you learned about 
statements such as 'for a large class ... ', and what have you learned a bout 
choosing test signals 1 

Problem 18 Look at the quantization errors in Table 4.2 of the midtread 
quantizer. Are they independent of the input values 1 Why not 1 

Problem 19 Draw a characteristic fora 5-level uniform quantizer with input 
and output range (0, 1]. Assume that (0, 0.2] -+ 0.2. This quantizer has to 
he used in combination with a compressor and an expander to produce the 
quantizer of Problem 7 with p = 2. Construct a compressor function c(), as is 
done in Figure 4.10. 

Problem 20 Design a first-order noise-shaper that suppresses noise at high 
frequencies. 

Problem 21 Compute the differential entropy ( 4.23) for the Laplacian prob
ability density function 

a 
p(x) = 2exp(-alxl),a > 0. 

Express this in termsof the varianee cr2 = 2/a2 • Compute H(x[n]) for this 
distribution and compare it with the H(x[n]) of (4.29). 

Problem 22 Verify (4.24). 



Chapter 5 

Signals and transformations 

5.1 Introduetion 

The souree-coding systems discussed so far consist only of quantizer, re
construetor, coderand decoder blocks. Diagramsof such souree encoders 
and decoders are shown in Figure 5.1. It has been shown in Chapters 3 
and 4 that, if quantizer-output symbols are dependent, a complex coder 
is required to achleve the minimum bit rate. In this chapter it is shown 
that under certain conditions by using transformations complexity of the 
coder in the souree encoder can he kept low. The general diagram of 
such a souree coderis shown in Figure 5.2. 

Another reason for using transformations is a pereeptual one. If the 
proper transformation is used, quantization of the transformed signal 
leads to a distortion in the reconstructed signal i:[n] which, for the same 
bit rate, is perceptually less disturbing than if the transformation is not 

J H complex L 
x[i] I,_ __ Q _ ___. coder I bit stream 

souree encoder 

bit stream -l :~:~: H,_ __ R _ ___.r i:[i] 

souree decoder 

Figure 5.1: Souree-coding system without transformation. 
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R T-1 
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Figure 5.2: Souree-coding system with transformation. 

used. 
The three best-known types of transformations are introduced in sep

arate sections. Section 5.4 discusses the use of orthogonal transforms. An 
example of such a transform is the well-known Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT). Section 5.5 discusses subband filtering and Section 5.6 predic
tive filtering. Orthogonal transforms and subband filtering are treated 
separately in this hook. In a more recently publisbed conceptual frame
work e.g. [33] it is recognized that they can beseen as belonging to the 
same class of transformations. The name of the signal transformation 
used is usually given to the complete coding system: we speak of trans
form coding, subband coding and predictive coding. Specific examples of 
souree-coding systems based on these transformations are given in Part 
I I. 

An important issue in this chapter is the entropy of a quantized sig
nal. The discussion on the entropy of quantized signals in Chapter 4 is 
therefore first extended to statistically dependent sourees in Section 5.2. 
In this section relations are established between statistical signal proper
ties such as power speetral density and entropy for stationary Gaussian 
signals [7]. 

A warning is called for here. In this chapter, transforms are used in 
simple, straightforward souree coding systems. For instance, almost all 
quantizers used in the derivations and examples are uniform with step 
size .6., and signals are assumed to be stationary and Gaussian. And, in 
spite of the remarks that have previously been made on its uselessness, 
the mean-square error is used as a distortien measure. Also, the symbol 
::::::is often used as if it were =. This leads to derivations of the forma :::::: b, 
b < c, therefore a < c. However, a more precise mathematical reasoning, 
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which is not presented, can justify the results. The main purpose of this 
chapter is to illustrate why transformations are useful. This itself proves 
to be a difficult task, even for the simple cases discussed here. 

5.2 Quantizing and coding of dependent 
sourees 

It was found in Section 4.5 that if a statistically independent souree is 
uniformly quantized with a small step size .ó. and coded with a Huffman 
code, a bit rate R can be achieved that satisfi.es 

H(x[n]) 5 R < H(x[n]) + 1. (5.1) 

The mean-square error is used as distortion measure. The distortion 
DMsE is given by 

L).2 
DMsE = 12; (5.2) 

see (4.11}. The complexity of the Huffman code is determined by the 
number of Huffman table entries ( 4.27) 

(5.3) 

The above results remain valid if the samples x[n] come from a dependent 
source, as long as the quantizer-output symbols are coded independently. 
In this section expressions for the entropy, the bit rate and the coder com
plexity are derived for statistically dependent sourees and dependently 
coded quantizer-output symbols. 

An expression, similar to (4.22), for the entropy of quantizer-output 
symbols, given a step size .ó., can also be derived for the entropy of a 
sequence of N quantizer-output symbols from a quantized dependent 
source. lt follows that 

~H(x[n], ... , x[n + N- 1]) (5.4) 

~ -~ LeiRN Px(u) log2(Px(u))du -log2(.ó.), 

where Px(u) is the joint probability density function of the vector x = 
(x[n], ... ,x[n+N -1])T at u= (ut, ... ,uN)T. The bit rate R to code 
N consecutive samples satisfi.es 

~H(x[n], ... , x[n + N- 1]) 5 R < ~H(x[n], ... , x[n + N- 1]) + ~
(5.5) 
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The distortion is still given by (5.2). If groups of N quantizer-output 
symbols are coded together, the number of entries in the Huffman table 
follows from ( 4.28), which is repeated here 

(5.6) 

The number of entries in the Huffman table (5.6) increases rapidly with 
N. A souree coder aiming to reach a bit rate satisfying (5.5) by using 
Huffman coding of quantizer-output symbols would require a large mem
ory to store the Huffman table. This would make the souree coder very 
complex. A solution to this problem will be presented later on in this 
chapter. First some other properties of signal entropies will be discussed. 

The term 

h(x) def- f NPx(u)log2(Px(u))du 
lueiR 

(5.7) 

in (5.4) is differential entropy of the vector souree that produces x. If 
the mean-square error is the distortion measure, (5.4) gives the entropy 
for a distortion (5.2). 

On combination with the results of Section 3.6 it follows that 

Hoo(x[n]) = lim N
1 

H(x[n], ... , x[n + N- 1]) ~ N
1 

h(x) -log2 (L\). N-->oo 

Therefore, if N is large enough, the bit rate R, expressed in bits per 
symbol, is given by 

In the remainder of this section the above results can be made more 
precise for Gaussian signals which are uniformly quantized with a suf
fi.ciently small step size L\. Moreover, H00 (x[n]) will be related to the 
signal's autocorrelation function and power speetral density. 

The denvation for entropy of a sequence of N quantizer-output sym
bols from a quantized Gaussian signalis somewhat more tedious than for 
the case of an independent Gaussian signal, given in ( 4.29). Assume that 
the elementsof the vector x= (x[n], ... , x[n + N -1])T areN dependent 
Gaussian stochastic variables. The joint probability density function is 
then given by 

1 ( uTc-1u) 
Px(u) = N ~exp - 2 ' 

(27r)2 V ICI 
(5.9) 
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with the autocorrelation matrix C given by 

or 
Ci,j t'{xixj}, i,j = l, ... ,N, 

and IC I denoting the determinant of C. 
If the vector x contains consecutive samples from a stationary signal 

x[n], the signal's autocorrelation function is de:fi.ned by 

R[k] t'{x[n]x[n + k]}, k, n E 'ZL, 

and 
Cï,i=R[i-j], i,j=l, ... ,N. 

The autocorrelation matrixCis constant on all its diagonals. A matrix 
of this form is called a Toeplitz matrix. In this case C is called the 
N x N -autocorrelation matrix. 

The correlation matrix C is symmetrical and positive de:fi.nite. This 
means that there are N positive eigenvalnes À1 , ••• , ÀN and N eigenvee
tors v 11 ... , VN, such that [34] 

(5.10) 

and that 

(5.11) 
i=l 

Observe also that u; = R[O] = Ci,i, i = 1, ... , N. Moreover, it is well 
known [34] that 

N N 

2: Cï,i = LÀi =Nu;. 
i=l i=l 

Therefore, 

(5.12) 

The entropy ( 4.29), expressed in the eigenvalnes of the autocorrelation 
matrix, is then given by 

(5.13} 
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It can be shown that fora Gaussian vector x of which the components 
are uniformly quantized with a step size ~ 

(5.14) 

To avoid a complicated mathematica! analysis, it is assumed that 

~~.min (~). 
s=l, ... ,N 

Ifx denotes a vector of N consecutive samples of a signal x[n], the entropy 
per symbol of a sequence of N consecutive quantizer-output symbols is 
given by 

~H(x[n], ... , x[n + N- 1]) (5.15) 

1 1 N ..[5:; 
~ 2log2(21re)+ N2:)og2(T). 

s=l 

This expression relates the entropy of the quantizer-output symbols of 
a quantized Gaussian signal to the eigenvalnes of the autocorrelation 
matrix of x[n] and the step size ~-

The minimum bit rate for a Gaussian stationary signal quantized with 
a step size ~ is given by 

Hoo(x[n]) = lim _!_H(x[n], ... , x[n + N- 1]). 
N-+oo N 

In the case of stationary Gaussian signals Hoo(x[n]) can be related to the 
signal's power speetral density S(fJ), defined by [7, 35, 34] 

+oo 
S(fJ) = L R[k] exp(jkfJ). 

k=-oo 

For positive definite Toeplitz matrices the Szegö-Limit Theorem [36] ap
plies. According to this theorem, 
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In combination with (3.22) and (5.15) this gives 

This expression brings out the relation between the entropy of the quan
tizer~output symbols of a quantized Gaussian signal and the signal's 
power speetral density and the step size Á. 

In practice, power speetral densities are often assumed rational, which 
means that 

S(8) = q21B( exp(j8)) 12 
e IA(exp(j8))12

' 
(5.17) 

with A(z) and B(z) of the form 

A(z) = 1 + a1z-1 + ... + apz-P, 

and 
B(z) = 1 + b1z-1 + ... + bpz-P, 

and q; a constant. Furthermore, A(z) and B(z) are chosen such that 
zP A( z) and zP B ( z) only have zeros inside the unit circle of the complex 
plane1 • With some complex analysis it can be shown that 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

On substitution of this result in (5.16), and assuming that Á ~ qe, we 
obtain 

(5.20) 

It is interesting to note that for a given correlation matrix the Gaus
sian probability distribution function (5.9) maximizes the differentialen
tropy (5.7). 

1 For notational simplicity the orders of A( z) and B( z) are chosen identical. 
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5.3 Relations to Rate-Distortion Theory 

As was the case with the results of Section 4.5, the results of Section 5.2 
can also be related to Rate-Distortion Theory [10, 11]. As in Section 4.6, 
it is assumed here that the signals are Gaussian and that the distortion 
measure is the mean-square error DMsE of (1.4). No derivations but only 
results are presented. 

The bit rate, expressed in bits per input symbol, of a souree-coding 
system at a given distortion Dis denoted by R(D). For eaeh input prob
ability density function Px (x) there exists a bound, the rate-distortion 
bound RB(D), sueh that {4.30) holds. Here, RB(D) is given for depen
dent, stationary input samples with a power speetral density S( B). The 
result is given in a parametrie form, in whieh '1/J is a parameter traversing 
the interval 

[0, max(S( B))]; 
0 

see [10). Every value of '1/J in this interval eorresponds to a point on the 
rate-distortion bound. The distortion for a certain '1/J is given by 

1 111" Dt/1 = 211" -1r min("P,S(B)) dB, (5.21) 

and the rate by 

(5.22) 

The rate-distortion bound can be eonstructed by computing all points 
(Dt/J, R(Dt/1)) for values of '1/J in the interval 

[0, max( S( B) )]. 
(} 

Figure 5.3 shows an example of a signal's power speetral density. The 
horizontalline has a height 1/J. Expressions (5.21) and (5.22) state that 
the partsof the signal's power speetral density below this line determine 
the distortion and the parts above it the bit rate. 

If for all B 

then 

D < min(S(B)), 
(} 

1 1+1r 1 S( B) 
RB(D) =- -

2
log2(-D )dB. 

211" -11' 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

In this case, in a similar manner as for statistieally independent sourees, 
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Figure 5.3: Power speetral density function of a second-order process. 
The horizontal line, with height 1/J, determines the integrands of (5.21} 
and (5.22). 
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we obtain for dependent stationary sourees 

Hoo(x[n])::::: Ra(D) + ~log2 (e;) ::::: Ra(D) + 0.25. (5.25) 

This result is identical to ( 4.32) for independent sources. The condition 
(5.23) must be added to the remarks that follow the denvation of ( 4.32). 
What has been obtained here is a Gish-Pierce asymptote [31, 23] for 
dependent Gaussian sources. 
~'ï:D."üïè'following example the rate-distortion bound is computed for 

thesecond-order autoregressive processof Figure 5.3. This example will 
also he used in the next section to illustrate the usefulness of orthogonal 
transforms in souree-coding systems. 

Example 18 An autoregressive process x[n] is generated passing a white
noise sequence e[n] through an all-pole filter. The x[n] satisfy 

x[n] + a1x[n- 1] + ... + apx[n- p] = e[n]. (5.26) 

The integer p is the order of the process and the coefficients a1 , ••• , ap are the 
autoregressive parameters. The white noise signa! e[n) is called the excitation 
signa!, it has varianee a; and zero mean. In the z-domain x[n] is given by 

X z _ E(z) E(z) 
( ) - 1 + a1z-1 + ... + apz-P = A(z)' 

(5.27) 

The power speetral density function is given by 

2 
S(O)- ae 

- IA( exp{jO) w' (5.28) 

from which it is clear that an autoregressive process is an example of a signa! 
with a rational power speetral density the general form of which is given in 
(5.17). It is further assumed that the e[n) are Gaussian. 

In this example p = 2 and 

a1 = -2pcos(O) 

a2 = p2
• 

(5.29) 

{5.30) 

This proeess has poles at loeations (peos(O),±jpsin(O)). Figure 5.3 shows 
the power speetral density for p = 0.9 and n = 1r /3. The excitation signal's 
varianee a'; is chosen such that x[n) has unit variance. This implies that 

0'; = 0.259. 

The rate-distortion bound for these parameters is computed by using (5.21) 
and (5.22) and is shown in Figure 5.4. According to {5.23) and (5.24), the 
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Figure 5.4: Rate-distorlion function (lower curve) and Gish-Pierce bound 
(upper curve) for an autoregressive process of order 2, with a1 ::::::: -0.9, 
a2 ::::::: 0.81. Lower bounds to bit rate for transform coder (KLT) with 
several block lengths N and for a linear predicti'IJe coder LPG. 
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asymptote for small D is given by 

1 (1'2 

2log2 ( iJ ). 

99 

In this example the asymptote intersects the elistortion axis at D = 0.259, 
which corresponds to -5.86 dB. 

If x[n] is quantized with a step size /). ~ ere, then 

(5.31) 

This is the Gish-Pierce asymptote for this example, which is also shown in 
Figure 5.4. 
0 

5.4 Orthogonal transforms 

5.4.1 Introduetion 

Orthogonal transforms are block-based operations. The input signal x[n] 
is divided into blocks of length N, which are further treated as veetors 
x. Sometimes the input signa! is already presented in a vector form. For 
example in the case of stereophonic audio signals a sample of the left and 
the right channel can be combined to a vector of length two [37]. The 
vector x is transformed to another representation, denoted by y, by a 
multiplication with a transform matrix M such that 

y=Mx. (5.32) 

The matrix M is orthogonal, therefore its inverse is given by 

(5.33) 

The superscript T denotes matrix or vector transposition. The elements 
of the vector y are quantized and coded. The elements of the vector y are 
called transform coeflicients. In the souree decoder the quantized vector 
elements are reconstructed as y and areconstruction of x is computed 
as 

A MTA 
X= y. (5.34) 

Examples of a transform encoder and decoder with block lengths of four 
are given in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Boxes Mand MT perform 
the orthogonal transform and its inverse. From these pictures it is clear 
that the APCM coding of Figures 2.2 on page 30 and 2.3 on page 31 
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M 

Figure 5.5: Transform encoder with a block length of Jour. 

x[i] 

Figure 5.6: Transfarm decoder with a block length of Jour. 
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can be seen as a special case of transform coding with M replaced by a 
diagonal matrix. 

If ey is the quantization error in y, then 

ey = y- y. (5.35) 

This results in an error ex in the output, given by 

A MT ex= x- x= ey. (5.36) 

Figure 5. 7 is the transform coding version of Figure 4.2 on page 63. If 
DMsE from ( 1.4) is the elistortion measure, then 

(5.37) 

This shows that the mean-square error is unaffected by an orthogonal 
transform. The correlation matrix of the coding error is given by 

Ce t'{(:X:- x)(x- xf} 
- t' {MT eye~M} 

- MTt'{eye~}M. (5.38) 

If y is uniformly quantized with step size .ó., the quantization error is 
uncorrelated with varianee 

(5.39) 

Therefore 

(5.40) 

If the input signal is two-dimensional, such as a picture, it is divided 
into blocks of Nv x Nh samples. The Nv and Nh are the block's dimensions 
in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. The blocks are 
further denoted as Nv x Nb-matrices X. The matrix X is transformed to 
the matrix Y by pre- and post-multiplying it by transform matrices Mv 
and Ml such that 

Y=MvXM~. 
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x --------------~ 

Figure 5. 7: Additive source-decoding model for transform coders. 

The matrix Mv is an Nv x Nv matrix transforming the columns of X, 
while Mh is an Nh x Nh matrix transforming the rows of X. In the souree 
decoder a reconstruction X of X is obtained from the reconstructed block 
y with 

A T A 

X=Mv YMh. 

Popular dimensions in picture coding for the blocks X are 8 x 8 and 
16 x 16. A popular transfarm for picture coding is the Discrete Cosine 
Transfarm (DCT) [1, 38]. Other transfarms are the Walsh-Hadamard 
Transfarm (WHT), once popular because the transfarm matrix only con
tains numbers 1 and -1 and allowed implementations of acceptable com
plexity, and the Discrete Fourier Transfarm (DFT). Many transfarms are 
discussed in [38]. In the remainder of this section only one-dimensional 
transfarms are considered. 

There are two reasous for using orthogonal transforms. The first is 
that a transfarm can make it easier to reduce the bit rate by coding 
quantizer-output symbols. That this is optimally done by the proper 
orthogonal transfarm will be illustrated for stationary Gaussian signals 
the coding-error varianee as the distartion measure. The second reason 
to apply transfarms is that a transfarm can decompose the signal into 
perceptually relevant components. By quantizing these components with 
different accuracies the coding errors can be controlled in such a way that 
perceptible distartion is minimal. 

5.4.2 Transfarm coding and bit rate 

The following example illustrates for the simple case of N = 2 how 
transforming a signal makes coding easier. First the number of bits 
needed to code the components of the quantized input vector x separately 
is computed. Then it is shown that this number can be reduced if the 
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vector is first transformed. 

Example 19 Asstlllle that the components of the vector x have a joint Gaus
sian probability density function [7] 

1 ( uTc-Iu) 
Px(u) = 27rJ!CT exp - 2 . (5.41) 

The 2 x 2-matrix C is the correlation matrix, which is defined by 

In the above definitions it has been asstlllled that e {x i} = 0, i = 1, 2. The 
determinant of C is denoted by IC I· 

In this example it is also asstlllled that 

and that 

Therefore, 

c = 0'2 ·( 1 p ) 
x p 1 ' 

and 
I Cl = 0'!(1- p2

). 

A contour plot of Px(u) for CT;= 0.25 and p = 0.9 is shown in Figure 5.8. The 
contours are shown for log(px(u)) = 0.25, 0, -0.25, -0.50. 

The probability density function Px1 ( u1) of x1 follows from [7] 

From evaluating the above integral it follows that 

Assume first in this example that x 1 and x2 are quantized separately by 
a uniform midtread quantizer with step size /:;.. The quantization levels are 
shown in Figure 5.8 for /:;. = 0.1. It has been shown in Section 5.2 that the 
entropy of the quantizer-output symbols is closely approximated by 

(5.42) 
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Figure 5.8: Contour plot of a joint Gaussian probability density function. 

Independent coding of the i:1 and i:2 leads to an average bit rate R satisfying 

and a quantization-error varianee u; is given by 

f:l.2 
".2 -
ve- 1z• (5.44) 

Now the situation is considered where the components of a tranformed 
vector 

1 ( 1 1 ) y = Mx = .j2 1 _ 1 x 

are quantized with the same quantizer. The result will he that the same 
coding-error varianee can he obtained at a lower bit rate. At the receiver the 
:i: is obtained with 

• MT· 1 ( 1 1) . 
x= y = .j2 1 -1 y. 
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According to (5.39), the varianee of the coding error per sample is given by 

b._2 

12' 
which is the same as without the transform. 

Because 

the y1 and Y2 are statistically independent. The joint probability density 
function Py ( v) is given by 

with 

PuJut) = J211'( / + p )u; exp (- 2( 1 :r p )ui) 

p112 (v2) = J211'(/- p)u; exp (- 2(1 :ip)u;) · 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

A contour plot ofpy(v) for u;= 0.25 and p = 0.9 for Py(v) is shown in Figure 
5.9. The contcurs are shown for log(py(v)) = 0.25, 0, -0.25, -0.50. 

Instead of the components of x the components of y are quantized, with 
the same step size b.., and coded. The quantization levels are shown in Figure 
5.9 for the case of b.. = 0.1. The entropies ofthe quantizer-output symbols are 
given by 

and 
. 1 ( J1 - p )u x 

H(y2) ::.::: 2log2(211'e) + log2( b.. ). 

The entropy per sample, determining the number of bits per sample needed 
to code the signa!, is given by 

(5.48) 

The term log2 ( ~) is negative and reduces the entropy per sample with 
respect to (5.42). In this example p = 0.9, which leads to a rednetion of 1.2 
bits per sample for an unchanged coding error. 

Independent coding of the Yt and Y2 leads to an average bit rate R which 
satisfi.es 

~(H(yi) + H(y1)):::; R < ~(H(yl) + H(j)I)) + 1. (5.49) 
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Figure 5.9: Contour plot of a joint Gaussian probability density function 
after an orthogonal transform. 

Combined coding of the ih and f12 reduces the upper bound of (5.49) by 1/2. 
To assess the practical value of transforms, four situations are compared. 

The fust is independent coding of the quantized XI and x 2 , thesecondis joint 
coding of the quantized XI and x2 , the third is independent co ding of the the 
quantized YI and Y2 and the fourth is joint co ding of the quantized y1 and Y2. 
It is assumed that !::.. = ux/10 and p = 0.9. 

First consider independent coding of the quantized x 1 and x 2 • Assume that 
the input range of the quantizer equals ( -4ux, 4ux)· The number of quantiza
tion levels then equals 81. Overlaad distartion in this case is negligible. The 
distartion is then given by 

t::..2 u2 
-=-x-
12 1200 

From (5.42) it follows that a Huifman code can be found such that the bit 
rate R satisfi.es 

5.37 ~ R < 6.37. 

A Huifman code with 81 entries is required. 
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independent coding joint coding 
QC bit rate 5.37$ R < 6.36 4.17$ R < 4.67 

en tri es 81 6561 
bit rate 4.17 < R < 5.17 4.17 < R < 4.67 
en tri es 138 2912 

Table 5.1: Bit rates and numbers of entries of Huffman tables for coders 
with and without an orthogonal transform. 

According to (5.14), joint coding of the quantized x1 and x2 leadstoa bit 
rate R that satisfies 

4.17$ R < 4.67. 

The distartion is the same as in the case of independent coding. However, 
with the given input range, a Huffman code with 812 = 6561 entries is now 
required. 

Independent coding of quantized Yl and Y2 leads to a bit rate R satisfying 

4.17$ R < 5.17, 

again for the same distortion. Assume that the input ranges of the y1 and the 
Y2 quantizers equal 

and 

respectively, in order to have the same negligible overlaad probability as in 
the previous cases. In this case two Huffman codes are required, one for the 
quantized y1 and one for the quantized Y2· The numbers of entries are 112 
and 26, respectively. The total number of entries is 138. 

Joint coding of quantized y1 and Y2 can reduce the upper bound to the bit 
rate to 4.67, in which case one Huifman code with 112 x 26 = 2912 entries is 
required. 

From the above comparison it is clear that an orthogonal transfarm before 
quantization greatly reduces coder complexity. The results are summarized in 
Table 5.1. 
0 

In Example 19 two methods of coding a vector x have been compared. 
The first consists of the independent quantization and coding of the two 
components of the vector x. In the second method an orthogonal trans
form is first applied to the vector. Subsequently the components of the 
transformed vector are quantized independently and coded. It has been 
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observed that the componentsof the transformed vector y were indepen
dent. The condusion drawn in Example 19 is that the latter metbod 
leads to a result that can be coded with a smaller number of bits for the 
same coding error. Note that in Example 19 

M C MT = q; ( 1 ~ p 1 ~ p ) . 

The transform matrix M diagonalizes the correlation matrix C. 
The above results can be generalized to larger vectors. The case 

considered is that of a stationary Gaussian souree producing samples x[n], 
which have zero mean, varianee q; and autocorrelation function Rxx[k]. 
A property used throughout is that, if a vector with a joint Gaussian 
probability density function is transformed, the resulting vector also has 
a joint Gaussian probability density function. 

Before quantization the veetors are multiplied by a matrix M that 
diagonalizes C such that 

The .À1 , ... , ÀN are the eigenvalnes of C and the columns of MT are the 
eigenveetors of C. Let 

y=Mx. 

The correlation matrix of y is given by 

which shows that components of y are uncorrelated. Because they are 
Gaussian, they are also independent [7]. The varianee of Yi is given by 
Ài. 

If the components of the vector y are quantized with a uniform quan
tizer with step size Ll and coded, then each quantized component can 
be considered as the output of a discrete source. After decoding the 
distorted vector x is obtained from 

x= MT:Y. 

It has been shown in Example 19 that D still equals ~;. The entropy of 
the quantizer-output symbols obtained by quantizing Yi is given by 

A 1 ( ) 1 (~) H(yi)::::: 2Iog2 21re + og2 T . (5.50) 
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The average entropy per transform coeffi.cient follows from 

(5.51) 

which is identical to the average entropy per sample of the untransformed 
quantized signal given by (5.15), buthereN independent discrete sourees 
have to he coded, which may require different codes. Independent coding 
of the quantized Yn leads to a bit rate R satisfying 

1 N 1 N 

- L H(yi) :::; R < N L H(fli) + 1. 
N i=t i=t 

(5.52) 

The upper bound to the rate can he reduced by combined coding of the 
quantized Yi, which leads to a bit rate R satisfying 

1 N 1 N 1 
N ~H(fli) :SR< N LH(fli) + N' 

a=l a=l 

(5.53) 

which bounds are identical to (5.5). 
It is interesting to compare coder complexity with and without the 

use of an orthogonal transform. Assume that, as in (4.27), overload is 
negligible if the number of quantization levels is given by 

for the Xn and 

M = J{(Jx 

~ 
(5.54) 

(5.55) 

for the Yi· For Gaussian Xn, overload is negligible for K ;::: 8. Combined 
coding of the quantized Xn leadstoa bit rate (5.5) but requires a Huifman 
code with 

(5.56) 

entries. Independent coding of the quantized Yn leads toa bit rate (5.52) 
but requires N Huifman codes with only 

(5.57) 

entries in all, which is substantially less than the number given by (5.56). 
It can he shown that the total average number of entries satisfies 

~ ~ M· < J{(Jx 
NL- t_ ~ 

a=l 

(5.58) 
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and that (5.58) only holds with equality if the Xi have identical vari
ances. N ote that the average complexity is smaller than or equal to the 
complexity of independent Huffman coding of untransformed samples, 
whereas the bit rate now approximates the bit rate that can be achieved 
by combined Huffman coding of N untransformed samples. 

The upper bound to the rate can be reduced to that in ( 5.5) by 
combined coding of the quantized Yi· This requires one Huffman code 
with 

/{Nfi A 
i=l .6. 

(5.59) 

entries. From (5.12) and the fact that for Ài ~ 0 

{5.60) 

it follows that 

(5.61) 

and that (5.61) only holds with equality if the Xi are independent. From 
this it follows that even combined coding of the quantized Yi results in a 
reduction of coder complexity. 

The following important conclusions can be drawn. For a station
ary correlated Gaussian souree there exists an orthogonal transfarm that 
converts a sequence of N dependent samples into a sequence of N inde
pendent samples, the entropy of which, after they have been uniformly 
quantized with step size .6., equals the entropy per symbol of groups of 
N consecutive samples of the souree signal quantized with the same step 
size. The coder complexity required to code the quantized transformed 
samples at a minimum bitrateis lower, usually substantially lower, than 
the complextity required to code the quantized untransformed samples at 
the same bit rate. Furthermore, the average entropy of the transformed 
and quantized signal can be brought arbitrarily close to H00 (x[n]} by 
choosing N large enough. 

The transfarm in the above example and derivation diagonalizes the 
signal's autocorrelation matrix. The name of this transfarm is the Kar
hunen-Loève Transform (KLT). It is signal-dependent. It is optimal in 
the sense that for a given step size .6. and block length N there is no 
transfarm that further reduces the sum of the entropies of the transfarm 
coeflicients, simply because it already satis:fies (3.19) with equality. 

The following example is an extension of Example 18. It showshow 
an appropriate transfarm helps to code the second-order autoregressive 
process of that example. 
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Example 20 The samples x[n] of the autoregressive process defined in Ex
ample 18 satisfy 

x[n] = -a1x[n- 1]- a2x[n- 2] + e[n], 

with e[n] independent of x[n- 1] and x[n- 2]. H the x[n] are uniformly 
quantized with step size !::"., it can be shown that the sequence of quantizer
output symbols q[i] is asecond-order Markov process for which probabilities 
Pilkh defined in Section 3.6, can be determined. As has been remarked in 
Section 3.6, an efficient methad of coding such a Markov process is to use 
conditional Huffman codes. This means that a Huffman code is required for 
every combination of quantizer-output symbols q[i- 1], q[i- 2]. Assume that 
!::". = 0.1 and u= 1 and that a 127-level uniform midtread quantizer is used. 
This corresponds to a K of about 13 in (5.54). In that case this type of 
encoding would require 127 x 127 ::: 16000 Huffman tables with 127 entries. 
Fortunately, because of symmetries in the input dis tribution and because some 
of the Huffman tables will be identical ar almast identical, a smaller number 
of tables will also be su:fficient, but it will still be large. Coding groups of N 
quantizer-output symbols tagether also leads to a high coder complexity, as 
it requires one Huffman table with a number of entries of the order of 127N. 
lt will now be shown that application of a Karhunen-Loève transfarm and 
uniform quantization of the transfarm coefficients with step size !::"., foliowed 
by independent coding of the N quantizer-output symbols, can greatly reduce 
the bit rate. 

From (5.51), (5.52) and (5.11) it follows that the bit rate in that case 
satisfies 

According to (5.58), this requires N Huffman codes, with on average about 
130 entries. 

The bit rate can he evaluated more precisely. For this example of a second
order autoregressive process it can he shown that for N ~ 2 

This result is used in (5.62) to compute the lower bound toR. As in Example 
18 we have that !::". = 0.1, p = 0.9, 0 = 1r /3, u = 1 and ue = 0.508. This leads 
to a distartion 

t::,.2 1 
D=--

12 u2 

of -30.8 dB and to a lower bound to the bit rate RL, given by 

1.74 
4.39+N 
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First note tha.t for N - oo the Gish-Pierce bound is a.pproxima.ted. Pairs 
(RL, D) are shown in Figure 5.4 for several values of N. From this figure it 
follows tha.t the Gish-Pierce a.symptote is ra.pidly a.pproa.ched if N increa.ses. 
0 

5.4.3 Suboptimal transforms and power concen
tration 

If the signal statistics are known to the souree eneader and decoder, 
the Karhunen-Loève Transfarm can he used. In general this is not the 
case. A possible salution would he to transmit the transfarm matrix 
regularly, but that would increase the bit rate excessively. Therefore, 
suboptimal transfarms with a fixed transfarm matrix are used practi
cally always. The most popular transfarm used nowadays is the Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT). It can he shown that for large N the Discrete 
Cosine Transfarm approximates the behaviour of the Karhunen-Loève 
Transform. This is sometimes used as an explanation for the success of 
the Discrete Cosine. Transform in picture coding, even though the as
sumptions under which this property holds, such as stationariness and 
large block size, are not satisfied. More on the use of the DCT in picture 
coding is presented in Chapter ?? . 

Forsmaller block lengths the use of suboptimal transfarms mayalso 
help. Suppose that M does not diagonalize C, but that the correlation 
matrix of y is given by 

The varianee of Yi is given by ci,i. Since M is orthogonal we obtain 

2 C 1 ;_C' . N Ux = i,i = N L-t j,j, Z = 1, ... , . 
j=l 

(5.63) 

The average entropy per quantized transform coeffi.cient is now given by 

(5.64) 
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The above expression only holds with equality for identical CL. The 
average coder complexity required to code quantizer-output symbols in
dependenty after transformation is now given by 

T.' N f(j!. 
~ L _V_ '-'i•,,i,. 

N i=I ~ 

It can be shown in this case that 

K N f{j!. u _ 2: _V_._, i•_,,i, < K ....=... 
N i=l ~ - ~ 

The above expression likewise only holds with equality for identical Cf i. 
' From the above it can be concluded that in this suboptimal case 

the average entropy of the quantized transform coefficients is less than 
or equal to the entropy of quantized input samples. A suboptimal or
thogonal transform is therefore still capable of reducing the bit rate if it 
distributes the signa! power non-uniformly over the Yi· An orthogonal 
transform that does this is said to concentra te the signa! power. This is 
optimally achieved with the Karhunen-Loève Transform. 

The signa! can be coded at the reduced bit rate with an coder com
plexity that equals the complexity required to code the input samples 
independently at a much higher bit rate. 

It has been assumed that the signals are stationary and Gaussian. 
If the signa! is not Gaussian, the Karhunen-Loève Transform does not 
make the symbols y[n] independent, but merely uncorrelated. This means 
that after the transform the minimum bit rate cannot be reached by 
independent coding of the y[n]. However, the transform may have the 
power-con centration property, and therefore still help to rednee the bit 
rate. 

5.4.4 When the requirements are not satisfied 

The above examples and derivations show how using an orthogonal trans
form can be helpful in souree coding. Practical situations are often more 
complicated. For instance, the assumptions that ~ < Ux or ~ <A 
are incorrect at low bit rates. Also, non-uniform quantizers may for per
ceptual reasons be used insteadof uniform ones. In those cases the above 
denvation is incorrect. However, the general condusion that the use of 
an orthogonal transform makes the coding easier remains valid in many 
cases. 

A little more can be said about the case that the requirement ~ < Ài 

is not satis:fied forsome i. Rate-Distortion Theory gives a more general 
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answer to this problem [10]. Assume that A~~ forsome i. In that 
case, quantization would map those Yi on to 0. If it is known in advance 
for which i A ~ ~' no bits have to be spent to code these Yi. Assume 
that the num.her of Yi for which A ~ ~ is N0 , then the mean-square 
error is given by 

If the Ài, i= N- N0 + 1, ... , N, are small enough, then 

~2 

DMsE < 12· 

(5.65) 

This implies that a greater step size ~ can be used than that prescribed 
by 

~2 

DMsE = 12' 
which leads to a further reduced bit rate. In practical applications a 
substantial part of the bit-rate rednetion is often obtained by setting 
transform coefficients equal to zero. This is further discussed in Chapter 
?? ... 

5.4.5 Transfarm coding and perception 

A transform can be regarded as a decomposition into basis vectors. This 
is easily demonstrated as follows. If 

y=Mx, 

then, if M is orthogonal 
-MT X- y, 

i=l 

Thus x is written as a sum of basis vectors. Similarly, m the two
dimensional case we have 

Nv Nh 

x= LLYk,lBk,l, 
k=1l=1 

with 
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In both cases the input samples are decomposed as a weighted sum of 
basis components. Pictures of these basis components for a 8 x 8 two
dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform can be found in Chapter ?? . 

There are some transforms of which the human observer is not able 
to perceive all basis components. The coeffi.cients corresponding tothese 
can be set equal to zero without introducing any perceptual distortion. 
Furthermore, for other components the human observer sometimes has a 
reduced sensitivity to errors, which means that their coeffi.cients can be 
quantized less accurately. In this way the bit rate can be further reduced. 

In what follows, the assumption that Mis orthogonal is temporarily 
dropped. Assume that a perceptually desirabie quality is obtained by 
quantizing the coeffi.cients Yi, i = 1, ... , N, with quantization steps .Ó.i, 

i = 1, ... , N, respectively. According to (5.39) and (5.38), DMsE and the 
coding-error correlation matrix Ce are given by 

and 

1 N .Ó.2 

DMsE = N ?: 1~ , t=l 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

The matrix Ce in (5.67) is generally not diagonal, which means that the 
coding errors are correlated. If the M is a Discrete Fourier Transform or 
a Discrete Cosine Transform, then, for N large enough, it can be shown 
that the power speetral density of the coding error is approximated by 

E(k~) ~ ~;. (5.68) 

The error power speetral density at the decoder output is only flat if all 
step sizes are equal, otherwise it is not. The result of quantization with 
unequal step sizes is speetral shaping of the coding error and therefore, 
it can be seen as another form of noise-shaping. 

For Gaussian x with correlation matrix C, the correlation matrix of 
y is MCM-1. It is assumed that 

A simple extension of (5.14) shows that the minimum bit rate needed to 
code the quantized y is given by 

~H(yt, ... ,yN) (5.69) 
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According to (5.51), 

~H(Yb···,YN) (5.70) 

1 lN A lN ~ 
~ 2log2(27re) + N ~log2 ( ~') + N ~log2 ( ~). 

t=l t=l I 

The first two termsin the right-hand side of (5.70) give the entropy fora 
fixed step size ~. The last term re:O.ects the change if different step sizes 
are used. This shows how perceptual coding in:O.uences the bit rate. A 
good choice of step sizes yields 

with imperceptible distortion. This implies a rednetion of bit rate. Ob
viously, 

if 
~i 2:: ~' i = 1, ... , N. 

If M does not diagonalize C, as was assumed in Subsection 5.4.2, 
complicated dependent coding is required in order to achleve a bit rate 
close to (5.70). Therefore, it is often useful to specify the desired noise
shaping in the frequency domain and use a Discrete Fourier Transform or 
a Discrete Cosine Transform because these transforms diagonalize C for 
N large enough. They consequently make noise-shaping possible without 
the necessity of dependent coding. 

The above remark does not imply that other perceptually relevant 
transforms may not he useful. Even if the minimum bit rate is not 
achieved because optimal coding of quantizer-output symbols is too com
plicated, noise-shaping combined with independent coding may give a 
lower bit rate and better quality than can he obtained with a diagonal
izing transform, a fixed step size ~ and independent coding. The reason 
is that the perceptually relevant transform may allow most of the ~i 
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to be substantially larger than A. According to (5.70) and the power
concentration property (5.64), this may still yield a lower bit rate. 

An example of the use of the Discrete Fourier Transfarm in this way 
is given in [39]. In that example a digital audio signal is split up into 
blocks of 1024 samples which are transformed to the frequency domain 
by a Discrete Fourier Transform. For each transfarm component it is 
computed whether it can be discarded or not. If it cannot be discarded, 
it is quantized with such an accuracy that the coding error cannot be 
perceived. lt is claimed that a rednetion in bit rate by a factor of seven 
or eight can be obtained in this way without introducing audible errors. 

The same procedure is used in picture coding. Blocks of, for instance, 
8 x 8 samples are transformed to the Discrete Cosine domain. Some of 
the transformed coeflicients can be set to zero because the conesponding 
basis components cannot be observed. Others can be quantized with a 
step size such that the coding errors remain invisible. The quantization 
step size and the type of quantizer are often determined experimentally. 
More about selecting quantizers and step sizes is presented in Chapter 
??. 

5.5 Subband filtering 

5.5.1 Introduetion 

In subband filtering the signal x[n] is split up by means of a filter bank 
into a number of frequency bands, called subbands. The sample rate in 
each frequency band is reduced to twice its bandwidth. In this way the 
total sample rate of the signal remains unchanged. Rednetion in sample 
rate is also called decimation. The filter bank that splits the signal is 
therefore called a decimating filter bank. The separate frequency bands 
can be merged tagether to form a replica of the original signal by another 
filter bank which increases the sample rate of each frequency band. This 
process is called interpolation. All frequency bands with increased sample 
rate are subsequently added together. The merging filter bank is called 
an interpolating filter bank. If the filters in decimating and interpolating 
filter banks are designed carefully, the output signal of the interpolating 
filter bank is, apart from a delay, a perfect copy of the input signal x[n]. 
There are many possible structures for interpolating and decimating filter 
banks, such as QMF filter banks, CQF filter banks and filter banks based 
on polyphase filtering [40, 41]. Chapter ?? gives an example of a QMF 
filter bank. Assume that the subbands are numbered from 1 to N and 
that the decimating and the interpolating filters in the ith subband are 
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+ 
x[i] 

Figure 5.10: Basic scheme of a subband souree encoder and decoder. 

denoted by Fi( exp(j9)) and Gi( exp{j9)) , respectively. Although it is not 
a necessary requirement for good coding results, it will be assumed in this 
section that the subband filters are derived from ideal bandpass filters 
with 

H·(ex ('9)) = { 1' (i - 1) ~ :5: e <i;,, (5.71) 
• p J 0, otherWise. 

In that case 
Fi(exp(j9)) = Hi(exp(j8)), (5. 72) 

and 
Gi(exp(j8)) = NHi(exp(j9)). (5.73) 

Subband filtering is also used as a transformation for two-dimension
al signals, such as pictures. This is extensively discussed in Cha.pter ?? 
and in [42]. The most common approach in the case of pictures is for 
the signal to be first filtered and decimated in one direction, e.g. the 
horizontal direction. The resulting subband signals are then filtered and 
decimated in the other direction. 

The subband signals in the souree decoder are quantized and coded. 
In the souree decoder they are decoded, reconstructed and combined into 
a replica of the original. This is illustrated in Figure 5.10, which does 
not show the coder and decoder blocks. 

The two reasons for applying subband filtering before quantizing and 
coding are the same as in the case of transfarm coding. The first is that 
it makes it easier to achleve a bit rate close to the signal's entropy. This 
can be illustrated for stationary Gaussian signals on the assumption that 
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the mean-square error is the distortion measure. The second reason for 
employing subband filtering is that the amount of quantization noise in 
each subband can be easily controlled in such a way that it is perceptually 
least disturbing. 

5.5.2 Subband coding and bit rate 

Assume that the input signa! x[n] is zero-mean Gaussian and has a vari
anee u;. It is split into N equally wide subbands. The subband signals 
are also Gaussian. Let u[ be the varianee of the signa! in subband i. It 
can be shown that 

N 

L:ul =u;. 
i=l 

If a quantizer with a step size ~ <t:: min(ub ... , uN) operates on x[n], 
the entropy of the quantized signa! x[n] is given by 

H(x[n]) ~ ~ log2(27re) + log2 ( ~) 

1 (V~2:~1 u[) 
- 2log2(27re) + log2 ~ • (5.74) 

The distortion is given by 

~2 

DMsE = 12· 

It can be shown that distortion remains unchanged if the subband signals 
are quantized with step size -j;;. The entropy of the quantized Yi[n] in 
subband i is given by 

(5.75) 

and the average entropy per quantized subband sample by 

1 N 1 1 N (ffiu·) 
N t; H(yi[n]) ~ 2log2 (27re) + N t;log2 ~ ' • (5.76) 

If the u[ are replaced by kAi, the expressions (5.74) and (5.76) are iden
tical to (5.13) and (5.15), respectively. lt therefore follows that in the 
case of subband coding 

~ 'f: H(yi[m]) ::; H(x[n]). 
i= I 

(5.77) 
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The above expression only holds with equality if u1 = u2 = ... = O"N. A 
condusion similar to that in the case of transfarm coding can be drawn 
here, namely that for the same distartion the average entropy of the 
quantized subband signals is less than the entropy of the quantized input 
signal, if subband filtering distributes signal power non-uniformly over 
the subbands. This is the subband-coding equivalence of the power
concentration property described in Subsection 5.4.3 

Independent coding of the quantized Yi[n] leads toa bit rate 

1 N 1 N 
N L H(yi[n]):::; R < N L H(yi[n]) + 1 

i=l i=l 

(5.78) 

Of course, the quantized Yi[n] require different codes. If the subband 
filters are ideal bandpass filters, it can be shown that the subband signals 
are uncorrelated, or 

Because the y1[m], ... , YN[m] are Gaussian, this means that 

N 

H(ilt [m], ... , YN[m]) = L H(yi[m]). 
i=l 

Combined coding of the quantized y1 [m], ... , YN[m] will therfore only 
further reduce the upper bound to the bit rate, which then satis:fies 

1 N 1 N 1 
N L H(yi[n]) < R < N L H(yi[n]) + N' 

a=l a=l 

(5.79) 

By combined coding of groups of samples in each subband the upper 
bound can be still further reduced. 

It is interesting to evaluate the performance of subband coding if 
the number of subbands increases. For that the following limit must be 
computed: 

First, if SA 9) is the signal's speetral density, then 

and 
1 ;.". 

1N u?=- "-"· Sr(9) dfJ. 
7r ~ 

N 

(5.80) 

(5.81) 

(5.82) 
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For large N we find that 

li 2 = _!_5 ((2i- 1)1r) N!:!o (J'l N x 2N . (5.83) 

On substitution of (5.83) in (5.80) it follows that 

N~oo ~ ~H(Y;[m]) (5.84) 

- ~ loga(21re) + N~ ~ ~ ~ log2 ( Sx ( (
2
i 2~1 )1!')) -

log2 (~) 
1 1 [1r 1 

- 2log2{21re) +;Jo 2log2 (Sx(O)) dO -log2 (~) 

- H00 (x[n]), 

which is identical to the result of (5.16). This means that a subband 
coderis capable of reaching the minimum bit rate (5.16) if the number 
of subbands is large enough. 

The coder complexity of a subband coderis analysedas follows. As
sume, as in the case oftransform coding (5.54), that overload is negligible 
if the number of quantization levels is given by 

M = Kux 
~ 

for the x[n] and by 

(5.85) 

for the Yi[n]. For Gaussian signals, overload is negligible for [{ = 8. 
Independent coding of the quantized Yi[n] requires N Huffman codes 

with 

(5.86) 

entries in all. In this case it can he shown that the total average number 
of entries satisfies 

1 l:N M T.'' (]'x - ·<.ti-
N. '- ~ 

s=l 

(5.87) 

and that (5.87) only holds with equality if the Yi have identical variances. 
Note that the average complexity is smaller than or equal to the com
plexity of independent Huffman coding of quantized input samples x[n], 
but that, according to (5.77), the bit rate has been reduced. For N large 
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enough, the bit rate approximates the bit rate that can be achieved by 
combined Huffman coding of N untransformed quantized samples. 

It seems that the effects of subband filtering before quantizing are 
largely the same as the effects of an orthogonal transform. And that, for 
large N, the same performance and the same coder complexity can be 
expected. 

5.5.3 Subband coding and perception 

A subband coder can be perceptually optimized by not transmitting those 
subbands which cannot he observed and by quantizing others with step 
s1zes 

It is assumed that 
Ai~ Ui. 

As a result the power speetral density of the coding error in the output 
samples x[n] is given by 

(5.88) 

with H,(exp(j9)) defined in (5.71). With proper choice of the step sizes, 
a stepwise approximation can be made of a desired error power speetral 
density. This desired error power speetral density should be chosen in 
such a way that the coding errors are imperceptible. The entropy, and 
thus the bit rate, follows from 

1 N 
N ?: H(y,[n]} 

•=1 
(5.89) 

This can be compared with the entropy obtained with a fixed step size 
Aj..;N. It follows that 

1 N 
N?: H(yi[n]) (5.90) 

•=1 

1 1 N (..fNu·) 1 N A 
~ 2logz(27re) + N trlogz A ' + N tr logz( Ai). 
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This result is similar to ( 5. 70), derived for transform coding. The first 
two terms in the right-hand side of (5.90) give the entropy for a fixed 
step size ~. The last term reflects the change if different step sizes are 
used. This shows how pereeptual eoding influences the bit rate. A good 
choice of step sizes yields 

with imperceptible distortion. This implies a rednetion of bit rate. Ob
viously 

if 
~i 2: ~' i = 1, ... , N. 

5.6 Predictive filtering 

5.6.1 Introduetion 

In a predictive coder the signal is filtered before quantization and eod
ing. After decoding and reconstruction it is filtered with the inverse of 
the filter in the souree encoder. The output of the filter in the souree 
encoder is the difference between aprediction of x[n] and x[n] itself. The 
prediction is computed with a so-called predictive filter. This is usually a 
non-recursive filter that prediets a sample x[n] as a linear combination of 
p previous samples. The integer p is called the order of prediction. The 
difference between the prediction of x[n] and x[n] is called the prediction 
error. It is quantized and coded. Souree coding with predictive filtering 
is called linear predictive coding (LPC). Linear predictive coding is often 
used in speech coding [43]. 

In this section it is shown, on the assumptions that the signal x[n] 
is Gaussian and stationary and that the coding-error varianee is the dis
tortion measure, that predictive filtering helps to reduce the bit rate. 
This is done in Subsection 5.6.2. Quantization in a predictive coder is 
less straightforward than in a transform or subband coder. To obtain a 
minimum quantization-error varianee a noise-shaping quantizer must he 
used. It is shown in Subsection 5.6.3 that the above approach results in 
the well-known differential pulsecode modulation (DPCM) [1] system. A 
perceptual speetral weighting of the quantization errors can he achieved 
by adapting the noise-shaping quantizer. 
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x[i] 1 G(z) H Q H c r bit stream 

linear predictive eneader 

bit stream 1 D H R H 1/G(z) r x[i] 

linear predictive decoder 

Figure 5.11: Blocks in a linear predictive souree coding system. 

5.6.2 Predictive filtering and bit rate 

In linear predictive souree caders the prediction of x[n] is obtained by a 
filtering operation on x[n- p], ... , x[n- 1]. The prediction can beseen 
as the output of a :finite impulse response filter. The prediction error is 
the difference between x[n] and its prediction. Of course, the prediction 
error can also be seen as the output of a finite impulse response filter 
whoseinput is x[n]. In this section a somewhat more general approach 
is followed, as we allow the :filter that computes the prediction error to 
have an infinite impulse response. 

It has been shown inSection 5.2 for Gaussian signals quantized with 
step size .ó. that (5.16) and (5.17) and {5.20) express the relation between 
the power speetral density and the entropy. The mean-square error after 
decoding and reconstruction is given by 

Filtering a signal changes its power speetral density. The question 
arises whether a :filtering operation that converts a signal x[n] into a 
white-noise signal, which after quantization with step size .ó. has an en
tropy H00(x[n]) and can be coded easily, is a suitable transformation. Af
ter decoding and reconstruction, the souree decoder computes a replica 
of the input signal by an inverse filtering operation. This approach is 
analysed below. The basic coding scheme is shown in Figure 5.11. 

Filtering the signal x[n] with a :filter with a transfer function 

G(z) = A(z) = 1 + a1 z- 1 + ... + apz-P 
B(z) 1 + b1z-1 + ... + bpz-P 
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results in a Gaussian white-noise signa! y[nJ with a varianee o} which, 
after quantization with a step size ~' has an entropy 

This entropy is identieal to H00 (x[n]). However, if this signa! is quantized 
with a step size ~' after decoding, reconstruction and inverse filtering 
with a transfer function 

B(exp(jO)) 
A(exp(jB)) 

a coding error results with a power speetral density 

S (0) = ~21B(exp(j0))12. 
dd 12 IA(exp(j0))12 

The distortion in the souree decoders output is given by 

(5.91) 

The above approach lc;:ads to the desired bit rate, but the distortion is 
greater than what would have been obtained by quantizing x[n] with step 
size ~. 

The distortion can be reduced by using a noise-shaping quantizer such 
as has been described inSection 4.4.4 and Figure 4.11 on page 80. If the 
noise-shaping filter in this figure has a transfer function 

F(z) = ~~;~ - 1 

and an impulse response 
1,ft,J2,···, 

it follows from (4.18) and (5.91) that 

Sdd(B) = 11 + F(ex (.0)12 IB(exp(jB))I
2 
~2 

p J IA(exp(j8))12 12 
~2 

- 12. (5.92) 

The entropy of the quantized y[nJ has increased slightly because the 
sum of the y[n] and the output of the noise-shaping filter is quantized. 
On the basis of the Central Limit Theorem [7] it can be assumed that 
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the output of the noise-shaping filter is Gaussian. This means that the 
entropy of the quantizer-output symbols is given by 

(5.93) 

If ~ ~ u~, then H(y[n]) ~ Hoo(x[m]). The number of entries for a 
Huffman table to code the quantizer-output symbols is given by 

(5.94) 

(5.95) 

where Ux is the square root of the input signal's variance. Expression 
(5.95) holds with equality if and only if x[n) is white noise. This shows 
that with predictive filtering the signal can be coded at a bit rate R 
satisfying 

Hoo(x[n]) 5 R < Hoo(x[n]) + 1, (5.96) 

and a distortion 

while the coder complexity is less than that required for independent 
coding of quantized x[n). 

The ratio 

is generally referred to as the prediction gain. It is usually expressed 
in dB. Higher prediction gains result in a greater difference between 
H00 (x[n]) and H(x[n]) and a greater reduction in coder complexity. 

Figure 5.12 shows the souree encoder of a linear predictive coder. The 
coder is omitted. 

5.6.3 Linear prediction 

We will now turn to what is generally known as linear prediction: the 
case of a non-recursive predictive filter. In the most common form of a 
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y[i] G(z) Q 1-----r-+- y [i] 

R 

F(z) 

Figure 5.12: Souree encoder of a linear predictive coding system. The 
coder is not present. 

x[i] y[j] 

A'(z) 

source-encoder filter 

y[i] x[j] 

A'(z) 

souree-decoder filter 

Figure 5.13: Filters of a non-recursive linear predictive coding system. 

linear predictive co der we have B ( z) = 1. The filter in the souree en co der 
has then a transfer function which is often written as 

G(z) = 1 + a1z-1 + ... + apz-P = 1- A'(z). 

Figure 5.13 shows possible implementations of the filters in the souree 
encoder and decoderand Figure 5.14 shows an example of a straightfor
ward realization of the filter with a third-order transfer function A' ( z). 

As already stated, a linear pred.ietion of the sample x[n] basedon p 
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x[k] 

Figure 5.14: Example of a third.order filter A'(z). 

x[i] Q 1----.-+- y [i] 

A'(z) R 

-A'(z) 

Figure 5.15: Souree encoder of a non.recursive linear predictive coding 
system. The coder is not present. 

previous samples is computed. This expla.ins the name predictive filter· 
ing. If the prediction is good the prediction ga.in is high and the signal 
y[n] has a small variance. In that case the entropy of the quantized y[n] is 
also small. Other filter structures, such as lattice filters, are also used to 
implement the souree encoder and decoder filters. An overview is given 
in [43] .. 

A souree encoder without a coding blockis illustrated in Figure 5.15. 
It can he shown by some manipulations with the diagram that this en· 
coderis identical to that shown in Figure 5.16, which is generally known 
as the DPCM encoder [1]. DPCM is further discussed in Chapter ?? . 

Note that in order to capture the DPCM encoder of Figure 5.16 in 
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x[n] Q y[i] 

R 

A'(z) 

Figure 5.16: DPCM encoder. 

x [i] -l~-_.,.r_ ..... H~-__ Q_ ...... ~ __ c_---~r bit stream 
f ~I 

Figure 5.17: Souree encoder with feedback. 

to the simple model of Figure 2.6 on page 32, the latter model has to be 
extended to the one shown in Figure 5.17. 

. The reconstructor and the filtering operation are in this view con
sidered to be part of the transformation block in the eneader. 

Linear predictive coding has certain advantages over transfarm and 
subband coding. First of all, only one code is needed for the quantized 
y[n], whereas in the case of transfarm and subband coding Ncodes may 
be required. Secondly, predictive. coders can be very simple, e.g. the 
DPCM coder of Example 1. Transfarm and subband coders are usually 
more complicated. Thirdly, for some signals, such as speech and music 
the power speetral density can be modelled accurately as 

2 1 
ae 11- A'(exp(j6))12 ' 

with a smallorder of prediction p, e.g. p::::: 12. Moreover, the prediction 
coefficients a1, ••• , ap can he estimated easily from the input signal, which 
means that this coding method can readily he made adaptive. In that 
case the souree-coding system is sametimes called adaptive DPCM, or 
ADPCM. 
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Example 21 Reeall that in Example 18 on page 97 D. = 0.1, a1 = -0.9, 
a2 = 0.81, (!x = 1 and (Te = 0.508. The eneoder of Figuxe 5.15 is used to 
eneode the signa!. The entropy of the quantizer-output symbols is given by 
(5.93) and is 

H(y[n]) = 4.395, 

which is just a fraetion above 

H 00{:l:[n]) = 4.392. 

The number of entries in the Huffman table, required to achleve a bit rate 
between 4.395 and 5.395 is given by (5.95). With K = 8 the result is 

M = 41. 

Coding larger groups of quantizer-output symbols reduees the upper bound to 
the bit rate at the expense of increased eoder eomplexity. The lower bound is 
shown in Figuxe 5.4. 
0 

In the above example linear predictive coding outperfarms transfarm 
and subband coding. This is because the predictive filter closely matches 
the signal model; it is not a general conclusion. Although linear predictive 
coding bas the advantages of a relatively simple souree eneader and that 
of being easily made adaptive, it also bas some disadvantages. One is 
that, because of the recursive filter in the souree decoder, the system is 
more sensitive to uncorrected channel errors. Especially in the adaptive 
case where filter coefficients are transmitted to the decoder, this filter 
can become unstable due to transmission or rounding errors. Perceptual 
predictive coding, as will he shown in Subsection 5.6.4, also has more 
limitations than perceptual subband and transfarm coding. 

5.6.4 Predictive filtering and perception 

Perceptual noise-shaping can he obtained by choosing the transfer func
tion of the noise-shaping filter in Figure 5.12 as 

F(z) = ( ~~:~ - l)F'(z). 

In that case the souree-coding error bas a power speetral density 

sdd(fJ) = ~; IF'(exp(j6))1
2

• (5.97) 

The desired noise-shaping can he obtained by an appropriate choice of 
F' ( z), but note should he taken of the remarks made on the risks involved 
in noise-shaping at the end of Section 4.4.4. 
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In subhand and transform coding the possihility exists not to transmit 
certain subhands or transform coefficients. This is especially useful if 
those subhands or coefficients cannot he perceived. This possihility is 
not present in predictive coding, which is a disadvantage in comparison 
with the other two souree-coding techniques. 

5.6.5 Analysis-by-synthesis methods 

There is an interesting class of souree-coding systems for speech which 
are hased on linear prediction and vector quantization, often in combi
nation with perceptual weighting of the coding error. These systems are 
called codehook-excited linear predictive (CELP) coders. This suhsec
tion discusses an elementary CELP coder. 

In a CELP-hased speech coder an excitation sequence or vector is 
selected from a codehook on the basis of a weighted mean-square error 
criterion. The excitation sequences typically contain 10-20 samples. The 
codehook contains ahout 1000 sequences. Selection is done hy feeding 
all excitation sequences into a replica of the souree decoder, which is 
similar toa normal ADPCM decoder. The output sequences thus gen
erated are compared with the original input sequences. The criterion 
for comparison is the weighted mean-square error. This means that the 
difference hetween the input and generated output is passed through a 
noise-weighting filter. The power of the filtered difference sequence is 
then estimated. This power is called the weighted mean-square error. 
The excitation sequence yielding the minimum weighted mean-square 
error is selected and its index transmitted. This procedure is often called 
analysis-hy -synthesis. 

Figure 5.18 shows how a weighting filter is used in a CELP coder. 
From the incoming speech signal x[i] the LPC analysis box computes the 
prediction coefficients a1 , ••• , a1n the coefficients for the weigthing filter 
and a gain factor. The codehook contains a numher of excitation vee
tors. The vector length is N. During selection all veetors are multiplied 
hy the gain factor and passed through an analysis filter. This results in 
a sequence of N samples denoted hy x[i]. An error sequence is formed 
hy subtrading N input samples x[i] from N samples x[i]. The error se
quence is passed through the weighting filter. The weighted mean-square 
error, which is the short-term power of the weighted error sequence, is 
computed. The selector box selects the code vector that results in the 
lowest weighted mean-square error. The quantized and coded gain factor 
and prediction coefficients and the index of the vector are transmitted to 
the souree decoder. 

The commonly used weighting filters are hased on the prediction co-
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LPC analysis 

gam 

x[i] --0-- + 1 + A(z) coclebook 

W(z) ~ 2:(. )2 r-- selector ~ index 

Figure 5.18: Simplified CELP encoder without pitch prediction. 

effi.cients a1 , ••• , ap of the speech signal. A possible form of a weighting 
filter is [44] 

W 1 + 2:1=1 aklf z-k 1 
( z) = 1 + 2:1=1 ak/~ z-k 1 + 2:~= 1 Pk8k z-k · 

(5.98) 

The coeffi.cients p1 and p2 are found by applying LPC analysis to the first 
three autocorrelation lags of the sequence. The coeffi.cients 8, /I and 12 

control the amount of weighting at the position of the formants. They 
are so such that good perceptual performance is obtained. According to 
[44], 

8 = 0.7, /1 = 0.95,/2 = 0.8. 

Other, similar, forms have also been reported. 
For a well-chosen codehook that is large enough, the power speetral 

density function of the souree-coding error is proportional to 

5.7 Problems 

Problem 23 Use (5.12) and (5.60) to derive (5.61). 
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Problem 24 Give the transform matrix of Exa.mple 5 on page 27. 

Problem 25 Give the equivalent for Figure 5. 7 on page 5. 7 for a. subband 
coder. Wha.t is the noise-power speetral density if the quantizers in subbands 
1, ... , N have step sizes tl.i, i = 1, ... , N. 

Problem 26 Give the equivalent for Figure 5.7 on page 5.7 fora predictive 
co der. 

Problem 27 Show the equivalence between Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. 

Problem 28 Draw a souree decoder for the CELP encoder in Figure 5.18. 
Which type of vector quantization is used? 

Problem 29 What is the function of the reconstructors in Figure 5.18? 



Chapter 6 

Adaptive souree coding 

6.1 Introduetion 

In the preceding chapters we generally assumed that input signals were 
stationary, or at least second-order or wide-sense stationary [7]. Roughly 
speaking, these assumptions indicate that statistical properties such as 
the mean, the autocorrelation function, the entropy and the probability 
density function do not depend on time, or, in the case of pictures, on 
the spatial coordinates. 

If a designer of a souree-coding system observes that the signal pa
rameters used in a coding system, e.g. the prediction coefficients, change 
more with time than can he expected on the basis of the assumption of 
stationariness, he mayadopt a non-stationary signal model which allows 
these parameters to vary with time. It may he difficult to parametrise 
such a non-stationary model. It is then often assumed that the varia
tions of the parameters are so slow that the parameters can he estimated 
or updated regularly and that the souree encoder and decoder can he 
adapted to these parameters. This is called adaptive souree coding. 

This chapter concentrates on different forms of adaptive souree-coding 
systems and their properties. Adaptivity may occur in all basic blocks of 
a souree-coding system. For instance, if in Figure 5.15 on page 128 the 
prediction coefficients are computed adaptively, then the transformation 
block is adaptive. If a souree-coding system switches between quantizers, 
the quantization blocks are adaptive. Ziv-Lempel coding, as discussed in 
Subsection 3.5.3, is an example of adaptive coding. 

The further contents of this chapter are as follows. Section 6.2 dis
cusses the two principal forms of adaptivity: forward and backward adap
tivity. Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 show that adaptation occurs at a cer
tain ra te, requires parameter estimation and can infiuence co ding delay. 

134 
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parameter 
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Figure 6.1: Simplified diagram of a forward-adaptive souree encoder. 

Section 6.6 gives a brief comparison of forward- and backward-adaptive 
souree coders. 

There are too many different forms of adaptive souree-coding systems 
and ways to make basic blocks of souree-coding sehemes adaptive for 
them all to be dealt with here. Therefore, Sections 6. 7, 6.8 and 6.9 
will only give a few general remarks on adaptivity in transfarm coders, 
subband coders and predictive coders, respectively. Section 6.10 discusses 
two forms of bit-rate control: adaptive bit allocation and buffer controL 

6.2 Forward and backward adaptivity 

6.2.1 Forward adaptivity 

Assume that souree eneader and decoder depend on a set of signal pa
rameters denoted by P. The set 'P ean, for instanee, contain the peak 
value whieh is used in the APCM coder of Example 5 on page 27 or 
the prediction coeflicients used in an adaptive linear predictive eoder. In 
a forward-adaptive souree coder the parameters in set 'P are estimated 
from the inputsignalof the souree encoder. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are prin
ciple diagrams of a forward-adaptive souree encoder and decoder, respec
tively. It must be remarked that these principle diagrams are incomplete 
beeause they do not show some other important aspects of adaptivity 
which will be discussed in Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. The set of param
eters is estimated by the box PE. After estimation the parameters are 
quantized, coded and transmitted to the souree decoder. In addition, 
the quantized parameters are reconstructed and used in the souree en
coder. It is essential to quantize andreconstruct these parameters before 
using them because souree encoder and decoder must use identical sets 
of parameters. 
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signa I 
bits 

parameter 
bits - D 1-+ R 

souree 
decoder r-- x[j] 

-

Figure 6.2: Simplijied diagram of a forward-adaptive souree decoder. 

x[i] - souree 

encoder 

..__ PE +-
+ 

z-I 
souree 

r-
decoder -

signa I 
bits 

Figure 6.3: Simplijied diagram of a backward-adaptive souree encoder. 

6.2.2 Backward adaptivity 

In a hackward-adaptive souree coder the parameters for adaptation are 
estimated from previous output samples of the decoder. For this a replica 
of the souree decoder must he present in the souree encoder. Figures 6.3 
and 6.4 show principle diagrams of a backward-adaptive souree encoder 
and decoder. The delay after parameter estimation ensures that parame
ters estimated from past decoder-output samples are used. As in the case 
of forward-adaptive souree coders, it must he remarked that this prin
ciple diagram is also incomplete. The set of parameters is estimated hy 
the box PE. Note that after estimation they do nothave to he quantized 
since they are not transmitted. 

6.2.3 Delay 

In the following sections it is sometimes necessary to take into account 
the delays which occur in the souree encoder, souree decoder and pa
rameter estimation boxes of Figures 6.1 to 6.4. All delays are expressed 
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x[i] 

PE -z-1 -
Figure 6.4: Simplified diagram of a backward-adaptive souree decoder. 

in input sample periods. The parameter-estimation delay is denoted by 
Lp, the source-encoder delay by LE, and the souree-decoder delay by 
Lo. In Figures 6.1 to 6.4 the delays can be thought to beat the inputs 
as well as at the outputs of the boxes PE, souree encoder and souree 
decoder, respectively. Delays occur, for instance, if the boxes contain 
delay-introducing filter operations, as in the case of the subband coder 
of Section 5.5. 

Only so-called algorithmic delays are considered here. In hardware 
implementations an implementation delay is sametimes introduced, for 
instanee because intermediate results are doubly buffered. 

6.3 Adaptation rate 

Figures 6.1 to 6.4 suggest that a new set of parameters is computed for 
every time index k. In the case of forward-adaptive souree-coding systems 
this would increase the bit rate for parameter transmission excessively. 
This is not true for backward-adaptive souree-coding systems, but both 
in forward- and backward-adaptive souree-coding systems the complex
ity would become unrealistically high. U sually the adaptation ra te is a 
fraction 1/ K of the sample rate. The redprocal K of the adaptation 
rate will be called the adaptation period. Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6. 7 show 
basic diagrams of forward- and backward-adaptive souree coders with an 
adaptation rate 1/ K. 

Example 22 Consider the APCM coder of Example 5. Clearly 

1' = {Xmax}• 

As the Xmax is derived from the input samples, it follows that the APCM souree 
coder of this example is forward-adaptive. The parameter Xmax is computed 
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Figure 6.5: Simplified diagram of a forward-adaptive souree encoder with 
adaptation rate 1 I I<. 

x[i] - souree 

encoder 

i..-- li< r--- PE r--- z-1 f+-
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decoder 
f+-

signa I 

bits 

Figure 6.6: Simplified diagram of a backward-adaptive souree encoder 
with adaptation rate 1 I I<. 

every N samples, therefore the adaptation period K is equal to the block 
length N. 
0 

The relation N = I<, observed in Example 22, is usually valid for block
based souree coders such as transform coders and APCM. 

6.4 Parameter estimation 

The way parameters are estimated in adaptive souree-coding systems 
largely depends on the kind of parameters. Therefore, only general re
marks are made in the following paragraphs. 

In Figures 6.1 to 6.4 the parameters are estimated from the input 
samples or from the decoded output samples. In practical systems this 
may not he the case because it is sametimes more advantaguous to esti
mate parameters from another point in theencoder or decoder, e.g. from 
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signa I 
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x[i] 

1+- PE - z-1 -
Figure 6.7: Simplijied diagram of a backward~adaptive souree decoder with 
adaptation rate 1 I I<. 

the transformed input samples. However, this situation can always be 
translated to the situation depicted in Figures 6.1 to 6.4. 

Two ways of parameter estimation can be distinguished: recursive 
and non~recursive. Non-recursive estimators estimate parameters from a 
finite sequence of input samples or decoded output samples. Recursive 
estimators use one or more previously estimated parameters in addition. 
Let 'P[k] denote the parameter set used from time index kJ{ to time index 
ki< +I< -1. Let Q denote the number of past input samples, in the case 
of forward-adaptive souree coding, or decoded output samples, in the 
case of backward-adaptive souree coding, that are involved in parameter 
estimation. Finally, let P denote the number of previously estimated 
parameters. Non-recursive forward-adaptive parameter estimation with 
adaptation ra te 1 I I< is then described by 

'P[l] = f(x[li<- Q + 1], ... , x[li<]), (6.1) 

and recursive forward-adaptive parameter estimation with adaptation 
rate 11 [{ by 

'P[l] = f(x[ll{- Q + 1], ... , x[li<], 'P[l- P], ... , 'P[l- 1]). (6.2) 

Backward-adaptive non-recursive parameter estimation with adaptation 
rate 11 I< is described by 

'P[l] = f(x[ZI<- Q], ... , x[ZI<- 1.]), (6.3) 

and recursive backward-adaptive parameter estimation with adaptation 
rate 11 I< by 

'P[l] = f(x[lK- Q], ... , x[lK- 1], 'P[l- P], ... , 'P[l- 1]). (6.4) 

The following example shows a simple case of first-order recursive 
parameter estimation. 
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Example 23 Consider the APCM coder of Example 5 on page 27, but now 
assume that the quantizer has been optimized for Gaussian inputs with 0'2 ::::: 1. 
In that case Xmax must be replaced by an estimate of 0'. U sually a quantized 
version of 

1 N-1 

- l:x~ 
N i=O l 

is taken. H Nis short, the estimate will not be reliable. The estimate can be 
made recursive by choosing 

1 N-1 

1'[l] = (1- a) N L x;+ a'P[l- 1]. 
i:::::O 

N ow Xmax must be replaced by 

If a is close to 1, a sudden jump in 

1 N-1 

-I: x~ 
N i=O t 

will result in considerable overlaad distortion, as 1'[l] will not be able to track 
this jump. It will takesome time before 1'[l] has adapted to this change. 
0 

In the case of non-recursive parameter estimation the estimates are 
solely based on a finite number of input samples or decoded output sam
ples. In the case of a recursive parameter estimation the estimates are 
based on all previous input samples or decoder output samples. Note 
that even in the case of non-recursive backward-adaptive parameter esti
mation the estimates are based on all previous input samples. Recursive 
estimation has the advantage that the same accuracy can be achieved 
with less input samples or decoded output samples. 

Often Q is a integer multiple of K. This simplifies {6.1), (6.2), (6.3) 
and {6.4). If Q :5 K, we speak of parameter estimation with non
overlapping segments or non-overlapping blocks. The APCM coder of 
Example 5 on page 27, for instance, has non-overlapping blocks. If 
Q > K, we speak of overlapping segments or overlapping blocks. For 
the same K, non-overlapping blocks are usually computationally more 
efficient than overlapping blocks. In the case of overlapping blocks how
ever, the parameter estimates can be more accurate since they are based 
on more data. On the other hand, the tracking of changes in the charac
teristics of the data becomes slower. 
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Example 24 Consider again the APCM coder of Example 5 on page 27 and 
assume as in Example 23 that the quantizer has been optimised for Gaussian 
inputs with a2 = 1. In a non-recursive version with overlapping blocks, a is 
estimated by 

1 N-1 

( N) L x[, 
q i=-(q-I)N 

P[l] = 

Where q is the number of blocles involved in parameter estimation. If q is 
large, a sudden jump in 

1 N-1 

- l:x~ 
N i=O t 

wi1l result in considerable overload distortion, as 1'[1] will not be able to track 
this jump. It will takesome time before 1'[1] has adapted to this change. 
0 

A realization according to Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6. 7 would he ineffi.cient 
since parameters are computed for every time index k and suhsequently 
decimated. Practically, parameters are only computed every f{ sampling 
periods. Figure 6.8 shows a more realistic approach to non-recursive 
parameter es tirnation in which parameters are estimated every /{ th time 
index from an. input sequence or decoded output sequence of length Q. 
Figure 6.9 shows the recursive equivalent. 

Example 25 The block-wise sealing in Figure 2.2 on page 30 can beseen as 
a very simple adaptive transform. In that sense, Figure 2.2 shows an adaptive
transform-coder interpret a ti on of an APCM encoder. The incorrect Figure 2.4 
on page 31 seems to show an adaptive quantization interpretation of an APCM 
coder, since the combination of scaler and quantizer can be seen as an adaptive 
quantizer. The adaptation period of the quantizer is N samples. Figure 6.10 
shows a correct version of Figure 2.4, with the proper delays introduced, and 
clearly showing from which input samples the scale factor is determined. The 
adaptive quantization interpretation seems to justify the name APCM better 
than the adaptive-transform-coder interpretation. 
0 

So far, four types of adaptive souree coders have been distinguished: 
forward-adaptive non-recursive, forward-adaptive recursive, backward
adaptive non-recursive, and backward-adaptive recursive ones. Only in 
the forward-adaptive non-recursive coder is the number of input samples 
used to estimate parameters finite. During parameter estimation they 
can he thought to be stored in a parameter-estimation memory contain
ing Q samples. In the other cases the numher of input samples involved 
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Figure 6.8: Non-recursive parameter estimation with adaptation rate 
1/ !{. The input is either the sequence x [ k] or x [ k] . The output is the 
parameter set P[l]. 

!(·) 

Figure 6.9: Recursive parameter estimation with adaptation rate 1/ !{. 
The input is either the sequence x[k] or x[k]. The output is the parameter 
set P[l]. 
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Figure 6.10: APCM encoder with a block length N. The coder block has 
been omitted 
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in parameter estimation is infinite. However, the number of input sam~ 
ples which effectively contribute to parameter estimation is generally 
finite. It is called the effective parameter-estimation memory size and 
wi1l he denoted by Q'. How large Q' is, largely depends on the esti
mation algorithm and on the source~coding method. Generally, for the 
same Q, the Q' of a recursive souree-coding system wi1l he larger than 
the Q' of the corresponding non~recursive souree-coding system. In what 
follows both parameter-estimation memory size and effective parameter
estimation memory size are denoted by Q'. 

The effective parameter-estimation memory size determines the time 
resolution of the adaptation. If a signal parameter varies within Q' sam~ 
ples, the variations can generally not he tracked. 

6.5 Adaptation and coding delay 

This section discusses adaptation and coding delay. Coding delay is more 
important for music and speech souree-coding systems than for souree
coding systems for two-dimensional signals such as pictures. The reason 
is that in the latter systems the 'time' indices i,j in x[i,j] are associ
ated with space and not with time, which makes the delay meaningless. 
Adaptation delay is meaningful in both one- and two-dimensional souree
coding systems, as it refers to the index shift between the samples from 
which parameters are estimated and the samples to which the parameters 
are applied. Only one-dimensional signals are considered here. 

Not only is the number Q' of input samples from which estimated pa
rameters are derived important, but also their specific location in time. 
This location is different for the four types of adaptive coders. It de
pends on the value Q', but also on the delays in souree encoding, souree 
decoding and parameter estimation. 

For forward-adaptive coders the interval where 'P[l] is derived from is 
given by 

lK - Lp - Q' + 1 < k :::; 11{ - Lp. (6.5) 

For backward-adaptive coders this interval is given by 

IK- Lp- LE- Lo- Q':::; k:::; lK- Lp- LE- Lo -1. {6.6) 

The intervals to which the parameters are applied may he different from 
the intervals (6.5) and (6.6). Generally, the parameters are applied to 
the current adaptation interval, which is in all cases given by 

(6.7) 
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It follows from (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) that parameters are derived from 
a certain interval and may he applied to another. The interval (6.7) 
must he compared with intervals (6.5) and (6.6) to determine whether 
adaptation runs behind or ahead of the signal. For this purpose it is 
most convenient to associate time indices with the intervals and subtract 
those. The difference between the time index associated with the inter
val to which parameters are applied and the time index associated with 
the interval for which they are valid is called the adaptation delay. It 
quantifies the number of samples by which adaptation is running behind. 

Suitable time indices are the upper edge or the centre of the interval. 
Although the choice is somewhat arbitrary here the centre is chosen. 

The adaptation delay of a forward-adaptive souree coder is given by 

(6.8) 

The adaptation delay of the forward-adaptive souree coder can he posi
tive or negative, which means that adaptation runs ahead of changes in 
signal characteristics. It can he made zero by inserting delay elements 
before the souree encoder if LAF is positive or by inserting delay elements 
before the parameter estimation blockif LAF is negative. A special case 
is the non-recursive forward-adaptive souree coder with parameter es
timation with non-overlapping blocks, i.e. Q = K, and equal encoder 
and estimation delay, i.e. Lp = LE. In that case, an additional de
lay of K - 1 sample periods makes the adaptation delay equal to zero. 
One example is the forward-adaptive non-recursive transform coder, with 
N = K = Q, where N is the block length of the transform or the APCM 
co der of Example 5 on page 27. lf Lp and LE cannot he inftuenced, 
adaptation can he made faster by decreasing Q' or K. A small Q' has 
the disadvantage of an increased parameter estimation variance. A small 
K increases hardware complexity and bit rate, as more parameters have 
to he transmitted. 

The adaptation delay of a backward-adaptive souree coder is given 
by 

(6.9) 

Note that the delay in the souree encoder does not inftuence the adap
tation delay of the backward-adaptive souree coder, but the delay of 
the souree decoder does. As all terms in (6.9) are positive, the adap
tation delay of a backward-adaptive souree coder cannot he made zero. 
Adaptation is faster when Q' and K are small. A small Q' has the dis
advantage of an increased parameter estimation variance. A small K 
increases hardware complexity, but has no inHuence on bit rate. 
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Another aspect of souree caders is the delay Lc between the input 
of the souree eneader and the output of the souree decoder. It is simply 
given by 

(6.10) 

In many applications it is important to keep coding delay low, which 
implies that both LE and Lo should he kept as small as possible. In 
case of a backward-adaptive souree coder, this also helps to keep the 
adaptation delay low. 

6.6 Forward and backward adaptivity com
pared 

The most obvious difference between a forward- and-adaptive souree
coding system is that unlike the forward-adaptive system, the backward
adaptive system requires no transmission of parameter bits, also called 
si de information bits. This seems to decrease the bit ra te. However, 
apart from this advantage, there are also a few drawbacks. 

As the parameters in a backward-adaptive coder are estimated from 
past decoder outputs, they may be partly wrong. This can have two 
causes. The first is that the decoder outputs are distorted, which influ
ences the outcome of parameter estimation. The second cause is that 
because of adaptation delay the parameters are computed for a time in
terval which lies befare the samples they are applied to. The errors in the 
parameters can result in an increased distortion. Particularly if signal 
charaderistics change rapidly as a fundion time, e.g. if abrupt changes 
occur within Q' samples, this may pose serious problems. If characteris
tics vary slowly, e.g. if a change takes several times the Q' samples, the 
use of a backward-adaptive system can be advantageous. Note that the 
parameters used in a forward-adaptive system may be also erroneous, as 
they have to be quantized befare use. With regard to correctness of pa
rameters, it seems to depend on signal statistics and application whether 
forward- or backward-adaptive coding is preferable. 

Uncorrected channel errors can result in different parameter sets in 
souree en co der and decoder. This is true for both backward- and forward
adaptive systems. However, in a backward-adaptive system an uncor
rected channel error will always lead to a parameter mismatch, whereas 
in a forward-adaptive systems this only happens if parameter bits are 
affected. In a backward-adaptive system parameter mismatch may in
crease distartion for some time as new parameter sets are derived from 
past decoder outputs. This phenomenon is called error propagation in 
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time. To cope with it, a backward-adaptive souree coder may require 
stronger error protection, which increases the final channel bit rate. 

Another possible drawback of backward-adaptive systems is that they 
contain a feedback loop and therefore may become unstable. Due to 
the non-linear nature of parameter estimators, this may be diffi.cult to 
analyse. 

6. 7 Adaptive transform coding 

Adaptivity in transform coders mostly refers to adaptivity in quantiza
tion and coding of transformed input samples, the transform is usually 
a fixed Discrete Fourier Transform or Discrete Cosine Transform. Only 
rarely is it adapted to the input signal, examples are given in [45] and 
Chapter ??. 

In adaptive transform coders the adaptation period I< is usually equal 
to the block length N. In most cases the parameters are estimated either 
from the N input samples before transformation or from the transformed 
samples. This means that parameter estimation is usually non-recursive 
and that forward adaptation is used. As a result 

(6.11) 

Examples are discussed in Chapter ??. Practical values of block lengths 
range from 128 to 1024 for speech and music coding, in picture-coding 
systems blocks of 4 x 4 up to 16 x 16 are used. 

It is interesting to see the effect of block length on adaptation and 
coding delay. Only the one-dimensional case is considered. It is assumed 
that parameter estimation is instantaneous, i.e. Lp = 0, which is usually 
the case. Theencoding delay satisfies LE = N -1 and Lo = 0. Note that 
the latter relation is only true if transmission is instantaneous. According 
to (6.8), (6.11) and the above remarks on estimation and encoding delay, 
the adaptation delay satisfies 

(6.12) 

and the coding delay 
Lc = LE = N -1. (6.13) 

If a transform coder is used in a backward-adaptive souree coder, the 
adaptation delay is given by 

(6.14) 
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In speech and music coders the sampling frequency is between 8 and 48 
kHz. For a commonly used block lengths between 128 and 1024 samples, 
this would result in adaptation delays between 16 and 21 ms and an 
unacceptably slow tracking of the signa! characteristics, which can change 
within 1 to 5 ms. 

6.8 Adaptive subband coding 

In subband coding the splitting into subbands is rarely adaptive. adap
tivity in this section refers to adaptivity in quantization and coding. 
Usually adaptive souree coding is performed on the subband signals. Ex
amples are APCM coding, as is shown in Subsection 6.10.3 and Chapter 
7, or predictive coding, e.g. [42]. 

If the decimation factors in all subbands are equal to the number of 
subbands N, then for the adaptation period I<, expressed in the number 
of input samples, we have 

I<~ N. (6.15) 

If the decimation factors are not all equal, which is the case for a non
uniform subband splitter, e.g. [46], then 

(6.16) 

where Nmax is the largest decimation factor. In that case it could be 
that parameters in subbands with decimation factors less than Nmax are 
adapted more often. For reasons of convenience only the case of equal 
decimation factors is considered further. If souree coding in the subbands 
is block-based, with block length Nsub, then 

(6.17) 

The number of subbands N ranges from 2, e.g. the G.722 speech coder, 
to 32 for a high-quality music coder [4 7]. 

The parameters are usually either estimated from N · Nsub input sam
ples before transformation [47] or from the transformed samples [46]. 
This means that parameter estimation is non-recursive and that forward 
adaptation is used. As a result 

I<= Q = NNsub· (6.18) 

Coding delay of a subband coder depends on the length of the sub
band filters and on the block length Nsub· Here it is assumed that the 
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delay of the encoder filter bank and the decoder filter bank are both given 
by LF /2. Then the encoding delay satisfies 

LE = LF/2 + NNsub -1, (6.19) 

and the decoding delay 
Lo = LF/2. (6.20) 

According to (6.8), (6.18) and (6.19), the adaptation delay satisfies 

(6.21) 

and the coding delay 

Lc = LF + N Nsub - 1. (6.22) 

If parameters are estimated instantaneously from the subband signal 
block, as is the case in the APCM coder of Example 5 on page 27, then 
automatically Lp = LF /2 and 

(6.23) 

In the case of parameter estimation from the input signals this can usu
ally be achieved by ad ding a delay of LF /2 samples before parameter 
estimation. 

Backward-adaptive souree coding can be used in combination with 
subband coding. Generally, only the additional souree coding in the sub
bands is backward-adaptive, e.g. backward-adaptive predictive coding, 
as discussed inSection 6.9. The subband filters are almost never part of 
the feedback loop, because they greatly increase the adaptation delay. 

6.9 Adaptive linear predictive coding 

In the cases of transform and subband coding, souree encoders are ren
dered adaptive to changes in the signal characteristics by changing quan
tizers or coders. In genera!, the transform or the subband filtering are 
not adapted. In the case of predictive coding the situation is different. 
Ha straightforward realization of A'(z) of Figure 5.14 on page 128 is 
used, the prediction coefficients a1 , ••• , ap have to be chosen such that 
the signal's power speetral density is approximated by 

2 1 
ut 11 - A'( exp(j6) 12 • 
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If another filter structure, such as a lattice filter, is used otl1er filter 
parameters have to be adapted. There are many ways of doing tlris. An 
excellent review is given in [43]. Here only the straightforward example 
of Figure 5.14 on page 128 is considered in more detail. Linear prediction 
is most often used in speech coding systems. In that case, the sampling 
frequency is usually 8 or 16 kHz, the order of prediction varies from 8 
to 16 and the block length Q from which parameters are estimated is 
between 128 and 256. Methods of computing prediction coefficients are 
given in [34, 43, 1]. 

An interesting feature of predictive coders is that the encoding and 
decoding filters do not introduce a coding delay. This is easily verified 
by cascading theencoder and decoder filters of Figure 5.13. This implies 
that the adaptation delay only depends on the e:ffective parameter esti
mation memory size Q', on the adaptation period K and the parameter 
estimation delay Lp. For practical methods of estimating prediction co
efficients the latter equals zero. In a forward-adaptive predictive co der, 
the adaptation delay can only he made zero by adding additional en
coding delay. In that case, prediction coefficients are usually estimated 
non-recursively from a blockof Q input samples. This implies that 

K=Q=N, (6.24) 

and that, to make the adaptation delay zero, a coding delay of Q samples 
has to he introduced. In that case, the total coding delay is Q samples. 
If the quantization is block-based, as is the case for APCM or vector 
quantizer, then the coding delay may increase further. If the coding 
delay is required to he zero, then the adaptation delay wi11 be Q - 1 
sample periods. This can be reduced, if a lower value of I< is chosen, but 
at the price of a higher bit rate because of the increased parameter bit 
ra te. 

In the case of backward adaptation prediction coefficients are esti
mated from the decoded output signal x[n], and in a recursive backward
adaptive system also from the previous set of prediction coefficients. Ac
cording to (6.9), assuming that Lp = 0, it follows that the adaptation 
delay only depends on Q' and K. Assume that N decoded output samples 
are used to derive prediction coefficients. Since in this case no parameter 
information is transmitted, it pays to decrease the adaptation period sig
nificantly, so that K < Q. As a result, the coding delay can he zero, and 
the adaptation delay is slightly more than N /2. This makes backward
adaptive predictive coding particularly suited for situations where the 
coding delay has to he very short. Note that because of the increased 
adaptation rate the complexity of souree encoder and decoder has also 
increased. 
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6.10 Bit-rate control 

6.10.1 Variabie bit rates 

The output bit stream of a souree eneoder does not always have a fixed 
rate. For instanee, in Subsection 2.2.2 it was mentioned that a further 
rednetion in bit rate ean be obtained by assigning short code words to 
quantizer output symbols with a high probability and long code words to 
those with a low probability. In this way the average bit rate is redueed 
but the bit rate is no longer constant as a function of time. It ean also 
happen that quantization is in some way dependent on the signa! and 
does not operate with a fixed number of levels, which also results in a 
variabie bit rate. 

In transmission systems a fixed bit rate is often required or there 
may be restrictions, e.g. on the maximum bit rate. In the following it is 
assumed that the bit rate of the output of the souree eneoderis varying 
and that the channel only accepts a fi.xed bit rate. The varying bit rate 
is converted to a constant one. Two methods of converting a variabie bit 
rate to a constant one are discussed in the following subsections: buffer 
control and adaptive bit alloeation. 

6.10.2 Buffer control 

The bit rate can be controlled by buffers. A buffer is a memory device 
from which bits arereadat a constant rate and to which bits are written 
at a variabie rate or vice versa. A buffer with a variabie input rate 
and a fixed output rate is placed after the coder block in the souree 
encoder. If a buffer is used in the souree en co der, the symbol ra te at 
the output of the decoder biock will not be constant. Consequently, the 
output sample rate of the souree decoder is not constant. This is usually 
undesirable, therefore in the souree decoder another buffer has to be used 
to regularize the output sample rate. This buffer can be piaced at several 
points: before the decoder block, between decoder and reconstruction 
biock, between reconstruction biock and inverse transformation block, 
and after the inverse transformation biock. N ote that the buffer before 
the decoder block is one with a fi.xed input rate and a variabie output 
rate. The buffer at any other position has a variabie input rate and a 
fi.xed output rate. 

If, per unit of time, more bits are written into a buffer than are read 
from it, the number of bits stored in the buffer will increase as a function 
of time. If this situation continues, all memory locations will be used. If 
the input bit rate continnes to be greater than the output bit rate, buffer 
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overflow will occur. The consequence is that buffer-output bits will he 
lost. 

If per unit of time less bits are written into a buffer than are read 
from it, the number of bits stared in the buffer will decrease as a function 
of time, until the buffer is empty. The next output bit cannot he read. 
This is called buffer underflow. 

In the following only the buffer in the souree eneader is considered. 
Assume that it is filled half way. Then, if it is large enough, there should 
he enough bits stared in the buffer to ensure a fixed buffer-output bit 
rate when the buffer-input rate drops temporarily. Also, there should he 
enough empty locations in the buffer to temporarily store input samples 
when there is a peak in the buffer-input bit rate. U nfortunately, in 
general no guarantee can he given that neither buffer underflow nor buffer 
overflow are excluded. To deal with this problem, buffer control is used. 

In a buffer control system the quantization block is made dependent 
on the number of memory locations used in the buffer. This number is 
called the buffer status. For instance, if a threatening buffer overflow is 
detected, the input rate is decreased by applying coarser quantization. 
If a threatening buffer underflow is detected, the input rate is increased 
by applying finer quantization. Since the coding block depends on the 
output statistics of the quantizer( s) it is sometimes also adapted. 

There are many ways of making the quantization block dependent on 
the buffer status and no general rules for this can he given. Note that 
in the case of threatening overflow the distortion may increase due to 
coarser quantization and that in the case of threatening underflow the 
distartion may decrease because of finer quantization. In spite of the fact 
that buffer control is very important in practical souree-coding systems, 
not much about it is found in souree-coding literature. 

In order to make the right reconstruction, the souree decoder must 
know how the quantization block is adapted as a function of time. In 
principle there are two ways to achieve this. The first is that this infor
mation is transmitted as side information. The second is that the souree 
decoder derives the buffer status from the incoming bit stream. Both 
ways are applied in practice, the first one is less sensitive to undetected 
channel errors, but requires a somewhat higher bit rate. Sometimes an 
intermediate form is used, where the buffer status is transmitted from 
time to time. Figure 6.11 shows a souree encoder equipped with buffer 
con trol. 

Buffer control is a non-linear feedback operation. If it is not carefully 
designed, it runs the risk of being unstable. Furthermore, its perfor
mance depends on the signal's statistics. It decreases probabilities of 
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x[i] 

Figure 6.11: Souree encoder with buffer control. 
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bit stream 
... side info 

buffer over:tlow and under:tlow. However, if signal statistics do notmatch 
the assumptions on which quantization, coding, and buffer control are 
based, buffer over:tlow and under:tlow may still occur. The buffer-control 
algorithm must contain emergency measures to prevent those situations. 

The emergency measure that prevents buffer over:tlow forces the buffer
input bit rate to he less than the buffer-output hit rate. This can he 
achieved hy not transmitting part of the data, or hy further reducing 
the quantization accuracy. The emergency measure that prevents buffer 
underflow generally consists of adding stuff bits to the transmitted data. 
The souree decoder is informed ahout what has happened in the ways 
that have heen described ahove. 

In the remainder of this section, an example of a simple buffer control 
procedure will he dealt with in greater detail. 

Example 26 We consider a simple two-dimensional transform coder, used 
in a picture-coding system. The souree eneader consists of a transformation 
block, a quantizer which quantizes all transfarm coefficients uniformly with 
step size D. and a Hu:ffman co der. 

The buffer contents after the ith block has been coded will be indicated 
as b[i]. Let us assume that the number of bits used to code this blockis r[i] 
and that the desired buffer-output bit rate is R bits per block of samples. The 
buffer content b[i] canthen be expressedas 

b[i] = b[i- 1] + r[i]- R, (6.25) 

This recursive relation is shown in Figure 6.12. 
In the buffer-control procedure of this example attempts are made to con

trol the quantization step size in such a way that the buffer content is as 
constant as possible around a certain value Brer. U sually this value is half of 
the maximum contents of the buffer. A control parameter has to be chosen 
that expresses the deviation of the buffer content from the desired value. This 
control parameter is used to determine the quantization step size ll.[i] with 
which block i is quantized. An obvious control parameter is the difference d[i] 
between the buffer contents after coding the (i -1)st block and Brer, given by 

d[i] = b[i- 1]- Bref· (6.26) 
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-R 

r[i] 

Figure 6.12: Writing to and reading from the buffer memory. 

-R 

-Bref ra te }----........ b[i] 

b[i- 1] 
'---------1 z-I 

Figure 6.13: Buffer control assuming a proportional relation between the 
quantizer step size and (b[ i - 1] - Bref). 

A procedure has to be defined todetermine the step size .ó.[i] from d[i]. A 
straightforward method is to assume a linear relation 

.ó.[i] = kd[i] + m (6.27) 

between the step size .ó.[i] and the control parameter d[i]. In this relation m 
is a constant, which, without loss of generality, will henceforth be assumed 
to be zero. This relation is schematically indicated in Figure 6.13. The box 
named rate computes the bit rate as a function of the step size. In genera!, 
this function is non-linear. Figure 6.14 shows an example of such a function. 
The parameterkin Figure 6.13 will be called the control gain. Generally, the 
value of k will be determined from experiments with a large set of pictures. 
<> 
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Figure 6.14: Typical relation between step size and number of bits per 
block of samples. 
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Some final remarks about buffer control have to be made. Firstly, 
the above example gives only a very first impression of the design of 
a buffer-control procedure. Secondly, in reality more complex buffer
control procedures are sometimes used, in which not only the difference 
between the wanted and the true buffer contents is used as a control 
parameter, but also the difference between the wanted and the true bit 
rate per block. 

6.10.3 Adaptive bit allocation 

Adaptive bit allocation can be regarcled as an example of forward-adaptive 
quantization as well as a method of forward-adaptive bit-rate control, in 
which sense it can be an alternative to buffer controL It has the advantage 
over buffer control that instahilities cannot occur. However, transmission 
of side information is always required and complexity may he higher. 

It is assumed that the transformation block splits up the signa! into 
parts which are quantized separately. This happens for instanee in a 
subband coder for speech or audio signals. Furthermore, it is assumed 
that the coder does not perform any further bit-rate reduction, but only 
maps the quantizer output symbols on to binary code words. The bit 
rate R is then directly determined by the numbers of possible output 
symbols of the quantizers. The following example describes an adap
tive bit-allocation procedure in a very simple subband coder. A more 
extensive example of adaptive bit allocation is described in Chapter 7. 

Example 27 Figure 6.15 shows a simple subband coding scheme. Before 
quantization and coding a signalis split into frequency bands called subbands. 
The boxes LPE, HPE, LPo and HPo are low-pass (LP) and high-pass (HP) 
filters. The low-pass filters have a passband from zero to one quarter of the 
sampling frequency, the high-pass filters have a passband from one quarter of 
the sampling frequency up to half the sampling frequency. Mter the filters in 
the souree encoder the signals are decimated by a factor of two. The signals 
after the decimators are the low-pass and high-pass subband signals. Before 
the filters in the souree decoder the samplingrateis doubled by inserting zeros. 
If the filters are carefully designed, and if there is no further quantization, a 
perfect, or almost perfect, reconstruction of the input signal can be obtained at 
the output (6, 41, 40]. The blocks APCME and APCMo are APCM encoders 
end decoders with uniform quantizers, as have been described in Example 5. 
This is an example of a simpletwo-band subband coder, usually the number 
of subbands is higher [1, 46]. 

It is further assumed that the number of quantizer output symbols can be 
expressed as 

My,L = 211L, My,H = 21JH. 
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Figure 6.15: Simple subband souree encoder and decoder with adaptive 
bit allocation. 

The subscriptsLand H refer to low-pass and high-pass sub bands, respectively. 
The APCM coderis block-wise adaptive, as is the case in Example 22 on page 
137, but now the numbers bL and bR, and thus the quantization accuracy, are 
also allowed to vary per block of N samples. To enable correct decoding, they 
must he coded and transmitted as si de information to the souree decoder. 
This increases the bit rate. The total bit rate is given by 

R b b 2flog2(Mx)l + 2flog2(Mh)l 
= L+ H+ N ' 

where Mb is the number of bits used to code bL and bH. 
A constant bit rate implies that 

(6.28) 

The block ALLOC has the task of choosing bL and bH in such a way that the 
bit rate is constant and the distortion minimal. Assume that the mean square 
error is a good distortion measure. In that case, it is fairly easy to compute 
the bL and bH analytically. The total distortion is given by 

2 2 
D = qL + qH 

12 12' 
(6.29) 

where ~ and w are the quantization step sizes, given by 

_ 2xlmaxi,L 2xlmaxi,R 
~- 2bx. 'qR= 2~ (6.30) 

On substitution of (6.30) into (6.29} one obtains 

·2 2-2f>L ·2 2-2~ 
D = xlmax!,L + xlmaxi,R 

3 3 
(6.31) 
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x[i] T allocation 
storage c bit stream 

Figure 6.16: Souree encoder with adaptive bit allocation. 

Lagrange optimization of Dunder the constraint (6.28) yields 

bL = B + log2(xlmaxi,L) -log2(XImaxi,H) 
2 

bH= B + log2(xlmaxi,H) -log2(xlmaxi,L). 
2 

(6.32) 

Of course the result is non-integer, but in this simple case of two sub bands, 
rounding the result gives a salution which still satisfies (6.28). The block 
ALLOC can, for instance, compute the bL and bH by means of a look-up table. 
Note that the bit allocation is adaptive to the signal, since it depends on the 
values bL and bH. Note that problems may arise when one ofthe peak values is 
substantially larger than the other. These problems can be avoided by adding 
the constraints bL ~ 0 and bH ~ 0, but this would make the optimization 
problem more complicated. 
<> 

In the above example it can he seen that the signal is split into com
ponents which are quantized separately. Each quantizer output maybe 
coded with a different bit rate. The total bit rate is the sum of the bit 
rates of all quantizer outputs plus the bit rate needed for side informa
tion. Distartion is controlled by choosing the number of quantization 
levels for each quantizer. This is done adaptive to the signal. This is the 
general idea behind adaptive bit allocation. N ote that a certain amount 
of storage is required to analyse the signal before the allocated bits can 
be computed, but only in the souree encoder. Figure 6.16 shows a more 
general basic diagram of a souree encoder with adaptive bit allocation. 
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6.11 Problems 

Problem 30 Rewrite the parameter estimation method of Example 24 in a 
recursive form. 

Problem 31 Derive arelation between q in Example 24 and a in Example 
23 for the same Q'. 

Problem 32 Assume that in Example 27 the distortion in the lower subband 
is considered more disturbing than in the higher subband. fu that case one 
can express this in the total distortion by introducing weighting coefficients. 
fu that case, (6.29) is replaced by 

(6.33) 

where WL and WH are positive weighting factors with WL > WH. Compute bL 

and bH for this case. Hint: Use the previous result. Avoid doing the Lagrange 
optimization yourself. 
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Chapter 7 

Subband coding of audio 
signals 

7.1 Introduetion 

The transmission and storage of high-quality digital audio signals are 
becoming important for the audio industry. Examples are digital broad
easting, new applieations for optical disks and tape reeording of digital 
audio signals. The bit rate of a high-quality stereophonic digital audio 
signal, as recorded on a compact disk is about 1.4 Mbits per second. For 
some transmission ehannels or storage media this is too high and there
fore souree coding is required. Since digital audio is associated with high 
quality, a pereeptible loss of quality cannot be tolerated. 

This chapter discusses some general aspects of souree eoding for digi
tal audio signals. The souree-coding method used in the Digital Compact 
Cassette (DCC)® called Precision Adaptive Subband Coding (PASC)® 
(48] is discussed in some more detail. 

Souree coding for digital audio signals will be explained for mono
phome signals only. A simple extension to stereophonic signals consists 
in treating the left and right channels as independent monophonic sig
nals, but there are other, more elaborate possibilities [37]. The audio 
signal that is considered here is the Compact Disc signal. The sampling 
frequency is 44.1 kHz and each sample consists of 16 bits. There are, 
however, other commonly used standards in which other sampling fre
quencies and different numbers of bits per sample are used. PASC is 
therefore eapable of coding 16-bit or 18-bit audio signals sampledat 32, 
44.1 or 48kHz. 

Souree coding of audio signals at low bit rates generally introduces 
errors. The souree-coding method described in this chapter attempts to 

163 
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keep coding errors inaudible by exploiting simultaneons masking. This is 
the perceptual phenomenon that a weak signal, e.g. quantization noise, 
is masked (i.e. made inaudible) by a stronger signal, e.g. a pure tone 
in the audio signal. For reasons of convenience, the masking signal will 
henceforth be called the masker and the signal to be masked will be called 
the target. In order to be masked, the target's level must be below the 
so-called masking threshold. Simultaneons masking, also simply called 
masking, is brie:fly explained in Section 7.2. 

Masking is most effective if both the masker and the target are within 
a rather narrow frequency band. This suggests the use of subband coding, 
in which the signal is split into frequency bands which are quantized and 
coded. Subband coding has been explained in Chapter 5. The structure 
of the P ASC subband-coding system is given in Section 7 .3. 

In order to keep the quantization errors inaudible, quantization has 
to he such that the quantization noise is masked by the audio signal. 
This is achieved by using APCM souree coding in the subbands. The 
subband signals are split into blocks. Each blockis scaled toa unit level 
and then quantized by a uniform quantizer. Quantized data and peak 
values are transmitted. In this manner the power of the quantization 
noise can he controlled by allocating a certain number of bits to each 
quantizer. APCM is described in detail in Chapters 2 and 6. 

In an audio subband-coding system we can distinguish in-band mask
ing, which occurs when both masker and target are in the same subband, 
and out-of-band masking, which occurs when masker and target are in 
different subbands. Both are exploited in the method described in this 
chapter. Section 7.4 explains how the maximum quantization-noise power 
that is masked, which is further called the masked power, can he esti
mated for each sub band. 

Once the masked powers have been computed for all subbands, bits 
are allocated to the quantizers. Ideally, the number of bits for each 
quantizer should he such that in each band the quantization noise is 
completely masked. However, the masked powers are signal-dependent 
and therefore the number of bits needed to ensure complete masking 
varies with time. Coding systems with a fixed bit rate are considered 
here. The available bits must therefore he spread over the subbands in 
such a way that the audible degradation of the output signalis minimal. 
This requires an adaptive bit allocation method, which is described in 
Section 7.5. 

Results obtained with PASCare discussed inSection 7.6. Section 7.7 
briefly discusses other coding systems. 
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Figure 7.1: Threshold in quiet {lower curve) and masking thresholds of 
narrow~band noise maskers centred on 1. 0 kHz at sound~pressure levels 
LN = 100 dB (upper curve) and LN = 60 dB {middle curve} for tonal 
targets. After {50}. 

7.2 Masking 

Masking means that a weak signal is made inaudible by a simultaneously 
occurring stronger signa!. Masking has been discussed in great detail in 
[49, 50, 51]. The use of masking in subband coding has been described 
in, for instance, [52, 53, 46]. Results from [49] are repeated in the next 
two paragraphs to illustrate the masking effect. 

Consider as a target one pure tone. This tone is inaudible if its 
sound~pressure level (SPL) [54, 55] is below the threshold of hearing. 
The threshold of hearing is shown as a function of frequency in Figure 
7.1. In the presence of a second, stronger signa!, the sound~pressure level 
above which the target is audible di:ffers from the threshold of hearing. lt 
is raised for frequencies close to the frequency of the stronger signa!. This 
new threshold is called the masking threshold and the second, stronger 
signa! is called the masker. The target is masked if its sound~pressure 
level is below the masking threshold. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1, 
where masking thresholds of narrow~band noise signals with a bandwidth 
of 90 Hz, centred on 1 kHz, at various sound pressure levels LN are shown. 

The masking threshold as a function of frequency depends on the 
sound~pressure leveland the power speetral density of the masker. Apart 
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Figure 7.2: Threshold in quiet (lower curve) and masking thresholds of 
narrow-band noise signals centred on frequencies fm = 250 Hz (left-hand 
curve}, fm 1 kHz (middle curve} and fm = 4 kHz (right-hand curve) 
for tonal targets. The masker level is 60 dB in all cases. Aft er [50 ]. 

from a level difference and some irregularities at frequency fm and its har
monies [49, 50], tonal maskers have masking thresholds that are similar 
to those for noise maskers. We assume here that they have identical 
shapes, but that the masking curve of a tonal masker is some 15 dB 
below that of a noise masker. Figure 7.2 shows masking thresholds of 
narrow-band noise maskers with different centre frequencies fm· Masking 
thresholds of narrow-band noise maskers have different shapes for centre 
frequ~ncies below and above 500 Hz, as is illustrated by Figure 7 .2. The 
masking thresholds for both pure tone and narrow-band noise maskers 
show an asymmetry a bout the centre frequency of the masker. Signals 
with frequencies higher than the centre frequency of masker are bet ter 
masked than signals with frequencies lower than the centre frequency of 
the masker. 

So far, masking of a pure tone by another pure tone or by a narrow
band noise signal has been explained to illustrate the masking effect. 
In a waveform coder the targets will be mainly noise targets, owing to 
quantization. Very little relevant information on masking of noise targets 
seems present in the literature, e.g. [56]. To analyse masking of noise 
targets, noise targets first have to be properly defined [57]. As the ear 
seems to integrate over limited frequency regions called critical bands 
[55], it seems reasonable to define critical bands of noise as targets. The 
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definition of critical bands given in (55] is used bere. According to this 
definition, critical bands below 500 Hz are 100 Hz wide while above 
500 Hz tbe critical bandwidth is approximately a tbird of an oetave. 
This means that the ratio of tbe upper-edge cuto:ff frequency and the 
lower-edge cuto:ff frequency is about 2113

. Consecutive cri ti cal bands 
are numbered from 1 to N. For audio signals sampled at a frequency 
fs = 44.1 kHz, 26 critical bands have to be taken into account. The 
critical band scale is also used as a measure of frequency, called critical 
band rate. The symbol used to denote it is z. The conesponding unit is 
tbe bark. 

A critical-band noise target bas a flat power speetral density within 
one critical band and a zero power speetral density outside outside that 
band. In fact, because of the integration one would expect tbe masking 
thresholds for critical-band noise targets to be similar to those for tonal 
targets. Figure 7.3 shows a masking threshold of a tonal masker of 400 
Hz for critical-band noise targets as a funetion of the critical-band num
ber. It is the result of an informal experiment, witb one of the authors of 
tbis hook as a subject. It confirms the expectation that masking thresh
olds for critical-band noise targets are similar to those for tonal targets. 
Althougb furtber study of masking thresbolds for critical-band noise tar
gets and tonal and noise maskers is needed, it is further assumed that 
the thresholds for tonal targets can be used instead. A second condusion 
from the fact that the masking curves for tonal and critical-band noise 
targets do not di:ffer very mueb, is that the precise speetral shape of the 
noise target within the eritieal band is not important. This is eonvenient 
because the noise targets in a subband-coding system are due to quanti
zation noise, which, as is known, cannot always be eonsidered speetrally 
flat. 

On the basis of tbe assumptions in the preceding paragrapbs, Section 
7.4 presents a simple, analytieal masking model tbat can be used in an 
audio souree-coding system. 

7.3 Subband coding 

It is clear from Figure 7.1 tbat masking is strongest for frequeneies close to 
tbe frequency of the masking signal. This suggests tbat the masking pbe
nomenon can be usefully employed in a subband-coding system. As has 
been explained in Chapter 5, the souree encoder in such a system splits 
the signal into subbands, whieh are quantized and eoded. The coded 
quantizer-output symbols are then transmitted, in this case together with 
some additional data. The souree decoder reeonstructs the subbands 
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from the decoded quantizer-output symbols and additional data. The 
subbands are subsequently merged into a replica of the original signal. 

The splitting of the signal into subbands and the merging of the 
subbands into a replica of the original signal are done by decimating 
and interpolating filter banks, such as quadrature-mirror or conjugate 
quadrature-mirror filter banks [41, 58]. Owing to the decimation, the 
sample rate of a subband signal is twice the subband's bandwidth, so 
that the total sample rate after splitting is the same as the sampling 
frequency at the input. The ratio of the sampling frequency of the input 
signal of the filter bank and the sample rate of a signal in a subband is 
called the decimation factor of that subband. 

As can be seen from Figure 7.2, the 'bandwidth' of the masking 
threshold increases with the frequency of the masking signal. It would 
therefore he convenient if the bandwidths of the subbands were also to 
increase with frequency. This is the caseinsome proposals for subband 
coding, e.g. [53, 46]. In the PASC system, however, all32 subbands have 
the same bandwith, which equals the sampling frequency divided by 64. 

In the process of quantization, quantization noise is added to the 
signals. If the filter banks have good frequency-separating properties, the 
quantization noise remains in the subbandit was added to. It is masked 
by the audio signal if the signal-to-noise ratio is above a certain threshold. 
This means that the quantizers have to operate at a predetermined signal
to-noise ratio. As has been explained in Chapter 2, this can be aehieved 
with APCM souree eoding. In an APCM souree eneoder the signal is first 
divided into bloeks. The maximum absolute values of these blocks , called 
peak values, are computed. By dividing the samples in the blocks by the 
peak values, they are scaled to a unit level. The scaled blocks are then 
quantized with a uniform quantizer. The signal-to-noise ratio expressed 
in dBs is proportional to the number of bits used in the quantizer, so 
that the signal-to-noise ratio of a quantizer can be predetermined by 
allocating a eertain number of bits to it. 

Figure 5.10 on page 118 shows the general basic diagram of an N
band subband coder. In the PASC system N = 32 and quantizers and 
reconstructors are replaeed by APCM eneoders and decoders. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7 .4. As can be seen, eoded quantizer-output symbols 
as well as coded peak values and side information indicating the number 
of quantization bits are transmitted. 

On the one hand the number M of samples in the blocks should be 
chosen sufficiently small, so that ehanging statistics in the audio signal 
can be traeked and it can be assumed that the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the quantizer is constant. On the other hand, the number of samples 
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in a block must not he too small because the bit rate then increases 
owing to the increased amount of side information. A maximum block 
length corresponding to 10 ms is found to give good results. In the 
PASC system a block lengthof 12 samples has been chosen. At an input 
sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and a decimaton of 32 this corresponds 
to a block duration of 8. 7 ms. 

In Section 7.4 it is shown how, for a given di vision of the signal into 
subbands, the masking effect described in Section 7.2 can he used to 
determine the masked powersin the subbands. It is also explained how 
the final bit rate depends on the division into subbands. Section 7.5 also 
showshow the number of bits allocated toeach quantizer is computed. 

7.4 A masking model for subband coding 

In Section 7.2 results reported in psycho-acousticalliterature have been 
presented to illustrate the masking effect. These results cannot he used 
directly to compute masked powersin sub bands, as is required in subband
coding systems. For instance, the masking of one pure tone by one other 
pure tone or by a narrow-band noise signal has already been discussed 
in Section 7.2. Music is a time-varying complex of tones combined with 
noisy signals. Although some experiments have been performed in that 
direction [59, 60], it is not known how the masking threshold of a com
plex of tones must he computed. In addition, the results of Section 7.2 
are valid for only one tonal target. Quantization noises in subbands are 
essentially multiple noise targets. It is shown in [57] that a combination 
of individually masked targets may not always he masked. It is therefore 
unclear how, given a short-time music power speetral density, masked 
powers in subbands have to he computed. 

As has been done in other audio souree-coding systems [53, 39], a 
masking model is assumed which provides answers to the above problems. 
It must he emphasized that this model is partly based on assumptions 
that have never been completely justified. The masking model chosen 
hereis simple. More elaborate models willlead tobetter coding systems 
but with increased complexity. As will he demonstrated in Section 7.6, 
good enough results can in {act he obtained with the simple model used 
here. 

The masking threshold of a tonal masker is used as a basis for the 
masking model. It is assumed in this model that, on a bark scale, its 
shape is independent of the bark rate of the tone and of its sound-pressure 
level. In the model used here the masking threshold t(zm, Zt) of a pure 
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tone masker at bark rate Zm with power o-! is approximated by 

(7.1) 

In this expression Zt is the bark rate of the target and Pmax( Zm) the 
relative masking threshold at this bark rate, which depends slightly on 
the bark rate of the masking signa! [52]. Figure 7.5 shows a stylistic 
approximation of the masking threshold according to the masking model 
of this chapter for a pure tone of 1000 Hz at a sound-pressure level of 
90 dB. Fora frequency of 1000 Hz, Pmax(zm) equals -20 dB [49, 50]. 

lt is assumed that masking is additive: the masking threshold for a 
signa! containing more than one frequency component can be obtained by 
adding the masking thresholds of the components. That this is permissi
bie can he concluded from results in [59], though some of these have not 
been confirmed in [60]. From an engineering point of view the assump
tion of additive masking is very attractive. Otherwise, a straightforward 
computation of masked powers would not be possible. 

In (57] it was found that a combination of individually masked targets 
may not always be masked, but that this combination of targets is again 
masked if a safety margin below the masking threshold of 9 dB is adhered 
to. This can be achieved by assuming that Pmax(zm) equals 30 dB rather 
than 20 dB. 

As has been argued, the masking model used hereis a simplification of 
reality. Coding systems based on it may show unexpected and unwanted 
effects. To avoid this, they have to be tested and optimised in extensive 
listening experiments. 

After this discussion of the masking model used, it will now he shown 
how masked powers in subbands are computed. In computing the masked 
power in the subbands, three kinds of masking are considered: in-band 
masking, which is masking within a sub band, and the masking of targets 
in subbands at higher and at lower frequencies. For all cases the masked 
power is computed as a fundion of the powers of the subband signals. 

First it is assumed that there is only one signa! in the subband with 
index i. This subband ranges from barkrates ZI,i to zu,i· The quantization 
noise is assumed to have a flat power speetral density in the subband. 
The worst-case situation for in-band masking occurs when the masker is 
a pure tone with a bark rate zu,i· The minimum masking threshold in 
subband i due to the masker in subband i is given by t(zu,i, ZI,i) defined 
in (7.1). This situation is illustrated in Figure 7.6. 

The worst-case situation for the masking of noise in subbands at 
higher frequencies occurs when the masker in subband i is a pure tone 
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Figure 7.5: Masking threshold as a function of frequency for a 1 kHz 
tonal masker with a level of 90 dB. Subband boundaries are indicated in 
the diagram. 
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with a bark rate ZI,i· The minimum masking threshold in subband i due 
to the masker in subband i is given by t(zt,i,Zu,j) defined in (7.1). This 
situation is illustrated in Figure 7. 7. 

Denvation of the masking threshold for a target in a subband below 
the subband containing the masker is left to the reader. The contribution 
of each subband to the masked powersin all subbandscan be computed 
in the manner described above. Because masking is assumed to be ad
ditive, the masked power in a subband can be obtained by adding the 
contributions of all subbands to the hearing threshold in that subband. 

The lowest achievable bit rate at a particular quality level depends 
on the division into subbands. The computations of the masked powers 
are based on worst-case assumptions. The real masked powers can be 
substantially higher. If the subbands are narrower, the results of these 
computations will, on average, be closer to the real masked powers. This 
effect, however, is limited for in-band masking, because in reality the 
tops of the curves of Figures 7 .5, 7 .6, and 7. 7 are fiatter than shown [52], 
so that there is no point in decreasing the bandwidth of the subbands 
below a certain value. Because of the effect mentioned here, narrower 
subbands lead to higher masked powers and consequently the number of 
bits required for quantization can be lower. 

The results of this section are valid only if the distribution of signal 
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power over the subbands is constant as a function of time. In reality that 
is not the case. In a subband-coding system the masked powers must 
therefore be computed periodically. As a consequence of the varying 
powers in the subbands, the number of bits needed to quantize each 
subband in such a way that the quantization noise is masked will also 
vary with time. The allocation of bits to the quantizers in such a way 
that the coding system produces a fixed bit rate is discussed in Section 
7.5. 

7.5 Adaptive bit allocation 

Before the subband signals are quantized they are divided into blocks. As 
previously stated, the block size in the PASC system is 12 samples. The 
blocks are arranged in an allocation window which encloses all subband 
samples contained in a period of time. In the case of PASC eperating at 
a sample frequency of 44.1 kHz this period is 8.7 ms. 

In a subband coder with evenly spaeed subbands, the number of sam
ples Nw in an allocation window is given by the product of the number 
of subbands and the block length. In the case of P ASC this figure is 
32 x 12 = 384. If the desired bit rate at the output is R bits per sam
ple, then a number of NwR bits must he distributed over the allocation 
window. The bit rate of PASCis 192 kbitsjs. At a sampling frequency 
of 44.1 kHz, this means that R = 4.354 bits per sample. The number of 
bits available for one allocation window is given by Nw = 1671. A certain 
number of bits are used for peak values and side information descrihing 
the bit allocation. Good results have been obtained with peak values 
which are logarithmically quantized and coded with 6 bits and 4 bits of 
side information per block indicating the number of bits per sample used 
in the block. All subbands require bit-allocation information, so that 
1543 bits are left for peak values and samples. Quantization is always 
performed with a uniform midtread quantizer which has an odd number 
of levels. This means that the possible number of quantization levels for 
a subband blockis given by 

1, 3, 7, ... '216
- 1. 

Assigning one level to a subband block means setting all values in the 
block to zero. Only the bit allocation has then to be transmitted. Bit 
allocation is coded as a 4-bit number b, ranging from 0 to 15. In this 
case a only the value b = 0 is transmitted. In all other cases the number 
oflevels is given by 2b+1 -1. Each sample quantized with 2"+1 - 1levels 
is coded with b + 1 bits. If a certain subband block is quantized with 
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more than one level, bits have to be transmitted for quantized and coded 
samples as well as for quantized and cocled peak values. In the case of 
PASC coding a subband block quantized with 2b+1 - 1 levels requires 
transmission of 12 x (b + 1) + 6 bits. 

In the paragraphs which follow a procedure is described for distribut
ing the remaining bits optimally over the subbands, given a certain fixed 
bit ra te or, in other words, given a certain number of bits for quantizing 
and coding peak values and samples in an allocation window. 

First, the peak value and the power are computed for each block in 
the allocation window. The power in a blockis obtained as the average 
of the squares of the samples. Using the masking model of Section 7.4, 
the masked powers are now computed for every blockin the allocation 
window. 

Assume that the blocks in the allocation window are numbered from 
1 to 32. The estimated masked power in the ith block is denoted by 
u!,i and the peak value by Pi. If the samples in the block are uniformly 
quantized and cocled with bi bits, then the power of the quantization 
noise in the ith blockis assumed to be approximated by [1] 

The noise-to-mask ratio in the sameblockis defined by 

1 (2Pi) 2 1 
12 2b• u 2 .' m,a 

In what follows it will sometimes be more convenient to use a logarithmic 
noise-to-mask ratio Ïi defined by 

The adaptive bit allocation procedure is such that the total noise-to
mask ratio, given by 

32 1 (2Pï)2 1 
?: 12 2b1 u 2 · a=l m,a 

is minimized subject to the constraint that the total number of bits 
needed to code quantized samples and peak values does not exceed a 
certain number. In the case of PASC this number is 1543. A further 
constraint is that all bi must be integers with 2 < b; :::; 16. 

An elegant salution to this constrained integer-minimization problem 
can be derived from the theory given in [61]. The result of this procedure 
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for the present case, as described below, is intuitively attractive. Initially, 
it is assumed that all blocks are quantized with one level. The number of 
bits then left to be divided over the allocation window then is then 1543 
and the logarithmic noise-to-mask ratio for the ith blockis given by 

( 
Pi ) '"'/i= log2 --.• 

O"m,, 

Then the following four steps are repeated until there are not enough 
bits left to assign to a subband: 

1. The block i with the highest logarithmic noise-to-mask ratio /i is 
searched for. 

2. If no bits have been previously assigned to this block, the number 
bi of bits per sample for this block is increased by two and the 
number of remaining bits is decreased by 2 x 12 + 6 = 30. 

3. Otherwise, the number of bits per sample bi for this block is in
creased by one and the number of remaining bits is decreased by 
12. 

If this procedure is started with sufficiently many bits, the result is that 
all noise-to-mask ratios will be approximately equal. The procedure can 
be refined by setting lower bounds to the noise-to-mask ratios of the 
subband. The reason for doing so is that, once the noise-to-mask ratio 
in a block is below a certain threshold, it is no longer necessary to add 
bits to the block because the quantization errors have become inaudible. 
Bits can thus be saved for other blocks. 

Note that after the allocation procedure a small number of bits usually 
remain. The actual bit rate will therefore be a fraction less than the 
desired bit rate. 

7.6 Results 

The PASC system hase been designed for coding stereophonic 16- or 18-
bit digital audio signals with sampling frequencies of 32, 44.1, or 48kHz. 
lt has been extensively tested at a great number of test sites. Subjective 
blind tests with a large number of subjects have been performed. The 
outcome is that, at the relatively high bit rate of 192 kbit/s for each 
channel, the decoded signal can be considered indistinguishable from the 
original. This is almost always the case, even at lower bit rates of about 
128 kbits/s per channel. If signal-to-noise ratios are measured, they are 
found to be between 15 and 30 dB, showing that the signal is heavily 
distorted. 
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7.7 Other systems 

PASCis essentially a special variant of a 32-band subband audio-coding 
proposal which has been accepted as an ISO standard [62]. In its most 
complex farms this system is capable of coding signals with a high quality 
at 96 kbits/s per channel and with an intermediate quality at 64 kbits/s 
per channel. The more complex versions have larger allocation windows 
containig 1192 samples. With more elaborate coding, and sametimes 
additional transformations, they further reduce the bit rate for samples, 
bit-allocation information and peak values. The masked powers are not 
derived from the powers in the subbands but by means of a Discrete 
Fourier Transfarm applied to the input samples. The masking models 
used are also somewhat more extensive. 

A different kind of audio souree coding is transfarm coding, e.g. 
[63, 64]. The difference is, of course, the transformation, which is a 
Discrete Cosine or a Discrete Fourier Transform. The transfarm block
length varies from 256 to 1024 samples. To avoid blocking effects, over
lapping transfarms (33], which can be regarcled as special versions of 
subband filters, are used. The block length sametimes is made adap
tive to the signal [45]. In that case transients are coded with shorter 
blocks. Most transfarm coding systems for audio employ masking rood
els similar to those used in subband coding. Differences can be found in 
the way transfarm coefficients are quantized, compared with how sub
band samples are quantized. Unlike in subband-coding systems, some 
type of variable-length coding, e.g. Huffman coding is generally used in 
transfarm-coding systems. 
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2.2 ASYMPTOTISCHE EQUIPARTITIE 

Beschouw een rij U1.u
2 
....• UL van L outputs van de informatiebron 

van Fig. 2.1. In analogie met (2.2) associëren we met deze L outputs 

Y == (U1.u2 •...• UL) een zelfinformatie I(y)= -log Py{y). yeAt. Aange

zien de achtereenvolgende outputs u1.u2 .... van de informatiebron sta

tistisch onafhankelijk zijn geldt: 

Dus 

1 1 L 
- L log Pu(Y) = L I 

- l=l 

1 L 
-- I 
- L l=l 

(2.2.1} 

M.a.w. -{1/L)log Py{Y) is het tijd gemiddelde van de zelfinformatie 

I{.). Volgens (2.3) is H(U) het ensemble gemiddelde van I(.). We noemen 

een outpout L-blok y van de informatiebron nu e-typisch [1] als voor 

dat L-blok de tijd gemiddelde zelfinformatie niet meer daneverschilt 

van het ensemble gemiddelde H(U). M.a.w. de verzameling A (U) van e-ty
e 

pische L-blokken van outputs van de informatiebron is 

(2.2.2) 

We zullen nu bewijzen dat voor iedere e>O een L gevonden kan worden 

zodat: 
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b} voor allee-typischeL-blokken yE.Aé(U}, 

2-L[H(U)+é] ~PU(y} ~2-L(H(U)-éJ. 

c) {l-é)2L[H(U)-E.J ~IAE.(U}I ~2L(H(U)+éJ, 

(2.2.3a) 

(2.2.3b) 

{2.2.3c) 

waar IA (U)I het aantal elementen, d.w.z. het aantal e-typische L-blok
E. 

ken, van A {U) voorstelt. De ongelijkheden (2.2.3) worden samen de 
é 

asymptotische equipartitie {AEP) eigenschap van een rij van onafhanke-

lijke identiek verdeelde (independent identically distributed, i.i.d.) 

stochastische grootheden genoemd. Grof gezegd betekenen de ongelijkhe-

den (2.2.3a. b en c} het volgende: a} de informatiebron genereert met 

aan zekerheid grenzende waarschijnlijkheid een €:.-typisch L-blok, b) 

alle e-typische L-blokken hebben ten naaste bij dezelfde waarschijn

lijkheid 2-LH(U} (in het geval van H(U) in bits} en c} het aantal €:.-ty

pische L-blokken is ongeveer 2LH(U}. 

Het bewijs van de ongelijkheden (2.2.3a, ben c) volgt direct uit 

de wet van de grote getallen, d.w.z. het tijd gemiddelde "benadert" het 

ensemble gemiddelde. Laat a~ de variantie van I(.) voorstellen. Dan is 

de variantie van -(1/L} log Py(Y) volgens (2.2.1) gelijk aan a~IL. De 

Chebyshev ongelijkheid 

geeft nu 
2 

1 °I 
P{y: 1- L log P0 (y) - H(U) I~ E.} ~ 1- - . 

- L€:.2 

Door L groot genoeg te kiezen kunnen we verzekeren dat a~/(Lé2 )~é en 

{2.2.3a) is dus bewezen! Ongelijkheid (2.2.3b) volgt direct uit de 
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definitie (2.2.2) van de verzameling A (U) van é-typische L-blokken. 
é 

Volgens (2.2.2) geldt voor é-typische L-blokken yéAé{U) namelijk dat 

waaruit (2.2.3b) direct volgt. De laatste AEP ongelijkheid {2.2.3c) 

volgt uit (2.2.3a) en (2.2.3b). Het waarschijnlijkheidsgewicht van 

Aé{U) is volgens (2.2.3a) minstens 1-E. De L-blokken yéAé(U) wegen 

volgens (2.2.3b) hoogstens 2-L[H(U)-E]. Deling levert nu de linkeronge-

lijkbeid van (2.2.3c). Het waarschijnlijkheidsgewicht van A (U) is 
é 

hoogstens P[Aé(U)]~l. DeL-blokken yéAé(U} wegen volgens (2.2.3b} min

s~ens 2-L[H(U)+é]. Deling levert de rechterongelijkheid van (2.2.3c) en 

we zijn klaar! 

Lit.[l] J.P.M.Schalkwijk, "Source/channel coding: jointly E-typical 

sequences", Tijdschrift van het Nederlands Electronica- en 

Radiogenootschap, deel 44. nr.4. 1979. 

2.3 BLOK - BLOK CODERING 

Na het voorbereidende werk van de vorige § 2.2 zijn we nu in staat 

Shannon's broncoderingstheorema voor blok-blok codering te formuleren 

en te bewijzen. Grof gezegd komt het broncoderingstheorema er op neer. 

zie Fig. 2.3.1. dat blokken van L bron outputs u1.u2 •...• uL kunnen 

worden gecomprimeerd tot blokken van LH(U) binaire (decimale) digits. 

waarbij 
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----i•l CODERING 

Fig. 2.3.1 Blok- blok codering 

1 01 •• .1 

LH<U) 

H(U) de entropie in bits {dits) van de informatiebron voorstelt. Deze 

codering is één-éénduidig, d.w.z. uit de LH{U) binaire digits kunnen de 

oorspronkelijke L bron outputs u1,u2 •... , uL worden gereconstrueerd! 

We geven nu een exacte formulering van het broncoderingstheorema 

voor blok - blok codering: 

Broncoderingstheorema: Voor iedere e>O kan een L worden gevonden 

zodat blokken van L bron outputs u1.u2 •...• UL één-éénduidig 

kunnen worden gecomprimeerd tot L[H(U)+e] binaire digits, behalve 

een verzameling A (U) van atypische bron output blokken met totale 
é 

waarschijnlijkheid kleiner dan e. 

Het bewijs van het broncoderingstheorema volgt direct uit de rechteron-

gelijkheid van (2.2.3c) en uit (2.2.3a). 

Conversetheorema: Bij codering van bron output blokken U1.u2 ....• 

UL ter lengteL in L[H(U)-2é] of minder binaire digits nadert de 

foutenkans, P[E], (E de eerste letter van ~rror) bij reconstructie 

met toenemende L~ tot 1. 

Het bewijs van het conversetheorema voor blok- blok codering volgt uit 

de rechterongelijkheid van (2.2.3b) en uit (2.2.3a). Bij comprimering 

tot L[H(U)-2e] binaire digits zijn er slechts 2L[H{U)-2e] mogelijke 

codewoorden beschikbaar. Koppelen we deze codewoorden aan de meest 

waarschijnlijke €:.-typische L-blokken yeAe(U), dan nog is de totale 

waarschijnlijkheid op succesvolle codering van een e-typisch L-blok 
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volgens de rechterongelijkheid van (2.2.3b) L[H(U}-2é] ten hoogste 2 . 

2-L[H(U)-é] = 2-Lé. Als we aannemen dat atypischeL-blokken yE.Aé(U) 

steeds goed gecodeerd worden, dan nog is volgens (2.2.3a) de totale 

kans op succesvolle codering ten hoogste gelijk aan é+(l-E-)2-Lé~é als 

L~. Aangezien deze grens op de waarschijnlijkheid van succesvol code-

ren geldt voor iedere é~. kunnen we concluderen dat genoemde waar-

schijnlijkbeid met toenemende L~ tot 0 nadert, ofwel P[EJ~l. 

2. 4 BLOK - STROOM CODERING 

Bij blok-stroom codering worden L-blokken (geen grote L~ zoals 

b~j blok-blok codering, vaak zelfs L=l zoals in de volgende voorbeel-

den) van bron outputs omgezet in codewoorden van ongelijke lengte. Om 

tot efficiënte codering te geraken wordt Morse's idee toegepast. d.w.z. 

waarschijnlijke L-blokken een kort codewoord en onwaarschijnlijke 

L-blokken een lang codewoord. We geven nu eerst enige voorbeelden van 

blok-stroom codes. 

Beschouw de roulette van Fig. 2.4.1. Tabel 2.4.1 geeft vier 

(I,II.III en IV) mogelijke blok-stroom codes (L=l) voor deze informa-

tiebron. 

Fig. 2.4.1 Een informatiebron met alfabet Au={O.l,2,3}. 
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Code I is niet éénduidig decodeerbaar, omdat de eerste twee codewoorden 

Tabel 2.4.1 vier blok-stroom codes 

u Pu(u) I II III IV 
0 0,5 0 0 0 0 
1 0,25 0 1 01 10 
2 0,125 1 00 011 110 
3 0,125 10 11 0111 111 

identiek zijn. Code II is ook niet éénduidig decodeerbaar, omdat de 

bron output rijtjes u1u2 = 00 en u1 = 2 hetzelfde resultaat opleveren, 

t.w. de codestroom 00. Code III is éénduidig decodeerbaar. De "0" aan 

het begin van ieder codewoord fungeert als een comma, die de codewoor-

den scheidt. We spreken van een c00ma code. Merk op dat een codewoord 

van code III slechts kan worden gedecodeerd nadat de 0 van het volgende 

codewoord is ontvangen! Code IV is ook éénduidig decodeerbaar. Code IV 

is een prefix code, d.w.z. geen enkel codewoord is de prefix van een 

ander codewoord, zodat in tegenstelling tot code III gedecodeerd kan 

worden zodra een codewoord geheel ontvangen is! Een prefix code, zoals 

code IV. kan worden voorgesteld door een hggm, zie Fig. 2.4.2. De code-

woorden liggen aan de periferie van 

111 

0 

o- -1 

Fig. 2.4.2 De boom van code IV. 
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de boom, omdat een interne vertakking met de prefix van een codewoord 

correspondeert! De entropie H{U) van de bron van Fig. 2.4.1 is 

3 14 bit. 

Voor de gemiddelde lengte, n, van de codewoorden van code IV vinden we 

n = 2 Pu(u) nu 
U6Au 

= ~ x 1 + ~ x 2 + t x 3 + t x 

waar nu de lengte van het codewoord voor bericht U6Au voorstelt. Voor 

code IV geldt dus n = H{U). Shannon's broncoderingstheorema voor blok--

stroom codering zegt dat voor alle éénduidig decodeerbare codes geldt 

"o{U} ~ n. waarbij D het aantal elementen van het code alfabet en "uCU) 

de logD-entropie voorstelt. Voor code IV is D=2 (een binaire code) en 

volgens Shannon's broncoderingstheorema is code IV optimaal, d.w.z. n 

is minimaal (grootste compressie}, voor de bron van Fig. 2.4.1. 

Om Shannon's broncoderingstheorema voor blok-stroom codering te 

kunnen bewijzen hebben we twee stellingen 2.4.1 en 2.4.2 nodig. Deze 

stellingen zijn niet tot onderdeel van het bewijs van Shannon's theore-

ma gemaakt, omdat zij ook elders {b.v. in computer science) toepassing 

vinden. 
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Stelling 2.4.1 {Kraft ongelijkheid} 

Voor een prefix D-code met codewoorden ter lengte nu, UéAu, geldt 

(2.4.1) 

Omgekeerd, gegeven een verzameling {nu: uéAu} van codewoordlengten 

die voldoen aan ongelijkheid (2.4.1} dan bestaat er ook een prefix 

D-code met codewoorden ter lengte nu,uéAu· 

Bewijs: 

Gegeven een prefix D-code met codewoorden ter lengte n0~n1 ~ ... ~~-l· 

Deze code kan worden ingebed in een volle boom, d.w.z. een boom waarin 

iedere vertakking D nieuwe takken oplevert, ter lengte ~-1 , zie Fig. 

-n 
2.4.3 voor D--3. Een codewoord ter lengte n elimineert een fractie D u 

u 

van de boom, 

Fig. 2.4.3. Volle boom ter lengte ~-1 voor D--3. 

dus 
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Omgekeerd. gegeven dat n0~n 1 ~ ... ~~-l voldoet aan de Kraftongelijkheid 

(2.4.1). Laat dan een knoop op diepte n0 in de boom van Fig. 2.4.3 het 

eerste codewoord voor u=O voorstellen. Dit codewoord ter lengte n0 

elimineert 
-no -no 

een fractie D van de boom. Omdat D <I (er is dus nog 

een stuk van de boom over!} kan ik ook het tweede codewoord ter lengte 

-n -n -~ 

n
1 

voor u=l in de boom onderbrengen. Omdat D 0 
+ D 1 

+ ... + D - 2<1 

kan ik ook het laatste codewoord ter lengte ~-l voor u=M-1 nog onder

brengen. 

Q.E.D. 

In de vorige alinea is het begrip éénduidig decodeerbaar al aan de orde 
. 

geweest. We bewijzen nu dat iedere éénduidig decodeerbare code aan de 

Kraft ongelijkheid (2.4.1} voldoet. Dit impliceert, gelet op Stelling 

2.4.1, dat we een éénduidig decodeerbare code steeds door een prefix 

code kunnen vervangen! 

Stelling 2.4.2 

Voor iedere éénduidig decodeerbare code geldt de Kraft ongelijk-

beid (2.4.1). 

Bewijs: 

Laat L een willekeurig natuurlijk getal zijn, dan geldt 

M-1 -[nm +n + 
I D 1 ~ 

~~~_t=Ü 

... + n ] 
lll_t 
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Merk nu op dat n + n + ... + n de lengte van een rij van L code-
mi m2 ~ 

woorden is. Laat A1 het aantal rijen van L codewoorden ter lengte i 

voorstellen. Dit geeft 

Omdat de code éénduidig decodeerbaar is geldt A1 ~Di. Dus 

of 

( 
M-1 -n) L 

}: D m ~ 
m--o 

Ln 
max 

}: l=Ln 
i=l max 

M-1 -n 
! D m ~ (Ln )1/L ~1 als L~. 

max m=O 

Q.E.D. 

Met de stellingen 2.4.1 en 2.4.2 kunnen we nu Shannon's broncode-

ringstheorema voor blok-stroomcodering bewijzen. 

Broncoderingstheorema. 

Voor alle éénduidig decodeerbare codes geldt 

n ~ "o{U) {2.4.2) 

Er bestaan prefix codes met 

n < "o(U) + 1. (2.4.3} 
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Bewijs: 

M-1 M-1 
HL(U) - n = ! - p logD p - ! p n 
-lJ m=.{) m m m--o m m 

M-1 D-nm 
= ! p logD -P-

m=O m m 

M-1 -nm 
= (logDe) ! p tn Q___ 

m=.{) m pm 

We gebruiken nu de basisongelijkheid (2.1.2) en krijgen 

[ 
M-1 -nm M-1 J 

HL(U) - n ~ (logDe) ! D - ! p ~ 0. 
-lJ m=.{) m=O m 

Het bedrag tussen de rechte haken in de bovenstaande ongelijkheid is 

niet positief, omdat voor éénduidig decodeerbare codes volgens Stelling 

2.4.2 de Kraft ongelijkheid geldt. 

Kies nu nu= fi(u)l .u~. Volgens Stelling 2.4.1 bestaat er een 

prefix code met deze woordlengten. We hebben namelijk 

of 

Dus 

-n 
D u~P() uu. 

-n 
! D u ~ ! P

0
{u) = 1 • 

uéAu UE.\J 

d.w.z. met nu = fi(u)l. UE.\J is voldaan aan de Kraft ongelijkheid. 

Maar 

nu = fi(u)l < I(u) + 1 = -log PU(u) + 1. 



dus 

n = }; n r
0

(u) 
A __ u 

Ué_lJ 
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< I P0{u) [-log0 P0(u) + 1] 
UE.Au 

= llo{U} + 1. 

2. 5 HUFFMAN OODES 

Q.E.D. 

Beschouw de roulette van Fig. 2.5.1 als informatiebron. De secto

ren A, B. C enD beslaan hoeken van respectievelijk 90°, 45°, 180° en 

Fig. 2.5.1. Informatiebron U met alfabet {A,B,C,D}. 

Ons wordt gevraagd de output van deze bron éénduidig te coderen in een 

stroom van binaire digits, en wel zo dat het gemiddelde aantal binaire 

digits per bron letter zo klein mogelijk is. Dit probleem werd in 1952 

door Huffman [1) opgelost. De oplossing is aangegeven in Tabel 2.5.1. 

Bij de constructie van de binaire Huffman boom worden steeds de twee 

minst waarschijnlijke takken samengebracht tot één nieuwe tak, waarvan 

het waarschijnlijkheidsgewicht dan gelijk is aan de som van de gewich-

ten van de twee oorspronkelijke takken. De codewoorden vinden we door 

de aldus gevormde boom van rechts naar links te doorlopen en bij iedere 

vertakking omhoog een 0, en bij iedere vertakking omlaag een 1 te note-

ren. Het bewijs dat de aldus gevormde HuHman boom een corresponderende 
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code van minimale gemiddelde codewoordlengte oplevert, berust op de 

volgende stellingen. 

Tabel 2.5.1: 

Huffman boom en corresponderende code. 

u Pu(u) HUFFMAN BOOM 

A 1/4 

B 118 

c 1/2 

code 

00 

010 

1 

011 D 1/8 

Stelling 2.5.1 

Er bestaat een optimale binaire code waarbij de codewoorden, die 

met twee minst waarschijnlijke bronletters corresponderen, even 

lang zijn en slechts in de laatste digit verschillen. 

Het bewijs van deze stelling wordt aan de lezer overgelaten. De tweede 

stelling. die we nodig hebben om de optimaliteit van de Huffman con-

structie voor binaire codes te bewijzen, is de volgende. 

Stelling 2.5.2 

Gegeven een roulette als informatiebron U. zie Fig. 2.5.1. Vorm 

een gereduceerde bron u· door met twee minst waarschijnlijke sec-

toren van U dezelfde letter te associëren, b.v. door in Fig. 2.5.1 

in de sectoren B en D een nieuwe letter E te schrijven. Een opti-

male binaire code c· voor de gereduceerde bron u· levert nu een 

optimale binaire code C voor de oorspronkelijke bron U. door van 

het c· codewoord voor de aldus gevormde nieuwe bronletter van u· 
twee nieuwe codewoorden te maken, t.w. één door een 0 achter dit 

codewoord toe te voegen en één door een 1 achter dit codewoord toe 

te voegen. 
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Bewijs: 

Laat Pu.(u0) de waarschijnlijkheid van de nieuw gevormde letter u0 van 

u· zijn. Dan is de gemiddelde lengte n van de code c uit te drukken in 

de gemiddelde lengte n van c· en wel 

(2.5.1) 

Maar c· was optimaal voor u·. d.w.z. de gemiddelde lengten is mini-

maal. Aangezien de uit de optimale code C' gevormde nieuwe code C een 

code van het type van Stelling 2.5.1 is, volgt uit (2.5.1) dat C een 

optimale code voor de informatiebron U is. 

Q.E.D. 

Deze Stelling 2.5.2 impliceert nu de optimaliteit van de Huffman proce-

dure, die hiermee voor binaire codes bewezen is! Voor codes met meer 

(D>2) digi ts in het codealfabet geldt een analoge Huffman procedure. Op 

de eerste stap moeten nu 

(2.5.2) 

minst waarschijnlijke bronletters worden gecombineerd. Hier stelt M de 

grootte van het bronalfabet, D de grootte van het codealfabet en 

'Rn.-t(M-2) de rest na deling van M-2 door D-1 voor. Iedere verdere stap 

verenigt nu D takken, zie Tabel 2.5.2 voor M=6, D--3 en dus D1 = ~(4) + 

2 = 2. 
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Tabel 2.5.2: 

Huffman constructie van een ternaire {D--3) code. 

u P
0

{u) HUFF.MAN BOOM 

0 0.40 

1 0.30 

2 0,20 

3 0.05 

4 0,03 

5 0,02 

Code 

0 

1 

20 

21 

220 

221 

Lit.[l] D.A. Huffman "A metbod for the Construction of Minimum Redun

dancy Codes", Proceedings of the Ins ti tute of Radio Engi

neers, 40 {1951). 1098-1101. 

2.6 STATIONAIRE BRONNEN MET GEHEUGEN 

In Hoofdstuk I. Fig. 1.2.7, zijn we reeds een voorbeeld van een 

informatiebron met geheugen tegengekomen. We willen bronnen met geheu-

gen inpassen in de tot nu toe in Hoofdstuk II ontwikkelde theorie voor 

bronnen zonder geheugen. Dat kan als volgt. Daar in het algemeen het 

geheugen over een klein aantal bronsymbolen werkzaam is, beschouwen we 

de bron output symbolen nu in blokken ter lengte L. d.w.z. we beschou-

wen de z.g. L-de macht van de informatiebron. Voor grote L~ reduceert 

de geheugenwerking nu tot een te verwaarlozen randeffect. De entropie 

H~(U} van een stationaire bron met geheugen wordt nu dus als volgt 

gedefinieerd 

H~{U) == lim ~(U). 
L~ 

(2.6.1} 
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IV. SHANNON 'S TWEEDE TI:IEOREMA, HET POSITIEVE ASPECf 

We beperken ons in dit hoofdstuk tot blokcodes voor het BSC van 

Fig. 4.1 (vgl. Figs. 1.3.1 en 3.7.1). Het positieve aspect van 

x V 

Fig. 4.1. Het binair symmetrisch kanaal (BSC), O<p<~. 

Sbannon's tweede theorema kan ook worden bewezen voor een algemenere 

klasse (sliding block codes [1]) van kanaalcodes en/of voor algemene 

discrete kanalen <Ax·Py x<· 1.), Ay) zonder geheugen, zie Fig. 3.1. Het 

extra rekenwerk leidt echter nauwelijks tot een verdieping van inzicht. 

Dit als rechtvaardiging voor bovengenoemde beperking tot blokcodes voor 

het BSC. 

Een binaire (voor het BSC) blokcode met bloklengte N en efficiën

tieRis een verzameling {xN{m} :m--Q,l, ... ,M-1} van M, 

NR M = 2 , O~R~l. (1.3.2) 

codewoorden (=binaire rijtjes xN(m) ter lengteN). Een stochastische 

informatiebron selecteert een van deze codewoorden xfl(m} uniform, 

d.w.z. P[m] = 1/M, mé{0,1, .... M-1}. voor transmissie over het BSC. Op 

basis 
N A 

van het ontvangen N-blok y vormt de decoder een schatting m. 
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Voor iedere R<C en iedere ~>O bestaat er nu volgens Shannon een blok-

lengte N, minstens één blokcode met deze bloklengte N en met efficiën-

" 
tie ~· en een decoder, zodat R-~<~ en P[m~]<~. 

Shannon's bewijs van het bestaan van minstens één zo'n codeer/de-

" codeersysteem met P[m#m]<é, het beroeDKle "random coding argument", is 

een existentiebewijs! D.w.z. Shannon bewijst het bestaan van minstens 

één goede code onder 2MN mogelijke M.N-codes! Laat b.v. R=0.5 en N=lOO. 

50 17 
dan vertelt Shannon ons niet hoe we uit de 22 100 ~ 210 mogelijke 

M.N-codes moeten kiezen. Het kiezen van een implementeerbaar codeer/de-

codeersysteem uit dit fantastische aantal mogelijkheden is het onder-

werp van de coderingstheorie. 

Om het "random coding argument" tot een goed einde te kunnen 

brengen moeten we de linkerstaart P[w~A] en de rechterstaart P[w~A] van 

een waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling P(w} kunnen afschatten. De hiervoor 

geëigende techniek, d.w.z. "Chernoff bounding", is het onderwerp van de 

volgende paragraaf. 

Li t. [1] R.M.Gray, "Sliding-block souree coding", IEEE Trans. Inform. 

Theory, vol.IT-21, pp.357-368, July 1975. 

4.1 OIERNOFF'S AFSOIATTING 

Laat t~O een stochastische grootheid. Dan kan de verde1ingsfunktie 

als volgt worden begrensd. 

-
t Chebyshev: P[t~ö]~ 6· ö>O. {4.1.1) 
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Bewijs: (voor een verdeling over de niet negatieve gehele getallen): 

-
t < 1 t P[t~6] = ~ P(t) ~ ~ 6 P(t} _ 6 ~ tP(t} = 6 

t~6 t~ó t~O 

Q.E.D. 

Een eerder (p.30) gebruikte vorm van de Chebyshev ongelijkheid krijgen 

we door voor een willekeurige stochastische grootheid w, t te definië-

- 2 ren als t = (w-w) ~ 0. Substitute voort in (4.1.1) geeft nu 

of met e~6 de standaardvorm 

(4.1.2) 

die we in § 2.2 hebben gebruikt. De afschatting volgens Cbernoff volgt 

met de substitutie t=esw~ 0 in (4.1.1}. Deze substitutie levert 

(4.1.3) 

sw De functie gw(s) == e wordt de genererende functie van de stochas-

tische grootheid w genoemd, m.a.w. 

sw 
~{s) = ~ e P(w). 

w 
(4.1.4) 

Met Ö=esA in (4.1.3) volgt nu de afschatting van Chernoff, t.w. 
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-sA Met (4.1.4) volgt voor de afschatting e g (s) van Chernoff. w 

= ~ es(w-A)P(w). 
w 

Met (4.1.6) volgt eenvoudig, 

-sA [e g (s)] _n = 1. 
W S;;;:;v 

{ 
d -sA } -ds (e gw(s)] s=O= w-A. 

(4.1.5a) 

(4.1.5b} 

(4.1.6) 

(4.1.7a) 

(4.1.7b} 

(4.1.7c) 

De ongelijkheid (4.1.7c) impliceert dat de afschatting e-sA~(s) van 

Chernoff convex-u is. De eigenschappen (4.1.7) van Chernoff's afschat-

ting kunnen worden teruggevonden in Fig. 4.1.1. 

- -sA Voor A1<w krijgen we een zinvolle (e gw(s)<1) afschatting van de 

- -sA linkerstaart en voor A2>w een zinvolle (e ~(s)<1) afschatting van de 

rechterstaart van de waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling P(w) van w. Om de 

scherpste afschatting van de linker- dan wel de rechterstaart van P(w) 

te verkrijgen, moeten we het minimum van e-sAg (s) als functie van s 
w 



-sA 
e gw(s) 

Fig. 4.1.1. 
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t P(W) 

/ 

-sA Eigenschappen van e ~(s}. 

in Fig. 4.1.1 bepalen. Differentiatie levert 

-sA -sA -A e g {s) + e g'(s) = 0. w w 

of 

g~{s} d 
A = -( } = -d [ln g (s}]. g s s w w 

w 

(4.1.8} 

De oplossing s=s van vergelijking {4.1.8) geeft de scherpste afschat
o 

-sA ting e o ~(s0}. 

4.2 HET AANTAL SU0CESSEN IN N ONAFHANKELIJKE EXPERIMENTEN 

We geven nu een voorbeeld van een afschatting volgens Chernoff. 

Beschouw het aantal successen w in N onafhankelijke experimenten. waar-

bij de kans op succes (z =1) dan wel mislukking (z =0) in het nde n n 
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experiment respectievelijk gelijk is aan P[z =1] = p dan w~l P[z =0] = n n 

q = 1-p, n=l,2, ... ,N. Het aantal successen w, dat een Bernouilli ver-

deling heeft, is dus de som van N onafhankelijke binaire stochastische 

N 
w = :i: z 

n=l n 

Dit geeft voor g (s), w 

SZ SZ N 
g (s) 

w 
= e5 w = exp(s:i:z = rre n = rre n = rr gn(s). 

n n=l 

(4.2.1) 

(4.2.2} 

waar ~(s) := e 
SZ 

n de genererende functie van de stochastische groot-

beid z is. Met 
n 

g (s) 
n 

1 
= :i: e 
z=O 

n 

SZ n s P(z) = q+pe, n=l,2, ... ,N, 
n 

en met {4.2.2) volgt tenslotte 

(4.2.3) 

{4.2.4) 

Laat nu I>p+)p)O met p de bovengenoemde kans op succes in ieder van de 

N experimenten afzonderlijk. Gevraagd een bovengrens voor de kans 

P{w~p+N], d.w.z. voor de kans van tenminste p+N successen in de N expe

rimenten. We gebruiken de afschatting (4.1.5a) volgens Chernoff met 

A=p+N. De optimale waarde s=s
0 

vinden we met (4.1.8) na substitutie van 

g (s) volgens (4.2.4). Dit geeft de vergelijking w 
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d s N 
p N = d-- [ln(q+pe ) ]. + s 

Differentiatie en deling door N levert 

of 

q+ == 1-p = _q __ 
+ s 

s 
q+pe 0 = _s . 

q+ 

0 q+pe 

Uiteindelijk vinden we 

(4.2.5) 

(4.2.6) 

(4.2.7) 

Substitutie van A= p+N, s
0 

volgens (4.2.7) en gw(s) volgens (4.2.4) in 

-sA de afschatting e ~(s} volgens Chernoff levert 

Met (4.2.6) vinden we nu 
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Tenslotte krijgen we dus de volgende bovengrens voor de kans op min-

stens p+N successen in N onafhankelijke experimenten 

(4.2.8} 

Ofschoon de bovengrens in (4.2.8} een wiskundig zeer elegante vorm 

heeft, geeft {4.2.8) toch weinig inzicht in de afhankelijkheid van de 

bovengrens van de parameter p+. Om dit inzicht te verkrijgen schrijven 

we (4.2.8) als 

= (-p+log2p-q+log2q) - (-p+log2p+ - q+log2q+) 

= tp(p+) - h(p+). 

{4.2.9) 

(4.2.10) 

met h{x) = -xl~x- (1-x)lo~{l-x) de binaire entropiefunktie {1.2.2} 

en tp(x) :: -xlog2p-(l-x)lo~(l-p) de raaklijn aan h(x) in het punt 

x=p. De grootheid xp(p+) in de exponent van (4.2.9) heeft nu een een

voudige geometrische interpretatie, zie Fig. 4.2.1. Het is de afstand 

tussen de entropiecurve h(x) en de raaklijn t (x) voor x=p . We zien 
p + 

dat als p+)p toeneemt. dat dan de exponent -Nxp(p+) in (4.2.9} en dus 

ook de afschatting van P(w~p+N] afnemen. 
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Fig. 4.2.1. Geometrische interpretatie van de Chernoff 

afschatting. 

Dezelfde begrenzing 

{4.2.11) 

geldt {s<O) ook voor de linkerstaart P[w~p N], waar nu O<p <p<l. - -
We eindigen deze paragraaf met op te merken dat, voor de belang-

rijke klasse van waarschijnlijkheidsverdelingen over een rooster [1], 

de afschatting volgens Chernoff asymptotisch (met een afwijking die 

sneller naar nul gaat dan 1/vN) gelijk is aan het werkelijke waar-

schijnlijkheidsgewicht van de staart van de betreffende verdeling. De 

hier behandelde Bernouilli verdeling behoort tot deze klasse! 
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Lit.(l] R.G.Gallager, Information Theory and Reliable Communication, 

Wiley, New York, 1968. 

4. 3 Sf()(l{AS'fiSCHE CX>DERING 

Een binaire M,N-code is een verzameling, {xN{m) : m=O,l ....• M-1} 

N van M binaire (codewoorden) rijtjes x (m) ter lengte N. De efficiëntie 

R van een M,N-code wordt gedefinieerd als 

(4.3.1} 

Er zijn 2MN van zulke M,N-codes {iedere code correspondeert met een 

binaire vector ter lengte MN). Aangezien niemand kans ziet de beste 

code uit de verzameling {{xN(m) : m=O,l •..• ,M-1}} van aMN mogelijke 

codes te kiezen, laat staan de foutencorrigerende eigenschappen van 

deze code te berekenen, gaat Shannon tewerk als aangegeven in Fig. 

4.3.1. 

m 
0 

kies code uniform 
A: 

' 
encoder 

, , 
, 

I 

I 

N 
x (m ) 

0 

m E {0,1, •.. ,M-1} 
0 

N 
y 

Fig. 4.3.1. Stochastische codering. 

' ' 
' ' 

' 
drempel=Ó 

decoder 1\ 
m 

0 
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In blok A wordt met gelijke kans 2-MN een willekeurige code {xN(m)} uit 

N {{x (m)}} gekozen, en wel door met een gebalanceerde, P[O) = P[1) = *· 

munt MN maal te tossen. Zoals aangegeven met de gestreepte pijlen in 

Fig. 4.3.1 worden vervolgens deencoderen de decoder van deze keuze, 

N d.w.z. van de te gebruiken code {x {m)}, op de hoogte gesteld. Nu kan 

het bericht m0ê{0,1, ... ,M-1} worden verzonden. We nemen aan dat alle 

berichten a priori dezelfde waarschijnlijkheid 2-M hebben. De binaire 

ruisvector nN in het BSC heeft N statistisch onafhankelijke componen-

ten, die elk met kans O<p<* gelijk aan 1 en met kans q = 1-p gelijk aan 

0 zijn. N Het ontvangen datablok y is de modulo-2 som ($) van het ver-

N N zonden codewoord x (m0) en de ruisvector n , d.w.z. 

N N N 
y = x (m0) $ n . (4.3.2) 

Voor we het communicatiesysteem volgens Fig. 4.3.1 kunnen gaan analyse

N ren, moeten we de drempeldec9deerschakeling, die gegeven y de schat-

ting m0 vormt, nog beschrijven. De decodeerschakeling vergelijkt ach

tereenvolgens de codewoorden xN(O), xN(1), ...• x"'(M-1} met het ontvang-
N A N A 

en datablok y en decodeert m=m0 als x (m0) het eerste codewoord is, 

dat op minder dan öN plaatsen van yN verschilt. Het aantal plaatsen 

N N waarop twee blokken x en y verschillen wordt wel de Hamming afstand, 

N N N A 

dH(x ,y ). genoemd. M.a.w. voor het codewoord x {m0) geldt 
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De stochastische situatie (1] van Fig. 4.3.1 is vrij gecompli-

ceerd. Verschillende gebeurtenissen spelen een rol: de bronselectie van 

N het bericht m0 , de selectie van de code {x (m)} en uiteindelijk de 

realisatie van de kanaalruis nN. Om orde in deze chaos te scheppen 

beschouwen we een subensemble, namelijk die situaties waar de informa-

tiebron bericht m
0 

kiest, waar dit bericht door de encoder wordt afge

beeld op het codewoord xN0 en waar dit codewoord x~ wordt ontvangen als 

y~. In dit subensemble m0~x~~y~ is er dan nog steeds de vrijheid van 

keuze voor de M-1 andere codewoorden. We begrenzen nu, in het subensem-

N N ble m0~x0~y0 . de kans dat een of meer van de andere M-1 codewoorden op 

Hamming afstand kleiner dan of gelijk aan 6N van het y~ blok komen te 

N ltggen. De kans dat een digit van een codewoord x (m), ~0• ongelijk 

N wordt gekozen aan het corresponderende digit van het N-blok y
0 

is ge-

lijk aan ~- De kans op óN of minder van dergelijke successen voor een 

N bepaald codewoord x (m), d.w.z. voor N experimenten, kan volgens 

(4.2.11} met p_=ó worden begrensd door 

-N~(ó) 
2 . 

Voor het totaal van M-1 andere codewoorden xN(m). ~· vinden we als 

begrenzing 

-N~(ó) -N~(ó) 
(M-1)2 ~M2 , 

of met (4.3.1) 

-N[~(ó)-R] 
2 . (4.3.4) 
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N N Merk op dat de bovengrens {4.3.4} onafhankelijk is van m0 , x0 en y0 . 

Er wordt zeker goed gedecodeerd wanneer geen enkel ander codewoord 

xN{m}, ~m0 . op Hamming afstand kleiner dan of gelijk aan öN van het yN 

N blok ligt en als bovendien voor het goede codewoord x (m0 }. geldt dat 

Aan deze conditie is niet voldaan als voor het ruisblok nN geldt dat 

N 
<11Cn nóN, 

N 
~r <11<n } , het Hamming gewicht, het aantal van nul verschillende 

componenten van het N ruisblok n voorstelt. Volgens (4.2.9} met p+=ó 

geldt 

(4.3.5) 

De gemiddelde foutenkans P[E] over het ensemble van 

codes kan met (4.3.4) en (4.3.5) dus worden begrensd (union bound), 

{4.3.6) 

Aangezien de begrenzing (4.3.6) geldt voor de gemiddelde foutenkans 

- N P[E] over het ensemble {{x (m)}} van codes moet er dus minstens één 

code N {x (m)}' zijn. met foutenkans niet groter dan het rechterlid van 

{4.3.6}. 

In de bovengrens (4.3.6) zit nog een onbepaalde parameter, name-

lijk de drempel ó van de decodeerschakeling. Een geschikte drempelwaar-

de ö=d kan het gemakkelijkst grafisch, Fig. 4.3.2, worden 
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t (x) 
p 
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ó d 0,5 

Fig. 4.3.2. Geometrische constructie van een geschikte 

drempel 6=d. 

gevonden. Essentieel in Fig. 4.3.2 is de horizontale lijn evenwijdig 

aan en op afstandRonder de raaklijn t~(x). Merk op dat de eerste 

exponent [~(6)-R] in (4.3.6) afneemt met toenemende drempelwaarde 6, 

zie Fig. 4.3.2. De tweede exponent x (6) neemt juist toe met 6. Voor de p 

drempelwaarde ó=d, zoals aangegeven in Fig. 4.3.2, zijn de beide expo-

nenten gelijk. De gemeenschappelijke waarde van de beide exponenten in 

(4.3.6) voor 6=d wordt de drempelfoutenexponent, Ed(R), genoemd. De 

begrenzing (4.3.6) voor de gemiddelde foutenkans P[E] wordt nu voor 

ó=d, 
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(4.3.7) 

Uit de constructie van Fig. 4.3.2 vinden we het verloop van Ed(R) als 

functie van R. zie Fig. 4.3.3. Voor O<R<C is de drempelfoutenexponent 

c 

Fig. 4.3.3. De drempelfoutenexponent Ed(R). 

Ed(R)>O. m.a.w. voor R<C neemt de gemiddelde foutenkans P[E] exponen

tieel af volgens (4.3.7) met toenemende bloklengte N~. Hiermee is het 

positieve aspect van Shannon's tweede theorema, te weten de mogelijk-

beid van betrouwbare informatieoverdracht voor efficiëntles R<C. voor 

het BSC bewezen! 

L i t . [ 1] C. E. Shannon. "Two-way COIII'IIltnica ti on channe 1 s. " Proc. 4th 

Berkeley Symp.Math.Statist. and Prob., vol. 1, pp.611-644, 

1961. Reprinted in Key Papers in the Development of Informa

tion Theory. (D.Slepian, Ed.) New York: IEEE Press, 1974, 

pp.339-372. 
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1. Introduetion 

1.1. Intersymbol Interference (ISI) 

A single putse transmitted over a bandwidth-limited system is smeared out 
in time due to the convolution with the channel's impulse response; a 
sample at the centre of a symbol interval is a weighted sum of amplitudes 
of pulses in several adjacent intervals. This phenomenon is called 
intersymbol interference (ISI). According to Nyquist's flrst criterion, all ISI 
can be eliminated by means of a linear filter, the equalizer filter, which 
shapes the frequency characteristic of the channel. 

1.2. N yquist shaping 

From the tenets of Nyquist's criteria [1], we know that intersymbol inter
ference can be completely avoided by a proper choice of the channel 
waveform. Let g(t) be the channel waveform, then for zero ISI, g(t) should 
satisfy 

{
I for n = 0 

g(n1) = 0 for n # 0. (1) 

Let G(f) denote the Fourier transform of g(t). Now zero-interference can 
be formulated in the frequency domain. 

Nyquist' s First Criterion 
If G(f) satisfies 

0() 

L G(f + ~ ) = 1 for 111 < 
2
1
T 

k=-oo 

then 

{
I for n = 0 

g(n1) = 0 for n # 0. 

(2) 

The simplest design of the overaJJ shape satisfying (2) is (in principle) that 
giving a perfectly reetangolar spectrum. Then the transfer function of the 
channel is 

{
1, 111 ::;;,fN 
0, lfl > fN· 

(3) 
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The impulse response of the channel is 

g( ) 
_ sin nt/T 

t - . 
nt/T 

(4) 

The disadvantage of the rectanguJar spectrum~ just assumed above~ is that 
an individual received signai-element is shapcd as g(t), so that a small error 
in the phase of the sampling instants at the detector input can introduce 
considerable ISI. This difficulty is caused by the faèt that h(t) decays very 
slow1y as t becomes more positive or ttegative. The sitüation may be greatly 
improved by rounding off or smoothing the abrupt change in G(j) at 

+ l/2T. The class of spectra most often used is that where G(f) has a 
raised eosine roll-off. 

Raised Cosine Roll-off 
All G(f) satisfying (2) are candidate shapes for ISI-free channels. In practice, 
the class of G(f) with a raised eosine roll-offis most commonly used. The 
raised eosine roll-off is defined as 

f< {1- rxlfN 

(I - rxlfN <f 5'. (1 + rx}fN 

f> (1 + rxlfN, 

where !X is called the roll-off factor, and the Nyquist rate is 

The channel waveform corresponding to the G(f) given above is 

cos 2nrxfNt ( sin 2nfNt ) 
g(n= . 

I - ( 4rt:fNt)2 2nfNt 

Note that indeed 

{
I for n = 0 

g(n1)= 0 forn:;t:O. 

The value of the parameter rx is a designer's option. If rx = I, we find 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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Not only is it possible to transruit data at 1/T elementsper second without 
ISI, but in this case the channel waveform bas the interesting property that 
it has zeros at the half-bit intervals as well. All zero crossings of the signal 
occur exactly half way between the sampling instants. Clearly, this is a 
useful property as it allows both accurate doek and data recovery. 

By selecting a, the designer seeks a campromise between various 
conflicting requirements. By lowering a, for example, the bandwidth is 
narrowed, which will thus improve the channel's robustness against noise. 
On the other hand, other relevant aspects, such as zero-crossing jitter, may 
worsen. A qualitative idea of the various parameters playing a role in the 
trade-off can be obtained by the evaluation of the eye pattern. An eye 
pattern, which is obtained by connecting the output of the channel or the 
equalizer to an oscilloscope synchronized with the data clock. The signals 
originating from different symbol intervals are superimposed on the screen. 
The lozenge pattem around a dash is called the eye. The eye pattem 
indicates the operating margins; the horizontal opening is the time margin 
and the vertical opening is the amplitude margin. Owing to channel imper
fections, the eye can become obscured; owing to phase jitter of the signal 
relative to the clock an eye becomes narrower and noise reduces its height. 
The eye opening becomes wider at the expense of reduction in vertical eye 
opening. Examples of eye pattems for selected values of the roll-off 
parameter a are displayed in Figure l.b-d. The eye pattems are obtained 
by computer simulation using a sufficiently long pseudo-random data 
pattern. lt can be seen that the horizontal margin, the timing window, 
becomes smallerforsmaller values of the roH-off parameter a. 

A channel equalized in such a way that it satisfies Nyquist's first 
criterion will, as described above, be completely free of intersymbol inter
ference. By necessity, in a low-pass channel corrupted by noise, the equalizer 
wiJ] boost the high-frequency noise. A channel satisfying Nyquist's first 
criterion is not, in general, offering a sound trade-off between both the 
effects of ISI and noise amplification. By allowing some residual ISI, it is 
usually possible to improve the resistancc against additive noise. 

2. Partial-response systents 

The equalization schemes discussed above are characterized by the fact that 
ISI at the sampling instants is small or even absent. In equaJization schemes 
based on parttal-response ( PR) systems or correlative coding, ISI is not 
necessarily treated as an undesirable phenomenon but they permit 
controlled intersymbol interference whose known effects are compensated 
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Figure I (a) Frequency response of eosine roll-off channel for selected values of a.. Eye 
patterns obtained from a channel with a eosine roll-off for (b) a.= 0.9, (c) a.= 0. 7, and (d) 
a.= 0.5. Notc that at thc sampling point, in the middle of the 'eye', the signal is exact]y 
+lor-1. 

at the data detector. The advantage of such PR systems, relative to ruli
response systems, is a reduced bandwidth requirement resulting in improved 
noise margin. The disadvantages are increased sensitivity to signa) 
amplitude variations and time-base variations. Although the benefits of 
partial-response systems in communications systems have been known for 
quite a long time [2], the difficuJty of imptementing the signal processing 
hardware, specifically the clock regeneration, has precluded its widespread 
usage outside the laboratory. Only recently the systems have been 
implemented in commercial disk-storage products. 

A partial-response system is characterized by a polynomial P(D), where 
D represents a one-symbol delay. Many partial-response systems are 
possible; a list of relevant options is given below. 

• duo-binary detection: 1 + D, 
• dicode, peak or amplitude detection: I - D, 
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• partial-response (PR) class IV: l - D2, 

• extended partial-response (EPR): (1 - D)(l + D)2• 

The polynomial representing a partienlar PR system should be interpreted 
in the following way. Let 

K 

P(D) = lliDï, 
i=O 

then the channel waveform g( t) is given by 

g(nT) = {Pn for n < K 
0 for n > K. 

(9) 

( 10) 

The transfer functions of the various partial-response systems can be found 
by substituting D by exp( - j2nj7). Results are tabulated in Table I. Note 
that the transfer functions of peak, PR class IV, and EPR detection scheme 
exhibit a speetral nuit at the zero frequency. PR Class TV and EPR show 
an additional speetral nutl at the Nyquist frequency. The corresponding 
value of the channel waveform consists of two (or more) sine pulses time
displaced by T seconds. It can easily verified that for the dieode channel 
l D, we find 

sin nt/T sin n(t- 1)/T 
h(t)= -~-

nt/T n(t- 1)/T 
sin nt/T sin ntfT 

nt/T n(t- 1)/T (I t) 

T2 sin ntfT 
-

nt(T- t) · 

Figure 2 gives a graphical representation of the above function. Note that 
at the sampling moments, h( t) has onJy two distinguishable val u es. We may 
therefore express the values at the sampling moments, r~t, as the difference 
of the transmitted digit at instant k, ah, and its previous value alt-., or 

(12) 

Only in vary rare cases, the transfer function of a real channel will obey 
the characteristics of a partial-response channel. To apply a PR scheme, the 
transfer function of the channeJ must be shaped by an equalizer into the 
desired PR transfer function. After a judicious choice of a particular PR 
scheme, the effort of reshaping the channel transfer function, and 
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k (t) 

1.0 

Figure 2 Channel wavefarm of a dieode channell- D. 

concomitant noise enhancement, can be remarkably Jess than required for 
full-response detection. 

Table t Various partial-response systems and corresponding transfer functions. 

System 

1+ D 
1-D 

1-D2 

(1- DXI + D)2 

Tran.ifer function 
2 cos(1tf/) 

2 sin(1tfl) 

2 sin(21tj7) 

4 cos(rifl) sin(21tfl) 

Plots of various frequency response are shown in Figure 3. As in the case 
of full-response Nyquist shaping, PR detection systems are not used without 
a smooth roll-off of the frequency function near the Nyquist frequency. 

Precoding 
From (12) we may conclude that the original data may be detected from the 
received sequence {rk} by the following operation: 

(13) 

A serious drawback of this detection process is that once an error has been 
made, they wiJl propagate sincc the current decisions depend on the 
correctness of the previous digits. A technique termed precoding is usually 
used to remedy the above difficulty. Prior to transmission, the actual souree 
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data c1c is translated into the transmitted data t1k using an operation defined 
by 

ak = (ck + ak_ 1) modulo-2. ( 14) 

The above binary output sequence {ak} is translated into a bipolar sequence 
by representing a logical'one' by say I voltand a logical 'zero' by -1 volt. 
In this manner, the logical 'ones' in the data sequence {c11} indicate the 
positions of a transition I -+ -1 or -1 -+ 1 of the transmitted bipoJar 
waveform. Por example, the binary data sequence 

0100010010001101 ... 
would be converted to the bipolar channel sequence: 

I -1 -1 -1 -J I 1 I -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 .... 
Sequences that are assumed to be transmitted with such a precoding step 
are said to be given in non-return-to-zero-inverse (NRZI) notation, whereas 
sequences transmitted without such a precoding step are referred to as 
non-return-to-zero (NRZ). From eqs. (12) and (14), wededuce that 

{ 
+ 2 volt, if bk = I 

r-
k- 0 volt, if bk = 0. 

From the above equations, we can easily find the decision rule 
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The previous mathematica} expression is easily embodied in hardware by a 
rectifier whose output is compared to a threshold of l volt. It is easily seen 
that amplitude variations of the received signal will degrade the 
performance of a PR system. The various signals in a PR detection scheme 
are displayed in Table 2. 

Timing 

Table 2 Various signals in a partial-response dieode channel. 

Souree sequence { cJ 
Data sequence { ak} 
Bipolar sequence { d k) 
Dieode output {rk} 
Detected signa! 

0 0 0 1 0 
I I I 0 0 1 0 0 

+1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 
0 0 -2 0 +2 -2 0 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Partial response systems show a remarkably improved ro bustness against 
additive noise, but on the other side of the balance they are more sensitive 
to timing errors than full-response channels of the same excess bandwidth. 
The eye width of PR systems has been computed by Kabal and Pasupathy 
[3] and is about 36% of the eye width of a full response channel. 

3. Maximu111 Likelihood Sequence Esti11tation 

Maximum Likelibood Sequence Estimation (MLSE), or Viterbi algorithm, 
ranks among the best detection methods available if the noise perturbing the 
channel is additive, colored or white, noise. In this section, we will discuss 
the principles of MLSE and will turn them into practice in the subsequent 
section. Let the sequence of binary symbols 

called information symbols, be transmitted. Let the retrieved sequence be 

N 

y(t) = _La;g(t- iD + n(t), 
i= I 
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where g(t) is the channel waveform, l/T the symbol frequency, and n(t) is 
white Gaussian noise. 

A key assumption in the Viterbi algorithm is that g(t) has finitc duration 
mT. Define the probability functional 

as thc probability that y( t) is received under the assuinption that the symbols 
are 

Notice that there are 2N values of this quantity. In MLSE we estimate the 
transmitted sequence to be the sequence that maximizes the above 
likelihood. A straightforward derivation reveals that the likelibood is 
maximized by choosing the set 

which minimizes the integral 

nT 

I [
y( I) - f Îi;g( t - i7)]

2 

dt. 

t=l 

0 

We expand the quadratic term, resulting in three terms, one of which is 
independent of Ot, a2, ... ' ON. The objective function D to be minimized is 
then 

(15) 

where 

rnT 
zi = Jo y( t)g( t - i1)dt 
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and the auto-correlation coefficients are 

gi-j= Jg(t- i1)g(t-j1)dt. 

Note that 

is the energy in the channel waveform. The two terms in (15) embody the 
two kinds of information at our disposal. The terms Z can be viewed as the 
sampled output of a filter matched to the channel waveform. 
The term 

indicates the memory present in the channel. A brute force approach to the 
minimization of the objective function requires 2N calculations. The Viterbi 
algorithm can solve this problem with only N2m computations. We start 
with a few manipulations which will lead to the V A. First we decompose 
the objective function: 

N N N 

n = -2 I a;z; + I Ia/àjgi-.i 
i=l i=I j=I 
N-l N-l N- 1 N- J 

= -2 I a;z; + I I al~gi-j -2aNzN + 2aN I a;gN-i + a~go. 
i=l i=l~l i=~m 

Note that the three terms at the RHS are a function only of 

{
A A A } 
aN-m• aN-m+l• ··· • aN 

and not the rest of the possible received sequence, and that these terms 
depend only upon one output of the matched filter: ZN. We define the set 
of state veetors 

A A A 

uk= {ak-m+ t• ak-m+2• ... 'ak}, k = m, m + 1' ... 'N. 

The problem of estimating the optimum sequence 
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can be reeast as that of choosing an optimum sequence of state veetors 

(J m' a m+ I ' ··· ' a N· 

Estimating the optimum sequence of states can be viewed as optimum path 
selection trough a lattice or treflis representing the states. Each of the 2m 
m-vectors defines a state. From a certain state, atinstant i say (1,-1,-l), 
m 3, two statescan be accessed at instant i+ 1, namely states (-1,-J,-1) 
and (-1 ,-1, + l). The various transitions between states define the lattice (see 
Figure 4). 

-1-1-1 

-1-1+1 

-1+1-1 

+1-1-1 

+1-1+1 

+1+1-1 

+1+1+1 

Figure 4 Trellis diagram for m= 3 (8 states) 

Suppose, for example, that the optimum path from a, to a8 passes 
through some intermediate state, labelled x. Clearly, if the path P, 
contributes less than path Q to the total objective function, then the path 
P1P2 should be chosen instead of QP2• The various paths are depicted in 
Figure 5. 

This observation is the key to the Viterbi algorithm. We proceed by 
defining the quantities 

k k k 

U(Zl, ... 'Zk; O'm, ... 'ak) = -2 L a;Z; + L LaÎL,gi-j 
i=l i=l j=l 



ao' 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ .... 
Q ..... - ,.,_ ".,. x 

Figure 5 Paths between ~ and aa. 

and 
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k=m+ l, ... ,N. 

The V A computes recursively two things: metrics and survivors. The zm 
metrics FO are given by 

(16) 

The metric Ji(a~c) represents the magnitude of the objective function of the 
'best' path from the start to a~c. The survivor is a binary string of length k 
which represents the best path from the start to a11 • For each of the zm states 
we compute ( 16) and store the new metrics and the new survivor paths. 

3.1. Worked example 

Let a system with characteristics 

be given. We consider a sequence of 7 symbols with outputs of the matebed 
filter being 

z 1 = 1.5, ~ = 2.0, Z3 = o.5, Z4 = 1.0, 
Z5 = -1.5, Z6 = -3.0, 0 = 0.5. 

1) For each of the zm = 4 states initialize the metric as U(Z~, Z2, a2). 
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2) Apply (16) to find thè best path to each of the four states <13. Store the 
survivors. 

3) Repeat step 2) for each of the states a 3, ••• , a1. Obtaining four paths 
through the trellis. 

4) Optimize over the final states a1. In the diagram we see that the best 
path ends in state t11 = ( -1, +I). The optimum path is the one that 
goes through the states (+1,+1), (+I, -1,), (-1,+1), (+1,-1), (-1,-1}, 
(-1, +I) indicating the syrnbo1 sequence 

( + l' + 1,-1' + l ,-1 ,- J' + J ). 
The steps are illustrated in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 Trellis diagram for worked example. 

3.2. Viterbi defection of class IV partial response 

The application of threshold detection and Viterbi detection to class IV 
partial response will be explained. Then, maximum-likelihood sequence 
estimation wiJl be discussed, after which a simplified Viterbi algorithm will 
be derived. 
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3.3. Threshold detection 

To discrimina te between the three signallevels of the partial response signal, 
a thre~hold detector can be used. Jn order to compute the error performance 
of threshold detection, we assume that the (sampled) signal takes three 
values, namely -2A, 0, and 2A. The signal is perturbed by additive 
zero-mean Gaussian noise with varianee u2• The error probability is 

3 A 
P(e)=TQ(T). 

3.4. Implementation of the Ferguson algorithm 

( 17) 

Let {llt} be the sequence of binary symbols written on the tape, then in PR 
class IV the output signal {y;}, where Yt = l1t llt-2· 

ijk = ak - ak -2 

even n n 
U U L 

odd ___ u __ n · _n n . u u --
Figure 7 Example of input and output signals of PR Class IV. The signal {yi} can be divided 

· into two streams wbich can be detected by two separate Vtterbi detectors. 

Figure 7 shows as an example the various signals as a function of time. lt 
is not difficult to see that the samples Yt for odd values of the time index i 
is completely independent of the samples y; at even values of the index i. 
The PR class IV 1 - D2 channel can be viewed as two inter1eaved I - D 
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channels. The optima! reception of signals from the l - D2 channel can 
therefore, without any toss of performance, be accomplished by two 
concurrent optima! receivers designed for the l - D channel. From Figure 
7, it is clear that a positive peak can be fo11owed the absence of a peak or 
by a negative peak. A positive peak can never be foliowed by a positive 
peak. These attributes are in fact used by the sequence detector. Starting 
from the Viterbi algorithm as it was explained in the previous section, it is 
possible to derive a simplifled version for the special case of the J - D 
channel. The simplifled algorithm was flrst described by Ferguson [4]. For 
the 1 - D channeJ we can set up the 2-state trellis diagram as shown in 
Figure 8 

+1 +1 0 +1 0 +1 0 +1 

-1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 

k k+2 k+4 

Figure 8 Trellis diagram of 1 - D channel. 

The branch values represent the cost function, and the accumulated 
square difference of the most likely path ending in state + l or -1 at instant 
k is denoted by St and Sïï, respectively. Now we can write down the 
following optimization equations: 

st= min{S%_1 +yl, Sk-I+ (yk -2)
2
} 

s;; = min{Sk-t +yi, st-J + (yk -2)2} 
(J8) 

The only thing that matters is the difference between the costs of the two 
paths, and therefore we write down 

st s;; = min{st-h sk-I -4(yk -I)}- min{s;;_ 1, st-1 +4(yk +1)}. 

Let ó.Sk = st - 5h, then 

ó.Sk = - ó.Sk-I + min{ó.Sk-l, -4yk +4}- min{- ó.Sk-t,4Yk +4} 
= - ó.Sk-I -8yk +min{ó.Sk-I +4yk,4} + max{llSk-t +4yk, -4}. 



The above equation can be simplified into 

t1Sk-l + 4yk > 4 
-4 < !!.Sk- 1 + 4yk < 4 
!!.Sk-1 + 4yk < -4. 
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Following Wood and Peterson [5], we reptace AS~t by 4{J - 4yP and divide 
the expressions by 4, so that 

{

1-yk 

fJ - Yp = fJ -Yp 
-1- Yk 

Yk- Yp >I fJ . 
-1 - {J < Yk -yp < 1 - {J 
Yk- Yp < -1 - {J. 

(19) 

Essentia1ly, the algorithm runs as follows. Get the new sample ylt; If Y~t -yP 
outside the range (0, -2{J) then set yp: = Y~t: and set {J: = I if Y~t: > YP or set 
{J: = - l if Y1t < Yr By running the algorithm one finds the positions of the 
pulses of level + 2 or -2. Whenever a candidate putse is found, its amplitude 
YP and position p are stored. The final decision is postponed until the next 
candidate putse is found. The process is visualized in Figure 9. 
The algorithm is readily implemented in hardware using a random-access 
memory. The size of the memory should exceed the maximum distance 
between magnetization transitions. The performance of the MLSE has been 
computed by Forney [6] 

J2A 
Pt( e) = 4Q( u ). 

We may observe a 3 dB improvement with respect to threshold detection 
(see eq (17)). 
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Sample incorrectly 
registered because 
of noise 

+2 

+1 ldeal :~ sample 0 values 
volts -1 

-2 

Last sample to cause a 
positive change in , 
threshold registers as a + 2. · 

+2 : i 
+1 "1 

t 
0 

-1 

-2 

Dynamic decision thresholds-chan9e 
Last sample to causa a 
negative change in 

each time sample lies outside ban threshold registers as a + 2. 

Flgure 9 Difference between threshoJd detection and MLSE detection. The upper figure 
shows an example of threshold detection. The jagged line represents the received waveform,. 
We rnay notice that an error is made as the signal is above the threshold leveL lbe Jower 
figure displays an example of Viterbi detection. The 'threshold' is set dynamically. After 
Wood [SJ. 
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Abstract 

In section 7.11! of the boolc of Haykin [4], a few synchonization methods 
are discussed briefty. In this chapter, we will elaborate somewhat further on 
some of the most common techniques for carrier, symbol and sequence syn
chronization. 

1 Introduetion 

Assume, we want to transmit a symbol sequence m =(mi) with i= 0,1, ... , oo and 
miE {O, ... ,M -1}. To do this, we map each symbol ~on a signal si(t). Ifwe 
use a signal period T,H we get signals 

(1) 

where ai is a point in the complex plane, corresponding with symbol mi. If we use 
M-PSK signals with energy signal E11 , we have 

(2) 

p(t) is the rectangual pulse function defined as p(t) = 1 for 0 ~ t < 1 and p(t) = 0 
otherwise. Now we obtain the base-band signal 

If we modulate this signal on a :arrier with carrier frequency ft and phase if>t, we 
obtain the carrier-band signal 

s(t) = s(t) cos(27rftt + if>t). {4) 

"Philips Research La.boratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
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if we neglect for the moment the presence of noise, a receiver will receive the 
signal 

r(t) = as(t- rp) {5) 

which is a attenuated and delayed version of the transmitted signal. The attenuation 
is due to the path loss, while the delay is related to the path length. Since a trans
mission system is usually causal, the propagation delay Tp can not be circumvented. 
In the following, we will not consider any feedback from receiver to transmitter, the 
propagation delay Tp is not important in the rest of this paper, so we will neglect it 
(rp=O). 

Assume, we have a local oscillator at the receiver side with frequency f,,. ~ 
ft and a phase tPr· Multiplying the received signal by the local oscillator output 
cos(2n frt + tf>r) and passing it through a I ow-pass filter ( with a bandwidth larger 
than the base-band signal s(t)), leads to the received base-band signa} 

r(t} - LP{f(t)cos(2nfrt+tf>r)} 
- as( t)LP{ cos(2n ftt + tPt} cos(2n frt + tPr)} 

- as(t)LP{cos(2n{ft- fr)t + (tf>t- tf>r))- sin(211"ftt + tPt) sin(2nfrt + cpr)} 

- acos(2n(ft-fr)t+(tf>t-tPr))'f.aip(;& -i)cos(2n(;& -i)), (6) 

where LP{-} represents the low-pass filter operation. 
From this received signal r(t) a sequence of signals r1(t} with l = 0, 1, ... , oo is 

extracted. The local doek at the receiver is assumed to have a timing offset Tc with 
regard to the local doek at the transmitter side. Let us assume Tc= kT&+ T, where 
kis an integer and 0 5 T < T&. We further assume that the local doek frequencies 
at receiver and transmitter are exactly equal. 

Now we obtain the following valnes of rz(t): 

rz(t) - pC ;tJTc -l) r(t) 

- pC ;
11 

7 -l- k) r(t) 

- pC ;tJ 7 -l- k) acos(2n(ft- fr)t + (tPt- f/J.,.)} 'f. aip (;
11 

-i) cos(2n(t/T11 - i}) 

- a cos( 211"(/t - fr )t + ( tPt - cpr) cos( 2nt fT~~) 

. (p (t- :;~_-7kT$) az+k + p (t -lT, ~kT,- T) al+k+l). (7) 

We can see, that although the transmission channel was noiseless, the information 
can not be extracted easily from the received signal. To do this, we first need to 
synchronize the receiver with the transmitter. Our transmission system is considered 
to be synchronized, if the following conditions are satisfied: 

• a= 1 (Gain Control) 

• f.,. = ft (Frequency Synchronization) 
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• t/>r = tf>t (Phase Synchronization) 

• T = 0 (Symbol Synchronization) 

• k = 0 (Sequence Synchonization) 

If our system is completely synchronized, we obtain 

i!:!:i ( t - lT8 ) rz(t) =eT. p T
11 

az = sz(t). (8) 

In this paper, we will use the forementioned terms for the different synchro
nization methods. In every text hook, different terminology is used. The ensemble 
of frequency and phase synchronization is often referred to as carrier synchroniza
tion. The ensemble of symbol synchronization and sequence synchronization is often 
called timing synchronization or doek synchronization. In general, synchronization 
camprises both the estimation ( or recovery) of an a priori unknown value, and the 
compensation of the received signal with this estimate. 

2 Gain Control 

The aim of gain control, is to estimate the signal attenuation factor a. Especially if 
non-contant envelope signalling like QAM or ASK is used, it is extremely important 
to have an accurate estimate of a. 

An Automatic Gain Control (AGC) unit is normally used for estimating a and 
compensating the received signal for this value. We can make an estimate Î3 of 
f3 by using a signal envelope detector, connected to a low-pass filter (LPF). The 
bandwidth of this LPF determines the convergency speed and accuracy of the AGC. 
lf the bandwidth is very narrow, the convergy is slow, but accurate, while fora wide 
bandwidth, the convergency is fast but inaccurate. 

A very easy digital implementation of this gain estimator is the following algo
rithm: 

(9) 

while &0 = jr0 j. The adaptation constant {39 is in the range (0, 1). It can be argued 
that {39 must be very small to obtain accurate convergency of a (narrow bandwidth). 

3 Carrier Synchonization 

3.1 Introduetion 

U sually, we have at the receiver si de, a local oscillator with frequency fr and phase 
cPr· The oscillator is stabie and its frequency fris close to ft· The aim of a carrier 
synchronizer, is to make an accurate estimate ofthe carrier signa} with the frequency 
offset (f.,.- ft) and phase offset ( tf>.,. - tf>t). 
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S(f) 

f 

Figure 1: Double Side-Band Signalof Bandwidth 2f/J with Discrete Carrier at Fre
quency ft· 

s(t) EB-® s(t) 

c_j 1 
cos( 27r ft + <Pt) 

Figure 2: Transmitter for Double Side-Band Signals with Discrete Carrier 

We will estimate the the phase offset and the phase error due to the frequency 
offset simulta.."leously by making an estimate rp of the carrier offset 

(10) 

In old transmission schemes, like FM radio or PAL television, the transmitted 
signals contain often discrete carrier signals, containing large power in a very narrow 
bandwidth. Such discrete carrier signals are sometimes referred to as pilot signa]s. 
The discrete carrier signals can be used to drive a carrier synchronizer. Figure 1 
shows the spectrum of a signa} with a discrete carrier signal, embedded in the time
varying data signal. A transmitter as shown in Figure 2, can generate such a signal, 
by adding a DC-value to the base-band data signal, before modulating it from base
band to carrier-band. A receiver as shown in Figure 3, can be used to extract the 
data from the signal. 

In the following subsections, we will describe several algorithms to extract these 
discrete carrier frequencies from the received signa}: 

• Phase Locked Loop 

• Decision Feedback Phase Locked Loop 

It is more power efficient to use suppressed carrier signals as shown in Figure 4. 
However, this makes the recovery of the carrier frequency more difficult and makes 
it necessary to use special carrier synchronization algorithms. 
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r(t) ----.------®--8-- r(t) 

Carrier 
Recovery 

Figure 3: Receiver for Double Side-Band Signa! with Discrete Carrier 

S(f) 

f 

Figure 4: Double Side-Band Signal of Bandwidth 2f/J with Suppressed Carrier at 
Frequency ft· 

A prerequisite for using a PLL is the power concentration near DC of the base
band signal. Therefore, suppresssed carrier signals need to he processed, before a 
PLL can perform the carrier recovery. Algorithms to generate a pilot signal from a 
suppressed carrier signa! are: 

• Mth Power Loop 

• Costas Loop 

However, the carrier recovery algorithms for suppressed carrier signals introduce 
phase ambiguity. Ways to resolve this phase ambiguity are: 

• Differential Encoding 

• Phase Reference Symbols 

• Rotationally Invariant Codes 

Methods for estimation of Ur- ft) are described in [7]. 
If we perform some form of carrier synchronization, we alk about coherent de

tection of our received symbol sequence. If we do not use carrier synchronization, 
non-coherent detection takes place. 
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ü(t) 

Phase Gomparator r---------------, 
I 

' --+® ,_ 
' ' 

' ' LPF ' I 
I 
I 

L-- -------------J 

v(t) 
vco 

Figure 5: Phase Locked Loop 

3.2 Phase Locked Loop 

f--r--+- x(t) 

The Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is shown in Figure 5. The received carrier-band 
signal f{t) is fed totheinput ofthe PLL, and a carrier signal x(t) with the estimated 
frequency and phase offset is obtained at the output. 

In fact, a PLL consistsof a phase comparator and a voltage controlled oscillator 
(VCO). The phase comparator compares the input signal 

ü(t) = f(t) = as(t) cos(27rftt + <!>t) (11) 

with the output signal 

x(t) =x sin(27rfrt + </>r- <,O(t)) (12) 

of the VCO and outputs the phase difference 

v(t) = Kcas(t)X(<p(t)- ft?(t)). {13) 

The inputfoutput relationship of the VCO is 

x(t) = x(t- dt) +Kc sin(27rfrdt + dv(t)). {14) 

A phase comparator can he realized with a multiplier and a low-pass filter (LPF): 

v(t) - LP{ü(t)x(t)} 
- XaLP{s(t)cos(27rftt+<f>t)sin(27rfrt+<f>r- <,O(t))} 
- X aLP{ s(t) sin( <p(t)- <,O(t)}, (15) 

w hich approaches 
v(t) ~ Kc(<p(t)- <,O(t)) (16} 

for small values of <p(t)- <,O(t), narrow filter bandwidth and given the fact that s(t) 
contains energy at DC. In this case, Kc is related with the bandwidth of the low-pass 
filter. 

Our PLL is in loek if v(t) = 0 and consequently x(t) = X cos(27rftt + if>t)· To 
obtain convergency in case of noise, we can chose the filter constant Kc small. For 
narrow loop bandwidths, we have a small value of Kc, so the convergency is slow. 
However, small Kc implies also accurate convergency under the condition that the 
spectrum of s(t) has suflident power near DC. 
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u(t) 

S(f) 

BPF 
u(t) 

PLL 
x(t) Frequency 

Divider 

Figure 6: Mth Power Loop 

x(t) 

Figure 7: Squared Double Side-Band Signal of Bandwidth 2f& with Suppressed 
Carrier at Frequency ft· 

3.3 Decision Feedback Phase Locked Loop 

The performances of the phase locked loop can be improved if we use the hard
decision estimate s of the transmitted signal s. A PLL using this hard-decision 
information, is called a decision feedback PLL. Digital implementations of a decision 
feedback PLLs that have almost maximum-likelihood behaviour, are described by 
Kam [5], Divsalar and Sirnon [3] and de Bot [1]. 

3.4 Mth Power Loop 

An algorithm for generating a discrete carrier signal from a suppressed carrier sig
na!, is the Mth Power Loop. This algorithm consistsof taking the Mth power of 
the signal and passing the resulting signal through a band-pass filter with center 
frequency M ft (See Figure 6). In Figure 7, the spectrum of the resulting signalis 
shown for M = 2. We see, most power is concentrated around 2ft, so this squared 
signal can be used to drive a carrier recovery algorithm. 

The signal u(t) equals 

(17) 

N ow we use a PLL to extract 

x(t) = XM sin(27rMfrt + Mc/Jr- Mcp(t)) (18) 

Introducing a phase ambiguity of 21rjM, we can pass x(t) through a frequency 
divider to obtain 

x(t) =X sin(27rfrt + c/Jr- cp(t) + 21rmj M), (19) 
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Figure 8: Costas Loop 

LPF 

Loop 
Filter 

LPF 

where mE {0, ... , M- 1} is an a priori unknown integer. If the PLL is in loek, we 
obtain 

x(t) =X sin(21iftt + lPt + 21im/M), (20) 

which carrier signal can be used for extracting the base-band signal s(t) from f(t). 
The loop construction described here, is called an M th Power loop. If M = 2, 

the loop is referred to as a squaring loop. 

3.5 Costas Loop 

Another method for generating a carrier signal with correct frequency and phase 
from a suppressed carrier signal, is by using a Costas loop (See Figure 8 [2]. The 
received signal f(t) is multiplied with the bothoutput signals of the VCO, 

Xc(t) = cos(2·11-j,,.t + lPr- <P(t)) 

and 
x$(t) = sin(27rf,.t + lPr- 0(t)). 

Bath products are low-pass filtered and multiplied in order to obtain 

e(t) - ~a2s(t)2 cos(0(t)- r.p(t))sin(0(t)- r.p(t)) 

- ~a2s(t)2 sin 2(0(t)- r.p(t)) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

This error signal e{t) is further treated in the same way as in an PLL (low-pass 
filtered and fed to a VCO ). The Costas loop introduces the same 7r-ambiguity as the 
squaring loop. 

3.6 Differential Encoding 

A way resolve the problem of phase ambiguity, is by using differential encoding 
[4]. In the case of M-ary Differentially encoded Phase Shift Keying {M-DPSK), 
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18 ... 

Figure 5: Simulated Performances of the DAB Modem 
( Ro.yLe.,~ h F..._J 1 n:;~ Cho.nne.l} 

scheme for terretrial SFN is shown in Figure 4. In this scheme, six stereo audio pro
grams are multiplexed and transmitted jointly in a wideband OFDM signal. Data 
compression ( souree coding) withafactor of eight {from 1.536 Mbit/s to 192 kbit/s), 
is performed with the MUSICAM3 algorithm. The bits are protected with a convo
lutional code of rate R = 1/2 and constraint length 11 = 6. As modulation method, 
4-DPSK is used. Since a Viterbi decoder for decoding the convolutionally encoded 
data cannot correct burst-errors, deep interleaving in the time and frequency domain 
takes place, before the resulting symbols are processed by the OFDM device. We 
use an OFDM scheme with N = 2048 subchannels with /$ = 1 kHz and B = 2.048 
MHz. The effective symbol period equals T$ = 1 ms and the guard interval T9 = 250 
f-LS is sufficiently long for enabling country-wide single frequency network operation. 
Effectively, an effective bandwidth Betf ::::::: 1.5 MHz is used. The band in which 
this DAB-scheme has to operate is the VHF band, although the exact frequency 
allocation is not yet fixed. 

The simulated performances of the DAB transmission system (modem) on an 
AWGN channel and an {infinitely interleaved) Rauleigh fading channel are shown 
in Figure 5. 
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Abstract 

This chapter describes the principles of Ortkogonaf Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM). OFDM forms the basis of proposed European digi
tal braadcasting systems. In the Digital Audio Braadcasting (DAB) system, 
OFDM is combined with coding and guard intervals. This makes DAB very 
well suited for mobile reception. 

1 Introduetion 

In Section 2, we recapitulate the main characteristics of the ( multipath) terrestrial 
transmission channel. In Section 3, a method is described to cope with multipath 
effects. OFDM is introduced in Sectionse:OFDM to obtain a speerurn e:fficient way 
of transmission over multipath channels. In Sections 5 and 6, the requirements 
concerning modulation and error-correcting codes are described. Section 7 deals 
with Single Frequency Networks (SFN), which can be established with OFDM-based 
systems. Finally, Section 8 describes Digital Audio Braadcasting (DAB), which is 
an applications of the OFDM system. 

2 Transmission Channel 

2.1 Introduetion 

In terrestrial transmission (i.e. radio transmission with both transmitter and receiver 
antenna on earth), we can distinguish between 3 main classes of receivers: 

• Fixed Receivers 

~Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
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• Portable Receivers 

• Mobile Receivers 

In broadcasting, we will assume to have fixed transmitting antenna's, mounted 
on high towers. The transmission channel will, besides the transmitter situation, also 
be highly dependant of the receiver situation. Therefore, we will refer to the braad
cast channels as the fixed channel, the portable channel and the mobile channel, 
depending on the receiver situation. All three channels will appear to be multipath 
channels. 

2.2 The Fixed Channel 

The transmitter network is designed for fixed reception, i.e., reception with a roof
top directed antenna in line-of-sight with the transmitting antenna. In such a case, 
the received signal is characterized by a strong speenlar signal component ( due to 
the line-of-sight) and a number of scattered components ( echos due to multipath 
propagation) with some delay towards the speenlar component. 

Such a transmission channel can be modelled by the Ricean fading channel, where 
the Ricean factor K is the ratio between the power of the speenlar component and 
the power of the scattered components [7]. In a Ricean fading channel, the received 
signal r looks like 

r =as +n, (1) 

where sis the transmitted signa} with E[ss*] = E 6 and nis a complex white Gaussian 
noise component with zero-mean and varianee u2 = N0/2. a is complex Gaussian 
distributed wïth E[aa*] = 1 and u 2 = 1/(1 + K). Hence, lal is Ricean distributed 
[7]. We define the received signal-to-noise ratio to be equal to 

(2) 

and see that this signal-to-noise ratio varles with a. 
If K = 0, we have a Rayleigh fading channel (lal is R.ayleigh distributed), while 

for K-+ oo, we obtain an Additive White Gaussian Noise {AWGN) channel (u2 = 0, 
so lal = 1 and "f = E6 /No). 

The maximum delay value of scattered components with a significant power con
tribution ( typically 30 dB lower than the power of the main component) is called 
the multipath spread Tm [10]. The value of this multipath spread depends on the 
transmission terrain conditions. Typical values are Tm = 0.7 JLS for rural terrain, 
Tm = 7 JLS for urban terrain, and up to Tm = 100 JLS for mountainous terrain [3]. 
Some multipath profiles have been standardized for mobile telephony in the COST-
207 project [6]. The multipath character of the channel causes selectivity in the 
frequency domain. The caberenee bandwidth {~/)c = 1/Tm gives the maximum 
bandwidth over which the frequency domain channel transfer function is still corre
lated. Ru ral terrain causes little frequency selectivity ( almast flat fading in 1 MHz 
bands), while mountainous terrain causes heavy :fluctuations of the channel transfer 
function in the frequency domain. 
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2.3 The Portable Channel 

If we want to receive television with a portable receiver, we usually lose line-of-sight 
with the transmitter. Because of this, the channel turns into a Rayleigh fading 
channel, on which transmission schemes usually perform worse than on a IDcean 
fading channel for equal SNR. Fnrthermore, the average received field strength will 
be much lower due to lack of antenna directivity and height gain. If we want to 
have in-house reception, we have some additional field strength loss due to building 
attenuation. Fnrthermore, the received field strength may depend heavily on the 
receiver location ( due to location dependent shadowing as well as a result of local 
signal nulls caused by destructive interference ). Shifting the receiver over a fraction 
of the wavelength can make a large difference in received signal strength. If the signal 
strength must be sufficiently independent of the receiver position, the requirements 
on average received field strength become very high, or we must provide some form 
of space diversity, e.g. an adaptive antenna or a diversity antenna. 

2.4 The Mobile Channel 

In the previous paragraph, we concluded that the received field strength was heavily 
dependent of the receiver position. Since the position of a mobile receiver {e.g. 
in a car) is continuously changing, the received field strength fl.uctuates heavily. 
This effect is called temporal fading. Even if the car is not moving, we can have 
some residual temporal fading, due to the moving environment { cars passing, people 
walking by, swinging trees etc.). The higher the car speed, the faster the temporal 
fading. The coherence time .ó.t)c is the minimum time interval between two time 
instances with mutual independent received field strengths. 

As all time domain effects, temporal fading has a dual effect in the frequency 
domain, which is the Doppier effect. Due to the temporal fading, we get a Doppier 
shift in the frequency domain. The maximum possible frequency shift is called the 
Doppier frequency 

/d = fcv, 
c 

{3) 

w here fc is the carrier frequency of the signal, v is the speed of the car and c = 3 · 108 

m J s is the velocity of light. 
In [9], it was stated that the relationship between the coherence time and the 

Doppier frequency is as follows: 

(
A ) 2.5' C 
ut~--

c 21rfcv 
{4) 

3 Guard Intervals 

Following the Nyquist criterion, a signal waveform {called a symbol) with a band
width of f$ is transmitted during a period T$, where f$T$ = 1. To overcome the 
problem of multipath echos, we extend each symbol in time with a guard interval T9 , 

in which we cyclically repeat the first part of the symbol. This is illustrated in Fig
ure 1. The receiver observes the received extended symbol over a judiciously chosen 
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Figure 1: Symbol with Guard Interval 

r = r1 + r2 + ra window 
T 

Figure 2: Reception with Multipath Effects. The shaded partsof the received signa) 
rare disturbed by ISI 

time window of duration Tl$ (from the total extended symbol timeT&+ T9 ), in order 
to reeover the transmitted symboL In the vector space representation, shifting this 
window corresponds with rotating the received symbol since complex exponential 
functions are chosen as the basis functions. If we perform differential encoding of 
the symbols at the transmitter side (e.g. DPSK), this rotation (as long as it does not 
vary too rapidly in time domain), does not prevent the correct reception. To avoid 
a loss of 3 dB due to this differential encoding, we may use a coherent detection 
technique e.g. as described in [4]. 

If the transmission channel suffers from multipath effects, the received signa} 
will be the sum of the different path components. Hence, the first part of each 
extended symbol period will be disturbed by intersymbol interference (ISI), due 
to delayed echo's of the preceding symbol. This is indicated in Figure 2. If the 
echo delays are smaller than T9 , a window of length Tl$ can be selected from each 
received extended symbol such that only energy of the required symbol is involved. 
Therefore, preferably the guard interval should be at least as long as the multipath 
spread (T9 >Tm)· 

We can easily see, that using guard intervals, we can transmit at most 

1 
(5) 
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signa! wavefarms per second. Following the Nyquist criterion, the minimum required 
bandwidth equals I = 1 /Ts, so we get a speetral efficiency of 

Til 
(6) 

signal wavefarms per second per Hertz. If we want to achieve a good speetral 
efficiency, we require Til » Tg. However, for large Til, the bandwidth turns to be 
very narrow. If we have a large bandwidth available, over which we want to obtain 
a large bitrate, we need to use a technique like OFDM. 

4 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing ( OFDM)1 is a technique for efficiently 
combining many narrow-band signals into a wide-band signal using the Inverse Dis
crete Fourier Transfarm (IDFT) [11][5] 2• At the receiver side, we use a Discrete 
Foutier Transfarm (DFT) to demultiplex the different subchannels. 

In general, we use a DFT of N points to modulate N narrow band signals 
of bandwidth Is each on the same number of subcarriers and to multiplex these 
subcarriers into one wide band signa! of bandwidth B = N lil· If we transmit 
a wavefarm si in the ith subchannel with i = 0, ... , N - 1, we will obtain after 
performing the ID FT at the transmitter side, transmission over a multipath channel 
with Tm < Tg and performing the DFT operation at the receiver side, a received 
wavefarm 

ri = UiSi + ni. (7) 

Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio in the ith subchannel equals 

(8) 

Since a multipath channel is characterized by frequency-selective fading, the at
tenuation factors ai will vary with i. In most situations, Oï and ai+l will still have 
some correlation. On mobile channels, the values of ai will be strongly time-varying, 
while for stationary reception, the values of lli will be almast constant in time. Since 
a DFT is an orthogonal transform, ri does not contain any interference from the 
signals si with j -:/= i. 

Si nee we need guard bands for filtering, usually not more than Net 1 < N su bcar
riers are used. The remaining N- Neff subcarriers will be modulated with a zero
signa! at both extremes of the band B to ensure wide filter guard bands and limit 
the total effective bandwidth to Bef! (In other words: si= 0 for i< (N- Nett)/2 
and i 2: (N + Neft)/2). 

1 0FDM is sometimes referred to as (the more general term) Multi Carrier Modulation (MCM) 
20FDM ca.n also be used for Iine tra.nsmission. As well as multipath radio channels, the 

telephone cha.nnel is also characterized by some form of frequency-selectivity. Since telephone 
band modems ca.n make use of feedback, the transmitter ca.n get knowledge of this frequency 
selectivity. Hence, the transmitter ca.n use a specific signal constellation of error proteetion for 
each subchannel separately (e.g. QPSK on bad subchannels and 64-QAM on good subcha.nnels). 
This can increase the overall possible bitrate over a telephone band channel [2]. 
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Transmission channel represention 
(Setective Rayleigh channel} 

Frequency 

Frequency 

Figure 3: Grid in the Frequency /Time Domain, generated by OFDM 

5 Modulation 

With OFDM, we obtain a grid in the frequency /time domain as shown in Figure 
3. We can store one quadrature signa} (as a PSK or QAM signal) in each cell with 
duration T~ and bandwidth f~· A time period T~ + T9 will be called a time slot. 
In one such time slot, we can transmit one Neff PSK or QAM signal. Since the 
arguments of the attenuation factors ai is a priori unknown, while we assume that 
the values of ai vary slowly in time, it is useful to perfarm differential encoding. If 
we perfarm for example DPSK with non-coherent detection, the receiver does not 
need to estimate ai. 

6 Error-Correcting Coding 

Error-correcting codes need to provide sufficient proteetion to the data in order to 
enable correct souree decading at the receiver side. A remaining bit error rate after 
decading of 10-9 seems still acceptable ( approximately 1 bit error per minute) for 
most purposes. Since the channel is frequency selective, the different OFDM sub
channels deliver different signal-to-noise ratios, which are correlated for neighbouring 
subchannels. The range in which the SNR fiuctuates is larger in case of Rayleigh 
fading (portable reception) than in case of Ricean fading {fixed reception). Espe
cially with mountainous reception, the channel can be in a deep fadeforsome narrow 
frequency band, so the transmission in a few subchannels is unreliable. Hence, burst 
errors {in the frequency domain) are likely to occur under these circumstances. 

Also burst errors in the time domain will be likely to occur in mobile applications, 
due to temporal shadowing, or spatial fading. This effect can even occur with 
portable reception in a time-varying environment {close toa road, or in cases where 
people are walking by). 
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7 Single Frequency Networks 

A Single Frequency Network (SFN) is a braadcast transmitter network consisting 
of transmitters with overlapping coverage area's that transmit the same program in 
the same frequency channel at the same time instant. A SFN can be implemented 
in various ways. Local programscan for example he transmitted with a town SFN, 
using a main transmitter in the centre of the service area, and a number of gap fiJiers 
(low power relay transmitters) at the edge of the area. Country-wide programscan 
be servicesusinga country-wide SFN, with many main transmitters throughout the 
country. 

Distri bution of the signal from the studio to the main transmitters can take place 
in various ways: 

• Micro-wave links 

• Satellite feeding 

• Optica! fiber links 

• Mutual feeding of the transmitters throughout the network 

The main advantage of an SFN is the enhanced spectrum efficiency. The current 
TV bands in the Netherlands {VHF bands 1 & 3 and UHF bands 4 & 5) have 
approximately 50 TV channels. However, using the conventional PAL transmission, 
we can seldom receive more than 6 programs at the same location. lf we would 
use a SFN, this number could increase to 50 receivable programs in the same TV 
bands. However, we should note that at the edges of an SFN, we will get a somewhat 
reduced number of receivable programs. 

In an SFN, a receiver will receive signals from several transmitters, where the 
signalof the near-by transmitter will be considered to be the main signa!, while the 
signals originating from all other transmitters are echo's. In country-wide SFNs, 
these echo's can be as long as 250 p,s in the VHF band, using the current TV broad
cast network. The echo's produce intersymbol interference {ISI). If the quotient of 
the main signa! power and the echo power is larger than a specific threshold, the in
fluence of the echo's can be neglected. lf the quotient is smaller than this threshold, 
good reception will be distrurbed, unless we use a method to get rid of the negative 
effects of the echo's. 

Conventional analog transmission schemes {as PAL television) cannot cope with 
long echo's. They produce rather disturbing ghosts on a TV screen. OFDM systems 
with guard intervals larger than the delay of the longest disturbing echo, do not suffer 
from this ISI, and can therefore benefit the advantages of a single frequency network. 

8 Digital Audio Braadcasting 

In the Digital Audio Braadcasting (DAB) system, Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing {OFDM) forms the core of the system [1](9]. Several versions of the 
DAB systems exist; for satellite transmission, for conventional terrestrial transmis
sion networks and for terrestrial single frequency networks. The DAB transmission 
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the information is stored in the phase difference between two adjacent PSK signals. 
A phase ambiguity of 27r I M radians, does not disturb the correct recovery of the 
transmitted information. Since a single decision error of a received signal can cause 
errors in two adjacent information symbols (in stead of an error in only one infoma
tion symbol if we would not perform differential encoding), the error rate increases 
with up to a factor 2. 

Differential Encoding can also be applied without a carrier recovery algorithm 
(non-coherent detection). In this case the performances degrade up to 3 dB on an 
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. 

3. 7 Phase Reference Symbols 

We can tackle the phase ambiguity problem, by (repeatedly) transmitting specific 
phase reference symbols. Such symbols do not contain any information, but can be 
used for establishing an unambiguous reference phase, provided that the receiver 
knows about the contents and transmission of the phase reference symbols. 

3.8 Rotationally Invariant Codes 

A nother way for solving the 27r I M phase ambiguity problem, is by using rotationally 
invariant codes. Such a code consists of sequences of n symbols si with i·= 0, ... , n-
1. The code is designed such that if we rotate all symbols si of a specific codeword 
over 21rkiM radians, with k = 1, ... , M- 1, we never get another code word. 

4 Syrnbol Synchronization 

The aim of symbol synchronization is to determine where a transmitted symbol ends 
and a new symbol starts. A practical algorithm to determine the right time intervals 
of the symbols, is given by Mueller and Müller [6] and is described below. 

We receive complex symbols Tü which lead to estimates si of the transmitted 
symbols si. Now we can calculate the symbol timing shift estimation 

{24) 

If ti was the time instant at which sample Ti was taken, the next sample Ti+l should 
betaken at time instant ti+1 =ti +T. -f. If additive noise disturbs our observation, 
we should react more slowly on timing errors. Hence, it would be better to sample 
at time instant ti+1 = ti + T. - f:Jtf, where 0 < f3t ::; 1. 

5 Sequence Synchronization 

If we use a block oriented transmission scheme, the receiver needs to know where a 
new block starts. Also for many stream oriented transmission schemes, the receiver 
needs some reference to know what data has to be expected at what time instant. 
For this purposes, we need some sequence synchronization mechanism. 
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5.1 Sequence Synchronization Symbols 

Special symbols can be transmitted regularly, which are recognized unambiguisly 
by the receiver. Such symbols can indicate the beginning or the end of a frame. 
It is important that the sequence synchonization symbols cannot be confused with 
regular data symbols. Therefore often short wordsof symbols are used that never 
occur in data sequences. Also zero-symbols ( during which nothing is transmitted; 
complete silence) are used as sequence synchronization symbols. Examples are the 
stopbits in computer data communication protoeals and the null symbol in the 
Digital Audio Braadcasting (DAB) system. 

5.2 Synchronizing Codes 

Also synchronizing codes can be used for sequence synchonization. Such a code 
contains redundancy, in order to enable detection of being out-of-loek. If this is the 
case (we receive a word that does not belang to the synchonizing code), we put an 
offset to the symbol doek at the receiver side. This procedure is repeated, until we 
do not detect any more out-of-loek warning, which indicated that we might be in 
loek. A well-known dassof synchonization codes are the Barker sequences, which 
have the property that all out-of-loek situations will be detected instanteneously. 

If we have a variabie length code (as the Huifman code), we can construct self
synchonizing codes. While decading such a code, we do not need to offset the symbol 
doek if an out-of-loek is detected. Due to the variabie length nature of the code, 
synchronization will take place automatically after a while if we continue decoding. 
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Abstract 

Insection 8.9 of the book of Haykin {19], a brief introduetion to set parti
tioning and trellis coded modulation is given. 

In this chapter, we try to give an overview of the recent developments in 
coded modulation. Furthermore, we will discuss the most important classes 
and applications of coded modulation more in detail. We will evaluate trellis 
coded modulation schemes and multistage block coded modulation schemes, 
using PSK, ASK and QAM constellations. 

Readers how want really all ins and outs, are referred to the book of Biglieri 
et al. {1]. 

1 Introduetion 

In former times, hardware constraints restricted communication engineers to a strictly 
seperated view on modulation at one side and coding at the other side. The mod
ulation schemes were constructed on an Euclidean space with a finite number N of 
dimensions in which one tries to achieve the largest minimum Euclidean distance 
dmin between the M signals. In genera!, the number N of dimensions was not larger 
than 1 or 2. The aim for the construction of codes over finite fields was to combine 
a large minimum Hamming distance with low decoding complexity. 

In the late sixties, the Viterbi algorithm came available for maximum likelihood 
decoding of convolutional codes and also some soft-decision decoding algorithms for 
block codes were developped. However, we had to wait until the end of the seventies 
before these algorithms could he implemented in hardware on a large, low-priced 
se ale. 

It was known longtimes that the problem of constructing modulation schemes, 
should be seen as a sphere packing problem, were M indentical spheres with radius 
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r should be packed as closely as possible tagether around 0 in an N -dimensional 
Euclidean space. In this analogon, the signals correspond with the centers of the 
spheres, M is the number of signals in the signal set, N the numbers of dimensions 
of the signal space, and 2r = dmin the minimum squared Euclidean distance between 
the signals. Of course, the signal energy is restricted, so the sphere centers have to 
be placed closely to 0. It was expected that modulation schemes could be improved 
by increasing the number of dimensions. 

Leech and Sloane in 1971 [23] showed that the principle of error-correcting codes 
is based on the expansion of the dimensionality of the modulation schemes. If we 
take a sequence of n signals of an N -dimensional signal space, we create in fact an 
nN -dimensional signal space with Mn signals. Error-correcting codes with minimum 
Hamming distance 8 are able to take a proper subset of this signal set, in such a way 
that d!in increases with a factor 8. However, the subset contains Mk signals, and 
because k < n, the number of information bits (log2 M) / N per dimension decreases, 
so we need to expand our bandwidth. 

To benefit this increased Euclidean distance fully, we need maximum likelihood 
decading to determine which code signal is dosest to some received signal in this 
Euclidean space. For much coding schemes, ML decading algorithms are known. So 
far, no problem if M ~ N + 1! If M > 2, we can use symbol error correcting codes 
with symbol set cardinality q = M, or split the information contents of M into a 
number of bits. However, if M > N + 1, signals will not have equal distances to all 
other signals in the original signa} set. This means that, given a certain transmitted 
signal s, not all error patterns are equally likely at the decoder side, even if they have 
the same weight! Hence, conventional separated modulationfcoding approaches are 
no more optimal if M > N + 1; some form of unequal error proteetion is required. 
It was Ungerboeck in 1977 who first designed code/modulation combinations that 
took into account this problem [33]. From that moment on, cocled modulation is a 
hot topic in the world of communication researchers! 

2 Set partitioning 

Assume, we have some N-dimensional M-ary signal set S(O) with M = 2m and an 
minimum squared Euclidean intraset distance d5 = Ç,0E" where (.0 is the constella
tion figure of merit (Forney and Wei, [17]) of S(0). Now we can split up S(0) into two 
different subsets S~1 ) and s<1> such that the minimum squared Euclidean distance 
di within these subsets is maximaL This procedure can be repeated recursively for 
both subsets. Hence, s!j) with i = 0, ... , 2i - 1 and minimum squared Euclidean 
intraset distance dJ = f.;E$ is partitioned into the subsets S~{+1 ) and S~{~Î) with 
minimum squared Euclidean intraset distance within a single subset dJ+I· This is 

done in such a way that dJ+1 is maximaL Note that sJm) contains exactly one signal. 

Now we can select one signal from S(o) ( or equivalently one subset s}m)) using n 

information bits s<s} E { 0, 1} with i = 0, ... , m- 1. By definition, the index j of the 
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Scheme "" .. I em-1 em-2 em-3 em-4 {m-5 em-6 em-7 {m-8 
2-PSK 1 2 1.00 4.00 
4-PSK 2 2 2.00 4.00 2.00 
8-PSK 3 2 3.00 4.00 2.00 0.59 
16-PSK 4 2 4.00 4.00 2.00 0.59 0.15 
32-PSK 5 2 5.00 4.00 2.00 0.59 0.15 0.04 
2-ASK 1 1 2.00 4.00 
4-ASK 2 1 4.00 3.20 0.80 
8-ASK 3 1 6.00 3.05 0.76 0.19 
16-ASK 4 1 8.00 3.01 0.75 0.19 0.05 
32-ASK 5 1 10.00 3.00 0.75 0.19 0.05 0.01 
8-QAM 3 2 3.00 3.20 1.60 0.80 
16-QAM 4 2 4.00 3.20 1.60 0.80 0.40 
32-QAM 5 2 5.00 3.20 1.60 0.80 0.40 0.20 
64-QAM 6 2 6.00 3.05 1.52 0.76 0.38 0.19 0.10 
128-QAM 7 2 7.00 3.12 1.56 0.78 0.39 0.20 0.10 0.05 
256-QAM 8 2 8.00 3.01 1.51 0.75 0.38 0.19 0.09 0.05 0.02 
2-FSK 1 2 1.00 2.00 
4-FSK 2 4 1.00 2.00 2.00 
8-FSK 3 8 0.75 2.00 2.00 2.00 
16-FSK 4 16 0.50 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
4-HM 2 2 2.00 4.00 1.00 
8-HM 3 2 3.00 2.67 0.89 0.89 
16-HM 4 2 4.00 1.37 1.37 0.46 0.46 
16-HM 4 2 5.00 1.83 0.46 0.46 0.46 

Table 1: Values of {i with i = 0, ... , m - 1 for different N-dimensional M-ary 
modulation schemes with M = 2m. 

selected signal is equal to 
m-1 

· _ "" (i)2m-i-1 
1-Lts · (1) 

i=O 

This technique is called set partitioning and is developed and described exten
sively by Ungerboeck [33, 34, 35] and Forney [15, 16]. Examples of set partitioning 
trees of 8-PSK and 16-QAM are added in figures 1 and 2. 

Now we can calculate fora number of modulation schemes with M = 2m, the 
aquared Euclidean distances df: M -ary PSK has squared minimum intraset distances 
df which are equal to 

2 ( 2~ ) di = 2E11 1 - COS 
2
m-i . {2) 

M -ary Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) has squared minimum intraset distances df 
which are are all identical and equal to 

a,;= 2E11 (3) 

M-ary Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) has squared minimum intraset distances df 
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Figure 1: Set partitioning tree of 8-PSK 
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Figure 2: Set partitioning tree of 16-QAM 
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w hich are equal to 

d2 = 12 E 4i (4) 
I 4m -1 tJ 

M -ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation ( QAM) with M = 2m and a square or 
cross constellation has squared minimum intraset distances áf which are equal to 

m=l 
m = 2, 4, 6, ... 

m=3 
m = 5, 7, ... 

(5) 

Because of the irregularness of the HM constellations, we cannot give some general 
formula for áf. 

In table 1, the values of {ï are given for different modulation schemes. The 
speetral efficiency 1J is defined as the number of information bits per two dimen
sions. From this table, we can conclude that only for specific modulation schemes 
(e.g. orthogonal modulation (FSK) or simplex modulation), d~ = áf+l for all 
i = 0, ... , m - 2. In the rest of this paper, we will restriet ourselves to modula
tion schemes for which áf < áf+t· For ASK, we see that áf+t = 4áf, for QAM, 
áf+t = 2d~ and for PSK, 2áf :5 d~+l < 4áf. Hereby, the lower bound is valid for 
i = m - 2, while the upper bound is approached for large n combined with smal) i. 

Previously, we saw that for M-ASK with M = 2m, the minimum squared Eu
clidean distance 

(6) 

Hence, 

d2 = 4m-1d2 = !M2d2 m-1 0 4 o· (7) 

Now we get asymptotically for ASK 

(8) 

Because of the relationship between ASK and QAM, this limit is valid for QAM as 
well. 

In table 1, we see that coset partitioning of Hexagonal Modulation [18] does 
not justify great expectations for performance gain. Because of its structure, it is 
impossible to increase the minimum squared Euclidean distance just by partitioning 
once. By partitioning twice, this distance increases, but just with a factor 3 instead 
of the factor 4 for rectangular constellations. By triple partitioning, d!.in can increase 
with a factor 4 instead of the factor 8 for rectangular constellations. The first two 
stages of this triple partitioning however, have to he carried out in another way than 
of double partitioning. 

In table 1 can heseen further, that 128-QAM has, because of its cross constel
lation structure, a better distance profile than 64-QAM. In general, it appears that 
cross, or better circular shaped QAM constellations are better than squared ones. 
This is certainly true, if we would consider not just two dimensional ASK ( QAM), 
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but also multi-dimensional ASK constellations. By shaping some N -dimensional hy
percube constellation into some N -dimensional hypersphere constellation, keeping 
the number of signals in the constellation constant, we obtain a so called shape gain 
1 

"'(4 , which increases with N (18, 8]. 
Assume, some symmetrie N-dimensional hyperspherically shaped constellation 

contains equiprobable signals si, characterized by the coordinates (si,o, ... , si,N-1), 
where BiJ E A= {-a, 1- a, ... , -1, 0, 1, ... , a -1, a}. Now we abserve that P(si,; = 
b] b E A is not uniformly distributed over A. For most regular constellations, we 
will find that for all b E A\ {0}, P(si,; = b] = P(si,; = -b] and P[si,; = lbl] S 
P[si,; = lbl- 1]. Further, we must remark that all probabilities P[si,;] are mutually 
dependent. However, Calderbank [7, 8] concluded, that for N -+ oo, this mutual 
dependance becomes neglectable, and we can obtain the shape gain for N -+ oo also 
by using well-chosen non-equiprobable M -ASK. For finite N, we can even imprave 
7 11 by using non-equiprobable M-ASK signalling. 

3 Trellis Coded Modulation 

The idea of Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) was introduced by Ungerboeck [33] 
and works as follows: Assume we have some n-dimensional signal constellation with 
2m-1 signa} points. Now we can double the signal set (e.g. by expanding 4-PSK to 8-
PSK or 64-QAM to 128-QAM), which introduces one extra bit. The expanded signal 
set is S(O). The extra bit is used as redundancy of a trellis code with eenstraint length 
v. The constraint length v of a binary trellis code is defined as the number of delay 
units in the encoder. Hence, the corresponding register has v + 1 stages, while we 
have 2" states and 211+1 paths in the trellis2• Trellis codes are described extensively 
in [26]. Eneaderscan be divided into two groups, feedforward and feedback trellis 
codes. In this section, we will use feedback trellis eneaders with a linear feedback 
shift register. Linear trellis codes are called convolutional codes. Trellis codes can 
be decoded in a maximum likelihoed way, using the Viterbi algorithm [37],[14]. 

Assume, we have m- 1 information bits s(l), ... , s(m-1) which have to be trans
mitted using symbols of the symbol set S(O) with IS(0)1 = 2m. Now the bits 
s(l>, ... , s(l) are encoded with an 211-state trellis eneader with rateRe = 1~1 . which 
outputs the parity bit s(0>. Now the bits s(0),s(l>, ... ,s(m-1) determine the path 

1In this paper, the ga.in "'is the sa.ving in signa.l-to-noise ratio E,,fN11 on a.n AWGN cha.nnel 
tha.t we ca.n a.chieve a.symptotica.lly (for Eu/No- oo) by using some modula.tion or coding scheme 
rather tha.n a.nother. In most cases, the ga.in is denoted in dB. If d! is the minimum squa.red 
Euclidea.n dista.nce of a. speci1ic scheme in Eb, while cP,; is the minimum squa.red Euclidea.n dista.nce 
of some reference scheme, a.lso in E,,, the ga.in of tha.t specific scheme over the reference scheme is 
equa.l to 

(9) 

2In this report, we will a.da.pt tbe definition of the constra.int lengtb v from Forney [14, 15], 
Ungerboeck [33], Calderbank a.nd Sloa.ne . Viterbi [37, 38] a.nd Proa.lds [26] use a. definition of 
tbe constra.int length K = v + 1, where K is the number of stages in the shift register. Va.n Lint 
[24] defines the constra.int lengtb a.s the number of output symbols, influenced by one single input 
symbol. Tbis definition corresponds witb constra.int length K = v + 1. 
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Figure 3: TCM encoders for 8-PSK and 16-QAM with (a) v = 2, (b) v = 3 and (c) 
v=4. 

in top down order through the set patitioning tree starting with S(0) and finishing 
in s}m) which set contains exactly one symbol; the finally transmitted symbol s(i). 

This means that the bits that are protected by the trellis code, and which will there
fore not contribute assymptotically into the error rate, determine the first branches 
within the tree. Without coding, the choice at the decoder si de of these first branches 
could have been disturbed easily by relatively small error components. Further, the 
bits s(l+l), .•. , s<m) are not protected by the trellis code, but determine the choice of 
the transmitted symbol within the signal set S(l+l). Because symbols in this set are 
largely separated, the error probability of these bits is small. Summarizing, the bits 
s<1>, ... , s<1> are protected by a trellis code and the bits s(l+l), .•. , s(m) are protected 
by Euclidean distance. Some examples of TCM encoders are shown in figure 3 

Assuming that the trellis code protects the bits s(0), ••• , s(l> adequately, the 
asymptotic system behaviour on an AWGN channel will be determined by the mini
mum squared Euclidean distance áf within the sets S}l). We can compare this TCM 
scheme with the original 2m-I signa} point constellation. This constellation will 
have in most cases a minimum squared Euclidean di stance d~. Hence, the asymp
totic coding gain of TCM towards the original scheme is equal to: 

df 
roo= ~ {10) 

However, while s(l+l), ... , s(m) are not connected throughout the symbol se
quence, the performances on an interleaved Rayleigh Fading channel are bad. No di
versity is available, so these trellis coded modulation schemes are not fundamentally 
better than the uncoded scheme (the slopes ofthe double logarithmic BER(E&/No) 
curves are identical). For Rayleigh Fading channels, we should search for better en
coding schemes, which connects all bits s<1>, ... , s<m) together with s<0> throughout 
time. 
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Constellation Gonstraint M=8 M=16 M=32 M=64 
Type Length v 

M-PSK 2 3.01 3.54 3.5 
3 3.60 4.01 4.0 
4 4.13 4.44 4.4 
5 4.59 5.13 5.1 
6 5.01 5.33 5.5 
7 5.17 5.33 
8 5.75 5.51 

M-QAM 2 3.01 3.01 2.80 
3 3.98 3.98 3.77 
4 4.77 4.77 4.56 
5 5.44 5.44 5.23 
6 6.02 6.02 5.81 
7 6.02 6.02 5.81 
8 6.02 6.02 5.81 

Speetral 
Efficiency TJ 2 3 4 5 

Table 2: Asymptotic Gain (in dB) of Trellis Coded M-ary Modulation Schemes, 
with respect to the equivalent Uncoded M /2-ary Modulation Scheme for Different 
Constellation Types, Gonstraint Lengths v and Constellation Size M. 

A very simple trellis coded modulation scheme consists of transmission of M
PSK symbols with a phase offset of It radians depending on the parity of the 
previous M-PSK symbol. This scheme may be considered astrellis coded 2M-PSK 
with constraint-length v = 1. The receiver can decode the received symbols with 
a simple two-state Viterbi decoder . It appears that for M = 4, this scheme can 
achieve a coding gain of about 1dB at BER = 10-5 on an AWGN channel. Note that 
the scheme with M = 4 is rotationally variant over 180 degrees, while the scheme 
with M = 2 is rotationally invariant. The performances of this v = 1 scheme for 
M = 4 on an AWGN channel is shown in tigure 4 together with TCM schemes with 
larger constraint lengths. The asymptotic performances of many TCM schemes on 
an AWGN channel are listed in Figure 2 [35]. 

To achieve 90 degrees rotationally invariance, Wei [40] suggested the use of non
linear trellis codes. Nonlinear Trellis Coded Modulation is assigned by the CCITT 
to be the standard Coding/Modulation scheme for data communication via modems 
over telephone channels. The evolution of schemes for modems is shown in table 
3. The Recommendations V.32 and V.33 are described in [12]. The encoders and 
modulation schemes for 9600 and 14400 kbit/s are shown in figures 5 and 6. 

Recently, Forney et al. [18] and Calderbank & Sloane [9, 10, 11] introduced TCM 
with set partitioning over multi-dimensional signal constellations, which enables 
communication over telephone channels with very high bit rates. Wei [41] made this 
construction more practical (rotationally invariant), which resulted in the realisation 
of a 19.2 modems by Codex, using nonlinear trellis coding over 8-dimensional signal 
constellations. 
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year bitrate modulation code realisation "Yoo (towards) 
1962 2400 4-PSK uncoded Bell 
1967 4800 8-PSK uncoded Milgo 
1971 9600 16-QAM uncoded Codex/CCITT V.32 
1984 9600 32-QAM TCM (v = 3) CCITT V.32 3.98 dB (16-QAM) 
1984 12000 64-QAM TCM (v = 3) CCITT V.33 3.77 dB (32-QAM) 
1980 14400 64-QAM uncoded Paradyne 

. 1981 14400 64-HM uncoded Codex 0.76 dB {64-QAM) 
1984 14400 128-QAM TCM (v = 3) CCITT V.33 
1986 19200 multidimensional TCM Codex 

Table 3: Modems for the public telephone channel 

Viterbi introduced the idea of Pragrnatic Cocled Modulation in 1989 [39]. His 
cocled modulation schemes use codes of which decoder hardware is commercially 
available. The kernel of the schemes, is therefore formed by the R = 1/2, v = 6 
convolutional code. In general, the performances of the pragmatic cocled modulation 
schemes are poorer than those of normal cocled modulation schemes, but as long as 
no commercial (trellis) cocled demodulation hardware is commercially available, the 
pragrnatic schemes provide a salution for high-speed applications. Same extensions 
of Viterbi's scheme are described in [6]. 

4 Block Codes 

Let F~n) be the n-dimensional veetorspace over the Galais Field GF(q) [25]. An 
Error-Correcting codeC is a subspace of F~n) with M elements. The elements of 
F~n) and C are called respectively words and codewords. Hence, n is the number of 
symbols in a codeword and q is the cardinality of the set ofpossible symbols. Codes 
over the binary alphabet (binary codes) have q = 2. We define the dimension k of 
C such that k is integer and logq M - 1 < k ::; logq M. 

The Hamming weight w(x) of a vector x E F~n) is the number of non-zero 
coordinates of x. The Hamming distance 8(x,y) of two veetors x and y is the 
number of coordinates in which they differ. Hence, 

ó(x,y) = w(x- y). (11) 

A code C is denoted with ( n, M, ó), where ó is the minimum Hamming distance 
between two codewords. 

A linear code C is a code for which the sum of any two codeworcis is also a 
codeword. Hence, the all-zero codeword is an element of C. Linear codes are 
denoted with [n, k, 8]. The Singleton bound [25] states that 

ó:5n-k+1 (12) 

The codes for which ó = n- k + 1 are called Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) 
Codes. The Ra te of a code is defined to be Re = ~. 

Assume we want to code bits befare transmitting them over an AWGN channel 
using a Gray-cocled signal constellation with minimum Euclidean distance dmin,m· 
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I Code n k R V 

uncoded n n 1 1.00 0 
Single Parity Check n n-1 2 n :.! 1 .., 
Hamming n = 27 -1 n-r-1 3 r-1 

3 1 3 0.33 1 
7 4 3 0.57 2 

15 11 3 0.73 3 
31 26 3 0.84 4 

n __. oo n-e 3 1.00 T-1 
extended Hamming n= 27 n-r-1 4 T-1 

4 1 4 0.25 1 
8 4 4 0.50 2 

16 11 4 0.69 3 
32 26 4 0.81 4 

n --t oo n-E 4 1.00 T-1 
Golay 23 12 7 0.52 6 
extended Golay 24 12 8 0.50 6 
Reed-Muller 1 Ut order n= 2r r+1 n T-1 2 

2 2 1 1.00 0 
4 3 2 0.75 1 
8 4 4 0.50 2 

16 5 8 0.31 3 
32 6 16 0.19 4 

n __. oo € n 0.00 r-1 ? 
Reed-Muller 2n.d order n= 27 r'±r±2 n. T-1 2 4 

4 4 1 1.00 0 
8 7 2 0.88 1 

16 11 4 0.67 3 
32 16 8 0.50 4 

n __. oo f :r 0.00 I T-1 
Reed-Muller ath order n= 27 r"±5r±6 n T-1 6 8 

8 8 1 1.00 0 
16 15 2 0.94 1 
32 26 4 0.81 4 

n __. oo f 
n. 0.00 T-} R" 

extended Goppa 32 7 14 0.22 
extended BCH 

16 5 8 0.31 3 
16 7 6 0.44 
32 6 16 0.19 4 
32 11 12 0.34 
32 16 8 0.50 4 
32 21 6 0.66 I 

repetition n 1 n -!;: 1 

Table 4: Some binary linear block codes with their properties. 
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Code n kJ} R 

Nordstrom-Robinson 16 8 6 0.50 
Prepata 12 5 5 0.42 
Belov 32 3 18 0.09 

Table 5: Some binary nonlinear block codes with their properties. 

The used error-correcting code has minimum Hamming distance d = dn,min and 
coding rate Re. This means that the minimum Euclidean distance of the coded 
constellation drnin,c ~ d~in,mRcd. Hence, the asymptotic coding gain [ 00 is equal to 

{13) 

The equal sign in the inequality is valid for MDS codes. In this case, 'Yoo is maximum 
for 6 = "'i1

, so 

1oo :S (n + 1)2. {14) 
n 

Codes with an odd value of 6 can he extended by adding an extra parity symbol 
to all codewords in order to get even weight codewords. Because neighbouring 
codewords differ in an odd number of symbols, the parity symbol will be different 
as well. Hence, the extended code will have parameters [n + 1, k, 6 + 1]q· Extending 
a code is camparabie with concatenating it with an SPC code. This means that 
the decading procedure of extended codes can be split into two steps. First, an 
SPC decoder can use maximum likelibood decading to correct at most 1 error, and 
secondly a normal decoder of the non-extended code can be used to perfarm hard
decision decading on the rest of the codewords. 

Fortheuse of multistage coded modulation, weneed codes with different Ham
ming distauces 6, large code rates R = ~ and simple decading algorithms {if possible 
even maximum likelibood decoding). For the moment, we are only interested in the 
parameters n, k and 8, and not in the construction methods and decading algorithms 
of the code. More about encoding and decading of block codescan be found in [25]. 
Except for the simply decodable repetition code, decading complexity is in general 
related with 8; If 6 becomes larger, decading complexity increases. 

All linear [n, k, 6] codes with k > 1 can be shortened in such a way that we 
obtain a linear [n- 1, k- 1, 8] code. Obviously, this procedure can be repeated 
several times. 

Some binary block codes are listed in tables 4 and 5. From this table, we see that 
Reed-Muller codes of the rth order are identical with uncoded, the SPC code and 
the extended Hamming code for respectively r = r, T = r + 1 and T = r+ 2. Forney 
(16] showed that RM as well as Golay codes have some trellis structure, which means 
that they are ML decodable with and 2" -state Vit er bi algorithm. Hence, most of 
the codes in table 4 are ML decodable. The corresponding valnes of v are given in 
the table as well. The complexity of the Viterbi algorithm is generally related with 
2". 

For block codes, we can define the :filling factor {3; i.e. the probability that a 
completely random q-ary word of length n lies within the decading sphere of any 
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codeword is equal to 
k t (") i t (") i 

{3 = q :Ei=O i q = :Ei=O i q (15) 
q" q2t 

w here we assume ó = 2t + 1. If a code has {3 = 1, we call it a perfect code. We can 
derive that Hamming and Golay codes are perfect codes. 

The most commonly used symbol error correcting codes (for which q > 2) are 
the so called Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. These linear [n, k, ó] codes operate over the 
extension field GF(q) and have the property n = q- 1 as well as the maximum 
distance separable (MDS) property, which gives 8 - 1 = n - k. 

5 Multistage Block Coded Modulation 

The idea of multistage coded modulation was first described by Imai and Hirakawa 
[20]. It is based on the fact that 

(16) 

for i = 0, ... , n - 2, where si is the receiver estimation of s(i). In other words, while 
walking downwards in the partitioning tree, the probability of an erroneous branch 
selection by the receiver decreases because elf increases with i. Hence the different 
bits determining the signal, require unequal error-protection, i.e. the first bits, 
determining the upper branch selections will require in general a better proteetion 
than the last bits. 

It is not always necessary to proteet all the bits s0 , ••• , sm-t· Sometimes, it is 
suflident to eneode for example only the first bit s0• The bits s1, • •• , Sm-t can then 
he considered as cocled by some length n code which contains all the words {0, 1}". 

For cocled modulation, trellis as well as block codes are used. In [36] and [42] for 
example, rate-compatible punctured convolutional codes are proposed to he used 
for multistage coded modulation. In this section, we will stress our attention on 
multistage block coded modulation although multistage trellis cocled modulation 
schemes are most commonly used for the moment. 

Forthem stages i= 0, ... , m-1, we use block codes Ci with length ni, dimension 
ki, minimum Hamming distance ói and code rate Rï = ~· Hence, the minimum 
squared Euclidean distance ~in between different signa] sequences of the multistage 
cocled modulation scheme is equal to 

(17) 

where 

(18) 

and 

{19) 

A number of nt consecutive signals is called a frame, where nt is the least common 
multiple of no, ... , nm-1· The dimension kt of such a frame is equal tokt= nffJ· 
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'fJ n Cm-1 Cm-2 d~.w./ E,, 1 (dB) (towa.rds) reference 
1.00 4 [4,1,4] [4,3,2] 8.00 3.01 (2-PSK) [13, 28] 
0.63 8 [8,1,8] [8,4,4] 10.00 3.98 (2-PSK) [13] 
1.38 8 [8,4,4] [8,7,2] 11.00 4.39 (2-PSK) 
0.38 16 [16,1,16] [16,5,8] 12.00 4.77 (2-PSK) [13] 
1.00 12 (12,16,6) [12,8,3] 12.00 4.77 (2-PSK) [28] 
1.63 16 [16,11,4] [16,15,2:1 13.00 5.12 {2-PSK) [21] 
0.22 32 [32,1,32} [32,6,16] 14.00 5.44 (2-PSK) [13] 
1.78 32 [32,26,4] [32,31,2] 14.25 5.52 (2-PSK) 
1.00 16 [16,5,8] [16,11,4] 16.00 6.02 {2-PSK) [28, 21] 
1.31 32 [32,16,8] [32,26,4] 21.00 7.20 (2-PSK) • [21] 
0.69 32 [32,6,16] [32,16,8] ! 22.00 7.40 (2-PSK) I 
1.00 32 [32,11,12] [32,21,6] i 24.00 7.78 (2-PSK) [28] 

Table 6: Some Multistage Block Cocled 4-PSK Schemes 

From these equations, we can derive that the maximum value of d!in in terms 
of Eb is obtained if for all i, bid; is equal. If for certain i, Di~ is larger than the 
minimum value of this expression, the bit si is protected more than asymptotically 
necessary. In general, this means that the code rate R; is smaller than required. 
Hence, we can use a higher rate code for the ith bit. This means that 'TJ increases, 
so d!in in terms of Eb increases as well. 

To benefit the increased minimum Euclidan distance fully, maximum likelihood 
decoding is required for all m stages. In the rest of this paper, we will use the 
block codes from the previous section. These codes all have some trellis structure, 
which means that they are ML-decodable with the Viterbi algorithm. If all m codes 
ei with i = 0~ ... 'm - 1 have some 2v•-state trellis structure, the multistage block 
cocled modulation scheme has some trellis structure with 2" states, where 

m-1 

V= L Vi. 
i=O 

{20) 

Multistage cocled modulation can be seen as a special form of the generalized 
concatenated coding principle of Blokh and Zyablov [2, 43, 32]. Cusack [13], Sayegh 
[27], Forney [16] and Kasami et al. (21] proposed a number of multistage block 
cocled modulation schemes. 

In [22], another form of multistage cocled modulation is treated, where the bits 
s11 • •• , sm-l are encoded jointly with a code of length ( m - 1 }n. Following this 
approach, the bits s11 ••• , Bm-l have equal error-proteetion which results obviously 
in sub-optimum performances. An example of such a scheme is treated extensively 
in [4, 5, 3]. 

Suppose, we want to transmit 4-PSK signals characterized by the bits s0 and s1, 

as described insection 2. Bit so requires more proteetion than s1, because df = 2d5. 
This proteetion with a factor 2 in squared Euclidean distance can be realized by 
coding the s0 bits with a Single Parity Check (SPC} code [29],[3]. Such a scheme 
keeps its ML decodability. If we use an SPC-code in this way, we decrease the rate 
loss with a factor 2 and we make the code better for small Eb/ No. 

The remaining rate loss caused by the one bit redundancy, can be compensated 
by expanding the scheme to 8-PSK. In fact, we get now a 3-stage cocled 8-PSK 
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11 n Cm-1 Cm-2 Cm-3 d:,,;"/ E,, 1 (dB) (towards) reference 
2.25 4 [4,1,4] [4,4,1] [4,4,1] 4.50 0.51 (4-PSK) [4, 5] 
2.00 7 [7,1, 7] [7,6,2] [7,7,1] 8.00 3.01 {4-PSK) [31] 
2.00 8 [8,1,8] [8,7,2) (8,8,1) 8.00 3.01 {4-PSK) [27, 16, 21] 
2.00 8 [8,1,8] [16,15,2) [16,15,2] 8.00 3.01 { 4-PSK) [4, 5, 22) 
2.25 16 [16,5,8] (16,15,2] [16,16,1] 9.00 3.52 (4-PSK) [21] 
2.46 24 [24,12,8] [24,23,2] [24,24,1] 9.83 3.91 {4-PSK) [21] 
1.34 32 [32,1,32] [32,16,8] [32,26,4] 10.75 4.29 (2-PSK) 
1.69 16 [16,1,16] [16,11,4] [16,15,2] 13.50 5.28 (2-PSK) (21) 
1.97 32 [32,6,16] [32,26,4) [32,31,2) 15.75 5.95 (4-PSK) [21] 
2.00 32 [32,7,14] [32,26,4) (32,31,2] 16.00 6.02 {4-PSK) [2:l) 

Table 7: Some Multistage Block Cocled 8-PSK Schemes 

11 n Cm-1 Gm-2 Cm-3 d~niu/ Eb ï (dB) (towards) reference 
2.00 4 [4,1,4) [4,3,2) [4,4,1) 6.40 2.04 (4-PSK) [13, 28] 
2.38 8 [8,4,4] [8,7,2] (8,8,1] 7.60 2.79 (4-PSK) 
2.63 16 (16,11,4] [16,15,2] [16,16,1] 8.40 3.22 (4-PSK) 
2.78 32 [32,26,4] [32,31,2) [32,32,1] 8.90 3.47 (4-PSK) 
1.50 8 [8,1,8] [8,4,4] [8,7,2] 9.60 3.80 {2-PSK) (13] 
1.94 16 [16,5,8] [16,11,4] (16,15,2] 12.40 4.91 (4-PSK) 
1.06 16 [16,1,16] [16,5,8] [16,11,4] 13.60 5.31 (2-PSK) [13) 
2.28 32 (32,16,8) [32,26,4] [32,31,2] 14.60 5.62 (4-PSK) 
0.72 32 [32,1,32] [32,6,16] 32,16,8] 18.40 6.66 (2-PSK) (13] 
1.50 32 [32,6,16] 32,16,8f [32,26,4] 19.20 6.81 (2-PSK) 

Table 8: Some Multistage Block Cocled 8-QAM Schemes 

scheme with bits s0 , St and s2 , where s0 is cocled with a rate 1/no and length n0 

repetition code, St with a rate ( n0 -1 )/n0 SPC code and s2 is uncoded. If we choose 
n 0 ;::: 7, we get an asymptotic coding gain of 3dB. This scheme was previously 
described by van Tilborg [31],[30], Sayegh [27], Forney [16] and Ka.sami et al. [21]. 
It will be treated extensively in chapter [3] as Scheme 11. In [22] and [4, 5], a slightly 
different scheme is presented, where the bits s1 and s2 are jointly encoded with an 
[2no, 2no- 1, 2] SPC code. In [3], this Scheme will be called Scheme I. 

As an other example, we can examine a multistage block coded 16-QAM scheme. 
The bits s(0), s(l) and s(2) can be cocled respectively with a [8,1,8] repetition code, a 
[8,4,4] extended Hamming code, and a [8,7,2] SPC code, while the bit s<3

> remains 
uncoded. This scheme ha.s a minimum squared Euclidean distance of d~in = BE" 
with speetral efficiency Tl = 2.50. Hence, we can achieve a gain of 3 dB towards 
4-QAM while the speetral efficiency is even larger! 

If we use 2n-QAM, leave the bits s(m-l) uncoded, eneode the bits s(m-2) and 
s(m-S) with respectively a [8,7,2] SPC code and a [8,4,4] extended Hamming code, 
and eneode the bits s(i) with i = 0, ... , m- 4 with repetitioncodes of length 2m-i-l, 
we can still improve the modulation rate slightly up to Tl = 2.625 for m ---+ oo. If 
for example, m = 7, we get Tl = 2.61 and ~in = 8.15 · E.", so the modulation gain 'Y 
towards 4-PSK is even 3.09 dB. 

To exploit the minimum Euclidean distance optimally, we have to perform ML 
decoding for all codes. For the extended [7,4,3] Hamming code, this means that we 
will have to check all 16 codewords. 
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Table 9: Some Multistage Block Coded 16-PSK Schemes 

11 n Cm-1 Cm-2 Cm-3 Cm-4 d:,oin/ Eb 'Y (dB) (towa.rds) reference I 

3.00 4 [4,1,4] [4,3,2] [4,4,1] [4,4,1] 4.80 3.01 (8-QAM) [28] 
3.38 8 [8,4,4] [8, 7,2) [8,8,1] [8,8,1] 5.40 3.52 (8-QAM) 
3.63 16 [16,11,4] [16,15,2] [16,16,1] [16,16,1] 5.80 3.83 (8-QAM) 
3.78 32 [32,26,4] [32,31,2] [32,32,1] [32,32,1] . 6.05 4.02 (8-QAM) 
2.50 8 [8,1,8] [8,4,4] [8,7,2) [8,8,1] I 8.00 3.01 (4-PSK) [13] 
2.94 16 [16,5,8] [16,11,4] [16,15,2] [16,16,1] 9.40 5.93 (8-QAM) 
3.28 32 [32,16,8] [32,26,4] [32,31,2] [32,32,1] 10.50 6.41 (8-QAM) 
2.00 16 [16,1,16] [16,5,8] [16,11,4] [16,15,2] 12.80 5.05 (4-PSK) [13, 28] 
2.47 32 [32,6,16) [32,16,8] [32,26,4] (32,31,2] 15.80 5.97 (4-PSK) 

i 1.53 32 [32,1,32] [32,6,16] [32,16,8] [32,26,4] 19.60 6.90 (2-PSK) [13] 

Table 10: Some Multistage Block Coded 16-QAM Schemes 

If we use 32-QAM, and use respectively the [16,1,16] repetion code, the [24,12,8] 
extended Golay code, the [n, n - pog2 ( n - 1) 1 - 1, 4] extended Hamming code, the 
[n, n - 1, 2] SPC code to eneode respectively the bits s(0), ••• , s(3) and we leave the 
bit s(4) uncoded, we get for m -+ oo a speetral efficiency 1J = 3.56 and a minimum 
squared Euclidean distance d~in = 11.4 ·Eb. This means that we can achieve a co ding 
gain ï towards 8-QAM of 6.77 dB, while we decrease the bandwidth requirements 
with 16%. However, now the problem of ML decoding becomes serious. Although 
we are able to describe the coded modulation scheme with a trellis, structure, the 
corresponding Viterbi decoder bas a large constraint length, which results in much 
complexity. 

Multistage block coded modulation schemes were first described by Cusagh [13]. 
He describes multistage Reed-Muller codes M-QAM, where M = 2m and Ci is the 
itk order Reed-Muller code of length n. A large number of multistage block coded 
modulation schemes with fixed speetral efficiency (17 E {1, 2, 3}) were examined by 
Sayegh [27, 28]. Kasami et al. [21] examined some more good schemes. A number 
of good multistage block coded modulation schemes are listed with their properties 
and performances in tables 6-11. 

11 n Cm-1 Cm-2 Cm-3 Cm-4 Cm-5 cP,.,it./ E" 'Y (dB) (towa.rds) 
4.00 4 [4,1,4] [4,3,2] [4,4,1] l4,4,1] [4,4,1} 3.20 3.01 (16-QAM) 
4.38 8 [8,4,4] [8,7,2] [8,8,1] [8,8,1] [8,8,1] 3.50 3.40 (16-QAM) 
4.63 16 [16,11,4] [16,15,2] [16,16,1] [16,16,1] [16,16,1] 3.70 3.64 (16-QAM) 
4.78 32 [32,26,4] [32,31,2] [32,32,1] [32,32,1] [32,32,1] 3.83 3.79 (16-QAM) 
3.50 8 [8,1,8] [8,4,4] [8,7,2] [8,8,1] [8,8,1] 5.60 3.68 (8-QAM) 
3.94 16 [16,5,8] (16,11,4] [16,15,2] [16,16,1] [16,16,1] 6.30 5.95 {16-QAM) 
4.28 32 [32,16,8] [32,26,4] [32,31,2] [32,32,1] (32,32,1] 6.85 6.32 (16-QAM) 
3.00 16 [16,1,16] [16,5,8] [16,11,4] [16,15,2] [16,16,1] 9.60 6.02 (8-QAM) 
3.47 32 (32,6,16] [32,16,8] [32,26,4] [32,31,2] [32,32,1] 11.10 6.65 (8-QAM) 
2.50 32 [32,1,32] [32,6,16] [32,16,8] (32,26,4] [32,31,2] 16.00 6.02 (4-PSK) 
3.23 48 [16,1,16] (24,12,8} [16,11,4Ï [48,47,2Ï [48,48,1} 10.33 6.34 (8-QAM) 

Table 11: Some Multistage Block Coded 32-QAM Schemes 
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If we have to construct a multistage block coded modulation schemes for AWGN 
channels with small signal-to-noise ratios, we have to realize that an error in stage 
0 causes much more bit errors than an error in stagem- 1. This means, that bits 
in the top of the set partitioning tree ( with small indices) should be protected more 
than in the asymptotical optimal case. 

For Rayleigh Fading channels, the asymptotic behaviour of all schemes has the 
form of c 

BER = -L· 
ï 

(21) 

The minimum squared Euclidean distance as well as the constants in front of the 
error components determine C, and therefore the asymptotic gain. However, much 
more important is the diversity L of the scheme, which appears to be equal to the 
minimum Hamming distance 8;, in case of maximum-likelihood decoding: 

L =. min li;,. 
l=O, ••• ,m-1 

(22) 

This means, that asymptotically, all codes Ci have to be chosen equal. 
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minimum Euclidean distance 
energy per signal 
energy per bit 
integer counters 
code dirneusion 
number of information bits per frame 
number of bits per uncoded symbol 
number of bits per uncoded signal 
number of symbols per segment 
cardinality of a signal set 
number of codewords of a code 
code length 
number of signals per frame 
number of dimensions of a signal set 
noise power 
probability density 
probability 
probability of correct decading 
probability of a decoder error 
probability of a decoder failure 
cardinality of the symbol set of a code 
order of a RM code 
code rate 
signal 
signa} set 
error-correcting capability of a code 
filling factor of a code 
minimum Hamming distance 
speetral efficiency 
gam 
shape gain 
asymptotic gain 
constraint length 
flog2 n l 
constellation figure of merit 
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